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II P .............. GIARISM DECLARATION 
The author knows that plagiarism is wrong. Plagiarism is to use another person's work and to pretend that it 
is one's own. The author of this research has used the Harvard Style convention for citation and 
referencing. Each significant contribution to and quotation in this report from the work, or works of other 
people has been attributed, and has been cited and referenced. This thesis is the author's own work. He has 
not allowed, and will not allow anyone to copy his work with the intention of passing it off as his or her 
own work. 
III CUTIVE SUMMARY 
The last 50 years have seen the tourism industry growing rapidly, suggesting that, at this turn of the 
millennium, the industry is beginning to mature. Already an enormous global industry, the future for 
tourism in the next too years seems full of tremendous possibilities and major challenges. For developing 
countries such as South Africa, the challenge remains to market, brand and position their country and 
products effectively in this increasingly competitive global market place. In recent years, South Africa and 
Cape Town in particular have experienced a growing interest from the international community as tourist 
destinations. Tourism is of significant importance to the South African economy as it accounts for almost 
7% of South Africa's Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and employs 6.6% of the country's formal 
workforce. The tourism industry is of more importance to the Western Cape's economy as it accounts for 
approximately 9.1% of Gross Regional Product (GRP) and employs approximately 9.3% of the province's 
workforce. Approximately 770 000 overseas tourists visited the province in the year 2000 and this represents 
51 % of South Africa's overseas tourists. 
The fundamental product in tourism is the destination experience. Despite Cape Town offering a unique 
experience, the destination lacks a dear and positive brand images that persuade international tourists to 
visit. Currently, it cannot be ascertained how international travellers perceive brand Cape Town. As such it 
is felt that a significant number of tourists are being forsaken. Thus, it is imperative that research be 
conducted in order to gain a greater understanding of the brand, thereby enabling Cape Town to be 
positioned in a manner that lives up to tourists' expectations. In April 2001, the Joint Marketing Initiative 
was created to align the marketing efforts of the various destination-marketing organisations responsible for 
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This is necessary to achieve consistency in image and message communication. This investigation is one of 
many commissioned by the Cape Metropolitan Tourism to improve stakeholders' understanding of brand 
Cape Town. The main objective of this investigation is to provide an in-depth understanding of how 
international tourists currently perceive Cape Town as a holiday destination. 
Both exploratory and descriptive research was deemed necessary to get an in-depth understanding of brand 
Cape Town. Consequently a combination of qualitative and quantitative research was used for this particular 
study. The qualitative research was comprised of a literature review to set the theoretical background for this 
research and in-depth interviews with international tourists. The aim of the literature review was to 
understand how destinations that are successful have been marketed and branded. The literature review 
identified that tourism is becoming a highly competitive industry and the message conveyed to the potential 
holiday-maker is one of increased choice. More destinations in more countries are now available, a wider 
variety of holiday types especially activity ones are on offer. Cape Town has a wide variety of natural and 
man-made attractions that underpin its tourism appeal. At present time, the city and the province need to be 
branded in an effort to bring a single-minded focus on promoting these destinations to national and 
international markets to attract trade, investment and tourism. The following is a summary of the literature 
review findings. 
A destination is more than a geographical area, it is a combination of people, cultures, historical heritage, 
physical assets, and opportunities that are marketed in different ways to ensure the long-term success of a 
place (Kotler, Haider & Rein, 1993: 2). Place marketing emerged as a promising integrating process linking 
the potential competitive advantage of a place to its overall economic development goals (Kotler et al., 1993: 
79). Within place marketing rests the study of how destinations are marketed. While place marketing looks 
at the needs and wants of tourists, exporters and investors, destination marketing focuses on the needs of 
both domestic and international tourists only. All tourism activities and experiences are generally given 
mental ratings, good or bad, and each individual given their likes and dislikes, has a preferential image of 
their ideal holiday destination. This conditions their expectations, setting an aspiration level or evaluative 
image, against which actual holiday opportunities are compared (Ashworth and Goodall, 1990). 
An individual perception of a holiday destination is conditioned by the information available. This 
information may be derived from formal sources such as travel agents, holiday brochures or informal 
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potential visitor of the opportunities but also at being persuasive, creating a favourable image of a particular 
destination or tourism product. Much effort is therefore directed at formulating and marketing destination 
images and the range of destinations getting in on the act is forever widening as new market segments are 
tapped (Goodall and Ashworth, 1988). It is therefore important to consider the factors that influence image 
formation. Fakeye and Crompton (1991) described a process of image development linked to tourism 
promotion and destination choice. Image was proposed to evolve through three stages: organic, induced, 
and complex. 
Organic image development represents an awareness of a destination before destination promotion is 
introduced. According to Gunn (1972) this organic image is formed as a result of general exposure to 
newspaper reports, magazine articles and other non-tourist sources. Induced images on the other hand, are 
formed when promotions are viewed and evaluated against organic images. These images are brought about 
by tourist-directed information such as advertisements and travel posters. Organic images tend to develop 
first and as such, may be regarded as having a stronger influence than induced image on overall image 
formation. Destination marketers have very little control over organic images as opposed to induced images. 
The complex image results from actual visitation and experience with the destination. Further Fakeye and 
Crompton (1991) linked these three types of image to the three functions of promotion: to inform, to 
persuade and to remind. Informative materials were hypothesised to be most effective at the organic stage, 
persuasive materials at the induced stage and reminding materials at the complex stage of destination image 
formation. 
However, Chon (1990) suggested that a primary image is formed when a tourist has made a decision to 
travel somewhere. The tourist selects certain destinations as possible choices and it is these initial images 
which Chon describes as primary images. The construction of these primary images of destinations is based 
on certain push and pull factors. The pull factors are described by Chon as the attractiveness of a region and 
its various elements. The push factors on the other hand, are the needs and motives of consumers for 
travelling. However, Chon (1990) does not state that specific push factors are linked with specific pull 
factors or that an organic, induced or complex image must be present before a primary image can be 
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Destination image is a key factor in the pleasure travel decision-making process (MacKay and Fesenmaier, 
1997). Gartner (1993) argued that image formation agents differentially affect formation of mental 
destination images and therefore have important implications for creation and change of image by 
destination marketers. Destination images are subjective, temporally and culturally specific (Morgan and 
Pritchard, 2000). It is not only tourists who hold images of tourism places but intermediaries such as travel 
agents, industry suppliers, the population at large and the destination marketing organisations, all have 
differing images of the same destination. Therefore measuring destination image is paramount in order to 
design the most effective positioning, differentiation and marketing strategy for a destination (Echtner and 
Ritchie, 1993). Destination marketers should have a dear understanding of what variables may affect the 
destination image and how they contribute to the development of that image to emphasise the relevant 
attributes in any destination promotion campaign. 
Most image studies in tourism have used a list of attributes to measure some of the more functional 
components of destination image, such as scenery, climate, facilities, and attractions. The main concern has 
been with the more tangible physical components of place perception commonly associated with designative 
images (pearce, 1982; Walmsley and Young, 1998). The evaluative component of images appears to have 
been overlooked. Yet more recently, Echtner and Ritchie (1993: 3) proposed a comprehensive 
multidimensional defmitional and measurement approach to destination image. They presented a 
framework, which suggests that to completely measure destination image, several components must be 
captured. These include attribute-based images, holistic impressions, and functional, psychological, unique 
and common characteristics. 
The attribute-holistic dimension refers to a continuum of individual elements to an overall impression. For 
example, a destination's image is comprised of beliefs about specific attributes such as accommodation, 
climate, and ease of access as well as a more overall or holistic impressions (Echtner and Ritchie, 1993). 
Effective marketing strategies can be determined only after measuring the extent to which potential visitors 
perceive that a destination contains those attributes that they consider important (Ashworth and Goodall, 
1990). The functional-psychological dimension distinguishes between the parts of image, which are directly 
observable for example, prices and those, that are intangible for example, friendliness. The third element, 
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Echtner and Ritchie (1991, 1993) also recommend a combination of structured and unstructured 
methodologies to measure destination image. The structured approach involves various common image 
attributes being specified and incorporated into a standardised instrument, usually a set of semantic 
differential or likert scales. An unstructured approach employs an alternate form of measurement using free 
from descriptions to measure image. Attributes are not specified at the onset of the research but rather the 
respondent is allowed to more freely describe impressions of the destination product. Depending on the 
specific characteristics of an individual the images he or she forms will be different. Consequently, there is 
no single perceived image of a destination, rather it is associated with each individual consumer. 
The image of a destination is inextricably linked to its brand. A brand embodies a set of values and 
attributes which stimulate consumer interest, which distinguish the brand from others and creates a unique 
piece of property for its owners. It uniquely and successfully blends together both tangible and intangible 
qualities and attributes (Keller, 1998: 5). The challenge of branding lies in the ability of the brand to polarise 
consumers by differentially developing its appeal to those consumers to whom it is particularly suited. The 
result of a successful brand positioning strategy is a distinctive brand image on which customers rely in 
making choices (Morgan and Pritchard, 1998: 141). Although there is general agreement that branding can 
be applied to tourism destinations, there is less certainty about how the concept translates into practical 
marketing activity. Morgan and Pritchard (1998) point out there is as yet very little empirical research that 
explores the application of branding to tourism products including destinations. 
When a destination is branded, the brand name is relatively fixed by the actual name of the location. The 
power of branding lies in making people aware of the location and then linking desirable associations to the 
brand (Keller, 1998:19) that influence purchasing behaviour (Ries and Ries, 1998). The first stage in building 
a destination brand is to establish the brand's core values that should be durable, relevant, communicable 
and hold saliency for potential tourists. Once these core values have been established, they should underpin 
and imbue all subsequent marketing activity so that the brand values are cohesively communicated. The 
brand values should also be reinforced by brand elements, which ensure consistency of message and 
approach (Morgan and Pritchard, 2000: 281). Branding destinations combine marketing products and 
services and the commoditisation of people's culture and environment. The complexity of the issue requires 
a particular focused effort by tourism researchers since it embodies a multiplicity of concerns needing a 
multidisciplinary response (Gnoth, 1998: 759). Contrary to the focused marketing message with its USP 
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rich brand is a gestalt made of multiple messages, associations and character traits. Identity is at the centre of 
the brand's essence, surrounded by benefits, attributes and emotion. The brand's essence draws on the soul, 
or core, of the brand to set the product or company or destination apart from all others in the category. The 
essence of the brand remains virtually unchanging as it travels to new markets and products (\Vinkler, 1999). 
Given the complex nature of destination products, a destination brand usually will reflect the beliefs of its 
management and the idiosyncrasies of the organisations marketing it. This is often a major source of conflict 
between those responsible for marketing the brand and those who own the various components of the 
brand (accommodation, entertainment facilities, restaurants etc.). Co-operation between all players, both in 
the private and public sector, is therefore essential for the success of the brand. However, as travel 
destinations turn to branding for differentiation, they must comprehensively assess all their potential target 
markets and choose only those that will maximise their appeal. Targeting countries haphazardly can only 
damage the brand, as the values held by consumers in these countries may not be the values that the brand 
stands for. For branding strategies to be successful and brand equity to be created, consumers must be 
convinced that there are meaningful differences among brands. The brand must have a high level of 
awareness and familiarity among its customers who hold some strong, favourable, and unique brand 
associations in memory. 
It has been suggested in the literature that emotional branding is an integral part of branding a destination. 
Emotional branding has also been labelled as mood-brand marketing where branding activities concentrate 
on conveying the essence or spirit of a destination, often communicated via few key attributes and 
associations (Morgan and Pritchard, 2000: 282). It is a useful method of destination branding where brand 
saliency is created through the development of an emotional relationship with the consumer through highly 
choreographed and focused communication campaigns However, as Westwood et al. (1999: 240) argue, 
mere emotion is not enough, the key to develop a strong brand is the unique associations that customers 
hold in memory. While emotion has always been an important component of branding, emotion in the 
absence of a point of difference that can be articulated and firmly positioned in the memory is arguably a 
recipe for consumer confusion. 
While branding refers to what images people have of a country, city or region and what kind of relationship 
they have with it, positioning on the other hand, takes the images and defme the city, region or country by 
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communicating key service attributes that are consistent with the brand image. It is a stage subsequent to 
market segmentation at which the marketer determines the needs that are best satisfied by the destination 
product! service offerings and how best to communicate the offering to the target market. It is a process of 
pinpointing, substantiating and delivering competitive advantage to create brand growth (Cape JMI, 2001). 
It provides a focus and mechanism for consumers to facilitate brand choice, which improve the 
effectiveness of external marketing activity and guides internal development of the brand. 
The goal of destination differentiation is the establishment of point-of-difference associations. These 
associations are unique to the brand and are also strongly held and favourably evaluated by potential visitors 
(Keller, 1998). Point-of-parity associations are those associations that potential visitors view as being 
necessary for the destination to be a legitimate and credible product offering. They represent necessary but 
not sufficient conditions for brand choice. Point-of-parity associations also pertain to associations that are 
designed to negate other destinations' points-of-difference. Thus, competitive advantage stems from 
differentiation achieved by various elements of the destination offering through multiple linkages of various 
attributes and benefits in a complex and unique way that makes it difficult for competitors to copy. 
Point-of-difference and point-of-parity associations contribute to a positive expenence of the brand, 
satisfaction with the destination, which leads to consumers expressing a favourable attitude towards the 
brand. A favourable attitude translates into positive word-of-mouth, brand loyalty shown by multiple 
purchase of the destination product and a significant source of positive recommendation to other travellers. 
Consumer seek brand recommendations from others and limit subsequent information search to only those 
recommended brands or the recommended brand is used as a standard of comparison to evaluate other 
subsequently identified brands. Satisfaction or dissatisfaction with pervious experience is also crucial 
because it affects expectations for the next purchase. This means that favourable tourist perceptions and 
attitudes are potentially an important source of competitive advantage (Kozak and Rimmington, 2000). The 
point of building a destination brand is to create long-term consumer patronage of the destination. Yet 
some consumer win not revisit, not because their expectations were not met, but more so because they wan t 
to experience new destinations. 
Thus for brand Cape Town to be successful, some of the important factors that need to be considered are: 
the brand image and how the various target audiences relate to the brand, the consistency in image and 













roles and responsibilities for destination marketing organisations, a clear understanding of the various target 
markets needs and wants amongst others. Based on the literature review, the author proposed a destination 
image formation and destination choice model. Conclusions were thereof drawn from the literature, which 
led to the formulation of the research objectives. 
Adding to the above, in-depth interviews were conducted among eighty-five international tourists visiting 
Cape Town during the months of September and October 2001. The qualitative research took the form of 
face-to-face interviews with tourists. Their attitudes and opinions were sought on various issues affecting 
the brand. The main research objectives were to identify factors that are important to international tourists 
when choosing a destination; to determine tourists' expectations and perceptions of Cape Town; to identify 
the perceived brand image; to determine tourists' overall attitude towards the brand and to identify 
constructs that can be used in the design of a logo and positioning of the brand amongst others. 
The majority of respondents were males (67%) and the average age was 27 years old. Nearly 95% of 
respondents were either on holiday or visiting family and friends (VFR) or both. More than half (52%) of 
the respondents were from the UK. The main activities they are involved in while on holidays include 
visiting historical sites (10.6%), tourist attractions (23.5%) both natural and man-made, participating in 
outdoor activities (23.5%), admiring scenic beauty (30.6%) and relaxing on the beach (27.1%). 
Climate/weather (32.9%) and value for money (25.9%) were the most important factors to international 
tourists when choosing a destination. Culture was another factor given that 21.2% of respondents 
mentioned that their main activity at a destination was experiencing the local culture and 22.4% mentioned 
it as a factor influencing their choice of a destination. Destination image was considered important by 27% 
of respondents while 25% considered it to be unimportant. Most of the respondents heard about Cape 
Town from family and friends (61%). 
Table Mountain (35.3%) was by far the attraction that was emphasised the most to international tourists 
prior to their visit followed by the beach (22.4%) and wine farms (22.4%). Word associations with Cape 
Town revealed that Table Mountain (44.7%) is the word that was most strongly associated with the 
destination followed by beaches/sea (30.5%), and scenic beauty (16.5%). There seemed to be some 
congruency between what visitors expected of Cape Town and reality. However, 68.2% of respondents said 
that their perceptions had changed while visiting Cape Town. They were probed to find out what 
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respondents said that they found the city much safer than they expected, 10.6% said that the city is more 
beautiful than they expected while 5.9% said that the locals are friendlier than expected. Thus, in some 
instances visitors were unaware of what the destination had really to offer. 
The destination rrux elements namely attractions, accessibility, amenities and ambience were viewed 
positively by visitors. Most respondents (94.1%) agreed that Cape Town's attractions enhance the city's 
appeal while 61.2% found Cape Town easily accessible in terms of flight and visa requirements. However, 
45.8% of respondents said that the quality of public transport needed desperate improvement. Also, none of 
the respondents had any negative comments about their accommodation while the word 'Laid Back' was 
used by 48.2% of them to describe the ambience (way of life) of Cape Town. Adding to these, 25.9% of 
respondents described the atmosphere as being vibrant. By far the variety of things to see and do (12.9%) 
and scenic beauty (12.9%) were the most favourable qualities of Cape Town followed by the friendliness of 
locals (11.8%), value for money (9.4%) and good service (3.5%). These were also attributes that 
differentiated Cape Town from its competitors. 
Cape Town as a brand was perceived to be younger than South Africa and racial differences still accounted 
for how international tourists' perceived the brand personality. None of the respondents described Cape 
Town as a young black person, he or she was either white or coloured. Typically Cape Town was perceived 
as being in his early twenties to middle thirties, trendy and confident, rich and earning a higher wage than 
his/her South African counterpart. He or she lives a life of luxury and has no children. South Africa on the 
other hand is in his/her late forties and early fifties, employed as a farm worker, has many children and 
earns a low income. All respondents, however, had feelings of hope for the country and expressed their 
confidence in the youth of this country to make South Africa a better place. The brand strengths were 
identified as being the scenic beauty of the country, good value for money, variety of things to do and 
friendliness of local people. The weaknesses on the other hand, were perceived to be the poor public 
transport followed by the unpredictable weather and feelings of unsafety at night. Nevertheless, 83.1 % of 
respondents said they would like to revisit Cape Town. 
A probability sampling procedure was designed to collect data for the quantitative study. A systematic 
sample of 650 international visitors was interviewed at key tourist attractions in Cape Town. The V&A 
Waterfront, Kirstenbosch Gardens, Cape Point, Boulders beach and Camps Bay beach amongst others were 
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using a questionnaire as the survey instrument. Data analysis showed that the survey polled almost equal 
number of males (49%) and females (51%). The average age of respondents was 40 years old, which 
indicates that the destination attracts a slightly older target market. Most respondents surveyed were from 
UK (44.3%), Germany (20.2%) and Netherlands (9.4%). The average length of stay in Cape Town was 10.9 
days compared to 16.9 days for South Africa. It is interesting to note that 65.5% of respondents were on 
their first visit to Cape Town. Respondents in general had a monthly income of approximately between 
$3500-6499. 
This survey confirmed that good climate significantly influences the choice of a destination since 46% of 
respondents rated this factor as 'very important'. However, the most important factor when choosing a 
destination was beautiful scenery and natural attractions with the lowest average importance rating of 1.65. 
Personal safety was another very important factor as mentioned by 46.3% of international visitors. 
Destination image significantly influenced destination choice given its importance rating of 2.49 on average. 
In fact 44.1% of British, 40.4% of Germans and 50% of respondents from Netherlands rated this factor as 
being important 
There seemed to be a very good synergy between factors that influenced destination choice in general and 
factors that led to the choice of Cape Town as a destination. In fact, 38.3% of respondents chose Cape 
Town because it offered a consistently good climate/weather. Visiting family and friends (26.8%), scenery 
(18.1%), value for money (18.3%) and word-of-mouth (14.7%) were the other main factors that influenced 
the choice of Cape Town as a holiday base. Adding to this, international visitors were asked to rate the city 
on a number of attributes using an attitude scale. Scenery (4.7), value for money (4.5), and weather/climate 
(4.5) were rated as 'excellent' on average while friendliness of locals (4.3), service standards (4.1), local 
cuisine (4.2) and ambience (4.3) were rated as 'good' on average. Entertainment/nightlife (3.5), 
architecture/buildings (3.6) and infrastructure (3.3) left respondents feeling neutral on average. 
In addition, safety at night (3.0) was rated 'neutral' on average but a significant number of respondents rated 
it as 'poor'. The shorter the length of stay in Cape Town, the better was perceptions of safety. In terms of 
service standards, the longer respondents stayed in Cape Town, the better was their perception of service 
standards. Word-of-mouth was on average the most influential source of information about the destination 
with 45% of respondents ranking it as first International visitors' expectations were that the city offered a 
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their visit. Despite the city being rated unfavourably on perceptions of safety at night, 51.1 % of respondents 
agreed that the crime situation is not as bad as one think it is. This needs to be marketed to change current 
negative perceptions of high crime levels at the destination. 
International visitors had mixed feelings about whether Cape Town was marketed properly in their home 
country. Yet, 62.6% of respondents agreed that the image (post-arrival) they hold of Cape Town was 
distinct. Table Mountain was the word that had the strongest association with Cape Town as mentioned by 
47% of international visitors. This was followed by sea/beach (33.3%) as the second most strongly 
associated word with Cape Town and sun (29.6%) as the third word. Nevertheless, when probed on other 
associations with the city, (74%) of respondents associated breathtaking scenery with Cape Town followed 
by inexpensive (70.1%), hospitable people (67.5%), and relaxed atmosphere (63.8%). Negative associations 
included poverty (48.6%) followed by many street-children (26.7%), unsafe (16.2%) and racial tension 
(14.5%). These are the weaknesses of the destination that need to be addressed urgently. They contribute 
significantly towards negative word-of-mouth about the destination. However, the range of positive words 
associated with the city far outweighed the negative ones. Words such as fascinating culture, vast/spacious 
landscape, cosmopolitan city, lush/green environment, and variety of activities are strengths that could 
potentially be used in marketing the destination. 
Also, scenic beauty (35.4%), friendliness of locals (26.5%), value for money (19.3%), beaches/mountains 
(16.2%), culture (10.6%), and variety of things to see and do (10.4%) were attributes that significantly 
differentiated the destination. They can be used to build the sustainable competitive advantage of Cape 
Town. Also, 63.5% of respondents felt that they had a very positive overall image of the destination in their 
mind. Most respondents strongly agreed (59.1%) and agreed (38.3%) that they will definitely say positive 
things about the city to friends, relatives and colleagues. This is much-needed positive word-of-mouth about 
the destination. Respondents were very likely (69.4%) to recommend the destination to others. Of those 
respondents that were extremely satisfied with the destination experience, 79.7% will spread positive word-
of-mouth, 78.7% are very likely to revisit and 71.5% have an extremely positive image of the destination. 
These in essence show the positive overall attitude that international visitors have towards brand Cape 
Town. 
Finally some of the conclusions and recommendations made were as follows. The rationale behind building 
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position the brand to satisfy those needs that differ according to purpose of visit, gender, country of origin, 
length of stay amongst others. In addition, each target market requires different functional, emotional, and 
experiential benefits from the brand. The power of the brand lies in the minds of consumers and what they 
have experienced and learned about the brand over time. Cape Town is not the brand that comes foremost 
to the minds of international travellers when they think of international destinations. At present brand recall 
for Cape Town is practically non-existent but there seems to be good brand recognition rates in some target 
markets. Cape Town has favourable associations with good weather, scenic beauty, cultural diversity and 
good value for money. Choosing which one of these to link to the brand requires careful analysis of the 
visitor and competition to determine optimal positioning of the brand. 
The existence of strongly held, favourably evaluated associations that are unique to the brand and imply 
superiority over other brands is critical for the brand's success. The more abstract and the higher the level of 
association of an attribute or benefit with a brand, the more likely it is to be a sustained source of 
competitive advantage. A significant point of difference association with Cape Town is its scenic beauty 
while point-of-parity association such as value for money is necessary for the product offering to be a 
legitimate and credible one. The value proposition of the brand needs to be better on a significant number 
of attributes to justify the extended flight and costs that visitors have to endure. The variety of positive 
words associated with the destination provides significant marketing opportunities to build a strong brand 
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Analysis of variance to determine whether samples came from populations with 
equal means. 
Added Value Group 
Thorough and exacting scrutiny and correction of completed data collection 
forms, including a decision about what to do with the data. 
Statistical test to determine whether some observed pattern of frequencies 
correspond to an expected pattern. 
Natural groupings of objects base on the relationships of the variables 
describing the objects. 
Cape Metropolitan Tourism 
Destination Marketing Organisation 
The total amount of variation explained by a factor. 
Quantity that results from a factor analysis and indicates the correlation 
between a variable and a factor. 
Integrated Marketing Communications 
Percentage of total variation explained by a dimension in a perceptual map. 
Joint Marketing Initiative 
Local Tourism Board 
Meeting, Incentive. Conference and Exhibition market. 
Regional Tourism Board 
Whenever one finds unexpected results in an experiment one should use post 
hoc procedures to test their statistical significance. Scheffes test is one method 
for post hoc comparison of means. 
Strategic Image Management 
Tourism Area Life Cycle 
Unique Selling Proposition 
Angle of rotation of a factor solution done to facilitate substantiative 
interpretation of factors. 
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1. I ODUCTION 
The last 50 years have seen the tourism industry growing rapidly, suggesting that, at this tum of the 
millennium, the industry is beginning to mature. Already an enormous global industry, the future for 
tourism in the next 100 years seems full of tremendous possibilities and major challenges (Ritchie and 
Crouch, 2000: 1). For developing countries such as South Mrica, the challenge remains to market, brand 
and position their country and products effectively in this increasingly competitive global market place. 
Competitiveness of destinations go beyond developing an attractive image, a strong brand and an enticing 
destination mix, developing countries must also balance the strategic objectives of all tourism stakeholders 
as well as the sustainability of local resources. 
The 'new tourism' articulated by Po on (1993), and the global trend toward non-traditional destinations and 
long-haul travel, points to changing traveller needs in terms of destination experiences (Ritchie and Crouch, 
2000: 1). Hence, South Africa has to capitalise on such an opportunity given that it is considered to be a 
long-haul and non-traditional destination. Destinations need to differentiate their products and develop 
partnerships between the public and private sector in order to co-ordinate delivery and build a strong image. 
Taking advantage of new technologies and the Internet enable destinations to enhance and reinforce their 
competitiveness by increasing their visibility, reducing costs and enhancing local co-operation (Buhalis, 
2000: 91). Destination marketing in essence must lead to the optimisation of positive tourism impacts, 
reduction in negative tourism impacts and the achievement of the strategic objectives of all tourism 
stakeholders. 
This thesis aims at providing an insight into how a destination should be branded with particular reference 
to Cape Town. It contributes toward a greater understanding of how international tourists choose a 
destination for holiday purposes and what makes them choose brand Cape Town over competing 
destination brands. It win assist tourism stakeholders in understanding the factors that contribute to the 
competitiveness of brand Cape Town, attributes that differentiate the brand and how it should be 
positioned in the international market place. This introductory chapter begins with a brief overview of 
tourism in South Africa, Western Cape and Cape Town. It then moves on to define the marketing and 
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1.1 TOURISM IN SOUTH AFRICA 
Tourism is of significant importance to the South Mrican economy as it accounts for almost 7% of South 
Africa's Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and employs 6.6% of the country's formal workforce (Grant 
Thornton Kessel Feinstein tourism trend card, 2001). SA Tourism (formerly SATOUR) is responsible for 
marketing South Africa as a destination internationally. SA Tourism operates within the institutional 
structure of the Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism (DEA1). This structure is characterised 
by high levels of direct government regulation and facilitation, for example, substantial bureaucracy, 
regulations, incentives and government ownership of tourism facilities. 
Presently, several provincial governments are viewing tourism as a major source of economic growth and 
thereby investing in the development of attractions and facilities. Lendrum (2000: 3) questions such 
development specifically and state that all nine provinces are competing for the international dollar when 
many potential visitors hardly know about 'South Africa', let alone the provincial names. There are literally 
hundreds of tourism bodies trying to promote their village, town, city or province. However, all these need 
to be co-ordinated within a national framework. As a result, issues of power, delegation, responsibility, 
marketing and tourism development have become a contentious point of debate among stakeholders in the 
tourism industry in South Africa. 
SA Tourism has traditionally relied on a promotional push strategy to market the destination. Such a strategy 
entailed the travel trade (travel agencies and tour operators) to be the driving force behind the marketing 
and promotion of the destination. This now needs to be complemented with a strong consumer pull 
initiative. The travel trade will not sell South Africa if they perceive that the destination is unsafe or does not 
satisfy the needs of the potential traveller. Also, in a world of increasing dis-intermediation the consumer 
will seek out their own route to market, for example, the Internet and this mayor may not involve 
traditional channels (Bannister, 2000: 9). Any tourism marketing initiative requires a consistent presence to 
be effective. This in tum requires consistent and substantial funding. Funding has been another area of 
constant debate within the industry where it is felt that inadequate funding is hampering the role and 













SA Tourism realises that South Africa, as a new brand win only succeed internationally, if the initiatives of 
bodies such as foreign affairs, trade and industry, and arts and culture, are aligned with tourism to create one 
brand image, positioning, and personality. Armed with a bigger-than-ever budget (albeit minuscule in 
comparison to that of most developed countries) SA Tourism is working hard to attract more foreign 
visitors to South Africa and to reposition the brand called South Mrica. An equally important goal for the 
organisation is to encourage South Africans to become tourists in their own country. Furthermore, Owen 
Leed - Chief Marketing Officer for SA Tourism, states that "SA Tourism is trying to represent all the provinces 0/ 
South Africa as we aim to grow tourism in every part 0/ the country. The name 'South Africa' does not help. There is a 
perception that South Africa includes the whole Southern African region. While we realise this is an incorrea perception, the 
reali!y is that what happens in the region qfficts South Africa. We will ride on local brands where appropriate to counter these 
negative perceptions" (Dicey, 2000: 16). 
Despite the ongoing debate on how South Africa should be marketed by whom, when and where, one 
needs to recognise the wealth of assets that underpin the country's tourism appeal and its diverse natural 
and cultural experiences which are the main factors attracting international tourists. South Africa received 
5.87 million foreign visitors in 2000, a decrease of just over 0.3% over 1999. Foreign visitors to South Africa 
include overseas and African arrivals. The number of overseas tourists to South Africa during 2000 was 
estimated at approximately 1.5 million (Grant Thornton Kessel Feinstein tourism trend card, 2001). 
1.2 TOURISM IN THE WESTERN CAPE 
After briefly reviewing the tourism industry in South Africa, the focus is now on the tourism industry in the 
Western Cape. The Western Cape Tourism Board (WCTB) is responsible for marketing the province to 
international tourists once they get to South Africa. The board works closely with the private sector, public 
authorities and community to ensure tourism growth in the province thereby benefiting its inhabitants. The 
Western Cape Tourism Board is made up of eight regional tourism bureaux (RTOs) that market their region 
once domestic and international tourists are in the province. One of the goals of the Western Cape Tourism 
Board is to establish and promote a strong, vibrant Cape brand. 
In line with the recommendations of the knowledge economy White Paper, the Western Cape region is 
referred to as 'The Cape'. Marketing and branding of the province has been aimed at positioning 'The Cape, 
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Cape to hold its own alongside internationally recognised products and brands such as 'Cape Fruit' and 
'Cape Wine'. The brand capitalises on the profile of Cape Town as a tourism gateway to Africa to build its 
strengths. The Western Cape Tourism Board has ensured that marketing and branding initiatives are 
reflective of all cultural groups and the heritage of the entire Western Cape society (WCTB Annual Report, 
2000: 4). The advantage of taking the high ground through branding the Western Cape in a simple but 
powerful way as 'The Cape' lies in the potential advantages that other areas carrying the Cape prefix as part 
of their names such as the Eastern and Northern Cape could enjoy (Anderson, 2000: 7). Yet, one of the 
most important criticisms of 'The Cape' brand has been the existence of many 'capes' around the world and 
how this one is different from the rest. 
The provmce IS up against powerful competitors such as the Caribbean Islands, Florida and the 
Mediterranean Islands with resources far greater than theirs, which are far closer to major markets (Europe 
and North America) and better known destinations. This makes it vital to position 'the Cape' as part of a 
total Southern Mrican experience worth travelling a long way to enjoy (Anderson, 2000: 3). The brand is 
concurrently used for promoting direct investment and exports. Thus, brand consistency is of paramount 
importance in order to convey a consistent message and image for all three markets namely tourism, 
investments and exports. The brand must be marketed and positioned as a uniquely attractive destination 
and a thriving economic entity to create confidence in the future amongst the people of South Africa and 
external target markets. 
I t will be paramount for 'The Cape' to distance itself image wise from the rest of Africa and develop the 
belief that the Cape is different. Sporadic incidents of urban terrorism and high levels of general criminality 
has tarnished South Mrica's image internationally (WCTB Annual Report, 1999/2000). While these 
incidents were limited in numbers and frequency, the negative perception created for the South African and 
Western Cape tourism markets cannot be underestimated. Every strategy implemented must be aligned 
with, and enhance the brand positioning, image, values, personality and proposition as outlined in the draft 
brand blueprint for 'The Cape'. This is vital if the province wants to achieve a unique and powerful 
positioning and gain a sustainable competitive advantage for the region and its inhabitants. 
Another goal of the Western Cape Tourism Board is to increase the Western Cape's share of the domestic 
and international tourism markets in terms of visitor numbers, length of stay, and visitor expenditure. It is 












Regional Product (GRp) and employed ~pprm<Jmately 9.l% of the pmnnce's workforce In the year 2000 
(Grant Thornton Kessel Feinstein Tounsm Trend Card. 2(01). Appt"()XIffi~tely 770 ()OO overseas tourists 
visited the Western Cape 10 the year 2000. This represents 51% of South Africa's over'Jeas tourists visitmg 
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Figure 1: Ongm ofYisltors to Western Cape 
The 1999/2000 fmancial year S:JW the Western Cap" TOUrIsm &ard focuSIng i13 effom on destiruttion 
marketing and branding. The C~pe brand hemg a 'new' brand was given a" much expo.ure as possible to 
cr~te ~ lastmg brand tmage and brand :!Wareness. This highl1ghts the !mpormnce of brand building for a 
destma!ion in the early stllgC of lUi Tourism Area Life Cycle (l"ALq. In this stage, the potential for tounsm 
development is recognised and marketing ~cti\"..:tie~ are undertaken to further incre",se number of tourist 
arrivals. On the other hand, Cap" Town can be viewed as being in a later stage of its Iifecyde, where the 
brand is already known and the destinabon seeks oth"l" ways of ~ttracting tourist~. Hence, marketing tbe 
region (the Cape) as opposed to the city (Cape ToWll) becomes a problematIC tasl with each destinatIOn m a 
different ~mge of the TALC. Also, categorising a destination in ~ parriO.!lar phase of the TALC is 












Among the challenges identified by the Western Cape Tourism Board to create a strong Cape brand include 
issues of safety and security, health, obtaining adequate funding for international marketing, and 
strengthening co-operation with SA Tourism. During a period characterised by economic volatility, 
increased competitiveness within the industry and severe limitations in terms of marketing spend, the 
sustained growth of tourism in the province is ultimately dependent upon a positive perception in the 
market place of South Africa and the Western Cape. The challenge lies in overcoming the current negative 
perception of safety and security in the country. The 2.5% decrease in international tourist arrivals in 2000 
to the Cape is of concern and can be attributed partly to negative perceptions of the destination by 
international travellers (Grant Thornton Kessel Feinstein tourism trend card, 2001). This raises doubt on the 
effectiveness of marketing efforts by the various destination marketing agencies responsible for marketing 
and promoting the province. 
In tum, the decrease in international visitors to South Mrica is of more concern when compared to other 
destinations within Southern Mrica sustaining double-digit growth rates. There are a number of factors such 
as political instability in the region, high crime rates, and lack of funding that can be blamed for the present 
negative growth rate. Marketing and branding of a destination can to some extent counter these negative 
factors and increase number of international tourists' arrival to South Africa and the Cape. Therefore, the 
potential of the Cape becoming a powerful brand name cannot be underestimated if the right approach is 
adopted. Nevertheless, the tourism industry in the Western Cape and Cape Town have been very optimistic 
in 2001 where the destination has been described as having a 'bumper' season due to improved perceptions 
of safety after the September 11 terrorist attacks on the US. At this point in time no official figures on 
foreign arrivals are available to back up these claims. 
1.3 TOURISM IN CAPE TOWN 
The Cape Metropolitan Tourism (CM1) is one of the eight Regional Tourism Organisations (RTOs) in the 
Western Cape. It is responsible for marketing the Central Business District (CBD) to domestic and 
international tourists. This regional office is further made up of six Local Tourism Bureaux (LTBs) namely, 
Blaauwberg, Tygerberg, Cape Town, Oostenberg, Helderberg and the Cape Peninsula. These Local Tourism 
Bureaux have the responsibility of marketing their local areas to tourists thereby accentuating the 
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tourism organisations that are their members or sponsors. The Cape Town Tourism bureau (formerly 
CAPTOUR) is one of the local tourism bureaux marketing Cape Town. 
Cape Town Tourism has the responsibility of promoting the personality of Cape Town as a city. It is 
believed that Cape Town has the potential of becoming the preferred tourist destination in Southern Africa 
due to the city's stance locally and internationally as one of the most beautiful cities in the world. Currently, 
SA Tourism, the Western Cape Tourism Board and Cape Metropolitan Tourism are either directly or 
indirectly engaged in marketing Cape Town to international and domestic markets. Cape Town Tourism's 
marketing strategy operates on two primary pillars. The ftrst is their activities concerning the marketing of 
the Cape Town municipal area as a tourist destination and the second is the function with regard to the 
marketing of their organisation to prospective members and sponsors, and the building of relationships with 
them (Cape Town Tourism Annual Report 2000/2001). 
Cape Town is still the most popular destination for foreign tourists in South Africa with top attractions such 
as the V&A Waterfront, Cape Point, Table Mountain and the winelands. "Tourists do not visit regions but rather 
cities, and therefore the focus should alwqys be on promoting Cape Town as a destination. This will never detract from all the 
other attractions that the province has to ojftr. Cape Town is an internationaf!y renowned city and a brand name in itself with 
Table Mountain as its icon' (Hj Taljaard - Chairman Cape Town Tourism). This is an area of constant debate 
in the industry where consensus needs to be reached on whether to promote the city or the region 
internationally. As Bannister (2000: 11) puts it, "it is relativelY eaq to promote Cape Town - it is after all a global 
brand - but does this approach help the Northern Province? Until brand South Africa is on the mental mind maps globallY, it 
is imperative to promote the country usingprovincia4 national and cultural icons as 'arrows in our national quiver:" 
While the growth of tourism depends on participation and action at the local (town) level, it is vital that the 
activities and resources of the various tourism tiers - national, provincial, regional, and local - are effectively 
co-ordinated and synergised. This has lead to propositions of restructuring of SA Tourism and the Unicity 
process in the Cape Metropolitan area that will hopefully enhance such synergies. The creation of the 
Unicity heralds positive changes for the Cape Town tourism industry. The proposal is to establish a single 
Cape Town visitor and convention bureau for the greater Cape Town metropolitan area. Existing Local 
Tourism Bureaux such as Cape Town Tourism and the regional tourism organisation (Cape Metropolitan 
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The creation of the Joint Marketing Initiative OMI) in April 2001 between the province of Western Cape, 
the City of Cape Town's Council and Local Government is having a positive effect on synergy and co-
ordination between the different players in the city and province. The JMI has the responsibility of focusing 
and aligning the marketing efforts of the various tourism bureaux, investment agencies and other marketing 
entities to ensure that the image of Cape Town and the Cape is translated into a single brand. This will 
enable the development of tourism, event management, trade and export promotion, investment 
promotion, and the development of the ftIm and television industry. The end goal of such a process is to 
promote sustainable and rapid economic growth, vibrant entrepreneurship, job creation and increasing per 
capita income. 
1.4 PURPOSE AND IMPORTANCE OF RESEARCH FOR 
CAPE TOWN AND WESTERN CAPE TOURISM INDUSTRY. 
Marketing of destinations can reflect socio-political, economic and cultural change. The nature and the use 
of tourism representations used by tourism marketing bodies in their branding strategies is thus constrained 
by historical, political and cultural discourses (pritchard and Morgan, 2001: 168). Importantly, however, such 
discourses are constantly evolving and shaping the image of a destination. South Africa and Cape Town are 
still in considerable transition economically, socially, politically and culturally and therefore destination-
marketing organisations need to monitor changes in customers' perceptions of the destination. Such a 
monitoring process is crucial to ensure the competitiveness of the destination in international markets. This 
research will assist the Western Cape Tourism Board, Cape Metropolitan Tourism and Cape Town Tourism 
to understand international tourists' perceived image of Cape Town as a holiday destination. It can serve as 
a benchmark to track changes in customers' perceptions of the destination overtime thereby highlighting 
effectiveness of marketing campaigns in creating a positive image of the destination. 
At the same time, it must be recognised that the image of a destination is perhaps the single most influential 
factor in choosing a destination. Such an image is dependent on how the destination is marketed which is 
essentially based on how well the destination brand communicates its benefits. Cape Town as a brand is in 
the process of rejuvenating itself to better satisfy the needs of an increasingly competitive market place and 
changing traveller needs. So far there has been no research focusing on what the brand stands for in the eyes 
of the customer. This is critical for correct differentiation and positioning of the brand. This research will 
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Nonetheless, of more importance is whether promised brand delivery matches or exceeds expectations of 
customers. This has a significant impact on repeat visit to the destination. This study will highlight the 
existence of any gaps between expectations and perceptions. Also, the success of any brand is largely 
dependent on whether it satisfies customers' needs. This research will attempt to measure satisfaction levels 
of international tourists with regards to the destination experience. Such an experience is largely dependent 
on the destination mix (amenities, attractions, accessibility, and ambience). Such measurements will help to 
constantly keep in touch with changing customer needs. 
At this point, it is worth mentioning that South Africa is in the process of rebranding. The problem is to 
define the 'unique identity' of South Africans and to market this as a single brand. The same problem 
applies to marketing and branding of the Cape as a destination. This research can therefore provide a 
significant input on the marketing and branding of South Africa through its relevance to the issues that are 
being dealt with at a national level. It needs to be mentioned that it is much more difficult to brand a 
country as diverse as South Africa with its own set of problems than a region or city. This is because the 
brand has to communicate what the nation is all about, from its people, values, and culture to its 
infrastructure, attractions and economic prosperity. On the other hand, branding a region such as the 
Western Cape has to take into account these issues but to a lesser extent since the tourists are already in 
South Africa. The challenge shifts to getting them to visit the province and exceeding expectations once 
they have bought into the potential experience that the country can provide as a destination. The brand 
must still reflect the multi-faceted element of the destination. 
This research is always an opportunity for customers and industry stakeholders to voice their dissatisfaction 
with any aspect of the destination. The combination of qualitative and quantitative research methodologies 
will enable international visitors and stakeholders in Cape Town tourism industry to express freely their 
opinions on how Cape Town should be marketed, differentiated and positioned. This is vital to bring co-
ordination and synergy in marketing efforts. Both the supply and demand side of the tourism system must 
buy in the JMI process for it to be effective. This research is an opportunity to gather intelligence on the 













1.5 MANAGEMENT/MARKETING PROBLEMS 
The fundamental product in tourism is the destination experience. Destinations can be cities, regions, states 
or nations (Ritchie and Crouch, 2000:1). Considerable effort and funds are currently being invested to 
enhance the reputation of South Mrica as a safe place to visit. The goal is to improve the touristic image 
and attractiveness of the place. This reputation of unsafety has tarnished the brand image of Cape Town and 
has significant potential of affecting the success of 'The Cape' brand. It is therefore necessary to conduct 
research to find out the extent of damage on both brands by such negative perceptions. However, the focus 
of this research is on the Cape Town brand. It is important to identity how international visitors, given the 
increasing choice of destinations they are faced with when deciding to go on a holiday, perceive the brand. 
This in effect requires an understanding of the factors that influence destination choice in general and those 
that are specific to Cape Town. In short, an understanding of tourists' expectations and perceptions. Armed 
with such knowledge, the brand can be repositioned in the most effective way to cater for the various needs 
of the various target markets. The way the brand is positioned is largely dependent on factors that 
differentiate and accentuate the uniqueness of Cape Town. Uniqueness is the basis for sustainable 
competitive advantage of a destination. 
Also, there must be synergy between the positioning of South Africa, Western Cape and Cape Town. At 
present, such synergy is lacking. Therefore it is difficult to ascertain the brand image, brand associations and 
brand awareness of Cape Town. This research will explicitly measure brand equity of Cape Town in terms 
of image, awareness and associations. The strengths and weaknesses of the brand will underpin the brand 
management strategy that will be recommended to Cape Metropolitan Tourism. 
1.5.1 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE MARKETING PROBLEMS 
The problems mentioned above could significantly impede on the success of brand Cape Town if rigorous 
research is not undertaken. The current unique selling proposition of the city is elusive. One cannot deny 
that the city offers a product that has a strong tourism appeal but the strengths that Cape Town is seen as 
having, are strengths which other places or countries have - Western Cape is beautiful, so is KwaZulu-
Natal, so is South Africa and so too is Spain and Australia. The problem is therefore to find something that 
is a strength, but more importantly, a strength that can be leveraged against international competitors; a 
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will help to distinctly position the brand in the mind of consumers. Brand positioning is thus essentially 
about the target market, nature of competition, point-of-parity associations, and point-of-difference 
associations (Keller, 1998:77). The first two considerations help to define the frame of reference for the 
brand. The latter two considerations help to create the exact location of the brand in consumer minds. Such 
issues are pertinent to this research and will have to be examined when devising the positioning strategy for 
brand Cape Town. 
1.6 RESEARCH PROBLEMS 
The research problems can best be explained by the following succinct questions: 
» What factors are relevant to international tourists when choosing a destination? How important is each 
of these factors? 
» What attributes influence the choice of Cape Town as a holiday destination? 
» What are international visitors' current expectations and perceptions of the brand? 
» What is the brand image of Cape Town? 
» What attributes differentiate Cape Town as a tourist destinations? Are these attributes unique to the 
city? 
» Are international tourists satisfied with the destination experience? 
» How do international tourists rate the attractions, amenities, accessibility, and ambience of the 
destination? 
» How likely are tourists to visit again and disseminate positive word-of-mouth about the destination? 
» Are there any gaps between brand promise and brand delivery as perceived by the supply-side of the 
tourism system? 
Insights from the literature review (Chapter 2) will be used to formulate the research objectives that will 
attempt to provide theoretical answers to the above questions. Then a combination of qualitative and 
quantitative research methodologies will be used to further understand the problems at hand and potential 
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1.7 SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 
1.7.1 SCOPE 
This investigation has covered limited aspects of destination marketing, destination image and destination 
branding of Cape Town as a holiday destination due to the constraints imposed on the study. Consequently, 
only those aspects that have been considered to be relevant to the marketing and tourism field with specific 
emphasis on the Cape Town brand have been explored. The exploratory stage of this investigation has been 
based mainly on the literature review, experience and in-depth interviews with no focus groups being 
conducted due to limited financial support received for this research. The questionnaire, as part of the 
quantitative research, was administered in peak demand season and hence a more accurate representation of 
respondents' evaluations of Cape Town was obtained. By no means is this study representative of the 
opinions of international tourists visiting Cape Town during non-peak season (winter). However, the 
rigorous probability sampling method used for the quantitative study makes the findings representative of 
international tourists visiting Cape Town during peak season (summer). 
1.7.2 LIMITATIONS 
Within any given investigation, certain limitations arIse. For this reason, it is imperative to identify 
beforehand what these limitations are. As with any research, funding is a serious constraint. The author is 
grateful that Cape Metropolitan Tourism sponsored this research. Empirical research was restricted to 
specific areas within the greater Cape Town area due to time constraints, financial constraints and lack of 
co-operation from Table Mountain Aerial Cableway Co. Ltd. Most of the in-depth interviews were 
conducted in the Central Business District (CBD). Cultural and language limitations are inherent to this 
study given that the target population is international tourists that are not always fluent in English or have 
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1.8 PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT 
Chapter 1 has introduced the topic to be investigated through a brief overview of the tourism industry in 
South Africa, Western Cape and Cape Town. The value of the research to the tourism industry in Cape 
Town was then identified. The problems pertinent to this research were stated and the scope and limitations 
were identified. 
Chapter 2 reviews the findings from the literature review pertinent to the various topics and sub-topics 
that surround the marketing and branding of a tourism destination. The literature review assisted in 
identifying factors, variables and constructs that influence destination marketing and branding. Conclusions 
drawn from the literature review were used to formulate the research objectives. 
Chapter 3 deals with the qualitative research methodology that was used for the exploratory research 
section of this study. In-depth interviews with international tourists were used to get a further understanding 
of the problems at hand. The chapter then follows with the findings from the in-depth interviews and 
conclusions drawn from those interviews. The chapter ends with the research hypotheses derived from the 
qualitative research as a whole (Chapters 2 and 3). 
Chapter 4 outlines the quantitative research methodology that was derived from the qualitative research. 
The rationale behind the survey instrument used for the quantitative study is explained. The sample design is 
formulated with respect to sampling method, sampling elements and method of data collection. The survey 
errors encountered for this research are then reported. 
Chapter 5 introduces the empirical research fmdings based on the 585 international tourists interviewed. 
These findings attempt to validate the in-depth interview fmdings and relate the findings to the literature 
review. More specifically, the findings of the quantitative research are compared to findings from the annual 
Cape Metropolitan Tourism visitors' survey. 
Chapter 6 outlines the conclusions that can be drawn from both the qualitative and quantitative studies. 
Chapter 7 outlines the recommendations made to the tourism industry in Cape Town and more specifically 
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This chapter introduces the literature review findings. The chapter begins with a review of existing literature 
and latest thinking on destination marketing, destination image and destination branding. Not much has 
been written on the branding of cities world-wide but the author has made use of product and service 
branding to identify the critical factors or issues surrounding the branding of a destination. The discussion 
begins with an overview of place or destination marketing, addressing the issues of 'why should a place be 
marketed' and 'how should it be marketed.' Following this is a discussion of the importance of destination 
image in destination choice and the components of destination image. A considerable amount of the 
literature review is then devoted to destination branding, brand image, and brand differentiation. This 
section is of particular importance to stakeholders in the tourism industry as it reviews how destinations 
such as Spain, Rio de Janeiro, Australia and Britain have been branded. 
Throughout the literature review certain sections are highlighted to emphasise the importance of the 
theoretical concepts that have been used by the author to formulate his own model of destination image 
formation and selection process. The model is presented after the literature review and its relevance to the 
tourism industry in Cape Town is emphasised throughout the literature review. Thereafter, general 
conclusions drawn from the literature review are presented, which serves to formulate the research 
objectives. 
2.1 PLACE MARKETING 
A place is more than a geographical area, it is a combination of people, cultures, historical heritage, physical 
assets, and opportunities that are marketed in different ways to ensure the long-term success of a place 
(Kotler, Haider & Rein, 1993: 2). Place marketing emerged as a promising integrating process linking the 
potential competitive advantage of a place to its overall economic development goals (Kotler et al., 1993: 
79). Ashworth and Voogd (1988: 68) describe place marketing as defining an area such as a city or region, as 
a place product, developing and promoting it to meet the needs of identified users or customers. It 
encompasses changing the buying behaviour of the targeted customer groups and may also include political, 
social and economic motives to influence everyday behaviour. It involves maximising the efficient social and 
economic functioning of an area in accordance with whatever goals have been established. Such an area for 
example, is the greater Cape Town made up of six distinct regions namely Blaauwberg, Tygerberg, 
Oostenberg, Helderberg, South Peninsula and Cape Town. The goal of place marketing is to maximise 
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Place marketing is often the responsibility of the public sector either exclusively or in conjunction with the 
private sector. The challenge of place marketing is to strengthen the capacity of communities and regions to 
adapt to their changing market place, seize opportunities, and sustain their vitality. Place marketing, at its 
core, embraces four activities: 
~ Designing the right mix of community features and services. 
~ Setting attractive incentives for the current and potential buyers and users of its goods and services. 
~ Delivering a place's products and services in an efficient and accessible way. 
~ Promoting the place's value and image to ensure that potential users are fully aware of the place 
distinctive advantages (Kotler et al., 1993: 18). 
The greater Cape Town area is marketed by Cape Metropolitan Tourism (CM'!) as a tourist destination 
while the Western Cape Investment and Trade Promotion Agency (WESGRO) is responsible for marketing 
the Western Cape as a place to invest. This will change shortly due to the current restructuring process 
happening in the industry that will change the locus of responsibility for each and every organisation 
involved in the marketing of Cape Town and the Western Cape. At present the roles and responsibilities of 
major players in the Western Cape tourism industry are not clearly defined. The challenge still remains to 
combine marketing efforts of all individual players to sell the region as a tourism and investment 
destination. Place marketing has been done on an ad-hoc basis with no clear idea of what is being marketed 
and how it must be marketed to promote economic growth within the province. 
Place marketing can only succeed when stakeholders such as citizens, workers, and business firms derive 
satisfaction from their community, and when visitors, new businesses find their expectations met. The Joint 
Marketing Initiative was launched in April 2001 as a joint initiative by the Western Cape province and the 
city of Cape Town to focus and align the marketing efforts aimed at citizens, investors and tourists for the 
growth of the province. The goal is to develop a set of clearly defined objectives and strategies for each of 
the following markets namely tourism, investment, trade and export promotion, film and television, and 
event management. It is based on a partnership between the private and public sector to achieve long-term 
goals such as economic upliftment, job creation and better life for all Capetonians aMI, 2001). The 
challenge remains to co-ordinate the marketing efforts of each of these sectors to convey the same message 
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Such an initiative is necessary because the resources, assets, and advantages that an area enjoy today may not 
be those that provide the same opportunities a decade from now. Therefore, place marketing requires first 
of all, an understanding of consumer needs and wants; translating these needs and wants into an attractive 
offer; marketing of the offer effectively which ultimately leads to a better life for all South Africans. The JMI 
will determine a common strategy for all sectors in order to direct priorities, spend and resources. It will 
determine the use of brand and sub-brands for the region while ensuring a seamless and consistent world-
class service delivery. This process will be flexible enough to allow for innovation, creativity and 
entrepreneurship aMI Summit, 2001). In essence the JM! is responsible for strategically co-ordinating the 
efforts of key players in an attempt to market the destination more effectively. 
2.1.1 STRATEGIC PLACE MARKETING 
Strategic place marketing calls for designing a place's features and attributes in such a way that it satisfies the 
needs of its key constituencies. The long-term solution involves improving four major marketing factors 
found in every community namely image, attractions, infrastructure and people as shown in Figure 2 below. 
The foundation of JM! rests on co-ordination of efforts of the business community, local/regional 
government and citizens. As such, it can be viewed as part of the planning group shown in Figure 2. In fact 
one of the main reasons behind JM! being instituted was a lack of common vision, strategy and branding 
among the various sectors leading to perceived fragmentation and duplication of marketing efforts by the 
various agencies marketing the destination. Marketing the province strategically using a common and unified 
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Figure 2: Levels of Place Marketing 
Increasingly places such as Cape Town and the Western Cape rely on four broad strategies to attract visitors 
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attractions marketing, infrastructure marketing and people marketing (Kotler et al. 1993: 33). Under an 
image strategy, the objectives are to identify, develop, and disseminate a strong positive image of the place. 
This is often the least expensive of the four strategies since the place is not investing money in adding 
attractions or improving its infrastructure, but only communicating something about its present features to 
others. The cost and effectiveness of an image strategy depends on the place's current image and real 
attributes. 
Improving the image is not enough to ensure a place's prosperity. The place needs special features to satisfy 
residents and attract tourists. Some places are fortunate to have natural attractions, historical buildings, 
world-renowned edifices such as Paris's Eiffel Tower amongst others while some places such as Singapore 
has very little of those. Although Singapore has very few natural attractions, it has an international 
reputation for safety and cleanliness, excellent infrastructure, its strategic location, political stability and 
excellent shopping facilities (fyler, Guerrier and Robertson, 1998: 66). Yet other places have built 
convention centres and building waterfronts but they still cannot attract tourists and investors. Clearly their 
failure seems to be related to inefficient planning and misunderstanding of their target markets' needs. 
The organisations responsible for marketing these places often ignore the turbulence reshaping the world 
economy. No systematic attempt is made to figure out how to fit the region competitively into its 
metropolitan, regional, national, or even global setting. It assumes that if a place is a 'good product', tourists 
will visit. It commits what marketers call 'the better mousetrap fallacy: in assuming that if someone builds a 
better mousetrap, people will rush to buy it (Kotler et al. 1993: 73). Cape Town as a city faces a similar 
problem where there is no clear understanding on how the city should be marketed and positioned in 
relation to the Western Cape region and South Africa as a whole. The image has been tarnished over the 
years due to apartheid and more recently through government stance on HIV / AIDS and the political crisis 
in neighbouring Zimbabwe. 
Moreover, neither image nor attractions can provide the whole answer to a place's development. They 
cannot compensate or cover up for place deficiencies. The real fundamentals have to do with infrastructure. 
A place needs to have the proper infrastructure in place to attract anyone. Proper infrastructure 
development is the basis of building a successful tourism industry. However, to gain a competitive edge, 
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contact with the consumer. Flawless service delivery, which includes interactions with the host and quality 
of the destination experience, can only improve perception of a place as a holistic entity. 
A place can possess a fine infrastructure and many attractions and yet be unsuccessful because of the way 
visitors perceive its people. The hospitality of residents can affect a place's attractiveness in a number of 
ways. Outsiders often carry an image of the people who live in a particular place. These images have a 
strong effect on whether outsiders want to deal with the community (Kotler et al, 1993: 135). The point is 
that a place's citizens are an important part of the product. Therefore the fourth marketing strategy is for 
the place to market its people, and this might take several forms. In selecting target markets, places must 
consider the perceived character of their people. Places need to encourage their citizens to be more friendly 
and considerate of visitors. Many places end up working on image first rather than getting the basics such as 
infrastructure right because of a lack of funds. This is really a bootstrapping approach and often fails. The 
place needs to repair its fundamentals and yet may not have the money to do it (Kotler et al., 1993: 40). 
The four marketing factors, in the final analysis, affect the place's success in attracting and satisfying its five 
potential target markets: goods and service producers, corporate headquarters and regional offices, outside 
investment and export markets, tourism and hospitality business, and new residents as shown in Figure 2. 
The fortunes of a place depends in the final analysis on the collaboration of the public and private sectors -
teamwork among governmental units, business fums, voluntary and civic associations, and marketing 
organisations. Place marketing requires the active support of public and private agencies, interest groups, 
and citizens. A place's potential depends not so much on a place's location, climate and natural resources as 
it does on its human skill, will, energy, values, and organisation. 
2.2 DESTINATION MARKETING 
The fundamentals of destination marketing as an area of specialisation within tourism and leisure marketing 
stem from place marketing. While destination marketing focuses on the visitor (including both domestic and 
international tourists) as the main target group, place marketing is aimed at visitors, residents, investors and 
exporters. Place marketing in essence goes beyond the realm of tourism and leisure marketing to include 
marketing of a region to exporters and investors that are often the pillars of economic success of a region. 
With the concept of place marketing in mind, places can be viewed as destinations that are amalgams of 
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However, a tourist's experience of a destination is not solely derived from the consumption of various travel 
services. The service itself and the physical environment in which the encounter takes place, plays a 
significant role in influencing the outcome and thus the consumer's experience of the service (Bitner, 1990). 
Factor analytic work on international travel experience has described how tourists desire particular (novel-
familiarity) experiences from the physical setting itself, as wen as from the service infrastructure that 
supports their visit. Mo, Howard and Havitz (1993) suggest that the natural environment and infrastructure 
are important considerations to visitors when choosing a destination. Similarly, Gunn's (1988) model of the 
tourist system denotes the tourism product as a complex consumptive experience that results from a process 
where tourists use multiple travel services during the course of their visit. Each experience affecting visitors' 
perception of the destination. Smith (1994) acknowledges the role of such travel services in creating a 
product experience that can led to 'outputs' such as positive word-of-mouth and repeat visits from tourists. 
A destination can also be viewed as a perceptual concept, interpreted subjectively by consumers, depending 
on their travel itinerary, cultural background, purpose of visit, education level and past experience (Buhalis, 
2000: 97). Murphy (1985) equates destinations with the market place where demand and supply 
characteristics jostle for attention and consumption. Tyler et al. (1998: 137) support this view and suggest 
that the way tourists and tourism industry use the spaces in and around a city, for example, have profound 
effects upon not only the tourism product but also the city itself, the way that the various functions of the 
city are perceived by its residents, the perceptions of the city by tourists and also the power relations 
between various users of the city. 
2.2.1 DESTINATIONS AS PRODUCTS/SERVICES 
An the above pinpoint to the existence of a debate in the literature as to whether cities or regions can be 
treated as products/services that can be promoted and marketed. There is an inherent problem of defining 
and delimiting the product as suggested by Ashworth and Voogd (1990) and Kotler et al. (1993). The 
destination product may be diffuse, complex and vaguely defined. The city product for example, has an 
inherent dualism - consisting of the place as a holistic entity, and of the specific services, attributes and 
facilities that occur within the place that are multi-sold (Wamaby et al, 1997: 206). That is, the same physical 
space, and many of the facilities and attributes of that space, is sold simultaneously to different groups of 
customers for different purposes (Ashworth and Voogd, 1990). Therefore, the place marketer has 












product for each person, leading to a situation whereby a destination may be marketed by the relevant 
agencies without any dear idea of the nature of what is being consumed (Warnaby et aL 1997: 206). 
A place is inevitably only one component in a hierarchy of spatial scales. For example, Cape Town exists 
within local, regional and national contexts, which may not bear any relation to the jurisdictional boundaries 
of those agencies responsible for its marketing. As a result, there may be different opinions on how to 
defIne and market the 'product'. These inherent diffIculties in defIning the destination product has led 
Warnaby et al. (1997) to suggest that when consumers create their own 'product' from the range of services 
and experiences available at a destination, the primary role and responsibility of destination marketers is to 
facilitate the ability of consumers to create the bundle of benefIts appropriate to their own needs and wants. 
The general ambience of a destination, for example, creates a 'sense of place' which influences the bundle of 
benefIts sought. By creating the right ambience for the right target group, a place can signifIcantly influence 
consumer's perception of the overall destination offer. Places are therefore products, whose identities and 
values must be designed and marketed (Kotler et al., 1993: 4). The city of London for example, has used 
strong and established icons to market a unifIed image on the global stage. Their strong tourism industry is 
built on a rich foundation of historical assets that are marketed consistently. It is therefore not so much 
what is used to market but more how it is marketed that defInes a destination's identity on the global stage. 
Murphy et al. (2000: 50) support the conceptualisation of a destination product as consisting of a set of core 
benefIts (quality and value) that are delivered through a tourism infrastructure that can be managed directly 
and is influenced by environmental factors, some of which may be controlled by public policy. The tourist 
destination experience is a thread woven into the visitor's overall sense of the trip quality and value based on 
the service infrastructure, which in tum, is influenced by the destination environment. Murphy et al. (2000) 
indicate that a tourist destination needs to consider and integrate the above factors into its overall planning 
strategies, including physical and social planning, along with a stronger partnership with business concerns. 
This is becoming more evident as more cities are combining quality of life objectives with facilities and 
amenities that will appeal to both residents and tourists. 
Thus, there is some general agreement in the literature on the defInition of a destination. It certainly 
involves products and services that are combined together to create a unique experience for the visitor. 
However, the visitor has some degree of control over the various elements that will constitute the offer. 
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target market is of paramount importance to destination marketers. It assists in tailoring the tourism offer to 
the specific needs of visitors. Nonetheless, each destination must realise that they can only match certain 
types of demand and hence tourism marketers need to appreciate travel motivations in order to develop 
appropriate offerings and brand destinations for the right target markets. Travel motivations are the basics 
that govern destination choice. In addition, destination marketers should be aware not only of the needs and 
wants of the active demand but also of the potential markets they can attract. 
2.2.2 DESTINATION CHOICE 
Tourism is a highly competitive industry and the message conveyed to potential visitors is one of increased 
choice. Many destinations in many countries are now available, a wider variety of holiday types are also 
available whilst travel, accommodation and timing arrangements are flexible enough to be tailored for the 
needs of individual customers. Given such choice between competing destinations, the potential visitor will 
favour those destinations that offer the fullest realisation of their expectations (Goodall and Ashworth, 
1988: 2). Yet it is not an easy task to match or exceed visitor expectations. To do so, requires an 
understanding of travel motivations that lie at the heart of successful destination marketing. This is because 
tourism is a response to felt needs and acquired values. Once needs and/or values have been activated and 
applied to a holiday scenario, the generated motivation constitutes a major parameter in expectation 
formation. Expectations in tum determine performance perceptions of products and services as well as 
perceptions of experiences. Motivation thus impacts on tourist behaviour in choosing a destination and 
satisfaction derived from the consumption of the destination product (Gnoth, 1997: 283). 
The literature suggests that there are basically two theoretical approaches to the study of decision making by 
tourists. The first one refers to the old concept of 'economic-rational man' where tourists' destination 
choices reflect their need to optimise benefits within the constraints of disposable time and money. In 
practice, however, destination choice involves a degree of uncertainty. Basic tourist conditions, like weather, 
real quality of services and attitude of hosts are unknown prior to the visit. The tourist can only hope that 
the perceived image that was acquired through the various sources of information is as close to reality as 
possible (Mansfeld, 1992: 401). The second theoretical approach to understanding destination choice 
revolves around what has been termed as the 'vacation sequence' (Mansfeld, 1992: 401). Basically the 
vacation sequence refers to the choice process used by consumers when involved with a non-routinised and 
high-involvement purchase. Many researchers have argued that this choice process is phased (Woodside and 
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selection of a vacation destination goes through three central core stages: development of an initial set of 
destinations that has traditionally been called the awareness set, a discarding of some of those destinations 
to form a smaller late consideration or evoked set, and a final destination selected from those in the late 
consideration set. 
Thus it can already be deduced from the above that any model of destination choice will be complex in 
nature given that there are many stages that a traveller goes through before actually choosing a destination. 
A proposed model of destination choice by the author will comprise of a number of variables that will enter 
the model as the literature review suggests. There is no point in building a model of destination choice if the 
potential traveller is not even aware of South Africa or Cape Town as a destination. Therefore the model 
will focus on the evoked set and final destination selection as suggested by Um and Crompton (1990). 
Crompton (1992: 424) defines the inert set as comprising of destinations that individuals are aware of, but 
towards which they are disinterested. They have neither a positive nor a negative predisposition toward 
these destinations, and the lack of affect causes them to be excluded from the initial consideration set. The 
reject or inept set is comprised of destinations that have been rejected from purchase consideration because 
they are perceived negatively. The negative perception may be the result of either an unpleasant experience 
or negative feedback from external sources. South Africa as a destination tends to be part of tourists' inert 
and inept sets. Woodside and Lysonski (1989: 12) in their study found that a substantial proportion of their 
ninety-two respondents for their research viewed South Africa as part of their unavailable-aware (34%) and 
inept set (22%). Destination choice therefore depends to a large extent on the positiveness or negativeness 
of perceptions of potential visitors towards a particular destination (Seddighi et al., 2001: 182). With South 
Africa being viewed negatively in the international market place, the likelihood of the destination being 
chosen for holiday purposes is low. 
Factors such as need satisfaction, social agreement and travelability also impact on the destination choice 
process. The need satisfaction dimension of destination choice incorporates a set of motivations for travel 
that includes novelty, challenge, relaxation, learning, and curiosity. The social agreement dimension reflects 
potential travellers' inclinations to act in accordance with their social groups' opinions. The travelability 
dimension describes an individual's capability to travel to a place in terms of variables such as time, money, 
skill and health (Um and Crompton, 1992: 20). As with consumer buying behaviour, destination selection is 
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can have different criteria for each destination chosen. For example, the need for relaxation will influence 
consumers to choose a destination that offers tranquillity and serenity while the same consumer will choose 
an adventure packed destination if he feels the need for excitement. Interestingly some consumers seem to 
have no rationale for choosing a destination. They based their choice on the 'unpredictability' or element of 
surprise on arrival at the destination. Mazursky (1989: 335) states that the unpredictability of tourism events 
lie at the heart of vacational experience. Visitors seem to increasingly choose destination based on their 'gut 
feeling'. 
Therefore a model of destination choice will be influenced by the following three factors: 
Need Satisfaction Travelability Social Agreement 
• Novelty • Time • Social group 
• Challenge • Money opml0ns 
• Relaxation • Health 
• Learning 
The extent to which each of these factors will influence the final choice of a destination will be dependent 
on the destinations that have been selected to be part of the evoked set that are themselves influenced by 
the above mentioned factors. The final choice rests upon the level of importance that the customer attaches 
to each of these three factors. For example, the need for novelty will lead to the choice of a destination that 
offers unconventional experiences. 
In addition potential tourists frequently have limited knowledge about a destination that they have not 
previously visited. This knowledge often is confined to symbolic information acquired either from media or 
from their social group. Therefore it is important to discuss the role played by travel information in the 
destination choice process and the impact of travel information on tourists' actual destination choice. In 
most decision-making processes, the information collection takes place before probable decision alternatives 
have been established. The process of gathering information in order to choose a destination proceeds in 
two phases. In the first phase, the individual gathers enough information to ascertain that attractive 
destinations offered or chosen are within constraint limits (disposable income, time and family situation). In 
the second phase, information is collected in order to enable the potential tourist to evaluate each alternative 
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consumers 'buy' a holiday based not so much upon what information is actually presented to them but more 
on how they perceive that information. 
The available tourist information emanates from two types of sources namely formal and informal. Formal 
sources of information refer to information gathered from travel agents, brochures, guidebooks and maps. 
Informal sources of information are the recommendations and impressions of other people such as family 
and friends based on their own past travel experiences. From the sources of information, tourists formulate 
images of the destination, so image emerges as a critical element in the destination choice process. For this 
reason, a substantial number of studies concerned with destination choice have focused on identifying the 
dominant attributes of destination image and exploring their role in the selection of a travel destination (Um 
and Crompton, 1992: 18). Destination image is such a vital component in destination selection that it 
warrants treatment on its own and is dealt with in section 2.4. Goodall and Ashworth (1988: 9) are of the 
opinion that where prices are comparable, image is the decisive factor in destination choice. Mansfeld (1992) 
went further to say that at the root of every destination choice is the assignment of utility values to various 
parts of the decision alternative. These parts are referred to as destination attributes. The more attributes 
representing high utility values exist in a particular alternative, the more likely it is that this alternative will be 
chosen as the preferred one. It can therefore be concluded that a model of destination choice will have to 
include destination image as a vital component given that it influences the choice process. Already it can be 
seen that formal and informal sources of information affect the perceived image of a destination. This issue 
will be discussed further at a later stage. 
At any given time a person has a set of accumulated images about a great number of holiday experiences, 
some personal but many second-hand. These images, for each person, will be modified and added to with 
each additional experience and by further exposure to a variety of information sources. The implications for 
tourist destinations are threefold. First, a destination has no chance of being selected for holiday purposes 
unless it figures amongst a potential visitor's current set of mental images. Second, where the destination 
does figure in the current set of images held by the potential tourist, this image must be a positive one in 
order to be selected in preference to an alternative. Third, where the tourist is successfully enticed to a 
destination it is equally important that the satisfaction derived from the destination experience at least 
matches expectations created by the image. Otherwise the tourist is unlikely to revisit or recommend the 
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image of the destination. Personal images can therefore be influenced, manipulated and even created to 
position a destination favourably in consumers' minds (Goodall and Ashworth, 1988: 10). 
Ashworth and Goodall (1990) went on further to add that destinations are chosen based in tenns of their 
basic destination attributes followed by imagery processing. The alternatives that remain are then compared 
for compatibility with self-image. The process of choosing a destination based on its attributes has been 
tenned as 'discursive processing'. Discursive and imagery evaluations of destination images correspond to 
the evaluation of physical and sentimental components of a place. Discursive evaluation assesses the 
'identity and structure' components of a place image while imagery evaluation assesses the 'meaning' 
component of place image (Ashworth and Goodall, 1990: 49). In essence, the main goal of destination 
marketing is therefore to create a rich visual imagery of a place. The city of London has been particularly 
good at creating a rich visual imagery of the place. Combinations of attractions that have historical appeal 
such as London Bridge, Buckingham Palace, Big Ben and Victoria Station have been marketed 
simultaneously with new attractions such as the Millennium Dome. A similar approach can be used to 
market Cape Town where historical assets such as Robben Island and Bo-Kaap must be marketed in 
conjunction with the new convention centre and Canal Walk. These create a rich imagery of the destination 
that offers a diversity of experiences. 
Thus, a destination choice decision may be conceptualised as emergmg from the interaction of an 
individual's beliefs about a destination's attributes with his or her motives for pleasure travel and situational 
factors. Those beliefs about a destination's attributes which help to satisfy a potential visitors specific 
motives are tenned as 'facilitators', whereas those attributes which are not congruent with his or her motives 
are tenned 'inhibitors'. Perceived inhibitors and facilitators are operationalised as consisting of two 
components: 
~ The extent to which prospective destinations are believed to possess certain attributes 
~ The relative strength or intensity of beliefs about each attribute as either an inhibitor or a facilitator in 
evaluating each place as a possible destination. 
Therefore, a choice of whether an alternative is selected as a travel destination may be expressed as a 
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2.2.3 DESTINATION MIX 
Both perceived destination facilitators and inhibitors have a significant impact on the destination experience. 
Destination attributes (facilitators and inhibitors) form part of the destination mix. Destination mix 
components can be regarded as the supply side of the tourism system. Most destinations comprise a core of 
the following components that is usually referred to as the six A's framework: 
1. Attractions (natural, man-made, artificial, purpose built, heritage, special events) 
2. Accessibility (entire transportation system comprising of routes, terminals and vehicles) 
3. Amenities (accommodation and catering facilities, retailing, and other tourist services) 
4. Available packages (pre-arranged packages by intermediaries and principals) 
5. Activities (all activities available at the destination and what consumers win do during their visit) 
6. Ancillary services (services used by tourists such as banks, telecommunications, post, newsagents, 
hospitals etc.) (Buhalis, 2000: 98) 
Therefore the destination mix can be regarded as a combination of products and services offered to the 
visitor. It can even be considered as a brand of all products, services and ultimately experiences provided 
locally. As with all other mixes such as the marketing mix and promotions mix, the components are 
interdependent; all components must be present to produce a satisfying holiday experience. However, unlike 
other mixes the destination marketer has little control over the components (George, 2001: 291). The 
components of the destination mix enable marketers to assess the impact of tourism as wen as manage 
demand and supply in order to maximise benefits for all stakeholders. Ryan (1991b) explains that companies 
and governments often apply only part of the marketing mix (promotion) and tend to overlook the complex 
relationship between the destination mix and the marketing mix. Little attention being paid to create 
synergies between the two. 
2.2.4 CHALLENGES FACING 
ORGANISATIONS (DMOs) 
DESTINATION MARKETING 
Often destinations are artificially divided by geographical and political barriers, which fail to take into 
consideration consumer preferences or tourism industry functions. An example of that is the Alps shared by 
France, Austria, Switzerland, and Italy is often perceived and consumed as part of the same product by 
skiers (Buhalis, 2000: 97). Destinations historically have been defined as geographical areas such as a 
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London can be the destination of South African tourists, whilst Europe may be the destination for a 
Japanese tourist who packs six European countries in a two-week tour. The interpretation of the definition 
of a destination is subjective. Destination marketing is complex because: 
)0;> Destinations exist at a number of different geographical levels. 
)0;> The organisations marketing destinations have no direct control over the product. 
)0;> No direct charge is made for visiting the destination. Consumers pay to use the individual components 
of the destination product but not for the destination itself. This fact is at the root of one of the most 
controversial aspects of destination marketing. The whole community through taxes paid to public 
sector bodies funds most destination marketing, yet most of the economic benefits go to the private 
sector enterprises, while the consumer rarely pays the true cost of their visit. This is dearly a moral 
dilemma (Homer and Swarbrooke, 1996: 300). 
Yet co-operation between private and public sector bodies is critical for the success of a destination. The 
failure of the recent 'Cool Britannia' campaign to market the UK is an example of lack of synergy between 
private and public bodies marketing London as a destination. Thereafter London initiated a number of 
initiatives funded by the public sector but driven by private sector to enhance the appeal of London as a 
destination. Similarly the repositioning of San Francisco as a unique and energised city with a stylish image 
and status different from the laid-back and cosmetic California was driven by public and private sector co-
operation (AVG, 2002). The same approach has been envisioned to market Cape Town. The JMI process is 
funded by provincial government and driven partly by private sector 
Therefore, the main challenges facing destination marketing organisations is how to co-ordinate their efforts 
with that of other organisations which are responsible for the marketing of different geographical entities 
that encompass but are not solely concerned with their area. It is common practice that destination 
marketing is carried out by public sector bodies rather than private companies. Destinations are some of the 
most difficult entities to market and manage, due to their complexity of the relationships with local 
stakeholders. Managing and marketing destinations is also challenging because of the variety of stakeholders 
involved in the development and production of the tourism product. The destination experience is 
essentially comprised of regions, resources and amalgams of tourist services and facilities that often do not 
belong to individuals. Instead, they represent a collection of both professional and personal interests of all 
people who live and work in the area. Managing conflicting interests are often a large part of the challenge. 
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commercial members for funding. Attraction owners, accommodation providers and smaller districts within 
a region, all want as much proftle as possible for their products. The problem is that this orientation may 
not necessarily correspond to the needs of the consumer (Alford, 1998: 58). 
Also, public bodies have a vested fmancial interest in tourism for themselves as it helps them to earn income 
from tourism in a number of ways. For example, a government gains revenue from value-added taxes while 
local authorities gain from the charges paid by tourists to visit publicly-owned tourist attractions (Homer 
and Swarbrooke, 1996: 299). Tourism can help justify and fund infrastructure development such as new 
roads and airports, which benefits local residents .. Cape Metropolitan Tourism is a good example of a public 
body responsible for marketing the greater Cape Town area. It has set its priority as being tourism 
development in the area to create more jobs and to bring the previously disadvantaged communities in the 
mainstream economy. 
Moreover, the diverse nature of the tourism industry has meant that tourism planning has been difficult to 
define and grasp conceptually and, therefore, co-ordination of the various elements of the tourism product 
has been extremely difficult to achieve. Yet, it is the very nature of the industry, particularly the way in 
which local communities, their culture and lifestyles and the environment are part of the tourism product, 
which makes planning so important. As Gunn (1993) observed, because of the fragmented growth of the 
tourism industry, 'the overall planning qf the total tourism rystem is long overdue ... there is no overall poliry, philosapf?y or 
co-ordinatingforce that brings together the ma1!Y pieces qf tourism in harmo1!Y and assures their continued harmonious functioll. 
The lack of a concrete framework and dearly defined responsibilities are often the main reasons why a 
particular destination is unable to attract a significant amount of visitors despite its good product offering. 
The perceived fragmentation of marketing efforts has been the central debate surrounding Cape Town's 
inability to sustain high tourism growth rates. The White Paper on sustainable tourism in the Western Cape 
acknowledges the perceived fragmentation of effort in the industry which has resulted in 'ad-hoc and 
fragmented strategies which failed to capitalise on the diverse tourism resources therei?J limiting the ability qf the tourism seaor to 
ifftctivefy provide much needed entrepreneurship, employment and skills development apportunitiel (2000: 3). The 
importance of greater co-ordination between the various agencies responsible for marketing the province is 
thus magnified in the White Paper. 
Perhaps the most difficult problem in destination marketing is to ensure the rational use of the zero-priced 
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tourists perceive the destination as a brand comprising of a collection of suppliers and services. Before 
visiting they develop an image about destinations as well as a set of expectations based on previous 
experience, word-of-mouth, press releases etc. during their holiday they consume destinations as a 
comprehensive experience, without often realising that each element of the product is produced and 
managed by individual players. As a result, there is much overlap between strategic marketing of the 
destination as a whole and each of the individual supplier goals. Hence the competitiveness of each player is 
often interrelated and almost indistinguishable from one another (Buhalis, 2000: 99). 
When a product is made up of components contributed by different suppliers, quality control becomes a 
critical issue to ensure consistency in performance. The same applies to destinations, controlling the 
destination experience is of paramount importance to keep customers satisfied. Tourism policy is the most 
often used method of controlling various aspects of the offering. The accommodation sector for example, 
usually grades and classifies hospitality establishments based on the quality of service provided. Tourism 
policy seeks primarily to create an environment within which tourism can flourish in an adaptive sustainable 
manner (Buhalis, 2000: 99). 
Tourism policy should be formulated based on the interests and benefits of all stakeholders. Failure to do so 
jeopardises relationships between stakeholders and threatens the achievement of strategic objectives and the 
long-term competitiveness and prosperity of destinations. Equally important is the emphasis on formulating 
destination development strategies through a publicly driven process based on stakeholders' values and 
consensus, rather than through a more private 'expert-driven' process based solely on market forces 
(Buhalis, 2000: 99). Destination marketing should operate as a mechanism to facilitate regional development 
objectives and to rationalise the provision of tourism in order to ensure that the strategic objectives of the 
destination are achieved. It should ensure equitable return on resources utilised for the production and 
delivery of tourism products as well as the regeneration of these resources. It should also provide suitable 
gains to all stakeholders involved in the tourism system. Hence marketing should be used as a strategic 
mechanism in co-ordination with planning and management rather than as a sales tool (Buhalis, 2000: 100). 
Thus, the marketing of destinations should balance the strategic objectives of all stakeholders as wen as the 
sustainability of local resources. Successful destinations will be those that are able to bring all individual 
partners together to co-operate rather than compete and to pool resources towards developing an integrated 












Cape Town tourism industry to pool their resources and efforts together to market the region and to focus 
on co-operation and benefit sharing rather than internal competition. Not to say that internal competition is 
unnecessary though, competition makes individual suppliers more efficient at satisfying customer needs. 
However, given the high level of fragmentation in the tourism industry in Cape Town, co-operation should 
be the focus at this point in time to create a distinct image and brand. Destinations need to differentiate 
their products and develop partnerships between the public and private sector locally in order to co-ordinate 
delivery. Taking advantage of new technologies and the Internet will enable destinations to enhance their 
competitiveness by increasing their visibility, reducing costs and enhancing local co-operation (Buhalis, 
2000: 97). 
An additional complication is that most destinations have already a rich history, image and legacy 
development, which need to be taken into consideration when developing destination marketing strategies. 
This has been particularly a challenge for destinations such as London and Cape Town. On the one hand, 
London is renowned for its tradition and culture amplified through icons such as the Royal Family and 
Westminster Abbey. Yet to position London as a millennium city with symbols of a dawning new era is not 
an easy task. In the same way, the current image of Cape Town is one of a city coming out of a legacy of 
apartheid with rich historical significance and cultural diversity. On the other hand the city offers a 
cosmopolitan experience with attractions such as the V&A Waterfront and Canal Walk. The difficulty in 
marketing these often contradictory images of a destination adds to the complexity of destination marketing. 
Not only consumers develop certain images and views about places, but also pervious marketing campaigns 
provide several limits on current campaigns. Understanding the stage and roots of tourism development is 
therefore critical for development of a strategy that is supported by all stakeholders (Buhalis, 2000: 104). 
2.3 STRATEGIC DESTINATION MARKETING 
Cooper et al. (1998) define destinations as the focus of facilities and services designed to meet the needs of 
the tourists. The destination itself is influenced by six environmental factors that shape the destination: 
demographic, economic, natural, technological, political and cultural forces, which impinge upon the visitor 
experience and sense of the destination as suggested by Kotler, Bowen and Makens (1996). Physical 
elements of the destination can include features like a site or facility, natural resources such a scenic beauty, 
flora, fauna, or physical conditions such as the weather. Social factors like friendliness of local people, 
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the destination. The level, use, or lack of infrastructure and technology in a destination are also visible 
features of developed and under-developed tourism products that can influence visitor's trip experience. 
The economic conditions and structural features that characterise a country, such as currency exchange, 
market behaviour and pricing, are further attributes that factor into the traveller's experience of the 
destination. Culture is an important factor shaping many tourist experiences. Authentic local culture, its 
history, institutions and customs can provide a rich experiential tapestry for the visiting tourists (Murphy et 
al, 2000: 45). Furthermore, government control, responsiveness to tourism, and the treatment of tourists, 
for example, visa applications, ports of entry can also affect the destination environment that tourists 
expenence. 
These factors in aggregate influence the choice of a particular strategy for a destination. Middleton (1988) 
believes that destination marketing organisations have two strategic alternatives. Firstly, they can concentrate 
their budget on creating tourist motivations and attitudes through image campaigns. The second alternative 
is to follow a strategy of facilitating and influencing suppliers of tourism products. He fumly believes, given 
limited public sector budget that the latter course will produce more tangible results. These strategies relate 
to the push and pun strategies suggested by Lubbe (1998). These strategies will be considered in more detail 
in section 2.4.2. Butler (1980), Gilbert (1990), Porter (1985), and Poon (1993) have suggested different 
strategic alternatives for destinations based on their own framework. 
2.3.1 BUTLER'S DESTINATION LIFE CYCLE MODEL 
One of the most widely used tools for undertaking the task of identifying appropriate strategies for a 
destination is the destination life cycle model (Butler, 1980). The main utility of this model is to facilitate the 
understanding of the evolution of tourist products and destinations and this provides guidance for strategic 
decision taking. According to Butler, a destination will experience a period of slow growth, followed- if 
marketed properly- by a take off period of rapid growth, and subsequently a period of stability. If 
improvements to the destination are not made, the appeal of the destination will thereafter decline, as sales 
will fall. Eventually the destination may have to be de-marketed (George, 2001: 297). The model highlights 
that different stages of the life cycle require different marketing strategies and planning actions as shown in 
Appendix A. This is largely due to the differences between demand and supply experienced at different 
levels. In the early stages, demand exceeds supply whilst this relationship is reversed in the maturity and 
consolidation phases. As a result, marketing strategies should focus on building awareness and promoting 













relaunch become a pooney (t\uhalis, 2000, 1(4). Destinations such as London, San FranClSL"O, Florida and 
Hong Kong arc cO!1l'idered to ~ In their maturity stJgC of their destmatlotl life cycle. These desl1natio"s 
have ~en involved in tourism for more than TWo decades and their priority is to reposition and relaunch the 
destinanon. Cape Town on the other hand, IS r=",ved to be in its inttoou<-"'tion phase of its life cycle In 
some mllkelll for example, the MICE m~rket where building awareness is a priority. In other markets, Cape 
Town is m its matunty stlge where relaunch becomes a pliotlty. The entire destmation mo. will have to be 
altered and differentiated to accommodate the needs of the city at each stage of its life cycle. 
J lowevcr, the m;rin pmblerm rdate to identifying turning points, st~, length of stages and level of 
aggregation. Applying the destination life cycle to the whole destination can be misleading, as a particular 
mche market within the destination m~ht be declming while another area is flourishing. The concept is 
useful as .. diagnostic too~ not as a predictive tool. The model a .. umes that des tmation. progress from one 
stage to another. In rcality, this is not always the case, desllnarions may reach a particular st>ge m a far 
shorter time (George, 20(1). It IS qwte difficult to pinpomtwhether a destination is in its growth or maturity 
stage of its destination life cycle grven the div=Jty of tounsm products offered. Some niche-market 
products In Ca~ Town such as whale watching, gay tourism etc. are still m the mtrodncrion phase of thetr 
res~crive life cycles while other markets such as shopping, VfiR market etc. have matured, requiring 
different strateg":" 
2.3.2 GILBERT'S STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK 
Gilbert (1984, 1990) argues that destinations can be classified on a continuu.m between a 'status' and a 
'commodity' area, as illustrJ.~ In Figure 3 . 
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'Status areas' achieve international demand as a result of the unique attributes that the product is made of, as 
perceived by the target markets. These unique attributes may be real or imagined and thus, a destination is 
regarded as irreplaceable. Consequently, consumers' loyalty and willingness to a pay premium price for the 
destination increase. In the 'commodity status' case, destinations are substitutable, demand is very sensitive 
to price and economic changes, while consumers have a low awareness of any unique benefits and 
attributes. Thus, travellers base their decision to visit the area merely on price, while demand for the 
destination is incidental and destinations are unable to attract high spenders (Buhalis, 2000: 107). Despite 
the fact that the sustainability of resources is not discussed explicitly by the model, it is quite evident that 
'status areas' manage their resources as product attributes and therefore are appreciated by consumers who 
are willing to pay more. Gilbert (1990) affirms that destinations should attempt to become 'status areas' 
rather than 'commodity areas' in order to improve their image, loyalty and economic benefits. Although the 
model dearly assigns destinations to distinctive categories, it fails to recognise that the majority of 
destinations such as South Mrica, Malaysia, Egypt etc. lay between the two ends of the continuum. It also 
fails to relate to the different stages of the life cycle and to the inevitability experienced in several regions 
where destinations are launched as status area and gradually slip to commodity area. Nevertheless, the model 
clearly contributes to tourism by correlating product attributes with willingness to pay and also by 
illustrating clearly that destinations should decide on what direction they should plan and manage their 
resources and facilities. 
2.3.3 PORTER'S GENERIC STRATEGIES 
Porter (1985) proposed three generic strategies namely: overall cost leadership, differentiation and focused 
differentiation, to outperform other firms in an industry. In a destination marketing context, an overall cost 
leadership strategy will be one where destination marketing organisations focus on providing good value for 
money at lowest costs based o  mass production and strict cost control of the main business functions. This 
strategy seems to favour mass tourism where the experience is standardised irrespective of visitors' needs 
and wants. A differentiation strategy centres on products and services (destination attributes) offered. The 
aim is to create an experience that is perceived by visitors as being unique. The focus differentiation strategy 
identifies a particular buyer group or segment and achieves either cost leadership or product differentiation. 
This model provides clear guidance for decision-makers to position their products in order to maximise 
profitability and improve their competitiveness. However, this model fails to address the specific needs of 
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recognise that currency fluctuations significantly affect value for money perceptions. The competitiveness of 
tourism lies in a differentiated product that creates a unique experience for each customer. 
2.3.4 POON'S FLEXIBLE SPECIALISATION 
A fourth strategic approach is proposed by Poon (1989, 1993) based on the concept of 'flexible 
specialisation' of the tourism business. Po on argues that flexible specialisation is a strategy of permanent 
innovation and ceaseless change, which provides for 'new tourism'. New tourism is flexible, segmented, 
customised to the tourists needs and diagonally integrated. In contrast, old tourism can be characterised as 
'mass, standardised, and rigidly packaged'. The main sources of flexibility for service firms lie in the 
organisation, management, marketing, distribution and other forms of interaction and interrelationships 
among guests, hotels, suppliers etc. What is of importance, however, is not each of these stand-alone aspects 
but how they are combined together to create competitive advantages and hence, capabilities to move with 
the market. This is a timely model that predicts the impact of information technology on both decision-
making and consumer behaviour. Industry innovation is critical in this strategy and the utilisation of new 
technology provides the opportunity to customise products according to customer's specific requirements. 
Hence destinations can organise their assets and attributes in such a way that it enables them to specialise 
their tourism product according to particular demand needs. Although Poon's model revolutionised tourism 
thinking it is still difficult to implement at the destination level. The majority of infrastructure and 
superstructure is based on fixed assets, which cannot be altered easily and therefore have a limited degree of 
flexibility. This is more evident for destinations at the consolidation stages, which are unable to reinvent 
themselves and approach new markets. Nevertheless, the model dearly contributes to the field by 
encouraging tourism organisations and destinations to challenge existing strategies and practices thus forcing 
them to adopt new approaches to tourism product development with new tools introduced by technology. 
Concentration on core functions and outsourcing all peripheral activities to networks of virtual co-operation 
should enable destinations and enterprises to innovate and to adapt to the needs of consumers constantly 
(Buhalis, 2000: 107). 
A dose examination of the strategies prescribed by the above three models seems to reveal that they share a 
similar base. Porter's differentiation, Gilbert's status area and Poon's flexible specialisation describe how 
firms and destinations can achieve value-competitive advantages. Consumers value special attributes and as 
a result they are prepared to pay higher prices, inclined to visit areas more regularly, and increase their 
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destinations to achieve cost competitive advantages by offering their products for less than their 
competitors. This is achieved through economies of scale, standardisation and mass production. Hence the 
underlying concept of the two alternative set of strategies is the relationship between volume and price. The 
first set of strategies support a low-volume, high-profit margin approach, where each consumer is paying 
premium prices for unique products while the second set of strategies follow a high-volume, low-profit 
margin approach. Tourism destinations should therefore avoid the cost advantage strategies as they are 
based on mass production and consumption and assume unlimited production capacity and resources. 
Gilbert and Poon's strategic frameworks tend to suggest that destinations should follow a niche orientation 
through differentiation in order to increase consumer satisfaction as well as to maximise benefits. However, 
such strategies should not be served as an excuse for not improving efficiency and minimising production 
costs. Although providing a unique service to satisfy tourist needs should be a priority, offering perceived 
value for money would determine their competitiveness in the market place (Morgan and Pritchard, 1998). 
Besides value for money, there are a number of other factors that determine the competitiveness of a 
destination, one of which is destination image. The following section deals with image as a construct 
followed by destination image, its importance in destination choice and consumer behaviour. 
2.4 DESTINATION IMAGE 
2.4.1 IMAGE AS A CONSTRUCT 
Image is a widely researched construct in various fields and more specifically in the marketing field where 
product image, store image and company image have been viewed as the critical elements in the positioning 
and success of products, services and companies. According to Barich and Kotler (1991: 95), image is 
defmed as the sum of beliefs, attitudes, and impressions that a person or group has of an object. The object 
may be a company, product, brand, place or person. The impressions may be true or false, real or imagined 
(1991: 92). Similarly, Fridgen (1987) defmes image as a mental representation of an object or place, which is 
not physically before the observer. Ahmed (1996: 44) suggests that image is an internalised, conceptualised 
and personalised understanding of what one knows. He propounded a theory of human behaviour based 
upon the concept of image. The theory states that behaviour is primarily affected by image. Consumers are 
assumed to behave in accordance with what they know, what they think they know, and what they think 
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Therefore images form part of consumers' decision-making processes in that they will influence the choices 
they make. Consequently, the choice of a destination will be affected by destination image. Understanding 
the destination image formation and choice process is critical for the development of the author's proposed 
model. Thus, the following discussions centre on destination image and its importance in destination choice. 
Basic psychological, physical, cultural, social and economic motivators govern behaviour and these are 
conditioned by experiences, information and individual preferences to create images of reality. Hence, 
consumer behaviour stems from consumer images (Ahmed, 1996: 45). Right or wrong, images guide and 
shape behaviour, influence attitudes, affect predispositions as consumers, and tend to change slowly. 
Tourism destination marketers seek to establish, reinforce or change image. Their goal is to match to the 
greatest extent possible the promoted and perceived image (Kotler et al., 1993). An image not only presents 
the product (destination) but can also communicate its attributes, characteristics, concepts, values and ideas 
(MacKay and Fesenmaier, 1997: 538). The implications and impact of image can affect tourists through the 
creation of expectations and the desire for image verification. Thus image is subjective knowledge and a 
consumptive experience. Portrayal of natural scenery, for example, may imply experiencing nature or 
portrayal of landmarks and historic sites may indicate heritage appreciation. 
Strategic image management (SIM) emerged as an ongoing process of researching a place's image among its 
audiences, segmenting and targeting its specific image and its demographic audiences, positioning the place's 
benefits to support an existing image or create a new image, and communicating those benefits to the target 
audiences (Kotler et al. 1993: 143). Strategic Image Management is founded on the belief that for an image 
to be effective, it must meet the following criteria: 
• It must be valid. If a place promotes an image too far from reality, the chance of success is minimal. 
• It must be believable. Even if the proposed image is valid, it may not be readily believable. 
• It must be simple. If a place disseminates too many images of itself, it leads to confusion. 
• It must have appeal The image must suggest why people would want to live there, visit, invest and so 
forth. 
• It must be distinctive. The image works best when it is different from other common themes. There is 
an overuse of the words 'a friendly place,' and 'a place that works' (Kotler et al. 1993: 150). 
Researchers in several disciplines and fields agree that the image construct has both perceptual/cognitive 
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1999). The perceptual/cognitive evaluations refer to the beliefs or knowledge about a destination's attributes 
and are fonned by external factors which include various sources of infonnation such as symbolic stimuli 
(promotional effort of a destination) and social stimuli (word of mouth) (Baloglu and McCleary, 1999: 148). 
Affective evaluations on the other hand, refer to feelings toward, or attachment to the object or destination. 
Several authors suggested that motivations are related to the affective component of image and an 
individual's affective image toward a destination is, to a great extent, influenced by his/her motivations 
(benefits sought) from the touristic experience (Vaughan and Edwards, 1999; Lubbe, 1998; Baloglu and 
Brinberg, 1997). These affective evaluations are fonned in a conscious or unconscious way. Mayo and Jarvis 
(1981) indicated that tourist's psychological motivations influence their images of destinations. They 
determine the image of a destination before and after visitation. Thus an important component of the 
author's proposed model should be psychological motivations that influence image. 
Mfective evaluations have been measured by Baloglu and McCleary using four bipolar scales namely: 
arousing-sleepy, pleasant-unpleasant, exciting-gloomy and relaxing-distressing (1999: 150). Holbrook (1978) 
and Gartner (1993) noted that the type and amount of external stimuli received influence the fonnation of 
the cognitive component of image but not the affective counterpart. In fact, Burgess (1978) hypothesised 
that the type, quality, and quantity of infonnation would detennine the type of image that is likely to 
develop. Thus the cognitive component of image plays an intervening role between infonnation sources 
and the affective component. The cognitive and affective components of destination image are therefore 
distinct but hierarchically related when tourists choose a destination (Gartner, 1993). 
Holbrook (1978: 547) argues that the basic distinction between cognitive and affective components has 
been presented in a wide range of disciplines through the use of labels such as referential versus emotive 
meaning, designative versus appraisive meaning, fonnalist versus expressivist meaning, cognitive versus 
affective meaning, and denotative versus connotative meaning. Holbrook (1978) adds that in marketing and 
consumer behaviour those two components are treated under the label of beliefs versus affect. There is 
general agreement among tourism researchers that the image of a destination is therefore dependent on the 
cognitive evaluations of the place and the affective responses are fonned as a function of the cognitive 
responses. An overall or composite image of a place is fonned as a result of the interaction between both 
the perceptual/cognitive and the affective evaluations of that place (Baloglu and McCleary 1999; Gartner 
1993). Ahmed (1991) notes that the relationship between overall image and other components of 
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2.4.2 THE DESTINATION IMAGE FORMATION PROCESS 
Probably the best-known description of destination image is that of Gunn (1972) who stated that 
destination image evolves at two levels to give an organic and an induced/projected image. The organic 
image is formed from an early age and based on what is learnt of a country while induced image is the result 
of promotion of that country as a tourist destination (Lubbe, 1998). Research by Andreu et al. (2000: 53) on 
the perceived image of Spain as a holiday destination showed that personalised stimuli (previous experiences 
and word-of-mouth) were the most important sources of information for selecting a destination. This 
confirms the significance of sources that are not directly controlled by tourist destination organisations in 
influencing destination choice. The principal difference between organic and induced images is the absence 
or presence of control over the destination by the developers. Protagonists for the construction of the 
projected image are tourism information offices, tour operators and travel agencies (Kotler et al., 1993; 
Pritchard, 1998). Together with this projected image, the identification of the image perceived by the tourist 
is fundamental in determining a destination's competitiveness. 






Induced /Projected Images 
• Destination marketing activities 
(Destination promotion, branding etc.) 
These affect the choice of a destination and as stated by Gunn (1972), Lubbe (1998) and Andreu et al. 
(2000), a marketer has very little control over the organic image of a destination. Therefore managing the 
projected images becomes critical to ensure the success of the destination. Destination promotion, pricing 
and branding will influence the choice of a destination to the extent that the projected image of the 
destination is in line with consumers' expectations. 
Place image studies are an effective vehicle for assessing the strengths and weaknesses of tourism 
destinations, particularly with regard to the perceptions of actual and potential tourists. The application of 
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destination, comparing how tourists' perceptions change after visiting the destination (Selby and Morgan, 
1996: 287). In fact, the mandate of a destination-marketing organisation is to control projected images. 
However, these projected images are open to multiple interpretations by potential visitors. Knowing how 
these images are formed is critical to strategizing how to create, enhance or change them (MacKay and 
Fesenmaier, 1997: 541). At each stage of his visit, the potential tourist may hold different images of a 
destination, images that are constructed by the amount, source and objectivity of the available information. 
This range of imagery has been described as a hierarchy of place images, ranging from initial perceptions 
based on organic sources, to a modified or re-evaluated image upon visiting the destination. This 
modification results in a much more realistic, objective, differentiated, and complex image (Selby and 
Morgan, 1996: 288). It follows then that there can be significant differences between the organic and 
projected images, which a tourist has of a destination before visiting it, and the re-evaluated image that is 
formed following a visit. Fakeye and Crompton (1991: 11) refer to the re-evaluated image as the complex 
image, which is formed when a tourist has a direct experience of a destination. Hence a comparison between 
organic image, induced images and actual images determine brand behaviour, that is, whether tourists' are 
likely to revisit, spread positive word-of -mouth and recommend the destination to others. The authors' 
proposed model would include the following components based on the above discussion. 
Actual Image of 
Destination 
Brand Behaviour 
(Repeat visits, positive word-of-





Discrepancies between organic and projected images can arise from unrealistic naiVe images held by tourists 
or from a failure on the part of the destination to meet expectations. The perceived image is therefore, a 
dynamic concept based on the previous knowledge and the experience of the tourist at the destination. The 
tourist's evaluation of that knowledge will affect his/her image of the destination (Hu and Ritchie, 1993). 
The periodic monitoring of tourists' perceptions can indicate the negative organic images that need 
addressing, analyse the projected image and reassess satisfaction with the various aspects of the product 
itself. If the organic image is unfavourable, a significant proportion of visitors will decide not to visit. It is 
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identify the nature and sources of the unfavourable organic information, and to consider them in planning 
any promotional activity. 
Adding to this, Chon (1990) suggested that a primary image is formed when a tourist has made a decision to 
travel somewhere. The tourist selects certain destinations as possible choices and it is these initial images, 
which Chon describes as primary images. The construction of these primary images of destinations is based 
on certain push and pull factors. The pull factors are described by Chon as the attractiveness of a region and 
its various elements. These elements fall into three basic categories namely: static factors, dynamic factors 
and current decision factors. Static factors include the natural and cultivated landscape, the climate, means 
of travel to the region and in the region, and historical and local cultural attractions. Dynamic factors include 
accommodation, catering, personal attention and service, entertainment and sport, access to the market, 
political, conditions and trends in tourism. Current decision factors include the marketing of the region and 
prices in the region of destination as wen as in the country of origin (Lubbe, 1998: 24). Projected image is 
defined in the literature as a pull factor in the destination selection process, which is transmitted by 
communication channels targeted at the potential tourist (Ashworth and Voogd, 1988; Baloglu and Uysal, 
1996). The push factors on the other hand, are the needs and motives of consumers for travelling. Push 
factors are considered as socio-psychological variables that predispose an individual to travel in general, and 
the intangible or intrinsic desires of the individual (Baloglu and Uysal, 1996; Lubbe, 1998). Among these 
factors, the literature emphasises motivation, preferences, objectives and perception. Chon (1990) suggests 
that Maslow's (1958) hierarchy of needs is the foundation for travel motivations. 
Thus the attractiveness of a destination depends on the relationships and interactions of push and pull 
factors. These factors act together to function as antecedent events for an individual's travel motivation and 
it is at this point that an individual becomes a potential tourist. However, Chon (1990) does not state that 
specific push factors are linked with specific pull factors or that an organic, induced or complex image must 
be present before a primary image can be constructed. It remains a complex set of associations that is not 
easily explained (Lubbe, 1998: 25). For example, a potential tourist who has a strong need for recognition in 
his social environment may place a destination on his list of possible choices simply because 'everyone else' 
has been to that destination. Here the attractions of the destination are of secondary importance, the 
primary consideration being his need for recognition. Secondly, the potential tourist has needs that can only 
be met by specific destinations. For example, if a potential tourist has a need to acquire historical knowledge 
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tourist can be driven equally by both push and pun factors. For example, a potential tourist may have her 
annual leave scheduled during which she wants to travel somewhere. The flexibility of both her needs and 
the attractions of a destination equally determine her choices. 
Given that Chon (1990) suggests that push and pull factors affect the creation of a primary image of a 
destination and the primary image influences destination choice. It makes sense to include push and pull 
factors in the model. Chon (1990) and Lubbe (1998) further suggest that projected images of a destination 
can be considered as a pull factor. Therefore the pull factor component of the proposed model win include 
projected or induced images as a sub component. In essence, the following components will be included in 
the model. 
pun Factors Push Factors 
• Landscape • Motivations 
• Climate • Perceptions 
• Cultural attractions • Psychological 
• Service standards • Socio-economic 
• Pricing 
• Projected Image 
Some attributes or pull factors of destinations such as climate and scenery have been recognised as being 
universally important in destination selection (Hu and Ritchie, 1993). Destinations have been traditionally 
promoted in terms of their specific tourist attributes (MacKay and Fesenmaier, 1997) but research showed 
that this may not always be the most effective method as certain tourists are more motivated by push rather 
than pun factors. This implies that the promotion of a destination's image should begin by determining the 
push! pull orientation of potential tourists in the construction of primary images in the tourist generating 
country and not by merely promoting a destination's most important tourist attractions. It is not the 
qualities of the destination that provide the impetus for travel to the destination, it is the image of how those 
qualities can fulfil the needs and expectations of the potential tourist. In tourism, image therefore becomes 
reality. Lubbe (1998: 38) argues that the image of South Africa is still organic rather than induced and the 
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The relationship between official tourism images (projected images) and organic images derived from other 
non-tourist sources is circular, since the circuit of culture reveals that tourism image is grounded in wider 
cultural discourse. Thus, tourism and culture have a symbiotic relationship whereby tourism makes use of 
cultural meanings to frame its imagery, meanings that are drawn from many areas in society. If one 
considers for example the British society which is perceived to be conservative and deeply rooted in 
traditions and culture. Such an image has been developed over years through the use of the Royal Family, 
Buckingham Palace and Westminster Abbey as icons to convey meanings about the British culture. 
Therefore promotional images not only reflect the prevailing cultural values of a society, drawing upon 
current images and stereotypes, but also playa vital role in shaping these values through their contribution 
to the process of socialisation. The ultimate purpose of image creation is to influence buyer behaviour and 
manipulate demand (Morgan and Pritchard, 1998). The challenge that faces Cape Town is to identify what 
cultural meanings to convey to the different target markets and which visual imagery and icons to use to 
convey those meanings. The cultural diversity of Cape Town adds a level of difficulty that is unique to this 
destination and requires consultation with stakeholders in deciding which aspects of culture to promote. 
Furthermore, the fact that places are multi-sold complicates their projected images. For instance, in the case 
of Wales, there are thirteen different national bodies promoting the country overseas for different purposes 
and to different audiences, whilst the local state also has a promotional role and often conveys conflicting 
messages. This is also the case of the Western Cape tourism industry where too many agencies are 
promoting the destination and promotional messages are often in conflict. It is therefore, important to 
realise that places exist in the minds of many audiences at different times and in different ways so that 
consistency in promotion is the key to success (Morgan and Pritchard, 1998: 58). Thus, a city such as Cape 
Town does not have an identity that is static or monolithic. Destination marketing agencies, events, and 
media are constantly influencing image perceptions. Yet attempts to represent changed identities of a place 
are often time consuming and expensive, particularly as they can challenge concepts and ideas that are 
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2.4.3 THE ROLE OF DESTINATION IMAGE IN DESTINATION 
SELECTION 
As discussed above, stimulus and personal factors as well as social, political and cultural circumstances 
determine image. Socio-demographic characteristics such as age, income, and occupation have been 
suggested as important factors that influence the formation of tourist images as well as the perception of 
travel experience (Baloglu, 1997). The travel and tourism literature suggests that destination image is a 
critical component in the destination selection process (Gunn, 1972; Goodrich, 1978; Gartner, 1993; Um 
and Crompton, 1990; Selby and Morgan, 1996; Baloglu, 1997; Baloglu and McCleary, 1999). Ahmed (1996: 
44) argues that image of a destination and attitude of tourists towards that destination seem to be two of the 
most important factors in destination selection. Goodrich (1978: 8) showed that the more favourable the 
perception towards a destination, the greater the likelihood of choice from among similar alternatives. 
Thompson and Cooper (1979) and Woodside and Sherrell (1977) demonstrated empirically a strong link 
between destinations most memorable (and accessible) in consumers' minds as places to visit and attitudes 
and intentions toward actually visiting these destinations. Similarly, research by Goodrich (1978), Pearce 
(1982), and Woodside and Lysonski (1989) demonstrated a clear relationship between positive perceptions 
of destinations, and positive purchase decisions. Although these perceptions may not be based on fact or 
first-hand experience, they nevertheless exert a vital influence on a potential tourist's decision to visit a 
destination. Also, the more favourable the perception of a given destination, the more preferred that 
destination will tend to be (Goodrich, 1978: 6). Yet negative images, even if unjustified, will deter potential 
tourists and result in a non-purchase decision. 
Um and Crompton (1990) conceptualised a cognitive model of pleasure travel destination choice with 
specific reference to images and attitudes towards destinations. The model consists of three concepts: 
external inputs, internal inputs and cognitive constructs. External inputs are the various sources of 
information such as promotional material through the media (symbolic stimuli) and word-of-mouth (social 
stimuli) as well as actual visitation to the destination (significative stimuli). These reinforce previous 
propositions that actual image of a destination will influence brand behaviour. Internal inputs comprise the 
socio-psychological set of the traveller and include socio-demographics, values and motivations. They tend 
to relate to the push factors discussed earlier. Cognitive constructs are the perceptions of destination 
attributes in both the awareness and evoked set of tourism destinations. These authors noted that the 
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Woodside and Lysonski (1989) also proposed a general model of traveller destination choice. Their model 
provided support to this study in identifying major forces of image formation in a travel and tourism 
context as wen as the direction of relationship between cognitive and affective components of image. 
According to their model, marketing variables and traveller variables such as previous destination 
experience, income, age and value system influences a traveller's image of a destination. 
Moutinho (1987) on the other hand, considers the process of destination selection as an investment with a 
non-tangible rate of return, the purchase of which is often prepared and planned before-hand. Batra et al. 
(1996) point out that consumers tend to utilise images and to stereotype objects in order to minimise their 
mental load and thereby avoid complex analyses. In this sense, the perceived images of different 
destinations tend to be simplified in the minds of the tourist themselves, and are formed by the information 
that they possess. Hunt (1975) argues that the images, beliefs and perceptions that people have about a 
destination can influence the growth of a tourist area as much as, or even more than, tangible resources. 
This is because the potential tourist, having a limited personal experience of the destination, acts on the 
basis of his/her image of the destination, and this perceived image does not necessarily coincide with 
objective reality. Thus, the tourist is choosing the destination based on his own interpretation of what the 
destination should look like. 
In addition to the above, Hu and Ritchie (1993) found that scenery, dimate, availability/quality of 
accommodations, attitude toward tourists, food, and value for money were the most important factors taken 
into consideration when choosing a holiday destination. In the same way, Heung et al. (2001) found that 
safety, cultural diversity, variety of activities and attractions/amenities were factors that considerably 
influenced travellers' choice of Hong Kong as a holiday destination. Yet research by Andreu et al. (2000: 53) 
on the perceived image of Spain as a holiday destination showed that personalised stimuli (previous 
experiences and word-of-mouth) were the most important sources of information for selecting a 
destination. Their study confirmed the importance of value for money, natural resources, culture, nightlife 
and entertainment, safety, and accessibility in the selection of a destination. These attributes were rated from 
very important to important when choosing a place to visit. Therefore destination selection is influenced to 












2.4.4 MEASURING DESTINATION IMAGE 
Most image studies in tourism have used a list of attributes to measure some of the more functional 
components of destination image, such as scenery, climate, facilities, and attractions. They emphasised the 
physical qualities of places where, there is indeed an interaction between physical qualities of places and the 
meanings (affective ties) they acquire. Thus, the main concern has been with the more tangible physical 
components of place perception commonly associated with designative images (pearce, 1982; Walmsley and 
Young. 1998). The evaluative component of images appears to have been overlooked. Tapachi and 
Waryszak (2000: 38) confirm that tourism researchers have not been successful in reconciling 
conceptualisation and operationalisation of destination image. Almost all researches on destination image 
rely on the use of a piecemeal (or attribute based) approach via scaling methods (such as semantic 
differential scale, likert-type scale, and multidimensional scale) that capture only the individual attribute 
component of destination image but not the holistic component. It cannot be assumed that destination 
attributes on their own and in themselves are motivationally adequate to explain why individuals or groups 
gravitate towards one place and not to another (Dann, 1996: 42). Some recent works, however, studied both 
cognition and affect toward environments and destinations (Dann, 1996; Baloglu 1997; MacKay and 
Fesenmaier, 1997; Baloglu, 1998). 
Baloglu (1997: 231) suggests that measuring destination image is paramount in order to design the most 
effective positioning. differentiation and marketing strategy for a destination. Destination marketers should 
have a clear understanding of what variables may affect the destination image and how they contribute to 
the development of that image to emphasise the relevant attributes in any destination promotion campaign. 
Echtner and Ritchie (1993: 3) present a framework, which suggests that to completely measure destination 
image, several components must be captured. These include attribute-based images, holistic impressions, 
and functional, psychological, unique and common characteristics. They propose that a combination of 
structured and unstructured methodologies is necessary to measure destination image. The structured 
approach involves various common image attributes being specified and incorporated into a standardised . 
instrument, usually a set of semantic differential or likert scales. The advantages of such an approach to 
image measurement include that it is easily administered, produces data that can be easily coded and 
analysed and it facilitates comparison across destinations (Echtner and Ritchie, 1991). An unstructured 
approach employs an alternate form of measurement using free from descriptions to measure image. 
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describe impressions of the destination product. Both these methods will be employed for this particular 
research. 
Echtner and Ritchie's research concluded that destination image should be envisioned as having two main 
components: those that are attribute-based and those that are holistic. Each of these components contains 
functional (or more tangible) and psychological (or more abstract) characteristics (1993: 3). A combination 
of attribute-based images and holistic impressions of Cape Town will be measured. Images of destinations 
can also range from those based on 'common' functional and psychological traits to those based on more 
distinctive or even unique features, events, feelings or auras (Echtner and Ritchie, 1991). The conceptual 
framework developed by them is shown in Figure 5 below. Essentially the framework consists of three 
continuums: attribute-holistic, functional-psychological and common-unique. On the attribute side are the 
numerous perceptions of the individual characteristics of the destination, ranging from functional to 
psychological. On the holistic side, the functional impressions consist of the mental picture or imagery of 
the physical characteristics of the destination, while the psychological impressions could be described as the 
atmosphere or mood of the place (Echtner and Ritchie, 1993: 5). The attribute-holistic continuum in 
essence proposes that any product is perceived both in terms of pieces of information on individual 
features, or attributes, and in terms of more gestalt, or holistic impressions (MacInnis and Price, 1987). 
t UNc'nC}N,b\L 
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The common-unique continuum highlights the idea that images of a destination can range from those 
perceptions based on common characteristics to those based on unique features or auras. On one extreme 
of the continuum, the image of a destination can be composed of the impressions of a core group of traits 
on which all destinations are commonly rated and compared. For example, a destination image can include 
ratings on functional characteristics such as price levels, transport infrastructure, climate and so on. The 
destination can also be rated on very commonly considered psychological characteristics such as level of 
friendliness, safety, quality of service and so on. On the other end of the continuum, images of destinations 
can include unique features and events or special auras (Echtner and Ritchie, 1991). Holistic and unique 
images are particularly important in determining how a particular destination is categorised (stereotype 
holistic impressions) and differentiated (unique attractions, auras) in the minds of the target markets. In 
essence, measuring how the destination is positioned in the consumer's mind. Since the goals of positioning 
strategy are to create a clear, positive, and realistic image, the information provided by open-ended questions 
in a quantitative study can suggest issues that should be addressed in subsequent destination marketing 
plans. The extent to which a destination is associated with distinctive or unique characteristics or trip type 
categories would provide a useful basis for developing competitive positioning and promotion campaigns 
(Kim, 1998). 
It is clear from the literature that image should be measured both on its physical qualities and its affective 
ties. Um and Crompton (1990) state that the image of a place as a pleasure travel destination is derived, to a 
greater or lesser extent from attributes towards the destination's perceived tourism attributes. The literature 
suggests the following attributes to be part of a list that is used to measure the image of a destination. 
Murphy (1999) used a semantic bi-polar scale to measure the image of Northern Australia using attributes 
such as landscapes, safety, environment, public transport, weather, friendliness of locals, wildlife, historical 
attractions, shopping opportu ities, and accommodation amongst others. On the other hand, Walmsley and 
Young (1998: 66) in their study of evaluative images in travel behaviour in a coastal region of Australia 
identified six constructs to evaluate places: commercialised-not commercialised, appealing/ attractive-
unappealing/unattractive, quiet-busy, trendy-not trendy, boring-interesting, relaxed pace of life-fast pace of 
life, unpleasantness-pleasantness, and arousal-activation. Baloglu and McCleary (1999) used distinct 
cognitive, affective and overall image constructs to measure the image of Turkey, Egypt, Greece, and Italy. 
The cognitive construct was made up of attributes such as good value for money, beautiful scenery / 
attractions, good climate, appealing local food, personal safety, good nightlife and entertainment and so on. 
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positioning strategy is a distinctive brand image on which customers rely in making choices (Morgan and 
Pritchard, 1998: 141). 
The concept of branding has been extended to people, organisations, art, sports and entertainment, and 
geographical locations. Kotler, Haider and Rein (1993) argue that the concept can even be extended to 
tourist destinations and that places such as Acapulco, Palm Springs, and the French Riviera have developed 
strong reputations, consumer expectations and perceptions. Although there is general agreement that 
branding can be applied to tourism destinations, there is less certainty about how the concept translates into 
practical marketing activity. Morgan and Pritchard (1998) point out there is as yet very little empirical 
research that explores the application of branding to tourism products including destinations. Nevertheless, 
in a tourism context, a brand is understood to represent a unique combination of product characteristics and 
added values, both functional and non-functional, which have taken on a relevant meaning, which is 
inextricably linked to that brand, awareness of which might be conscious or intuitive (Morgan and Pritchard, 
1998: 140). When a destination is branded, the brand name is relatively fixed by the actual name of the 
location. The power of branding lies in making people aware of the location and then linking desirable 
associations to the brand (Keller, 1998: 19) that influence purchasing behaviour (Ries and Ries, 1998). In 
essence, a destination brand is a fully integrated system of experiences -all focused on the customer (Taylor 
and Wheatley, 1999). It is a duster of visitor perceptions attaching to various destination experiences sold 
under a specific brand name (Ephron, 1996). 
The first stage in building a destination brand is to establish the brand's core values that should be durable, 
relevant, communicable, and hold saliency for potential tourists. Once these core values have been 
established, they should underpin and imbue all subsequent marketing activity so that the brand values are 
cohesively communicated. The brand values should also be reinforced by brand elements, which ensure 
consistency of message and approach (Morgan and Pritchard, 2000: 281). Branding destinations combine 
marketing products and services and the commoditisation of people's culture and environment. The 
complexity of the issue requires a particular focused effort by tourism researchers since it embodies a 
multiplicity of concerns needing a multidisciplinary response (Gnoth, 1998: 759). Certainly, provenance is 
important and influences brand perceptions. In consumer goods markets, brands such as Microsoft and 
Coca-Cola are seen as being American and they drive their strength from the brand equity of USA itself, 
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for tourism destinations as countries pre-exist any identities crafted for them by marketers and neither their 
advertisers nor consumers can have objective views of them (Morgan and Pritchard, 2000: 281). 
A destination brand is not built overnight. Its success is measured in decades, not years and results from 
marketing consistency. Given the various sources of information tourists use and the width and breadth of 
attributes a destination brand necessarily covers, problems of communication and co-operation amongst 
tourism facilitators, resource base (including the population) and media are bound to occur (Gnoth, 1998). 
It is the responsibility of destination marketing organisations to limit such occurrences thereby creating the 
necessary marketing consistency that leads the customer to expect that the brand will continue to display the 
same characteristics, and this expectation creates a covenant between the brand and the customer. The 
source of that consistency is often referred to loosely as the brand's values, because it is presumed that, as is 
the case with a person, the only way a brand can be truly consistent is by being true to itself, its beliefs and 
creeds, at all times (Chevron, 1999). Great brands establish a positive connection with their audience, an 
emotional bond and memorable position (Harvin, 2000). It provides consumers with more information with 
which to make choices (Miller, 2001). 
Differentiation of brands lies at the heart of marketing. The brand positioning statement captures the 
essence of what makes a brand different and unique from competing brands. It becomes the consistent 
message that is communicated over and over to the target audience. This is critical because it focuses the 
organisation on what the customer expects/needs from the product/service offering. It becomes the 
guidepost for promotional and marketing efforts. The simple structure of 'one brand, one brand audience' 
has been replaced by a constantly changing, flexible, sometimes multi-branded environment in which a 
brand must be broad enough to touch all its constituencies, yet simple enough to be understandable to all, 
rich enough to stretch, yet specific enough to be personal (Winkler, 1999). The brand positioning statement 
also provides one other key advantage - because the organisation developing the brand knows the position 
it wants to have in consumers' minds, this makes it easy to measure the strength of the brand. Brand 
differentiation gives an organisation an advantage only if customers value it. If the position that a brand 
wants to occupy can be easily and credibly duplicated, it is not defensible. The value of the differentiation 
will be short-lived. Differentiation not only helps the organisation but it also helps consumers by further 
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Contrary to the focused marketing message with its USP (Unique Selling Proposition) mantra for product 
and services, destination branding is complex by design: a rich brand is a gestalt made of multiple messages, 
associations and character traits. After all, a person or product with a single character trait could hardly be 
described as 'having character.' Likewise, the values and associations that form the character of a strong 
destination brand are never one-dimensional. The destination itself is multi-dimensional and therefore the 
plurality of messages, which is a liability to the marketer, is an asset to the brand (Chevron, 1999). However, 
no matter how inspired and offbeat the messages might be, it must emanate from the brand's core identity 
to establish added value. Identity is at the centre of the brand's essence, surrounded by benefits, attributes 
and emotion. The brand's essence draws on the soul, or core, of the brand to set the product or company or 
destination apart from all others in the category. It is what the brand stands for in the eye of the customer 
and not what management wish it were that defines the essence of the brand and its sustainable point-of-
difference (Martin, 1998). Thus the lesson to be learned when building a brand, is that it is important to look 
beyond the tangible product or benefits, which is more than likely to change over time, and think about 
what can be the sustaining deep core of the brand, the essence, which is virtually unchanging (Winkler, 
1999). 
But often destination marketers believe that once a brand is positioned in the minds of customers, it is 
difficult to change that positioning, It is true that as markets change, positioning must reflect those changes 
but the brand itself should not. The brand may be bent slightly or given a new slant, but the essential 
characteristics of the brand (once those characteristics are firmly planted in the mind) should never be 
changed. This is because the most important aspect of a brand is its single-mindedness. A singular idea or 
concept that the destination marketer owns inside the mind of the prospect (Miller, 2001) via brand 
associations that are communicated through various channels that are mutually reinforcing (Chevron, 1999). 
These brand associations must be simple and benefit oriented, no matter how complicated the product or 
the needs of the market are (Ries and Ries, 1998). They must be developed by looking at the brand from 
360-degrees. The destination marketer needs to understand the brand from all angles, just as the consumer 
sees it. The consumer's perception of the brand has to do with the sum total of his experience with the 
brand, not just what the destination marketing organisations deliver through advertising and promotion 
(Kiley, 1998). 
Given the complex nature of destination products, a destination brand usually will reflect the beliefs of its 
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between those responsible of marketing the brand and those who own the various components of the brand 
(accommodation, entertainment facilities, restaurants etc.). The social and managerial problems when 
developing a brand for generically different partners within the tourism system supplying the tourism 
experience have been noted by Gnoth (1998: 760). He suggests that co-operation between all players, both 
in the private and public sector, is essential for the success of the brand. An example of a brand that needed 
such co-operation for it to be successful was Oregon. It was established that the only way brand Oregon 
was to survive in this increasingly competitive international market place was through: 
\8 Branding efforts being a state initiative that involved tourism marketing. 
• Label and logo programmes that were flexible as regulatory labelling programmes did not work. 
• Most businesses recognised the value of aligning their product with Oregon's image, but only if it was 
appropriate to the product and/ or service. 
• Oregonians' values and pursuit of a quality lifestyle were the key to the state's 'personality'. 
• The state should provide guidelines and resources to help businesses get started, but let the private 
sector get on with the job after that (Curtis, 2000: 78). 
London, San Francisco, Sydney and Rio de Janeiro have been successful in their branding initiatives only 
through co-ordination and active commitment of private and public sector bodies. The brand positioning 
for each city was clearly understood in meaning, application and management across all stakeholders (AVG, 
2002). The JMI is following a similar approach for the city of Cape Town. When the beliefs and 
idiosyncrasies of all parties concerned are expressed consistently, the customer will progressively trust the 
brand over time. This is essentially what Light (1994) defines as a power brand - a brand that indicates and 
distinguishes the source of a promise as being distinctive, trustworthy, and relevant to the consumer. Such a 
brand is particularly adapted to its environment and thus it survives and flourishes (Keller, 1998: 5). The 
brand is the ultimate example of an organisation's marketing skills - their finest and most valuable 
production. This is the ultimate goal of building Cape Town as a brand. 
As mentioned before, the destination brand is made up of many different sub-brands as a result of 
consumers buying into a variety of services and experiences that are already branded. The more symbolic 
experiences are for tourists, the more successful is the brand in the long term, simultaneously, the more 
symbolic the brand attributes, the less tangible and more difficult are they to be communicated as unique 












in consumer's mind. A successful branding synergy is required between destination brand and individual 
service brands to create a powerful brand image of the destination. A destination brand is perceived and 
thus requires a fusion of not only home and host market cultures but of corporate culture as well to be 
successful (D'Hauteserre, 2001: 306). The brand serves as a foundation for building trust-based relationships 
with customers while the brand personality helps to symbolise certainty and commitment to whatever the 
brand personality suggests. It is essentially a promise of future satisfaction. However, it must be recognised 
that it is difficult for a city or nation to have a consistent personality because a nation or city is a 
constellation of different images (O'Shaughnessy & O'Shaughnessy, 2000:60). It is hard to know exactly for 
example, what Cape Town and Western Cape do or should stand for. This thesis will shed light on this 
issue. 
Also, strong brands find ways to achieve visibility by building and supporting the brand identity through 
involving the customer in the brand building exercise. These experiences create a relationship that goes 
beyond the loyalty generated by any objective assessment of a brand's value. It covers the entire consumer 
experience and includes all the assets critical in delivering and communicating that experience 
Ooachimsthaler and Aaker, 1997: 45). Word-of-mouth then becomes the most powerful way of reinforcing 
the brand image thereby generating the desired brand awareness. In the context of tourism, the reliance on 
past experiences and normative standards may be even more pronounced than information that was 
communicated from external sources (Mazursky, 1989: 334). Brands are therefore about building 
relationships with customers. Destination marketers know that a problem with branding is avoiding 
'cognitive dissonance'--sending out key messages that contradict other key messages, or raise expectations 
beyond the level the destination can satisfy (Economist, 1998: 66). By involving customers in building the 
brand, which is essentially about the destination experiences, cognitive dissonance can be reduced. 
Without the loyalty of its customers, a brand is a mere trademark. With the loyalty of its customers, a brand 
is more than a trademark, it is a trust mark of enormous value. Creating and increasing brand loyalty results 
in a corresponding increase in the value of that trust mark. This happens when a customer continuously 
invests trust in a brand that leads to a bond growing between the customer and the brand. Ultimately the 
brand develops an enduring relationship with the customer and customer experiences shape that brand. 
Thus when customers can define the brand for themselves, they are more likely to care about it (Rasmusson 
and Cohen, 2000). Since this entire process relies on consistency, management's vision of the brand's values 
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consistent, it is a lost opportunity to make an extra impression. If there are too many diverse messages 
about a destination, there is a high risk of not being remembered and destination marketing organisations 
have to make a fresh start every time (Lorge, 1998). 
Furthermore, branding has to do with what customers think about a destination. Some may think 'better 
quality', 'fun', 'unique experience'; others may think 'more expensive', 'boring', 'crime and unfriendly 
people'. Branding is about certain customers not all of them. What the destination wants to sell does not 
count; all that is important is what customers want to buy (Graham, 2001). An example of a non-tourism 
related company that knows the difference is Wal-Mart. Wal-Mart has done as good job as any company 
when it comes to branding. When some people think of Wal-Mart, the word 'value' flashes through their 
minds, while others think of somewhat unpleasant surroundings, lower quality, and poor service. One group 
is Wal-Mart customer; the other is not, and Wal-Mart knows the difference. Similarly, as travel destinations 
tum to branding for differentiation, they must comprehensively assess all their potential target markets and 
choose only those that will maximise their appeal. Targeting countries haphazardly can only damage the 
brand, as the values held by consumers in these countries may not be the values that the brand stands for. 
The task of branding a destination is complicated further when a country, city or region already has 
favourable or unfavourable perceptions in the market place. The favourable perceptions might not be the 
ones that the country, city or region wants to use to build its sustainable competitive advantage. The task is 
even harder when a country has a negative perception in the market place. Places such as Detroit and 
Columbia have a negative image, Detroit is perceived as being the murder capital of the US while Columbia 
is the drug capital of South America. These places, if anything, want to curb such image. Yet if the place 
advertises a new image but continues to be the place that gave rise to the old image, the image strategy will 
not succeed (Kotler et al., 1993). Clearly the literature suggests that Cape Town and South Africa have to 
implement preventative measures to curb their crime rates and then redefine their image. But in reality 
curbing the crime rate in a city or country may take several years, a place cannot wait for such a problem to 
be solved to redefine its image. Such a process can happen concurrently, where South Africa can capitalise 
on brand Cape Town, which is perceived in a more positive light to emphasise the unique experience that 
the destination offers while solving the crime problem in the country/city. Kotler et al. (1993: 159) suggests 
that icon marketing can correct a negative image. A single person well positioned in understanding the 
demands of the market place can influence and reshape a public'S perception of a place. South Africa has 
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but such a strategy is only a short-term solution. In the long-term the product offering of a destination must 
be competitive and unique to attract visitors and the destination must be perceived as being safe. 
Another example of a country that is perceived negatively is Northern Ireland that had to counteract the 
difficulties of access and negative worldwide publicity. In addition, the country had no special inherent 
advantages and suffering from the same problems facing emerging destinations such as lack of funds for 
marketing and promotion purposes. The challenge for tourism was to build awareness of the destination in 
the first place by emphasising on its positive attributes and use this initial positive momentum to deliver 
longer-term sustainable growth (Lennon and Titterington, 1996). South Africa faces a similar problem 
where its image of crime and unsafety is undermining tourism growth. Lennon and Titterington (1996) went 
further to say that while the 'curiosity' value attracted visitors for a single visit to Northern Ireland, repeat 
business could only come from the development and effective promotion of a competitive tourism product. 
Factors such as 'Nelson Mandela' and 'political transformation' had the same effect on South Africa where 
there was a significant increase in number of first-time visits to South Africa after the 1994 democratic 
elections. However, growth in international tourism and repeat visits have been on a downward trend since 
then. This has amplified the importance of competitiveness of tourism products to be successful today as a 
destination. No matter how good the product is, if it is not well marketed, the chance that visitors will take 
notice is very minimal given the variety of choices available to them. 
2.5.1 BRAND EQUITY 
Related to the concept of branding is brand equity, which is defined in terms of the marketing effects 
uniquely attributable to a brand (Keller, 1998: 42). It is increasingly recognised that brands have immense 
financial significance, and it can be argued that the whole concept of the value of a strong brand is primarily 
a fmancial one (Winkler, 1999) represented by its brand equity. The Joint Marketing Initiative has set one of 
its goals to be increasing the value of Cape Town as a brand in the international market place. Such a goal 
can be achieved through looking at the brand from 360-degrees and understanding tourists' behaviour in 
choosing Cape Town as a destination, their expectations and perceptions and also behaviour after their visit. 
Brand equity as a term is of particular importance to destination brands as it refers to a process of taking the 
best possible advantages of what already exists about a destination and making the most out of it rather than 
'inventing' a new brand or destination (Hamilton, 2000). Service performers are a powerful medium for 
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brand reality. With their on-the-job performances, service providers tum a marketer-articulated brand into a 
customer-experienced brand (Berry, 2000: 134). Branding is not only an opportunity to establish a mental 
picture of the service and its reason for being for customers; it also is an opportunity to do this for service 
providers. The point is that employees from managers right through to front-desk employees must 
intemalise the brand. The more service providers intemalise the concept and values of the service, the more 
consistently and effectively they are likely to perform it (Berry and Parasuraman, 1991). This helps towards 
positioning the destination in consumers' mind. At a minimum, any brand should ensure quality so that 
brand recognition can simplify choice and reduce risk (Berthon, Hulbert and Pitt, 1999: 61). 
2.5.2 BRAND AWARENESS 
For branding strategies to be successful and brand equity to be created, consumers must be convinced that 
there are meaningful differences among brands. The brand must have a high level of awareness and 
familiarity among its customers who hold some strong, favourable, and unique brand associations in 
memory. The latter consideration is critical. Sources of brand equity include brand awareness and brand 
image that are considered to be part of brand knowledge. Brand knowledge can thus be defined in terms of 
two components: brand awareness and brand image. Brand awareness is reflected by consumer's ability to 
identify a brand under different conditions (Keller, 1998: 48). Brand awareness consists of brand 
recognition - reflecting the ability of a potential visitor to confirm prior exposure to the brand - and brand 
recalJ - reflecting the ability of potential visitors to retrieve the brand from memory when different product 
categories such as adventure tourism, health tourism and conferencing are mentioned. Thus increasing the 
familiarity of the brand through repeated exposure creates brand awareness and leads to a more favourable 
consumer response in some cases. 
Kosslyn (1980) showed that the more occasions a brand name is recalled, the more the information in the 
image of the brand is decoded into belief statements about the brand. Keller (1998) suggests two methods 
for establishing brand awareness. First it is important to visually and verbally reinforce the brand name with 
a full complement of reinforcing brand elements such as slogans, logos, symbols or jingles that creatively 
pair the brand with the desired product categories. This is in essence translating the brand positioning 
statement into market-driven realisable actions. The second method refers to using a wide range of 
communication options (advertising, promotion, and public relations) to consistently reinforce the brand. In 
other words, because anything that causes the consumer to experience the brand can potentially increase 
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The role of visibility (brand awareness) in creating brand equity is often underestimated. Simple recognition 
can affect perceptions: people tend to like known brands even if they have never used or experienced them. 
This has important implications for destination marketing. Creating awareness of the destination brand 
should be the prime focus of marketing activities. Tourism destinations suffer more from ignorance of their 
existence by potential customers than from inefficiencies in management (D'Hauteserre, 2001: 300). 
2.5.2.1 BRANDING ON THE INTERNET 
Many destination-marketing agencies complain about the lack of funds to build destination image and 
destination brand overseas. Joachimsthaler and Aaker (1997) are of the opinion that achieving the desired 
brand awareness is not dependent on the size of the advertising budget but rather on choosing the most 
effective channels and message. Many destinations set up websites hoping that it will create the desired 
awareness yet one of the most interesting areas of brand damage are websites themselves (Graham, 2001). 
Putting a destination brand name on a website does not make it an Internet brand. There are brands and 
Internet brands, and the two are quite different (Fisher, 2000: 388). Harvin (2000) suggests that an effective 
brand presence on-line requires more than a website and an e-commerce function. Cyber-branding involves 
carefully integrated on-line and off-line branding tactics that both complement and reinforce each other. 
Hence, many brand managers and destination marketing organisations are re-thinking their campaigns, 
harnessing the Internet to enhance and extend their brand reputation and potency. On-line branding is an 
area that has been specifically identified as being critical for the success of brand Cape Town. 
Williams and Palmer (1999: 265) are of the opinion that synergy between destination brands and their web 
sites are critical for success. The diversity of suppliers in the travel and tourism industry and the increasingly 
discerning consumer mean that the quality and efficiency of information provision is becoming a 
differentiating factor for destinations. As new channels such as the World Wide Web develop, destination-
marketing organisations have a unique opportunity to pull together suppliers and market themselves under 
one common identifiable brand image, thus controlling the quality of information provided and reducing 
the costs of information provision. The destination marketing organisation would act as a 'broker' for 
customers seeking professional travel advice in its region and thus add value to existing services for both 
customers and suppliers in terms of a strong centralised brand. Yet such an opportunity is also a threat to 
destination brands as it is quite possible that individual suppliers may seek to open up direct channels of 
communication with their existing and prospective customers rather than channelling efforts into the 
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2.5.2.2 BRAND ELEMENTS 
As mentioned earlier, another way to build brand awareness is through linking a desirable slogan, logo, 
symbol or jingle to a brand. These are commonly referred to as brand elements. A number of options and 
criteria exist for choosing brand elements. It is visual or verbal infonnation that serves to identify and 
differentiate the brand. Brand elements can be chosen according to their: 
• Memorablility - easily recognised and recalled 
• MeaningfuJness - credible and suggestive as well as rich in visual and verbal imagery 
• Transferability - mobile within the country itself (domestic markets) and across geographical 
boundaries (international markets) and cultures 
• Adaptability - flexible enough to be easily fine-tuned due to changing customer needs and actions of 
competitors 
• Protectability - legally secured and competitively well guarded 
The first two criteria are more offensive marketing tactics to create and build the brand while the last three 
are more defensive considerations to maximise and protect the 'value' of the brand. Brand elements must be 
chosen to enhance brand awareness and facilitate the fonnation of strong, favourable and unique brand 
associations (Keller, 1998: 131). 
The importance of brand elements cannot be emphasised enough and is not always understood. One brand 
that had difficulty using brand elements to create a strong identity was Wales. The Wales Tourism Board 
tried to create a unique brand Wales through the projection of core-themes - conveyed through Celtic 
imagery and typeface, the Welsh language and the slogan 'Wales-Cymru. Land of Inspiration'. In particular it 
urged the use in all promotional literature of the Welsh flag and the Welsh dragon as brand signatures. The 
majority of local authorities paid minimal reference to this potentially unique dimension, and in some cases 
ignored it completely. Most were concerned with promoting their own areas and authority names - most of 
which had little meaning to the potential tourist. If the strategy to differentiate Wales was to be effective, it 
was vital that the same messages were communicated and reinforced in all promotional literature, however, 
by pursuing their own agendas, the local authorities were actually undennining the Wales Tourism Board's 
attempt to establish a unique brand 'Wales'. This reflects the political realities of place marketing where 
destination promotion is often the responsibility of a variety of agencies and organisations operating at 
different government levels (Morgan and Pritchard, 1998: 59). Co-operation between different players is 
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Yet other brands such as Australia has been able to harness the power of brand elements in establishing a 
strong identity in the market place. Brand elements involve the use of icons to enhance brand memorability. 
Key Australian icons such as the beach, koala bears, kangaroos, sunshine, wine and aboriginal music have 
been used as brand signatures to enrich brand Australia. These representations helped to construct an 
identity of Australia centred on what differentiates the destination from other countries. This identity was 
grounded in a set of meanings that consumers could understand, recognise and share in, beginning thus 
what Morgan and Pritchard (1998: 71) termed as the cycle of culture. The creation of a new logo 
encapsulated the brand personality and brand architecture of the destination with an intention of creating a 
brand that was bold, exciting, energetic, vital, adventurous, yet friendly and fun. The end result was the 
creation of a logo depicting a yellow kangaroo against a red sun over a background of green and blue sea 
(Morgan and Pritchard, 2000: 292). Also, slogans, themes and positions are particularly important for 
destination brands due to customers being unable to evaluate the brand prior to purchase. They rely on the 
brand elements to form an opinion on what the destination offers. Keller (1998) went further to say that the 
judicious selection of brand elements and the resulting brand identity can make an important contribution to 
brand equity, but the primary input comes from marketing activities related to the brand and the resulting 
marketing program. There is no point in having brand elements that are creatively well executed but poorly 
marketed. They will undermine the brand. 
Due to the complexity of destination marketing and branding, destination-marketing organisations often 
rely solely on brand elements to convey images and emotions about a brand. The customer on the other 
hand, faced with increasing choices tends to use simple cues such as brand elements to form an opinion of 
the destination. This is why brand elements are critical for the success of a brand. Icon marketing is perhaps 
the most effective way to link desirable associations with a brand. A city such as Sydney for example, 
capitalises on their harbour, opera house and bridge to create an identity for the city. However, the Olympic 
Games of 2000 have added depth and a new dimension to the city's international image, which results from 
an increased awareness of the brand. The city of London uses characters, symbols and personalities to 
convey a rich brand experience. Marketing and promotion campaigns use the Royal Family, beefeater, 
paddington bear, the Beatles, cabbies, phone booths, and the tube to create a rich imagery of the city (AVG, 
2002). Though some of these brand elements seem to be trivial, they actually defme what the city is all 
about. Cape Town must therefore make full use of icons such as Table Mountain and Robben Island 
without ignoring other elements such as 'braai', 'biltong', and 'different culture', which can contribute to 
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and fresh ideas. They provide a platform from which a place's image can be further amplified (Kotler et al. 
1993: 151). The most effective brand elements however, are versatile and flexible, yet grounded in reality. 
2.5.3 BRAND IMAGE 
Discussions of image are gaining increasing importance as tourism expands around the globe, bringing new 
challenges to destination marketing. One of the outcomes of the increasing number of tourist destinations is 
increased competition amongst established destination identities. The relative ease of substitutability in 
tourism products is well established and destinations offering a similar product at a similar price are highly 
interchangeable. In this ever more competitive marketplace, tourist destinations are increasingly adopting 
branding strategies in an effort to differentiate their identities. In particular, newer, emerging destinations 
such as South Africa and Thailand are attempting to carve out a niche and to create a brand image 
emphasising the uniqueness of their product. In order to rise above the media clutter of the tourism 
marketing world, more and more destinations are pursuing a highly focused and choreographed 
communications strategy in which branding plays a critical role (Morgan and Pritchard, 1998: 146). In fact, 
differentiating the image of one brand from another has become the priority of destination marketers. 
Brand image is defined as consumer perceptions of a brand as reflected by the brand associations held in 
consumers' memory (Keller, 1998: 49). These associations are strong, favourable and unique attributes that 
consumers have in memory about the brand. They are created by marketers through various sources of 
information, by direct experience with the brand, external sources not controlled by the marketer such as 
word-of-mouth, intermediaries or inferences due to identifications with a company, country or person. It 
must be recognised that these associations may vary considerably depending on the particular groups of 
customers involved. However, the more deeply a person thinks about information available on a destination 
and relates it to the existing brand knowledge, the stronger are the resulting brand associations (Keller, 
1998). The personal relevance of the information presented and the consistency with which this information 
is presented over time determines the strength of association. 
Choosing which favourable and unique associations to link to a brand requires careful analysis of the 
consumer and competition to determine the optimal positioning for the brand. The brand must posses 
relevant attributes and benefits that satisfy the needs of customers for it to influence behaviour and attitude. 
Thus, favourable associations are those that are desirable to the customer and successfully delivered and 
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strongest brand associations is direct experience with the brand. Also, to create a differential response that 
leads to brand equity, it is important that some of the strongly held brand associations are not only 
favourable but unique too (Keller, 1998: 52). Unique brand associations are distinct associations not shared 
with competing brands. If consumers believe and value unique attributes and benefits that the brand posses, 
then they are more likely to evaluate the brand favourably and a greater likelihood of choice. 
Brand images are not easy to develop or change. They require research into how residents and outsiders 
currently see the place; they require identifying true and untrue elements, as well as strong and weak 
elements; they require inspiration and choice among contending images, they require elaborating the choice 
in a thousand ways so that the residents, businesses, and others truly express the consensual image; and they 
require a substantial budget for the image's dissemination (Kotler et al. 1993:37). This thesis will identify the 
true, untrue, weak and strong associations with brand Cape Town. The brand image, to be successful, needs 
to be reinforced using brand elements. If the image is inconsistent with the slogan, themes, or positions, it 
undermines the place's credibility. Tourism researchers Goppe et al., 2001; Pritchard and Morgan, 2001; 
Nickerson and Moisey, 1999) interpret brand image and destination image as being similar concepts because 
the image of a destination is largely portrayed through its brand. Therefore the previous debate on 
destination image applies to brand image as well. In fact, the brand is defined as a combination of images 
projected by the destination marketing organisations and the images received by the consumer (Williams and 
Palmer, 1999: 265). Brand advantage can be secured through image-building campaigns that highlight the 
specific benefits of a product, culminating in an overall impression of a superior brand (Morgan and 
Pritchard, 1998: 140). 
A city, region or country has a complex and fluid brand image. Different parts of a city's identity for 
example, come into focus on the international stage at different times, affected by current political events 
and even by the latest news bulletin or movie. These images exist at different intellectual and cultural levels, 
and for different target audiences they have different meanings according to class, demography and so forth 
(O'Shaughnessy and O'Shaughnessy, 2000: 58). Supporting this view, Greenberg (2000: 228) maintains that 
to the extent that cities are divided along lines of class, race, ethnicity, and gender, at any given time, there 
will be a number of images coexisting and competing against each other for dominance. The city of San 
Francisco for example, has an image of rich geographical, multicultural, architectural and business 
environment. The image is further defined by icons such as Golden Gate Bridge, Alcatraz and the lyrical 
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personal/sexual expression with potentially negative image perceptions given that the city is the global 
capital for homosexuality (AVG, 2002). Such a dichotomy in existing perception and imagery is addressed to 
convey a consistent brand image. The right icons and images are promoted to each specific target audience 
but there is always a common theme running through irrespective of the target markets. Distinct groups 
with varying degrees of power and resources will try to influence destination marketers to promote a single 
image that serves their interests best. Yet the end goal of branding a city is that the name of the city itself 
will conjure a whole series of images and emotions and with them an impression of value. Ultimately, it is 
hoped that the city's identity will merge with its commercialised image as produced by advertising, media, 
and cultural industries and be repurchased as if it was real (Greenberg, 2000: 230). 
Pritchard and Morgan (2001) acknowledge that the nature and the use of tourism images by marketing 
agencies in their branding strategies is constrained by historical, political and cultural discourses. So the key 
to exploit the fragmented images of a city is to exploit the right fragments in line with the product and 
targeted customer group. It is possible to speak of a dominant image, an image powerful enough to crowd 
out all the other meanings and resonance despite the existence of a cacophony of images for a city 
(O'Shaughnessy and O'Shaughnessy, 2000; Hubbard, 1996). Therefore if brand Cape Town is continuously 
represented with attributes and benefits such as scenery, relaxation, value-for-money and so on, in time they 
will be linked together. Nevertheless, the dichotomy in existing perception and imagery of Cape Town 
cannot be denied. On the one hand the city is perceived as cosmopolitan offering a first world experience 
while on the other it is perceived as unsafe with high crime rate, poverty and AIDS. 
Also, brand image to a large extent influences the choice of one destination over another. The destination 
with the most favourable image is often the one being chosen. Yet it must be realised that the image that 
visitors have of a country might have nothing in common with reality. This is an issue that O'Shaughnessy 
& O'Shaughnessy (2000) warn destination marketers about. The image that a customer holds about a nation 
is first and foremost linked to that nation's people and culture. This, in effect, means that the images of 
most nations will be vague because there is a general level of ignorance of countries other than one's own 
(O'Shaughnessy & O'Shaughnessy, 2000: 56). South Africa is still relatively unknown as a destination 
nevertheless its people and culture. It is also negatively perceived overseas. 'The Cape' and Cape Town as 
brands therefore do not have powerful identities in the market place. For some brands, identity is bound up 
with their national affiliation: Brands of Swiss chocolate, French perfume and Japanese electronics are 












signify an entire cultural history (O'Shaughnessy & O'Shaughnessy, 2000: 56). For such nations, tourism 
brands are more likely to succeed because consumers already view the nation in a positive light. Can 'Cape 
Fruit' and 'Cape Wine' do the same for the Cape or Cape Town as brands? The fact is that these brands do 
not have a high level of awareness in the international market place. There is no doubt however, that Cape 
Town is far better well known than South Mrica as a tourist destination. Perhaps using Cape Town as the 
brand to market internationally will achieve more awareness and recognition than using South Africa. 
Furthermore, Baloglu and Mangaloglu (2001: 1) are of the opinion that the image of a destination is to a 
large extent influenced by marketing activities of intermediaries such as tour operators and travel agents. 
They are significant information sources and distribution channels influencing the images and decisions of 
travellers. They contribute to formation of induced images of the travellers in the active information search 
process. Particularly for international destinations, the role of travel intermediaries in promoting and 
creating images of the destinations augment because international travellers are more inclined to use travel 
intermediaries in their destination selection process. Therefore an understanding of images held by travel 
intermediaries would assist destinations in assessing their market images and influencing the image and 
behaviour of ultimate customers through distribution and promotion strategies. Research particularly shows 
that first-time travellers mostly rely on professional sources in their information search behaviour (Bitner 
and Booms, 1982; Snepenger et al., 1990). Thus, the images held by travel intermediaries about a destination 
are equally important as those held by travellers. Travel intermediaries are not likely to promote a 
destination for which they have a negative or weak image. Therefore, tourist destinations should carefully 
assess and improve their brand image to be included in tour packages developed and sold by travel 
intermediaries (Baloglu and Mangaloglu, 2001: 4). 
Brand image analysis provides valuable indicators of the cultural, historical and marketing processes in its 
evolution, and can help explain the complex relationships be1ween the destination, each different market 
and the different social and ideological groups involved. Therefore, attention to and exclusion of certain 
destination attributes when marketing a destination can playa part in how destination promotional images 
are perceived. Extension and refinement would provide a sound basis for enhanced understanding of 
cultural influences (MacKay and Fesenmaier, 2000: 422). Marketing tools used to promote destination image 
logically strive to project positive images and meanings to potential visitors. As such, destination decisions 
may be based on symbolic elements of the destination as conveyed in visual imagery rather than actual 
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Fesenmaier, 2000). In fact, this helps explain the coexistence of radically different images for a single 
destination. Differences in image perceptions reflect both cultural distance and various marketing strategies 
applied to different markets (Draper and Minca, 1997: 14). Cultural distance, of course, does not correspond 
necessarily to physical distance. The larger the cultural distance is, the more simplified the brand image will 
be and the more stereotypes it will contain. The touristic success of such destinations will depend to a large 
degree on the ability of tour operators to identify some key attractions and, at the same time, to reassure the 
potential visitor that the destination features a safe, almost familiar environment, but with a touch of 
exoticism. 
Finally, studies (Chon, 1990; Fakeye and Crompton, 1991; Hu and Ritchie 1993; Milman and Pizam 1995) 
have found that there is a significant difference between the brand image visitors and non-visitors have of 
the same destination. These studies generally found that traveller's images were modified after visiting a 
particular destination. Destination marketers should distinguish between visitors and non-visitors when 
developing image or positioning strategies for their destinations in a specific market because the two groups 
may require different positioning and communication strategies. A destination image as perceived by its 
actual and potential visitors plays an important role in determining its competitiveness as a tourist 
destination (Baloglu and McCleary, 1999). 
2.5.4 TYPES OF BRAND ASSOCIATIONS 
As mentioned earlier brand image is to a large extent the type of strong, favourable and unique associations 
that a consumer holds in memory about a brand. These associations can stem from the attributes of a 
destination, benefits of that place or attitude of consumers towards the destination brand. Each of these will 
now be considered to illustrate their importance in building a brand. 
2.5.4.1 ATIRIBUTES 
Attributes are those descriptive features that characterise a tourism product or service. They are of two types 
namely product related and non-product related. Product related attributes refer to a product's physical 
composition and are what determine the nature and level of product performance (Keller, 1998: 95). For 
example, a destination has a set of physical characteristics such as beaches, mountains, and scenery. These 
will determine whether a potential visitor has an interest in the destination or not. Non-product related 
attributes may affect the purchase or consumption process but do not directly affect the product 
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image of the destination, feelings and experiences are non-product related attributes that have been shown 
to influence the purchase decision. 
2.5.4.2 BENEFITS 
The second main type of associations is benefits. Benefits are the personal value and meaning that 
consumers attach to the product or service attributes. Benefits can be further distinguished into three 
categories according to their underlying motivations to which they relate: functional benefits, symbolic 
benefits, and experiential benefits. Functional benefits are the more intrinsic advantages of product or 
service consumption and usually relate to product-related attributes. These benefits are often linked to fairly 
basic motivations such as physiological and safety needs and involve a desire to satisfy problem removal or 
avoidance (Keller, 1998: 99). For example, a destination can satisfy the need for a holiday by having 
amenities catering for tourists. Symbolic benefits are the more extrinsic advantages of product or service 
consumption and correspond to non-product related attributes. Symbolic benefits relate to underlying needs 
of social approval or personal expression and outer-directed self-esteem. Thus consumers may choose a 
destination brand based on its prestige, exclusivity and fashionability. Experiential benefits relate to what it 
feels like to use the product or service and can correspond to both product related as well as non-product-
related attributes. These benefits satisfy experiential needs such as sensory pleasure (sight, taste, sound, 
smen, or feel), variety, and cognitive stimulation (Keller, 1998: tOO). In fact, experiential benefits are 
particularly important for destination brands as they form the basis for differentiating one destination from 
another. 
2.5.4.3 Jl1l.fI11U1lES 
The most abstract and highest level type of brand associations are attitudes. Brand attitudes are defmed in 
terms of consumers' overall evaluations of a brand. They are important because they often form the basis 
for actions and behaviour that consumers take with the brand. Consumers' brand attitudes generally depend 
on specific considerations concerning the attributes and benefits of a brand (Keller, 1998: 100). Brand 
attitudes win be dealt in more depth at a later stage. 
2.5.5 FAVOURABILITY OF BRAND ASSOCIATIONS 
Associations differ according to how favourably they are evaluated by potential visitors and visitors. The 
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friendly people, and good value for money such that a positive brand attitude is formed. Favourability in 
tum is a function of: 
• Desirability - how important or valued is the image association to the brand attitude and decision 
made by potential visitors? For example, does Table Mountain contribute toward visitors having a 
positive attitude towards the destination? Does it influence potential visitor's decision to visit? 
• Deliverability - creating a favourable association also requires the brand to be able to deliver on that 
desired association. For example, claiming Cape Town is safe, but can the brand really deliver on that 
attribute? What is the cost or investment necessary and length of time needed to create or change an 
association? Does communicating the desired association involve real changes in the offering or just 
perceptual ones as to how potential visitors think of the brand? 
• Communicability - What are the current and future prospects of communicating information to 
strengthen a desired association? What is the most compelling reason and understandable rationale as to 
why the brand win deliver on a desired benefit/association? Can the actual and communicated 
performance of an association be sustained over time? 
These are all questions that must have clear-cut answers before any marketing campaign is rolled out to alter 
or reinforce the desired positioning of brand Cape Town. 
2.5.6 UNIQUENESS OF BRAND ASSOCIATIONS 
Brand associations mayor may not be shared with competing brands. The essence of brand positioning is 
that the brand has a sustainable competitive advantage that gives potential visitors a compelling reason why 
they should visit the destination. The existence of strongly held, favourably evaluated associations that are 
unique to the brand and imply superiority over other brands is critical for the brand's success (Keller, 1998: 
116). The strength of attributes and benefits of a brand must be evaluated to assess their potential for 
sustaining competitive advantage. Attributes and benefits that are strengths must be scrutinised for their 
uniqueness because sustainable competitive advantage can only be achieved through features that are unique 
to a brand. Claiming that Cape Town is beautiful, for example, does not contribute anything meaningful to 
the visitor as he or she might have visited destinations that have similar features. Yet claiming that Cape 
Town is a land of contrast, for example, is a more sustainable proposition because it reflects reality and 
differentiates the destination. This research will determine the uniqueness of attributes and benefits that can 
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2.5.7 LEVERAGING SECONDARY ASSOCIATIONS 
Brand associations may themselves be linked to other entities that have their own associations, creating 
secondary brand associations. Because the brand becomes identified with another entity, even though this 
entity may not directly relate to the product or service, consumers may infer that the brand shares 
associations with that entity. In essence the marketer is borrowing or leveraging some other associations for 
another brand to create some associations of its own and thus help to build its brand equity (Keller, 1998: 
74). For example, Western Cape is strongly linked to wine and fruits and brands such as 'Cape Wine' and 
'Cape Fruits' are relatively well known. Consequently, consumers who are aware of those two brands are 
more likely to relate some attributes of those brands to brand Cape Town or vice versa. These secondary 
associations may lead to the transfer of some positive attitude or credibility, attributes and benefits to the 
brand. The converse is also true, any negative associations is likely to be transferred to a brand. 
Secondary brand associations may be quite important if existing brand associations are deficient in some 
way. Three factors are important in predicting the extent of leverage that might result from linking the 
brand to another entity in some manner (Keller, 1998: 269). 
• Awareness and knowledge of the entity 
• Meaningfulness of the entity's associations 
• Transferability of the entity's associations 
The inferencing process will depend largely on the strength of linkage or connection in consumers' minds 
between the brand and other entity. The more consumers see fit or similarity of the entity to the brand, the 
more likely it is that consumers will infer similar associations to the brand (Keller, 1998: 270). Yet secondary 
brand associations may be risky because some control of the brand image is given up. A success story of a 
country or brand that was able to leverage secondary associations effectively, for example, is New Zealand. 
New Zealand set out to create 'The New Zealand Way' (NZW) brand in order to build a strong national 
umbrella brand that added value to the marketing of New Zealand products and services. The NZW brand 
was to position a broad range of the country's tourism and trade products and services at the forefront of 
world markets. The eventual associations that were created as a result of the marketing campaign were 
quality, excellence, environmental responsibility, contemporary values, achievement, honesty, integrity, and 
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2.5.7.1 DESTINATION SUPRA-BRANDS 
Secondary associations are particularly important for tourist destinations because a city or region exists 
within the confines of a country. Cape Town exists within the Western Cape and South Africa. Any positive 
or negative associations with those places are likely to be transferred to brand Cape Town. In fact, it has 
been emphasised in the destination marketing literature that associations with a supra-brand affect 
perceptions of the sub-brands. A supra-brand is defined as a country brand, for example, South Africa or 
Britain. All sub-brands such as Cape Town or London exist within the supra-brands. Much attention is 
currently focused on trying to develop South Africa as a brand, and not just for tourism. Government and 
others are concerned about the negative perceptions of South Africa- and perceptions are a key part of how 
brands are received. Hence the damage when South Africa's leaders take ill-advised stands on matters such 
as AIDS or Zimbabwe tend to compound the older negative perceptions. The question to ask is whether 
brand Cape Town really wants to leverage secondary associations with brand South Africa at this point in 
time (Addison, 2001). It makes no marketing sense to do so now but once the rebranding of South Mrica 
has been implemented, it will be crucial for all sub-brands to work in tandem with the supra-brand to 
achieve consistency in image and communication. 
Also, it needs to be pointed out that sub-brands are often viewed more positively than supra-brands. For 
example, Cape Town is perceived in a more positive light than South Africa. Similarly, London is perceived 
more favourably than Britain. Britain as a destination supra-brand has been faced with the dilemma as 
whether to promote itself or in conjunction with one of its sub-brands Wales, Scotland, or London. London 
shares many of the same values of brand Britain whilst, in contrast to the brand values of Britain and 
London, those of Scotland and Wales are much more elemental, natural and spiritual. Research has also 
shown that 'England', as an entity, is rather less well known, as it is indistinguishable from Britain and 
London in the minds of many people. Whilst Britain is an undoubted destination supra-brand, its success in 
translating its brand benefits and personality into successful and distinctive brand advertising has been 
rather mixed. Some of its sub-brands such as Wales and Scotland have been developing much stronger 
consistent, coherent and effective brand propositions (Morgan and Pritchard, 2000: 239). 
In the same way, Cape Town has done a better job than South Africa in marketing itself to international 
visitors. Brand Cape Town has a higher awareness among travellers than supra-brand South Mrica. Yet for 
both to be successful, a highly integrated approach must be adopted whereby the country's brand 












whether it be cities, regions or provinces echo but embroider in more detail, the same consistent themes in 
their advertising messages. Supra-brand Britain has failed miserably in achieving consistency. Its advertising 
and promotion campaign 'Cool Britannia' focused largely on the rational benefits associated with Britain. 
They tried to pack in virtually every aspect of Britain's product, from its tradition, heritage and pageantry to 
its landscape, attractions and culture. The end execution appeared more as a composite picture or amalgam 
of what Britain had to offer - almost overwhelming the potential tourist with images - rather than a total 
brand positioning which personified the rational and emotional benefits of this destination supra-brand 
(Morgan and Pritchard, 2000: 239). 
On the other hand, an example of a very successful supra-brand is Spain where 'Espana' is the main brand 
and its cities such as Barcelona, Madrid and regions such as Andalusia and Galicia have become second-level 
brands. At the country level, Spain has remained remarkably constant in its advertising with each campaign 
promoting the diversity and variety of the country (Morgan and Pritchard, 2000: 289). Australia has done 
the same, where each individual tourism region such as Western Australia and cities such as Sydney are 
pursuing an integrated sub-branding strategy that synergises with brand Australia (Crockett and Wood, 
1999: 279). Cape Town and Western Cape, Durban and KwaZulu Natal must follow a similar approach. In 
fact, the province of KwaZulu-Natal has been quite successful in its branding initiative. Though, the brand -
The Kingdom of the Zulu- does not yet exist in most people's minds, the concept and process used to 
brand the province must theoretically lead to its success. The imagery that the tourism authority has used is 
one that includes the Zulu monarchy and its cultural identity, which is perhaps the province's strongest 
unique attribute. Zulu imagery already occupies a position in the minds of travellers and is potentially a 
global tourism brand. The brand values include world-class status, richness of experience, diversity, stability, 
a welcoming and hospitable environment, and a suggestion of excellent value (George, 2001: 304). 
2.5.8 EMOTIONAL BRANDING 
While it is theoretically true that places evoke all sorts of emotional experiences, it is difficult for a marketer 
to provide an image such as relaxation, pleasantness, a challenging experience or something inspirational 
that would be interpreted in the same way by all potential visitors (Nickerson and Moisey, 1999: 218). It is 
believed that each consumer will potentially have a different emotional response to the same feature. Gobe 
(2001) is of the opinion that the difference between a brand and a successful brand is the personal 
connection that successful brands have with consumers through the strength of their culture and the 
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desire, exactly when they want them, through venues that are both inspiring and intimately responsive to 
their needs. Emotional branding is a means of creating that personal dialogue with consumers. Consumers 
today expect their brands to know them intimately and individually with a solid understanding of their needs 
and cultural orientation (Gobe, 2001). 
Emotional branding has also been labelled as mood-brand marketing where branding activities concentrate 
on conveying the essence or spirit of a destination, often communicated via few key attributes and 
associations (Morgan and Pritchard, 2000: 282). It is a useful method of destination branding where brand 
saliency is created through the development of an emotional relationship with the consumer through highly 
choreographed and focused communication campaigns. To successfully create an emotional attachment, a 




• Conveying powerful ideas 
• Enthusing for trade partners 
• Resonating with the consumer (Morgan and Pritchard, 2000: 281) 
However, as Westwood et al. (1999: 240) argue, mere emotion is not enough, the key to develop a strong 
brand is the unique associations that customers hold in memory. While emotion has always been an 
important component of branding, emotion in the absence of a point of difference that can be articulated 
and firmly positioned in the memory is arguably a recipe for consumer confusion. 
2.5.9 MEASURING BRAND IMAGE 
There are various research techniques to measure images, attitudes and perceptions which people hold of 
particular brands or products. However, the very nature of these constructs makes it difficult to accurately 
measure and quantify. Yet accurate measurement is essential as marketing strategies for destinations are 
often based on such research findings. Morgan and Pritchard (2000: 109) suggest the use of projective 
techniques to construct a comprehensive analysis of the overall image, strengths and weaknesses of a 
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2.5.9.1 DESTINATION SALIENCY 
Destination saliency provides a measure of how emotionally close an individual feels to a destination. A 
measure of saliency is important in order to determine for example, how relevant Cape Town is to 
international travellers or how potential visitors view brand Cape Town. Destination saliency can be 
measured by exploring respondents' top-of-the-mind associations with a destination. For example, top-of-
the-mind associations with Las Vegas were centred on adult product, gambling, sex, Mafia-connections, and 
entertainment. There were also glamorous overtones of limousines, champagne and glittering nightlife 
(Morgan and Pritchard, 2000: 110). A similar measure will be used for brand Cape Town. 
2.5.9.2 USER AND PRODUcr IMAGERY 
Investigations of user imagery help to establish how well respondents identify with a destination by 
establishing respondents' perceptions of the typical vacation visitor to that place. Product imagery reflects 
what respondents would expect to find in terms of accommodation, attractions, entertainment and 
environment. The use of word association or sentence completion is of particular importance in establishing 
product imagery. Such techniques reveal images, feelings and associations that respondents hold of 
particular destinations and their competitors. These techniques will have to be employed in assessing the 
brand image of Cape Town. 
2.5.9.3 BRAND FINGERPRINTING 
Brand fingerprinting investigates the respondents' experience of, and their relationship with a brand. It 
examines the thoughts and feelings held about a brand and its competitors through the senses (sights, 
sounds, smells, tastes, touch and fe lings). Respondents are asked to describe in detail their images and 
impressions of the destination under consideration (Morgan and Pritchard, 2000: 111). Las Vegas fingerprint 
for example, showed the following: 
• Sights 
Bright neon lights and dark skies, limousines, showy clothes and make up, sparkling diamonds, and smog. 
• Sounds 
Loud music, traffic, gaming machines and roulette wheels, last bet calls, people and many languages. 
• Smells 
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US fast-food, steak, ribs, meat, cosmopolitan food, alcohol, cigarettes, and Coca-Cola. 
4& Touch 
Money, metal, and heat. 
4& Feelings 
Overwhelmed, frantic, surprised, amused, happy, exhilarated, adrenaline, guilt, fear, loneliness and distaste. 
A similar concept will be applied to the qualitative research component of this thesis. Projective techniques 
used to measure destination image will also be included. 
2.5.9.4 BRAND PERSONALITY ANALYSIS 
Respondents are asked to describe a brand as if it was to come to life as a person. It reflects how people feel 
about a brand rather than what they think the brand is or does (Keller, 1998: 97). The personality of a brand 
is both distinctive and enduring. It is the core identity of the brand. Aaker (1996) defines core identity as 
being the central timeless essence of the brand and it remains constant as the brand travels to new markets. 
The brand essence of Wales, for example, centres around 'natural revival', conveying that Wales's unspoilt 
and beautiful landscape offers tourists the physical and spiritual renewal so needed in today's hectic society 
(Morgan and Pritchard, 2001: 175). The strength of a brand lies in its capacity to remain true to its core 
personality or purpose irrespective of the target audiences or mode of communication (Crockett and Wood, 
1999: 281). The core personality of brand Western Australia for example, is being fresh, natural, spirited and 
free. Another example is the brand personality of Scotland that reflects traits such as straight, open, honest, 
ethical, educated, very competent, warm, welcoming, friendly, very accessible, with distinctive voices and 
names, and very distinctive attitudes (Hamilton, 2000). 
Also, some personality traits are dependent on community attitudes. For Western Australia, one such trait is 
the quality of service delivered by the tourism product and the general 'friendly and welcoming' appeal of 
the state. This is one way of image marketing as suggested by Kotler et al. (1993) where the attitude of 
residents towards visitors is a strength and differentiating factor for a brand. The brand personality of Cape 
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2.6 DESTINATION POSITIONING 
Branding refers to what images people have of a country, city or region and what kind of relationship they 
have with it while positioning on the other hand, takes the images and define the city, region or country by 
showing how it compares to competitors (Nickerson and Moisey, 1999: 217). Destination marketers 
recognise that the image of their product or brand in the consumer's mind, how it is positioned, is of more 
importance to ultimate success of a destination than its actual characteristics. Destination marketers try to 
position their brand so that they are perceived by the consumer to occupy a niche in the marketplace 
occupied by no other brand. They try to differentiate their product by stressing attributes they daim will 
match the target market's needs more closely than other brands and then try to create a brand image 
consistent with the perceived self-image of the targeted consumer segment. As such, they appeal to 
consumers' values and self-image and in doing so they are thereby appealing to the powerful discourses 
which have shaped those self-same values and images (Morgan and Pritchard, 1998). Such is the power of 
positioning that it has been described as the essence of the marketing mix, embodying the concept or 
essence of the product or destination (Kotler et al., 1993). It therefore conveys how the destination will 
satisfy a consumer need and different consumer meanings can be assigned to the same place via different 
images. In this way a place can be positioned differently to simultaneously appeal to different market 
segments and it can subsequently be repositioned for the same or a different audience in the later phases of 
its destination life cycle. 
Given that the destination experience is often an amalgam of various services provided by tourism suppliers, 
it can be argued that positioning a destination is a difficult task. Positioning services involve developing and 
communicating key service attributes that are consistent with the brand image. It is a stage subsequent to 
market segmentation at which the marketer determines the needs that are best satisfied by the destination 
product! service offerings and how best to communicate the offering to the target market. Positioning a 
destination is concerned with three issues: the segmentation decision, image and selection of a destination's 
features to emphasise (Aaker and Shansby, 1982). Then the key to successful positioning is to match the 
benefits provided by a destination with the benefits sought by a particular target market considering that 
destination. 
Positioning a destination has a number of challenges, two of which are inherent in marketing a service, 
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is effectively selling an experience (Ryan, 1995: 40). The tourist has a degree of control over the purchase, in 
that he can dictate his level of involvement with different elements of the service, for example, destination 
attributes, activities and people. In this way the tourism purchase differs from, say, a retail service situation 
and enables the tourist to maintain a more equitable balance in his level of cognitive dissonance (Alford, 
1998: 56). Because of the intangible nature of a destination, an explicit positioning strategy is valuable in 
helping prospective visitors to get a 'mental fIx' on it that may otherwise be amorphous (Lovelock, 1991). 
For example, the Northwest region of England offers a wide range of tourist experiences - major cities, 
upland and lowland countryside, historic towns and villages, seaside resorts and undeveloped coastline. How 
does the tourist board communicate such a diverse product to the visitor? The North-West Tourist Board 
strategy outlines that the product is too diverse to be marketed as one entity and therefore they market each 
product and theme but ensure that the brand image is consistent (Alford, 1998: 56). Similarly, it could be 
argued that tour operators face the same problem of how to market a destination. For example, Thompson 
tours is a major player in the South African inbound tourist market, when a customer books a holiday to SA, 
he is effectively buying a clearly defmed Thompson product. The reality is that little of SA is actually being 
marketed to the customer. The customer is primarily buying an identifIable branded product. 
The second challenge relates to the inseparability of the production and consumption processes. This can 
result in inconsistencies in the quality of the product and its delivery. The high level of human involvement 
in the production and delivery processes compounds this potential for inconsistency. The multitude and 
diversity of tourism suppliers in the destination makes quality control and cohesion a diffIcult task (Alford, 
1998: 57). Many of the suppliers are small to medium sized enterprises, often family run and with little 
fonnal training. The role of local and region tourism boards should be to provide training, infonnation and 
advice. The quality of the experience can thus be controlled through grading and classifIcation. Tour 
operators on the other hand, exercise high degree of control over their suppliers and therefore over the 
customer's holiday experience. This enables them to deliver a more consistent product. 
Brand positioning analysis reviews infonnation to detennine the desired brand awareness and brand image. 
Arriving at a positioning for a brand requires decisions in four areas: target market, nature of 
competition, point of parity associations, and point of difference associations (Keller, 1998). Alford 
(1998: 55) went further to say that to position a destination successfully the following steps must be 
followed. The marketer must fIrst research the market to ascertain which product attributes detennine 
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competitors, the decision can then be made as to which market segments to target and with which products. 
Kotler et al. (1993: 85) warns about the potential pitfall of using the strengths of a destination to position it. 
The concept of strength must be carefully interpreted for each destination. Although a place may have a 
major strength, that is, a distinctive competence, that strength does not necessarily constitute a competitive 
advantage. First, it may not be an attribute of any importance to the target market. Second, even if it is, 
competitors may have the same strength level on that attribute. What becomes important, then, is for the 
place to have greater relative strength on an attribute important to a target group. Finally, distribution, 
pricing and communication strategies progress naturally from dear product positioning. 
One of the objectives of the JMI is to design an inspiring, differentiated and deliverable positioning for the 
Cape. The positioning statement will have to: 
• Capture a sense of the city and province and their offerings as a whole. 
• Be bought into, by all the key stakeholders. 
• Not just be a reflection of reality, but be future orientated and provide a dear and inspiring strategic 
vision of what the Cape should stand for in the long term. 
• Be sub stan tiated by the city and province and their features. 
• Be delivered consistently over time and geographic spread, with specific executions and elements 
working in synergy (Cape JMI, 2001). 
Clearly these suggestions will have to appeal to the most important stakeholders which are the tourists 
themselves. Their perception of the brand is more important. Thus a great brand positioning will require an 
in-depth understanding of the various target audiences. 
2.6.1 TARGET MARKET 
A destination needs to clearly define its target markets to fine-tune its product offering. Tourists, for 
example, have not been going to China to visit a Disneyland or for the beaches or nightlife. The major 
attraction of China as a tourist destination, has been its rich inheritance from 5000 years of civilisation. 
These features include stunning structures such as the Great Wall, stretching 6000km, the Temple of 
Heaven at Peking, the Terracotta Army of Emperor Qin Shi Huang at Xi'an and many other remains and 
points of interest scattered along the length and breadth of the country. Tourists could make many visits 
without repeating the same itinerary. The vast wealth of buildings, artefacts, structures and scenery is 
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country knows exactly what it has to offer and which segments of the market it will appeal to. Cape Town 
must follow a similar approach where the needs of each market are understood and brand positioning tries 
to match those needs with the product offered. 
2.6.2 NATURE OF COMPETITION 
Positioning is about how a brand can satisfy the needs of a consumer better than its competitors. The 
competitiveness of a destination and how the destination differentiates itself from competitors will 
determine how consumers perceive it. Optimal positioning of brand Cape Town therefore requires an 
understanding of how competitive is the destination product vis-a-vis direct and indirect competitors and 
how the brand can be differentiated to sustain competitive advantage. Positioning is a process of 
pinpointing, substantiating and delivering competitive advantage to create brand growth (Cape JMI, 2001). 
It provides a focus and mechanism for making choices, which improve the effectiveness of external 
marketing activity and guides internal development of the brand. 
2.6.2.1 DESTINATION COMPETITIVENESS 
Go and Govers (2000: 79) suggest that due to the effects of globalisation, competition in tourism has shifted 
from inter-firm competition to competition between destinations. This does not mean that comp'etition is 
minimal between airlines, tour operators, hotels and other tourism services, but that inter-enterprise 
competition is dependent largely upon and derived from choices tourists make between alternative 
destinations. A number of frameworks have been proposed in the literature on destination competitiveness 
but the single most comprehensive one was developed by Ritchie and Crouch (2000) as shown in Figure 6. 
The model covers the entire range of factors affecting the competitiveness of destinations. It draws from 
the research of several authors such as Bordas (19914a), Ritchie and Crouch (1993), Goeldner, Ritchie and 
MacIntosh (2000). The model highlights that it is a combination of all factors comprising the 
competitiveness of destinations as well as synergies between these elements that determine the attractiveness 
of a region. Consumers may be willing to compromise some elements for some others, for example 
overcrowding for cheaper price. Ultimately, the competitiveness of destination depends on their ability to 
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Source: Ritchie and Crouch (2000) 
Figure 6: Destination Competitiveness and Sustainability 
The framework explains that the prosperity of a destination is dependent on the competitiveness of all 
economic sectors as wen as the competitiveness of tourism. The microenvironment and the macro 
environment have much of an impact on every single element of the model. However, the model fails to 
rate the importance of each element examined. It is suggested that a dissimilar rating should be adopted by 
different destinations depending on the types of markets they attract, their life cycle stage and specific 
characteristics (Buhalis, 2000: 106). Nevertheless, the model contributes to the comprehensiveness and 
wideness of elements that need to be taken in consideration when marketing a destination. 
Bordas (1994a: 3) argues that it is inappropriate to talk about the competitiveness of a destination but rather 
the competitiveness of certain tourist products of a particular destination in certain specific tourist 
businesses. In the majority of cases these tourist businesses are located in very specific geographic areas or 
clusters. A cluster is a group of tourist attractions, infrastructure, equipment, services and organisation 
concentrated in a delimited geographical area. For this reason true competitiveness is not established 
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with Uruguay, however Mar del Plata does compete with Punta del Este. Spain and Greece are not in 
competition, but the Balearic islands do compete with the Aegean Islands. 
Given that competitiveness is established in clusters and tourist businesses, marketing activities should begin 
with reinforcement of clusters and ending with their integration on a national scale (Bordas, 1994a: 4). The 
different marketing plans of each cluster must be integrated on higher levels of region, destination or 
country, in function to its administrative structure. This process of integration has to be carried out in such a 
way that the final result clearly specifies what each of the many implicated parts must do. Thus a place can 
position itself in regional, national, and international tenus as the place for a certain type of activity or as a 
viable alternative location/attraction to another place that may have a stronger or more well established 
position (Kotler et al., 1993: 153). Cape Town for example can position itself either as an adventure packed 
destination or as a place to relax and unwind from a stressful lifestyle. 
Furthenuore, competing in the long-haul market has important implications on its own for Cape Town. It 
implies that the country is situated far from major generating markets such as Europe and the US. The 
biggest travel expenditure to be incurred by visitors is transport to and from the destination, and thus can 
detenuine the willingness and ability of travellers to visit destinations. Increasingly consumers are 
unimpressed by tourism facilities and products, as they have travelled extensively and have acquired a wealth 
of experiences. Global competition and oversupply, as well as the emergence of new destinations in third 
world countries with lower labour costs, generate frequent price wars especially for constrained capacity at 
the last minute. As a result, consumers are increasingly prepared to pay less for getting more (Buhalis, 2000: 
110). The distance factor leads to greater cost (economic, physical, and psychological). The greater cost has 
to be compensated with greater value or benefits. By ensuring a reasonable level of functional benefits, a 
competitive advantage will be gained by adding symbolic and existential benefits perceived by the consumer 
(Bordas, 1994a: 5). This implies that long haul destinations have to provide good value for money in the first 
place to get consumers attention and then offer greater benefits than countries that are geographically nearer 
to major generating markets, to induce them to visit. 
The destination has to offer greater benefits such as quality experience and unique product attributes/value 
to get customer's patronage of the destination. Quality is viewed as a positive distinguishing characteristic, 
which according to Berry and Parasuraman (1991) is 'the foundation for services marketing because the core product 
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approach and definitive integration amongst its key stakeholders' (residents, visitors, and trade) and in-depth 
knowledge of their needs and expectations. Implicit and explicit tourist experiences need to be matched 
with destination features and private and public sector practices (Go and Govers, 2000: 80). It must be 
realised that customer interaction takes place over million moments of truth. Each moment of truth 
encountered with the destination environment and its service infrastructure becomes a thread woven into 
the traveller's overall sense of trip quality. Indeed the more positive those encounters are the stronger the 
sense of quality. Value can be seen as combination of a product's (destination) perceived quality and 
associated price, which a visitor will summarise as the value received. Creating traveller perceptions of 
quality or value is a complicated task as these experiences are intangible. Further to this, understanding the 
role of the destination in generating these types of experiences has been complicated by different 
understandings and past debate over the nature of the destination product itself (Murphy et al., 2000: 44). 
Murphy et al (2000) confu:m that destination products that do not meet tourist quality expectations are less 
likely to be revisited than those that satisfy. Perceived value is also thought to be a significant determinant of 
whether a visitor would intend to return and visit a destination again. Their study supports the need for 
destination marketers to actively manage the mix of restaurants, attractions, hotels and other infrastructure 
to develop a consistent destination image for different target segments. It illustrates the importance of 
destinations and their tourist associations agreeing on what aspects of the region to promote to what 
markets. But this is not an easy task in communities which often have a variety of opinions on what should 
be developed and promoted for tourism and in an industry which frequently is more competitive than 
collaborative. 
Nevertheless it must be recognised that the match between expectations and reality affects the quality of the 
visitor's experience. The tourist is visiting discrete destinations linked together by a frequently invisible 
network of infrastructural services and product marketing. The tourist visit is merely a snapshot in time and 
the visitor may be frequently unaware of the many issues that are affecting the nature of the environment 
through which he is travelling. All, however, distinguish between different levels of service and experience 
quality yet are powerless to affect these during their brief visit (Tyler et al., 1998: 121). It becomes then of 
paramount importance to create the right impression the first time. The little time that the visitor spends at 
the destination must be memorable both in terms of tangible and intangible elements of the destination 
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Thus it can be seen that there is some agreement in the literature on the factors influencing the 
competitiveness of a destination. However, competitiveness of specific products or combination of 
products have a significant impact on the competitiveness of a destination. A synergistic relationship exists 
between the two. This is similar to Porter's (1985) view on the competitiveness of a firm where a firm is 
competitive up to the extent that its products and services are competitive. 
2.6.2.2 DESTINATION DIFFERENTIATION 
As mentioned before differentiation can originate from unique tourist attractions, unique tourist activities or 
unique service levels or a combination of those. Differentiation reinforces a destination's competitive 
position by making visitors loyal through greater symbolic benefits and reducing the sensibility of the target 
market with respect to price (Bordas, 1994: 6). Each target market should be treated differently from 
strategic perspectives and have a separate strategy with its own goals and objectives to pursue. A 
differentiated marketing strategy aimed at targeting individual markets would help improve the 
competitiveness of any destination. 
In addition, differentiation stems from a umque appeal. Destination appeal refers to the destination 
attractiveness and deterrents. Attractiveness includes eleven elements: natural features, climate, cultural and 
social characteristics, general infrastructure, basic services infrastructure, tourism superstructure, access and 
transport facilities, attitudes towards tourists, cost/price levels, economic and social ties and uniqueness 
(Mihalic, 2000: 66). Among destination deterrents, Ritchie and Crouch (1993) list security and safety, such as 
political instability, health and medical concerns, such as poor quality of sanitation, laws and regulations, 
such as visa requirements and cultural distance. These factors act as a barrier to visiting a given destination. 
Of particular importance as a destination attraction is environmental quality of a destination. It has been 
found to be a prevailing issue in making travel related decisions. It is a competitiveness factor among 
different destinations with varying environmental quality (Mihalic, 2000: 65). Environmental quality refers to 
the quality of the natural features of the destination that can be deteriorated by human activities. Natural 
features like beautiful scenery, clean water, fresh air and species diversity can suffer from pollution and 
therefore lose their attractiveness (Mihalic, 2000). Quality of natural attractions is a part of quality of a 
destination. Destination attractions are recognised by Ritchie and Crouch (1993) to be a factor contributing 
to the competitiveness of a destination. It is important to recognise that it is not the real, but the perceived 












Image is seldom based on experience or facts (Middleton, 1996: 87). Systematic environmental branding 
would be a natural way to manage the environmental recognition of the tourism product/destination. An 
environmental brand would give the customer both environmental information and confidence when 
purchasing, and would help destination managers to manage the environmental expectation and perceptions 
of visitors. Such a brand would be part of a family of brands each reflecting different characteristics of a 
tourism product, connected to the given destination (Mihalic, 2000: 67). 
Also, of significant importance is the extent and magnitude of political instability acting as a deterrent to a 
destination. The extent and magnitude of political instability is a determinant factor for the modulation of 
the image of destinations in tourist generating countries and in extent the perceived stability and safety of a 
particular destination in the eyes of prospective holidaymakers (Seddighi et al., 2001: 182). Hall and 
O'Sullivan (1996) proposed that the creation of a destination image is very much dependent on word-of-
mouth, media reporting and government policies and interests. The perceptions held by potential visitors 
about the relative political instability of a tourist destination have significant influences upon the viability 
and long-term survival of that destination on the tourism map. 
Increasingly distribution channels are supporting and enabling product differentiation by adding value on 
the product and by contributing to the total brand experience and projecting powerful images (Buhalis, 
2000: 111). Developing long-term partnerships with tour operators and leisure travel agencies is therefore 
extremely significant for the success of leisure destinations. The availability of information on the Internet 
and the emergence of electronic intermediaries have revolutionised distribution. Destinations that appreciate 
these new developments and build comprehensive tools for their local suppliers increasingly improve their 
ability to reach their strategic objectives. Travel and tourism is a very fragmented industry and an 
information-rich business, which makes it especially receptive for the benefits that the Internet offers (Go 
and Govers, 2000: 79). The Internet enables consumers to seek information as well as construct and 
purchase individual itineraries on-line. Not only does it provide opportunities for reducing dependency on 
traditional intermediaries for remote destinations but it also provides a mechanism to develop and promote 
specialised products for mini-market segments (Buhalis, 1998). Electronic distribution also offers 
opportunities for closer interaction and co-operation at the local level. Integration of local resources and 
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2.6.3 POINT-OF-DIFFERENCE ASSOCIATIONS 
The goal of destination differentiation is the establishment of point-of-difference associations. These 
associations are unique to the brand and are also strongly held and favourably evaluated by potential visitors. 
They can be attributes or benefits or attitudes towards the brand. The more abstract and the higher the level 
of association, the more likely it is to be a sustained source of competitive advantage. These potential 
differences should be judged on the basis of desirability and deliverability. With this approach, the emphasis 
in designing ads is placed on communicating a distinctive, unique product benefit and not on the creative 
(Keller, 1998: 116). For example, a point of difference association for Cape Town could be its natural beauty 
and/ or cultural diversity but these still need to be researched. 
2.6.4 POINT-OF-PARITY ASSOCIATIONS 
These associations are not necessarily unique but may in fact be shared with other destination brands. 
Potential visitors view these as being necessary to be a legitimate and credible product offering. For 
example, value for money is a point of parity association for many emerging destinations. These associations 
represent necessary but not sufficient conditions for brand choice. Point-of-parity associations also pertain 
to associations that are designed to negate other destinations' point-of-difference. In other words, if a brand 
can 'break-even' in those areas where its competitors are trying to find an advantage and can achieve 
advantages in some other areas, then the brand must be in a strong competitive position. Often the key to 
positioning is to achieve competitive points of parity with other destinations (Keller, 1998: 111). 
The first two considerations above namely target market and nature of competition help to define the 
frame of reference for the brand while the latter two considerations (point-of-parity and point-of-difference 
associations) help to create the exact location of the brand in consumer minds. Therefore, the essence of 
brand positioning is that the brand has some sustainable competitive advantage that gives consumers a 
compelling reason why they should buy the brand. Thus one critical success factor for a brand is that it has 
some strongly held, favourably evaluated associations that function as points of difference and are unique to 
the brand and imply superiority over other competing brands. At the same time, it can also be the case that 
some strongly held, favourably evaluated associations only need to function as points of parity and be seen 
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Consistency in marketing is even more crucial for points of parity and differences to be firmly established in 
the minds of consumers. Consistency does not mean that marketers should avoid making any changes in the 
marketing program. On the contrary, the opposite can be quite true, being consistent in managing brand 
equity may require numerous tactical shifts and changes in order to maintain the strategic thrust and 
direction of the brand. The strategic positioning of many leading brands has remained remarkably consistent 
over time. A contributing factor to their success is that despite these tactical changes, certain key elements 
of the marketing program are always retained and continuity has been preserved in brand meaning over time 
(Keller, 1998: 505). 
Also, competitive advantage stems from differentiation achieved by various elements of the destination 
offering through multiple linkages of various attributes and benefits in a complex and unique way that 
makes it difficult for competitors to copy. The ambience/atmosphere of a destination is very often key to 
competitive advantage because many destinations compete on value-for-money, cultural diversity and good 
amenities. A destination having a different and unique 'vibe' or 'feel' make it difficult for competitors to 
imitate due to the advantage stemming from various factors uniquely combined to leave a lasting impression 
on the visitor. 
Furthermore, affective associations can be the basis for positioning a destination. Affective associations are 
the specific feelings (positive and negative) linked with a specific destination considered by the traveller. The 
mental category a traveller assigns to a destination influence the linking of positive or negative associations 
with that destination. That is, the affective associations are usually positive for destinations a consumer 
would consider visiting and negative for destinations a consumer has decided definitely not to visit. The 
learning of the associations between specific affective concepts, for example, breath-taking scenery, too 
expensive etc. and a specific destination indicates how the destination is positioned in the consumer's mind. 
Positioning a destination may occur simultaneously with how it is associated because most individuals find it 
impossible to make category judgements without also making evaluation judgements (Woodside and 
Lysonski, 1989: 8). Travellers construct their preferences for alternatives from destination awareness and 
affective associations. Research by Madrigal and Khale (1994) reveals the importance of personal values in 
the destination selection process. The data in their research indicates that although demographic differences 
existed across segments, personal value systems were better predictors of activity preferences. They observe 
that this information could be used to position a destination in the market place. Promotional themes could 












In conclusion, destinations must skilfully position themselves to the various publics they want to target. 
They must adapt their messages to highly differentiated buyers while at the same time developing a core 
image of what the place basically offers. The place must develop a concept infusing energy, direction, and 
pride into the place's citizens. It must be a concept that is true of the place, where the conveyed image is 
congruent to reality (Kotler et al., 1993: 324). Also, as brand Cape Town develops a presence and position in 
its target markets, it needs to continually extend itself to build on its core personality because as consumers 
become more familiar with a brand, they seek more detailed knowledge. Consequently brand Cape Town 
needs to become more complex and multi-layered to maintain its consumer appeal. The brand positioning 
bullseye model as shown in Figure 7 below incorporate all the factors that need to be taken into account 
when positioning a destination or product. 
Proposition 
What it is and 
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Source: Cape Joint Marketing Initiative (2001) 












setting tone & feel 
The model shows that the timeless essence of the brand is at the core of brand positioning. The brand 
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2.6.5 BRAND BEHAVIOUR 
Adding to the above, one question that remains unanswered so far is why destination image, branding, 
differentiation and competitiveness are so important for the success of a destination. All these elements 
contribute to a positive experience of the brand, satisfaction with the destination, which leads to consumers 
expressing a favourable attitude towards the brand. A favourable attitude translates into positive word-of-
mouth, brand loyalty shown by multiple purchase of the destination product and a significant source of 
positive recommendation to other travellers. Consumers seek brand recommendations from others and limit 
subsequent information search to only those recommended brands or the recommended brand is used as a 
standard of comparison to evaluate other subsequently identified brands (Klenosky et al., 1998: 663). Bigne 
and Zorio (1989) emphasise the importance of satisfaction as a determining element in the destination 
evaluation and one that affects future decisions. Therefore, if the tourist experiences a high degree of 
dissatisfaction with the destination, reaching a negative incoherence between the perceived image and the 
reality of the experience, then he could avoid visiting the same destination again and consider alternative 
destinations in future decisions. This tourist will communicate his degree of dissatisfaction to other 
individuals, thus disseminating a negative image about the destination (Andreu et al., 2000: 51). 
Research has shown that travel satisfaction evaluations have a strong influence on subsequent travel 
decisions - allegiance to the brand manifesting in brand loyalty, repeat purchase and recommendations to 
friends relatives and colleagues (Westwood et al., 1999; Kozak et al., 2000). However, differences between 
tourism products and other consumer products make it difficult to measure consumer satisfaction in the 
tourism industry (Kozak and Rimmington, 2000). It is important to identify and measure consumer 
satisfaction with each component of the destination because consumer satisfaction or dissatisfaction with 
one component leads to consumer satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the overall destination. The 
evaluations of attractions and levels of service quality (supply-side) are regarded as crucial in determining 
overall tourist satisfaction. Satisfaction or dissatisfaction with pervious experience is also crucial because it 
affects expectations for the next purchase. This means that favourable tourist perceptions and attitudes are 
potentially an important source of competitive advantage. 
Also, research has shown that there is a significant relationship between tourists' satisfaction/dissatisfaction 
and tourists' self-image/destination image congruity (Chon, 1992). Specifically, the greater the congruity 
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343). Tourism managers who understand how self-congruity works may be in a position to develop effective 
positioning strategies that increase profitability. Consumer research has shown that the matching of the 
product user image with the consumer's self-concept (Sirgy, 1982) influences a consumer's attitude toward a 
product. The self-concept is used as a cognitive referent in evaluating symbolic cues. The same can be said 
in relation to a tourist's attitude toward a destination. That is, tourists perceive destinations differently in 
terms of the destination's typical clientele or visitors. The greater the match between the destination visitor 
image and the tourist's self-concept, the more likely that the tourist has a favourable attitude toward the 
destination and the more likely that the tourist will visit the destination. This matching process is referred to 
as self-congruity (Sirgy and Su, 2000: 340). 
Following the above discussion, it can be concluded that the greater the congruency between the self image 
of a tourist and the destination image, the greater the likelihood that the destination win be chosen as the 
next holiday spot. Therefore a proposed model of destination image and destination choice will have to 
include self-image as a component. 
Various situational factors may moderate the extent to which tourists use self-congruity to evaluate various 
destinations. The relationship between self-congruity and destination patronage, then, is likely to be 
contingent on a number of situational and tourist characteristics. Factors such as the level of touring 
experience, touring involvement, time pressure, destination knowledge, and so on may affect the nature of 
the relationship between self-congruity and destination patronage (Sirgy and Su, 2000: 341). Tourists who 
are more experienced, for example, may focus on utilitarian based criteria when evaluating destinations 
whereas tourists who lack experience may focus on holistic, image based cues such as self-congruity Oohar 
and Sirgy, 1991). Tourism managers targeting consumers with low experience with the destination should 
avoid the use of informational advertising. The ad campaign should be value expressive instead, that is, 
appeal to consumers' self-concept (Sirgy and Su, 2000). 
F~rthermore, customer loyalty has become a key indication of the success of a brand. In consumer research, 
customer loyalty is often measured by three different indicators, including intention to continue buying the 
same product, intention to buy more of the same product, and willingness to recommend the product to 
others (Hepworth and Mateus, 1994). Among tourist behavioural studies, repeat visitation has been used to 
assess tourists' destination loyalty (Oppermann, 1998; Pritchard and Howard, 1997). Repeat visitation is 
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intention to buy more. However, repeat visitation may not truly represent tourists' loyalty. For example, 
those who do not return to a particular destination they had previously visited may simply want to seek 
different travel experiences in new destinations, and yet maintain loyalty to the previously visited destination 
(Kozak and Rimmington, 2000; Chen and Gursoy, 2001). 
Marketers recognise that knowing how to identify, attract, defend and strengthen brand loyalty are the new 
marketing imperatives (Light, 1994). The emphasis on brand loyalty is the result of the recognition that 
attracting and keeping customers is closely linked to their ability to differentiate between products and! or 
services and their conviction that a certain brand will meet their needs better than any other. Therefore 
destination brand loyalty refers to the ability of a destination to provide visitors with an experience that 
corresponds to their needs and matches the image that they hold of the destination itself. However, it has 
been shown that customer satisfaction does not necessarily lead to brand loyalty Ooppe et al., 2001: 252). 
In tourist behaviour research, tourist loyalty has been assessed from two conceptual perspectives: one 
relating to tourist's consumption behaviour (Oppermann, 1998) and one pertaining to tourist's attitude 
toward product (pritchard and Howard, 1997). As for tourist's consumption behaviour, repeat purchase is 
often used as an indicator of tourist loyalty. Because a touristic product, which is tied to total trip experience 
and novelty, differs from a manufactured product, repeat purchase behaviour might not truly reflect a 
tourist's loyalty to a touristic product. It may be true that loyal tourists are more inclined to use the same 
airline and stay in the same franchised hotel wherever they travel; however, the tenet may not be necessarily 
applied to the selection of travel destinations. According to tourist motivation theory (Iso-Ahola, 1980), 
tourists tend to either escape from daily routine or seek something new. Therefore, a non-repeat visit 
behaviour may not preclude an individual's loyalty to a destination they previously visited, while a repeat 
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2.7 PROPOSED MODEL OF 
FORMATION AND CHOICE 
DESTINATION IMAGE 
Based on the above literature review on destination marketing, image and branding, the author presents the 
following conceptualisation of destination image formation and choice model. Chon (1990) suggested that a 
primary image is formed when a tourist has made a decision to travel somewhere. The potential tourist 
selects certain destinations as possible choices and these initial images are described as primary images. The 
more favourable is the primary image of a destination, the greater is the likelihood that such a destination 
will be selected for holiday purposes. For Cape Town, the implications are threefold. Firstly, if Cape Town 
has an unfavourable image, the destination will not even be considered as a potential holiday base. The 
recent controversies surrounding the HIV I AIDS issue and the Zimbabwe crisis will undoubtedly affect the 
primary image of Cape Town as a holiday destination. Secondly, assuming that the primary image of Cape 
Town is favourable, the likelihood that the city is chosen as a holiday base will be dependent on how 
differentiated that primary image is compared to other destinations that are being considered. Thirdly, there 
are still many other factors that will influence the final selection of a destination as a holiday base. A 
favourable and differentiated primary image will only help the destination to be further selected as a 
potential holiday base. 
Therefore the primary images are evaluated against each other to determine the attractiveness and appeal of 
the destination based on push and pull factors of a destination. The pull factors are a complex set of factors 
that influence primary image formation. Pull factors relate to factors such as landscape, climate, cultural 
attractions, service standards, and pricing amongst others. Cape Town as a holiday destination will be 
evaluated on each of the above-mentioned factors to determine its attractiveness. A destination that has a 
reputation of good infrastructure, good value for money and high service quality is more likely to be 
considered further than a destination that offers sub-standard infrastructure and poor service quality. 
Yet one of the most important pull factors is the projected image of the destination that results from 
destination marketing activities. The projected image serves as a cue to tourists with regards to the 
destination brand. The projected image conveys to the potential tourist attributes and benefits of the brand. 
A weak brand will lead to a perception of unfavourable image that result in the rejection of the destination 
in the earliest stages of the destination choice process. The most significant impacts of destination 
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ordinating the efforts of the various marketing boards in the Western Cape become critical for the success 
of Cape Town as a brand. The execution of marketing activities by SA Tourism, WCTB, and CMf has to be 
flawless to ensure that international travellers have the right expectations about the destination. 
The push factors on the other hand have been described as 'consumer factors' and relate to motivations, 
perceptions, psychological and socio-economic characteristics of the tourist. The destination marketer has 
some control over these factors. Aligning the primary image of the destination to the motivating factors that 
are influencing the international traveller will increase the likelihood that such a destination is further 
considered as a potential holiday base. Similarly, perceptions of the international traveller about a destination 
have to be monitored. Marketing activities need to redress any negative perceptions while reinforcing 
positive ones. The organic image, which is described as a supply factor, results from tourist exposure to 
media, word-of-mouth from other tourists, hearsay, and education amongst others. The organic image is 
formed based on factors other than those related specifically to destination marketing and branding 
activities. The destination marketer has very little control over the organic image of a destination. 
Push factors, which include, projected image of the destination, pun factors and organic image, together 
influence the formation of the primary images of a destination. These primary images are evaluated against 
the tourist self image, the better the congruity between primary image and self-image, the likelier the 
destination will be chosen for holiday purposes. The tourist defmes the evoked set of destinations as the 
ones where primary images are congruent with self-image. Those destinations that have different primary 
images to that of the tourist's self images are discarded as potential holiday destinations. The destinations 
forming part of the evoked set are further scrutinised to assess their suitability as a potential holiday base. 
Three dimensions are considered namely need satisfaction, social agreement and travelability as suggested by 
Urn and Crompton (1992). The fmal choice of a destination is made based on how well the selected 
destination rates against these three dimensions. The visitation then takes place and the tourist evaluates the 
primary image against the actual image of the destination. The marketer articulated destination brand 
becomes a customer experienced brand. This comparison results in a complex image and is described as 
being a realistic, objective and differentiated image of a destination. The complex image affects brand 
behaviour. The more favourable the complex image the more likely the tourist will have a favourable overall 
image of the destination and in tum this will influence repeat visits, positive word-of-mouth and 
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The relevance of the model is based on its applicability to any destination. Almost all destinations go 
through the same process of evaluation and scrutinisation before being chosen as a holiday base. Taking 
Cape Town as an example, the primary image of the city has to be favourable and differentiated to be 
further considered as a potential holiday base. The challenge remains for the city to be positioned in such a 
way that the self-image of the target market is congruent to primary image. This will be achieved when 
destination marketing and branding activities are flawless and aligned with push factors that influence the 
choice a destination. Thereafter aligning what Cape Town has to offer with factors such as need satisfaction, 
travelability and social agreement will determine whether the potential tourist selects the destination as the 
final holiday base. Nevertheless, the actual experience of the destination will determine the extent of the 
complex image of Cape Town. This in tum will influence future behaviour towards the brand. 
This model serves as a guideline for understanding the destination image formation process in the mind of 
the potential visitor and the resulting destination choice. The model is based on qualitative research only and 
some components will be tested empirically to prove their reliability and validity. The importance of push 
factors in destination choice will be measured qualitatively through in-depth interviews and quantitatively 
though the survey instrument. The primary image of Cape Town will be assessed through in-depth 
interviews with international tourists while factors that contributed to the final choice of the city as a holiday 
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2.8 LITERATURE REVIEW CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the above literature review the following conclusions can be drawn. 
2.8.1 DESTINATION MARKETING 
.. Destination marketing can only succeed through co-operation between the private and public sector 
where roles and responsibilities of each are dearly defmed. A set of focused strategies that incorporates 
the needs of all stakeholders is needed to gain their support. This can be achieved through a flexible 
framework that guides tourism development. 
• An institutional or umbrella marketing program is needed at the provincial or country level that provides 
a framework within which the individual Oocal) destinations and attractions can feature their own brand. 
The overall goal being consistency in message and image projection. 
.. A destination product is too diverse to have one marketing campaign to promote the 'product'. There 
are too many components and individual suppliers of those components. Thus, it requires an integrated 
effort on part of all suppliers to market the loosely defined product effectively and consistently. Each 
market should be targeted with the products that satisfy most effectively travellers' needs. 
.. A destination marketer having minimal control over customers' experience of the product should 
facilitate consumers choice of the bundle of benefits and experiences most appropriate to their needs 
and wants. Rigidly packaged tours are thus outdated, the customer requires flexibility in choosing which 
components of the product or experience he wants to enjoy. 
• Tourism planning is critical for the success of a destination. Clearly co-ordinated and focused strategies 
on each target market will ensure that needs of potential visitors are understood. These can then 
translate into future tourism policies and developments in the destination country. Integrating quality of 
life objectives with tourism development is a winning formula for any destination. 
• For destination marketing to be a success, requires a fusion of marketing mix and destination mix 
elements. However, often this is not the case because marketing mix elements fall under the control of 
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and market their products. Achievement of consensus based on mutual understanding rather than 
power driven decisions can ensure image and message consistency. 
.. The complexity of relationships with local stakeholders can undermine success of destination if there is 
no co-ordination of efforts. This is even more pronounced nowadays due to increasing competition 
among emerging destinations. Value for money is one of the fundamentals that destination marketers 
must get right to attract visitors. 
.. Accountability is key to make tourism planning easier and to establish a clear image of the destination. 
The supra-brand and sub-brands must be dearly defined while organisations marketing the former and 
latter must be accountable for their actions. All stakeholders must pool resources together for a 
destination to be successfuL 
.. Tourism development has economic, socio-cultural and environmental impacts on a destination, which 
in tum affect local residents. Thus, local residents must be an integral part of the development process. 
Communities can only benefit from tourism if there is synergy between quality of life objectives and 
tourism development. 
2.8.2 DESTINATION CHOICE 
.. Destination choice is dependent on the positiveness or negativeness of perceptions of potential visitors 
towards a destination. There are a number of important factors such as natural environment, 
infrastructure, image, and safety that influence destination choice. 
.. The fundamentals of destination choice rest in satisfaction of needs for tourists such as a need for 
relaxation or excitement or novelty. Social agreement, which refers to, what social groups think of the 
destination influence destination choice. Yet travelability factors such as time, income and health 
determine whether the consumer can actually travel. All these influences on destination choice make it 
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• The endless list of factors influencing destination choice is further complicated by potential visitors 
having a different set of factors for each destination considered. Yet some consumers display no 
particular rationale for choosing a destination besides the novelty or curiosity factor. 
• Repeat visitors have a different set of factors than first-time visitors when choosing a destination. 
Repeat visitors have first hand experience with the destination product and therefore have dear 
expectations. However, first time visitors are unsure of what to expect and they rely predominantly on 
image and word-of-mouth to make their choice. 
• Destination choice is the result of a congruity between three factors namely destination attributes, 
destination image and self-image. The potential visitor evaluates and compares the destination attributes 
and image with his or her self-image. The greater the congruity, the greater the likelihood that the 
destination is chosen for holiday purposes. 
2.8.3 INFORMATION SEARCH BEHAVIOUR 
• Information search behaviour can be used as a segmentation tool. Consumers place vaned level of 
importance on sources of information that are more likely to influence their decision to visit a particular 
place. Therefore communication strategies must be focused on the sources most frequently used by the 
targeted consumers. 
• Information availability and quality influence consumers' perceptions of a destination. These 
perceptions in turn affect destination choice. Consumers tend to rely more on informal sources of 
information in the fmal stages of their decision making process while formal sources are mostly used at 
the beginning of their search for a holiday destination. 
• A web presence is not enough to entice consumers to choose a destination as a potential holiday base. 
Synergy is required between both on-line and off-line information sources to project a consistent 
message and image. A web presence provides a unique opportunity to tailor information to customer 
needs and pull together the information provided by various suppliers under one website. This is a 
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2.8.4 DESTINATION IMAGE 
• Image has been defined and interpreted by various authors in a different way. Yet some consistency in 
the definition and interpretation of destination image has been achieved. It certainly involves an 
amalgam of products, services and experiences woven into a total impression. This image forms the 
basis of the brand, which is perceived as comprising of a collection of suppliers and services. The 
performance of each and every supplier therefore affects perceptions of the brand. Managing these 
millions of moment of truths make the control of the destination experience a difficult task. 
• Destination image affects destination choice. Consumers tend to evaluate destinations on their projected 
images. Destinations with positive images are more likely to be considered for holiday purposes than 
those with negative ones. The threat of political instability, crime and violence are major deterrents to 
even consider a destination as a potential holiday base. 
• Destination image has both cognitive and affective components. The cognitive components are usually 
an evaluation of the destination attributes. Destinations have been traditionally marketed in terms of 
their specific tourist attributes. While the affective components refer to emotions conveyed by those 
attributes. Thus destination image affects behaviour and attitude. 
• Destination image promotion should begin with an understanding of the push or pull orientation of 
potential tourists. Push orientation of tourists referring to the attractiveness of a destination based 
largely on its projected images. These images are subject to various interpretations by potential visitors. 
The pull orientation referring to the basic needs and motivations of potential visitors to travel. 
• Destination image is shaped by cultural and political discourses influencing a country at a particular 
point in time. However, the prevailing cultural values in a country have more of an impact on 
destination image than anything else. Destination marketers must try to limit political influences on 
destination image, as they might not always be in the long-term interest of a destination. 
• Destination image is multi-faceted and multi-dimensional. Each individual perceives the same place 
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differentiates the destination from others. Thus destination image is subjective, temporally ad culturally 
specific. 
• Socio-demographic characteristics of travellers have a significant impact on image perceptions and travel 
experience perceptions. The more positive the perceptions of both, the more positive are purchase 
decisions and the more preferred the destination will tend to be. The perceived image does not always 
have to coincide with reality though. 
• Destination image must be measured using both structured and unstructured methodologies. Structured 
methodologies focusing on destination attributes (functional components) while unstructured 
methodologies capturing the affective and evaluative components of destination image. These are 
important to design the most effective positioning, differentiation and marketing strategies for a 
destination. 
• The extent to which a destination is associated with distinctive or unique characteristics can provide a 
useful basis for developing competitive positioning and promotion campaigns. The more unique the 
attributes, the more strength they have in sustaining competitive advantage because it is difficult for 
competitors to emulate those characteristics. 
• The existence of dichotomies in existing image perceptions of a destination must be actively addressed 
by destination marketing activities. This is important to achieve brand synergy across all tourism sectors. 
A combination of tangible and intangible assets of a country, city or region must be used to address 
such dichotomies. 
• It is not only tourists that hold different images of a tourist destination but intermediaries such as travel 
agents and tour operators may hold different images of the same place as well. Thus their propensity to 
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2.8.5 DESTINATION BRANDING 
.. A destination brand is complex by design because it partly reflects the image of a destination. It is made 
up of multiple products, services, messages, associations and character traits. There must be synergy 
between all these elements for the brand to be successful. The potential for confusing messages being 
communicated is far greater because all these components are managed and controlled by different 
players across various industries. 
.. A destination brand can only succeed if its brand identity is at the centre of its brand essence 
surrounded by benefits, attributes and emotion. The essence of the brand is timeless and remains 
virtually unchanging as it travels through new markets and products. 
.. The most important aspect of a brand is its single-mindedness. Therefore there must be branding 
synergy between the destination brand and individual suppliers' brands to create a powerful image of the 
destination. Service performers are a powerful medium for building brand equity. They transform brand 
vision to brand reality. By consistently matching or exceeding visitor expectations, they build the 
destination strength on service quality, which is a difficult attribute for competitors to match. 
.. Destination marketing organisations must comprehensively assess all their potential target markets and 
choose only those that will maximise their brand appeal. Targeting countries haphazardly can only 
damage the brand. 
.. Creating brand awareness is a major responsibility of destination marketing organisations. Many 
destinations suffer more from a lack of awareness of its offering than anything else. Brand visibility can 
signal leadership, success, quality and even excitement. 
.. Brand elements are an integral part of building a destination brand. They serve to identify and 
differentiate a brand by enhancing brand awareness and facilitating the formation of strong, favourable 
and unique associations with a brand. However, its importance is often understated in developing 












.. Choosing which favourable and unique associations to link to a brand is a difficult task and requires 
careful analysis of the consumer and competitor to determine optimal positioning of the brand. 
Differentiation of brand image being the end goal of positioning, a competitive advantage will be gained 
by adding symbolic and existential benefits perceived by consumers to a destination brand. 
.. Visitors and non-visitors have different brand images of the same destination. It is therefore important 
to develop separate image and positioning strategies for these two distinct groups to communicate and 
position the destination favourably. 
.. Brand associations stem from attributes of a destination, benefits of that place and attitude of visitors 
towards the destination brand. These form the basis of future behaviour towards the destination brand. 
Destination saliency, user and product imagery, brand fingerprinting, and brand personality analysis are 
the most common ways of measuring perceptions of a destination brand. 
.. Secondary brand associations are particularly important for destination brands. This is because a 
destination exists within a local, national and international context. Both positive and negative brand 
associations with a supra-brand are likely to be transferred to the sub-brands. Therefore the sub-brands 
can only be as successful as the supra-brand. 
.. Emotional branding is a way of creating a personal connection and dialogue between a brand and its 
target audiences. This is especially significant for destination brands because it helps to convey the 
essence of the brand communicated via few key attributes and associations. Customers are looking for 
brands that understand their needs and cultural orientation intimately. 
2.8.6 DESTINATION POSITIONING, COMPETITIVENESS AND 
DIFFERENTIATION 
.. The power of positioning lies in its ability to convey how a destination will satisfy the needs of potential 
visitors better than competitor brands. It involves developing and communicating key product and 
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• A dear brand positioning provides a focus and mechanism for consumers to make brand choice, which 
improves the effectiveness of external marketing activities and guides internal development. 
Competition among destinations is therefore derived largely from choices tourists make bernreen 
alternative destinations. 
• Long haul destinations such as Cape Town have to provide good value for money to get consumers 
attention. The distance that they have to travel in itself has economic, physical and psychological costs. 
Therefore, these destinations need to provide greater benefits than competitors that are geographically 
nearer to major generating markets. 
• Destination differentiation reinforces a destination's competitive position. Yet a destination is 
competitive up to the extent that its products and services are competitive. Therefore destination 
differentiation stems from a unique appeal of its products and services. 
.. The goal of destination differentiation is to establish point-of-difference associations. These associations 
are unique to the brand and are also strongly held and favourably evaluated by potential visitors. 
However, point-of-parity associations are necessary for a destination to be a legitimate and credible 
product offering. They represent the necessary but not sufficient conditions for brand choice. They are 
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2.9 RESEARCH OB CTIVES 
Based on the literature review and the conclusions drawn thereof, the fonowing research objectives are 
formulated in order to gain a better understanding of international tourists' perceptions of brand Cape 
Town. 
Objective 1: To identify attributes that are important to international tourists when choosing a destination. 
Objective 2: To assess the importance of destination image in destination selection. 
Objective 3: To identify the most influential sources of information to tourists prior to their visit. 
Objective 4: To determine tourists' expectations of Cape Town as a holiday destination. 
Objective 5: To determine tourists' perceptions of Cape Town. 
Objective 6: To identify the projected images of Cape Town in tourists' home country. 
Objective 7: To determine the image of Cape Town based on its attractions, accessibility, amenities and 
ambience. 
Objective 8: To identify the most important attributes that differentiate Cape Town from other competing 
destinations. 
Objective 9: To describe any differences in brand personality of Cape Town and South Africa. 
Objective 10: To identify the perceived weaknesses of Cape Town as a holiday destination. 
Objective 11: To determine awareness and perceptions of the various logos used to market Cape Town as a 
holiday destination. 
Objective 12: To understand tourists' attitude towards brand Cape Town. 
Objective 13: To determine perceptions of Cape Town vis-a-vis other cities in South Africa. 
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3. IT T S c SI 
According to ~r et al (1998: 71), "a research design is the detailed blueprint used to guide a research stutfy towards its 
oijectives. "The research design is foremost influenced by the nature of the research. Generally there are three 
types of research namely: exploratory, descriptive, and causal. Exploratory and descriptive research methods 
were used as they contributed the most to the outcome of this investigation given the time and budget 
constraints. 
3.1 EXPLORATORY RESEARCH 
Exploratory research is used when one is seeking insights into the problem at hand, possible decision 
alternatives and variables that are relevant to a particular investigation (Aaker et al, 1998). Exploratory 
research can be divided into secondary and primary research. 
3.1.1 SECONDARY QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
Secondary research is research into existing data that has been collected and processed for purposes other 
than the one at hand but helps in solving the research problems. 
Literature Review 
A literature search was conducted to familiarise the author with the problems at hand and to develop 
research objectives and hypotheses. The literature review contributed significantly to the author's 
understanding of destination marketing, destination image and branding. Emphasis was placed on the 
recency of the literature but marketing and tourism 'classics' could not be ignored. 
Trade Literature 
Trade literature in the form of past research on international tourists was obtained from Western Cape 
Tourism Board, and Cape Metropolitan Tourism. Magazines and journals dealing with tourism in Cape 
Town were also consulted. Publications form the Western Cape Provincial Government Department 













The website for Western Cape Tourism Board, Cape Metropolitan Tourism, Cape Town Tourism and the 
Joint Marketing Initiative were useful. They provided the much needed insights into the type of information 
that is available to international tourists, the changes that is happening in the industry through the JMI, the 
strategy that is being developed for brand Cape Town and the challenges facing the implementation of such 
a strategy. 
3.1.2 PRIMARY QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
Primary data is collected specifically to address specific research objectives. In-depth interviews were used to 
obtain a greater understanding of how international tourists perceive brand Cape Town. The literature 
review showed that an unstructured methodology is particularly useful when one is trying to gain insights 
into customers' experience of a brand. 
In-depth Interviews 
Eighty-five in-depth interviews were conducted among international tourists visiting Cape Town during the 
months of September and October 2001. A convenience sample was chosen and respondents were 
interviewed at the following locations: 
V&A Waterfront 




Table Bay Hotel 
Kingswood B&B 
Enchanted B&B 
Brown Sugar Backpackers 
Long Street Backpackers 
Church Street Backpacke~ 
Blackheath Lodge 
Richborough Villa 
A discussion guide was used as the guideline for the in-depth interviews. The discussion guide (Appendix 
B) analysed consumer behaviour and the decision-making process of travel consumers, their expectations of 
Cape Town and aligned these against tourists' perceptions of Cape Town. The perceptual issues probed 
included: 
.. What attributes do tourists consider when choosing a destination? 
.. What importance do they attach to these attributes and destination mix elements? 
.. What were consumers' perceptions of Cape Town as a holiday destination? 
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.. What were the city's major strengths and weaknesses as a holiday destination m the eyes of the 
customer? 
Moreover, Echtner and Ritchie (1993) suggested that the components of destination image could only be 
fully captured through a combination of structured and unstructured methodologies. The unstructured 
methodology for this research focused on measuring destination image and was developed as a series of 
open-ended questions that captured the holistic components of destination image along with functional and 
psychological dimensions. The presence of distinctive features and auras within these impressions were also 
explored. Thus the discussion guide was designed with the following questions in mind as well: 
.. What images or characteristics come to mind when a visitor thinks of Cape Town as a holiday 
destination? 
• How would they describe the atmosphere or mood that whey will expect to experience while visiting 
Cape Town? 
• What distinctive features of the destination could they think differentiate the destination from 
competing ones? 
In addition, projective techniques were used as they play an important role in qualitative marketing research. 
These techniques helped to gain a deeper insight into people's feelings and perceptions. A variety of 
projective techniques were used with varying degrees of success. The most successful were the word 
association and brand personality. Word associations were used at the beginning of the session and as a 
preparation for other techniques. The aim was to discover a range of vocabulary connected with branding, 
brand attitude and imagery of Cape Town. The brand personality technique introduced in the middle of the 
interview led to interesting results with respect to Cape Town and South Africa being described as a person. 
The brand fmgerprinting technique was used to investigate the respondents' experience of, and their 
relationship with the brand. It examined the thoughts and feelings held about the brand through the senses 












3.2 IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS FINDINGS 
The next section of Chapter 3 details flIldings from the primary qualitative research condu<-ccd :unong 85 1Il-
international tounsts viSIting Cape Town during the months ot September and October 2001. the findings 
are presented accordmg to the research objectives formulated carher on. 
3.2.1 DEMOGRAPHIC AND TRAVELLING CHARACTERISTICS OF 
RESPONDENTS 
The demographic characteristics of respondents were as foUo"'s. The majority of respondents were mmes 
(67"/0) and the avel'"oIW age of respondents was 'II years old. Nearly 950/. of re'pondent!; were either On 
hobday or visiting family and friend. (VFR) or both. More than hJlf (52"/0) of the respondent, "ere from 
the UK as shown in Figure 9. The country of origin of respondents' murors pl'L>viou, re,earch condu<--red 
on the oounrry-of-ongm of mternational lounge; visiting Cap" Town, which showed that the majonty of 
them were from UK (25'10), Germany (IS"!.) and Nonh Amenca (13',~) (GTFK, 2001). 




Figure 9: Country of Origin ofRespondcnts 
Regarding the travelling char.JCtenstics of respondents, nearly 28"/. of them travel once a year for VFR or 
holiday purpOSCll while 41% tr"avcl on average two-to-four times a year for the same reason. Figure 10 
shows that 18.8% of respondents have been to Ausmilia before while 38.8"/. ha'"e been to France. The US 
has been visited by 28.2% of respondents. S1milarly, re'pondents hID;e vi,ited UK (31.8"/.), Sp:un (28.2"'0), 
Italy (ZOO/.) and Germany (17.6'10) before. The fmdings sugge,t that visnOl" to Cape Tov.,n are usually wen 
travelled ""lore inrerc.tingly though, if One aggregates the findings by region visited, Europe (72.9%) is by 












[''';n·;~in' ofC,pc To"",,/r:ap~ .lf~rropolir.?" Toun",;m 
.>U would be expected, many respondenrn (38.8'10) rely on word-of-mouth to plan their holidays. Tuvel 
agents are usoo by 37.6% Qf respondent>; when planning their holidays while 11.7% make use of tour 
opeflltors. It is mteresting to note that 25.R";" of respondents pIan thelt Qwn holkl.iy. of which. 4.7% make 
use of guidebooks while 5.8% make use Qf the Internet_ Also, of those whQ plan thelt own hoMay, 9.4'10 
make use Qf a trm·el agent to book flight>; Qnly wlule 4.7% make use Qf a tour opemtor. These findings 
,uggest that trd,e1 intennediaries are used to plan holidays and as such Me .. m"JOr soutce of influence on 
trnvetling decision •. They play an important role m mfJuencing brand lffiagt' and brmrl expectation.. Their 
recQmmendanon. can eIther encourage or deter first time vis,tQrs. 
Table 1 show. that 28.2% of respondents usually travel alone while on holidays. Equilly lffipOf'lant 's the 
fact that 40"/. of respondent>; usually ITa",) with friends while on holidays Yet some of the respondents 
usually travel alone or with family and friend!; depending on the destination they are ~isiting. Therefore 
these figures merd] reflect whom they are traveUmgwith in Cape Town. These figures tend to confinn that 
the VI'R market 's one of majQr imporlance to the Cape TQwn tourism industry. 
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Table 1: Trdvel Patterns of Respondents 
Figure t2 shows the lllilJfl activities that respondents are in.·oh·cd in while Qn holidays. They like to visit 
hi.tQrical site. (1O.6~/o) such", museums, archaeological sites and art galleri",. Tounst attractions, hath 
naturnl and man-made, are visited by 23.5% of responden1"ll. Outdoor actiVIl:ies such as mountain chmhing, 
hikmg and surfing Me also lin-ourite activiile. of respondentll (23.5'Yo). The scenIC beauty attract, 30.6% of 
respondentll ",hile the beach attract, 27.1% of them. Three re'pondents mentioned that they 'timid tbl /lfI/'" 
tourist I1flracUlmf lik& thl phgul. "flus h'ghlight>; the different markets that the destination attracts and the 
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Main Acciv;tes of Res po ned ems on Holid3y~ 
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Figure 12: Mam Activities ofTounsts on Iiolidays 
' Ihe findmgs are now pre.entt'd Ul terms of t1w objectt,,,,, that were set out for thIS srudy. 
3.2.2 FACTORS INFLUENCING DESTiNATION CHOICE 
Objective 1: To identity fadots that are important to international tOl1ri~·ts whcn 
choosing a destination. 
Figure 13 show. that chrnatt'jweather (32.9"/0) and ,-.uue tor mont')' (25.9"/,) "'" the most important factors 
that international tounsts con.ider when choosmg a de.tmatton, II mu.t be realised that good 
=ather!climate IS a major factor for Europeans as they plan hohdays to a"oid the chfficulr wmter m 
Europe. \X'ith South Africa's major .oUITe mMket berng Europe, it is no .urprise that good cIimatt' i. '\"Blued 
lughly by intt'mational tounst.. Culture is a major drav.- card if one consIders that 21.2% of respondents 
mentioned that thClf mam activ,ty at a destination i. ,""periencing the local mlrure and 22.4°,. mention;t as a 
factor influencing their choice of a destmation. Gl'I"cn that a significant number of respondents have visited 
countries such as France (38.1'1°,.), Italy (20"10), and Spain (28.2''10) that are renowned for th6r ell.tInct 
culrure, tend to confirm the pmpo.,tion above. \'a1ue for money (25.9%) IS expected to be a major £ictor 
mfluencing destination choicc as new ffll.rgmg de.tination. such as South Afrial. are mcreasmgiy cnmpeting 
01.1 "alue for money and unique eKperit'TICe to get a shMe of the world travel market. Two r,.,;pondents 
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of accommooqrion, ullpollured enVironment, and language_ 'Inese Jre factors to be explored ttl more depth 
ttl the qu:rntir,nivc research. 
Factors Influencing D estination Choic~ 
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Figure G: htCtors IntlllcnCttlg Dcstination Choice 
3.2.3 IMPORTANCE OF DESTINATION IMAGE IN DESTINATION 
CHOICE 
Objective 2: To a88t:88 the importance of dt:8tination image in dt:8tination 8dection. 
Destination image i~ con,idctcd imjx>rtant hy 27.1% of re>pondent; while 24.7·;. con~idcred it to be 
lmimportant a:I ~hown in Figure 14. Thosc who mentioncd that dcsti1l>nion tmage IS unnnportant w~r~ 
probed to tind out why they had ~uch a thought. Thc main reason givcn by thcm was that image of a 
destination is Ilot usually ,1 rmc reflection of reality. 1b~", roun,r, would mther ~"pcriCIlLe tm: dcsti1l>1tion 
and thcn [CIOn an lmpr~SSlOn mdl~r dun rely on 'mage to fonn an opinIOn, This happens wh~n d~srination 
markcting organisation. are unabl~ to lli~ the appropnate mark.eting tools to create the nghr exp"Clations, 
\\h~" expectLtiom arc not ruliillcd, customers arc u,ually di"'ltisfied, th,1t has in it;clf implications 00 
word-of-mouth. rep"aT viw :rnd likeliness to recomm~od the d~stioation TD orh~r<_ Tho", who coosidered 
lm;,ge to u., very tmport:rnt said that they wOl,ld not choose a destination if the image was not appealing. A 
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mentloned that he cho.e Cape Town over Johannesburg because of the crime· ("kkkn ""age oi 
Johanne,burg. TIns issue needs to be researched further in the quantitltrve study. 
Importance of Destination Image 
\ . el'Y 
Import:l,nf 
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Figure 14: Importance ofDestmation Image 
3.2.4 MOST INFLUENTIAL SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
Obje(,tire 3: To idef1tif}' the mO."f inilllf'ntial.wwree .• ' of informudon to tOllnsts prior 
to their visit. 
Most of the respondents heard about Cape Town from family and friends (61%) as shown in l' igure 15. 
Other sources that w~re mentioned were the Internet and travel agents, each mention~d by two 
respondents. The more uncommon responses were video, by other toonsts and outdoor advertismg. each 
men\lOned by one re'pondent. \VIlen re'pondents were asked about whether anyone recommended the 
destmation to them, family (17.6%) and friends (44.7·10) were the most unportant source of 
recommendallOn as ,hown in Figure 16. Travel agent~ were a oource of recommendation for only 4.7% of 
respondenl3. This implies that travel intermediaries do not really 'push' the destination as a holiday getaway. 
Further re.earch needs to be done to identify the reasons behind intermediarie, not recommending the 
destination. There is a possibillty that incentives gwen to them by tour operators and principals :ore 
inadequate or that they hold negative perceptions about the destmaoon. P.qually important i, the f.,,;t that 
15.3% of respondentll d,d not rely on recommendations from anybody to visit Cape Town. This may be 
linked to premus comments made by tounsts that they would rather find out about the destination 
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Figure 15: How Inl<:m:dI(",aI T uunsts' lleard About C~l'c T,,,,," 
t-.n'erdlekn, f.uruly;md friew.b an.'" the mQSl Inil..mtW ""'= of mfonruoon. Til .,. !('rIds ro ~:. common 
O«('Un'ffiCC "'hen potential VJSitOTll .In: no t p;.m..'UI.trIJ' f:urui"" ... nil ~ dfsllJ'l~lInn or Ihey lI't u .. ,,,", o f what 
10 fXllecl- They tC1ld to ~k advices from ~rle who h,,,,c ... sued the de!;tmatlOll het'ore to retn t"rre the,,. 
e>:pe<:IJtlOltS .ll1d perceptions. AI"" Ih~ power of word-of-mouth ~hOUId not he ",><.ier<:slIrtMll..J under such 
cirCUffiSI;U\C"". floth positive and negative "'0",,\-1)1' mouth mess~ are more hkdy to stick \f1 the potential 
_;sItar's mood than any other mformatlon th .• 1 t/~ potential visitor might have gathCt'('(! 110 (,\I". Word-of-
mQl.nh ha.. the pVtffiti..l of tnmslaung an UlTcrt'St :tiJOut th~ destm",tioo onto an acruaI '''lSI' .nd 11 may :IIso 
equally OCft'1' po' enn:allounsts from O'Wllng. lhereforc emunng thaI previous VUllO", Ie-.ve the ooondMn 
wllh a pt1$Ilwe up<'fJenn ~ along way I<'''',lrds ensunng furure visits. 
'iRlo Rc(ommCo<kd CapC' Town 
Other ""dim. ,. 
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3.2.5 'rOURIS'rS' EXPEC'rA'nONS OF CAPE TOWN 
Objective 4: To deteTmine tourists' expectations of Cape Town as a holiday 
destination. 
Cnderstandmg expectations are paramount to tailor the product offenng to suit the need, of different target 
markets. It IS interesting to note that 7.1"/0 of re'pomlent, ,aid that they did not form any expectations ('£lor 
to visiting becau,e they d,d not want to be influenced by what other people had to say. Of more concern is 
the fact that 8.2''/0 of respondents said that they did not know much about Cap<' 'rown b€fore their arri.aJ. 
and did not 1m""" what to expect. This highlights the type of chalknge that ~es ahead in tenus of creating 
the right expectations among 1fl ternational travcUer.l. It is evident from Figure 17 that touri,rs' expectations 
m tenus of Cape Town havlllg bellllful scenery (17.6'10) are matched by reality. Safety (14.1 ~',) is pi'rceived 
as being a problem. International visitors are not mre about the safety of the de,tination. ).]eve~eless, they 
seem to have a good opmion of the product offering and the kind of attraction. 0,earn, mountam, good 
~ather. friendly people etc.) that the city h .. to offer. It appears that they have the right expectations hut 
more important is whether these expectations are matched by reality. Also, research needs to b<' undertaken 
to find out what sort of expectations/perceptions mternational tt"lveUers nm commg to Cape Town hold 
about the destina\1on. 
Each of the following factors were mentioned by two respondents m terms of wbat they e"pect~d: big city, 
wild city, Robben lsIDnd, clean city, get\1ng mugged, and a 1ess civilised' city. The folloWlllg factors were 
tncntioned by one respond€nt only: me->:pensive, easy to get around. good nightlife, wine farms, polluted 
atr. poveny, comfortable, and a city that is more open to tourists. 'Ibese fuctors n eed to b<' explored further 
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Figure 17: International Toun,rs' Expecmtions 
\That putemial VlSlWC< expect, mfluence to a large extent why they choose a particular destmation. 'Ibe 
more favourable/positive the e~ctations are, the greater the likelihood of that destination being chosen as 
a holiday geLlway. Respondents were asked why they had chosen Cape Town as a destmation. Responses 
mdicatc a corrd"tion tw,=~n what they exp.-ctffi and ",I>y thpy "ho"p Cal'" Town. Re<pondpnt~ mpntionpd 
the follOWing f..cton.: 
Many th111g.; to see and do (5.9"/0) 
Part of an organised tour (11.8%) 
Culrural diversity (5.9"/0) 
Location at the tip of Afric:a (3.5"/;) 
Gateway to other places in Africa (3.5%) 
POSltive word-of-mouth about the destination (10.6"'0) 
History of the country (4.7·;0) 
Natu!"lll beauty (4.7'/0) 
Visiting family and fnends (16."/0) 
Way of life (3.5~.) 
NC'»' destination (3.5"/.) 
Good we:rth« (5.~--o) 
Cheap (8.2%) 
Some of the most 1l11eresting factors are 'pan of an orgatllied tour, ,-isiting family and friends, and new 
de.tmation'. These factors r=e the q~stion lIS to whether respondenlll would have visited Cape Town If it 
was not pan of the tour or they did not have any family or friend" in Cape 'rown or if Cape Town was not 
'nc'w as a destination'. What seem, to dr<IW vLsltOrll to Cape Town are mon- or less the same factors (.ce111c 












choosing a de~tination and part of the pnmary acnvlnes th~t they undertake al a destimllon. Once ~gam, 
woro-of-mouth (10.6%) plays an important role m destination choice. ·These factors clearly indic-ate a good 
synergy bt.tween expe<.1:ations and perception~. Other factors mentioned by respondents all to why they 
chose Cape TO,,""11 include: prior VIsit to the country, curiosit}', convemence, vineyards, friendly p"ople, 
beaches, shopping. saFari, exotic Afncan d~stination. These &eto ... were mentioned by one or two 
respondents and need to be explored further. 
Much of what international visitors expect come from their source of information about the de~tination in 
their home country. As mentioned earlier, fdltlily and friends are the roam sources of information and 
recommendation about the desunation. ·They seem to emphasise the attractions ofeape Town to potential 
visitors. Table Mountain (35.3%) is by far the attraction that wa.<; emphasised the most prior to their visit, 
followffi by the beach (22.4'10) and wine furm~ (22.4%) as shown m Figure 18. Of concern is the fact that 
12.9'% of responden15 said that nothmg was emphallised to them by source! of infonnaoon prior to their 
amval. This could be due to either their ~ourccs of information not finding anything special about the 
destination or they were not fully satisfied by their destination expenence, highlighting the potcolla! 
existence of gap. be=en expectations and reality. Other thmgs mentioned to visitors by various !oOurces of 
IOform~tion include bad ~e!"VJCe, come and s-afety issues, whale watching, Canal Walk, Signal I till, history of 
the country, frjendline~s of people, and good_looking p"0ple. Only one or two respondents mentioned all 
these. 
Attractions and Jknefi15 Empahsised by Sou,,'es of Information 
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3.2.6 TOURISTS' PERCEPTIONS OF CAPE 'TOWN 
Objective 5: To determine tourists' perceptions of Cape Town. 
\,\'hil~ viginng Cape Town, 68.2"/. of r~spond"nts ,aid dat th"'rperc~ptions had chang.;d. They were probed 
to find out what spWfically had changed their fX-1"Cepnons of the d~stinatiun. Intcr~stingly, IS.S"/o of 
rc~pon<k>fl~ said that they found W cit} ml1ch safer than they expected, 10.6·1. sam that the city is mo~ 
beautiful than they expected, 5.9% sald that th~ locals ate ftiendher than expected ",hile 7.1% fmll1d th~ city 
rno,," we"tcmised/cosmopulitm than they thought it WO<Jld be. Other respons~s included th~ foll=g. 
• The infrastructure is be= than expected. 
• The country is fat more stable than e"~cted. 
• The city is bIgger than expected. 
• The city is much more modem and developed than ex~c~d. 
• Th~ vart<.>ty of things to ",e and do IS much bigger than cxfX->Cted. 
• It is mo~ culturnlly dIverse. 
• Th~ l~vel of s~rvic~ IS higher than expcct~d. 
• '[here ate more black people than e"peeled. 
• Peap/., ar~ far more 0p"n-mm<kd than ""pect~d 
The diverSIty uf r~sponseg ,eem, to sugg.:.r that any pnor marutmg campa!gns did nut create the tight 
e"pect"tions. International tounst" gtill do not know what to e"fX->Ct when ,j,;ting Cape Tuwn. These 
COllUll<.>tl~ u,nd to confirm th~ ~"'stence of gaps ix.1:Ween what tourists' e"peet and what thq acrually 
e"pencnce. 
On the other hand neg;ltiYe perceptions included the fuUuwing: 
• The poverty is wurse than expected. 
• The contraM between nch and puoc IS wider than expcc~d. 
• The city lS less dean than ~"pected. 
• Ihe public transport IS worse than expected. 
• The city is less safe than e"peelcci. 
• Tuunm upected the de"Mation tu be mo~ ',afari' like. 
• The ctty is fur too We.temised/Americantsed 
• Haec is still an i~s\IC in the city. 












Again one can see malor contradictions between pOSltiV~ and n~gati'\"~ pt-'1Leption •. Some toun.n; for 
example, believe that the infr ... tructure IS better than CXl"'cT"d whil~ others do noT. "Ibis has a lot to do WIth 
th~ mfrastructure m the visitor's home cO\Jntry and the mfrastructure m other countries they hav~ visited. 
Visitors !lend to compare across board to form an opmion. The quantitative study will have to investigate 
such J"'rceptions in more depth. 
To try to llllMtand rounsn;' J"'fCeption. oi th~ de.tination in more depth, they were asked ahout things 
that either surprised or disappointed them. Respondents (58.9"/.) claimed that the following aspects of the 
destination ""rprised them as shO'Vln m Figun 19. What surprISed them arc more or less the same filctol':l 
that led to changes in their perceptions of the desnnation. Th,. implies that .uch factors should defiOltdy be 
marketed. Morkenng acnvines should r~mforce th~ fact that the city is far more modern and developed than 
expeered. ]bc same appli~s to cnme, which tounsn perceive to he not as had as they thought it would- Not 
many thmgs disappointed respondents as sllch. The k"" standard of 11vmg/pov~rty disappOlnttd 4.7% of 
respondents. The poor =ather was the biggest <fuappointment as mentioned by 10.6% of respondents. 
"]his ,. not surpn.ing gtven that Cape TO'Vln had the wornt winter ITer in 40 year,. lbc high numht."r of 
street children disappointed 3.5~/, of ",sponden!>;. Poor J"'rception. of safety at night disappotnted 3.5% of 
respondents whik public transport was equally disappointlOg at 4.7%. Oth~r aspects that disappointed 
IOtetnationat tourists IOdude the following: litter on the ,treets of Cape Tmv", Waterfront is too 
commercial, very strongwmd", congestion on the roads, lack of information on places/areas to avoid, lack 
of 'African,,"s' of the desnnation, smaUer city than Olpccted, racial tension between communincs, and high 
cnme l..vel. 
---~ 
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3.2.7 PROJECTED lMAGES OF CAPE TOWN 
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3.2.8 PERCEIVED IMAGES OF CAPE TOWN 
Objective 7: To determine the image of Cape Town based on its attractions, 
accessibility, amenities and ambience. 
The image of a brand is created by marketing programs that link strong, favourable, and unique associations 
to the brand in the memory of the visitor. However most importantly, direct experience with the brand 
reinforces the favourability, strength and uniqueness of brand associations. Tourists evaluate the perceived 
images against projected images to form a realistic and differentiated image of a destination. Word 
association was used to measure the perceived images of Cape Town and the results are shown in Table 2. 
Word No. of Word No. of 
respondents respondents 
Nightlife 2 Stellenbosch 2 
Mountain , 8 Simon's Town 3 
Good restaurants 3 Windy 3 
Good weather 3 Unsafe 4 
European/ cosmopolitan 4 Table Mountain 38 
Beaches/ sea 26 V&A Waterfront 7 
Scenic beauty 14 Historical 2 
Unique culture 3 Modem 5 
Sun 5 Different 4 
Diversity 2 Robben Island 5 
Relax 6 Cape Point 4 
Wine 12 Friendly 8 
Nature 4 Laid back 3 
Crime 2 Street Children 2 
Beautiful women 5 
Table 2: Word Associations with Cape Town 
According to 44.7% of respondents 'Table Mountain' is the word that is most strongly associated with Cape 
Town followed by beaches/sea (30.5%), scenic beauty (16.5%) and wine (14.1%). Brand associations can be 
both positive and negative. The negative brand associations with Cape Town seem to be crime, unsafe and 
street children. By all means, the positioning of brand Cape Town should steer away from such negative 
associations and reinforce the positive ones. Positioning is a comparative concept where the brand is 
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Cape Town as a brand will be positioned in light of how South Africa is positioned to create synergies 
between the two brands. Brand associations with South Africa revealed the following as shown in Table 3. 
Word No. of Word No. of 
respondents respondents 
Historic 2 Segregation 2 
Scenic beauty 18 1st world and 3rd world 2 
Culture 2 Beaches 3 
Diversity 4 Nature 6 
(~razy weather 3 Nice Life 4 
Good value for money 5 Township 3 
Wildlife 22 Safaris/<iaoooeparks 12 
Africa 5 Spacious 4 
Sea 3 Springbok Rugby 5 
Nelson Mandela 14 CapeTown 15 
Apartheid 9 Blue Skies 2 
Sun 10 Race 8 
Hot 5 Crime 12 
Poor People 3 
Table 3: Word Associations with South Africa 
According to respondents, South Africa is associated with scenic beauty (21.2%), wildlife (25.8%), Nelson 
Mandela (16.5%), Sun (11.7%), Safaris/Game Parks (14.1%), Cape Town (17.6%) and Crime (14.1%). 
Scenic beauty is a common factor that needs to be emphasised in positioning both brands while Table 
Mountain should be used to position Cape Town. Nelson Mandela and safaris should be used to position 
South Africa. The strongest negative brand association with South Africa is indeed crime. In addition, the 
image of a destination is a reflection of its destination mix elements, that is, how visitors perceive its 
attractions, accessibility, amenities and ambience. Each of the following will now be analysed to form an 
overall image of Cape Town in terms of its destination mix. 
3.2.8.1 ATTRAcrIONS 
Respondents had visited the following attractions at the time the survey was conducted: Kirstenbosch, 
Robben Island, Table Mountain, Cape Point, wine farms, beaches, and the V&A Waterfront. When asked to 
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was good, 11.6% said it was wen marketed, 15.5% said it was very varied, 14.7% said it was what makes 
L.rJ 
Cape Town unique, and finally, 4.2% described the attractions as being the 'usual touristy attractions'. 
Some insightful comments on the various attractions are: 
• Kirstenbosch is amazing. 
• Cape Point is exceptional and interesting. 
• The Cable Car up Table Mountain is the most exhilarating experience. 
• It is nice to see so many attractions dose to each other. 
• V&A is too commercial and does not feel authentic. 
• Table Mountain is overrated - I don't see what the fuss is aU about. 
• Table Mountain is just a 'big piece of flat rock'. 
• Table Mountain, Cape Point and Robben Island are too 'touristy'. 
Despite some negative comments on the attractions, most respondents (94.1%) agree that Cape Town's 
attractions enhance the city's appeal as a destination. Respondents said that the attractions enhance the city's 
uniqueness and individuality. The attractions add excitement and differentiate the destination. The 
authenticity of the historical value of some of these attractions is unique to the world. They make Cape 
Town special. Therefore, there is no doubt with regards to the attractiveness of the city as a destination. The 
product meets consumers' needs and perhaps packaging and marketing need to be better to realise the fun 
potential of the destination. 
3.2.8.2 ACCESSIBILITY 
From Figure 21 it can be seen that 61.2% of respondents found Cape Town easily accessible in terms of 
flight and visa requirements. However, 8.2% of respondents complained about availability of flights since 
they felt that enough flights were not available. A further 5.9% of respondents complained that the airfare to 
Cape Town was too expensive while 12.9% thought that the flight was tiring and long. These are the issues 
that were raised by respondents in terms of accessibility. Nonetheless, it must be taken into account that 
Cape Town is accessible off peak-season when the survey was carried out. The quantitative study will reveal 
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Figure 21: Accessibility of Cape Town 
Accesslbihty IS al,o defined ill term, of how easily xce"ible the local infra,tructur~ i,_ A slgmficrulT numhCt' 
of visitors perceived Cape Town mfrastructure to be g::>od in generil as ~hown in Figure 22 











FiguT(, 22: In frastnKtuR of Cape '!'o",,,, 
The only problem seems to be trumpart and in parrirular, public transport. 'Inc conunent.' on the quality of 
tr:mspott in Cape Town w~re very varied with 45.8% of respondent3 saymg that the quality of transport 
needs desperate Improvcment, 35.3% of respondents hired a car to get around m Cape Town while] 1.7'10 
said that the roads ill Cape Town are g.x>d and 5.9"/. said that the road signs are PO<Jt. Specilic comments 
on each mode of transport can be seen below. 
Train and Buse.; 
Respondents do not view tram and buses in a poSltrve lighr. Some of the comm=ffi made are as follows: 
• 'The buses arc funny. 1 mean you hav~ a bus schedule, but the bus will arrive early. late ot not at all.' 












• '.\ccessihihTy to public transport IS poor.' 
• vf ransport IS much worse than hume and mcum",ment.' 
Private Taxis (metered) 
• 'T=s are metered so you know that yuu arc not being ripped off.' 
• 'Ta."," are expenSive.' 
• 'I feel taxis IS the safest me;ms of tr.lllspon.' 
• Taxis provide good value for money.' 
Tour Buses 
• Toum are well organIsed and the buses are very cumfurtdhle' 
• 'Tour buses are of the same standard as tfl Europe.' 
• Tour buses are good.' 
Car Kental 
• ·Hmng a car is the only way you ClIl sec Cape Town' 
• 'The service is good and no hassle.' 
• 'Thq provide good value for money.' 
• 'Car rental is C\:onmrucal.' 
p"bIjc Taxis (Wlffie!ered) 
• 'wIn never travel," thIS rhing again.' 
• "11tey are unsafe.' 
• "1l!eyare a waSte of money.' 
• ' fhey charge three different fMes to equal distance destlnatiuns.' 
• "111Cy disobey road rules and nobody seerrn tD do anything about it.' 
Public taxis and buses contribute signifICantly towan:ls a negative unage uf the destination. Brand Cape 
Town is weakened as a result uf such negdtive perceptions. Yet the tourism industry is not the only one that 
suffe~. the gcneril public L' also a Hctim. Nonetheless the Government ha.o; nor implemented any measures 












3 .2 .8 .3 AMENffiES/ ACCOMMODATION 
l'one of the respondenl5 had any negative comm(11'" about the1C accommodanon. Accommodation In 
general ;" percel',ed to be of good standard given that 23.5% of rc:o<pondenl;1; rated the1r aeeommodanon as 
being excellent a>1 shown Ifl Figure 23. \'\;nen probed, what did rc:o<pondenlJ.; like about their 
accommodation, 20"/. of respondent:; sald that th" smff at their place of stay was friendly. Respondents 
(31.7%) alw ,aJd that the accomm<xhtion provided good mu" foc money and that foot! served was of good 
quality (5.9"/.). The service in general at th= place of stay ,,"-as good (28.2%) and that the accommodation 
was clean and hygienic (5.9%). Some respondenrn (8.2%) even SJld that the hotd location was good, as it 
was slmated dose to the hl1h of attractions/activiti", m Cape Town. 
3.2.8.4 AMBIENCE 
lnt" mational TourislS' Perceptions 











Figure 23: Accommoillrion Standards of Cape Tovm 
The ambience of a dc:;tination is defined in tffTIlS of ill; service levels and way ofhfe. Intematlonal ,;sitor:s 
perceive the servtce quality m gcnHaI to be of good standard as shown in Figure 24. Some (17.6%) of the 
respondents described the service as bemg better th,,,, other countnes they have VlSited . One must be 
careful in mtcrpuong such statistics. International visitors from de"c\opcd countries are more likely to 
comp"'" the service standards in Cape Town with the ones in the.., own country. Th"y may be biased as 
they rrught have ncganve per""P0ons of the ServlC" standards m developing countries_ .'!evertheless_ there is 
no exmse for providing poor service, 5ervtce is an mtegral part of the destination experience and JII 
'moments-of-tnJth' should b" managed carefully. Service dehery mUllt be flawless if one expects visito11' to 
r"tum to the same deSTination agrun. Some 1!lsightful comments on the se"ike level folloW1': 













• 'ReHauranl setvicco j, good.' 
• 'Sup"rtnJrlets service" had.' 
• 'I """ expecting !x·low avC'",£c s"n'n, hecause it " a rhird worki country aftct' all, but I wa, ple"glllrly 
'urpl1ecd. ' 
• 'b1mpco c~n learn a thing or two from genllltle servICe prcNided here.' 
• '::>eITIce is much better th,m :my other ,'\,frican Wlltltri", _' 
• 'Smnerimes the locale lack common sense III service d eli,,,,C}-.' 
• '"1'1", s"n'lC,' IS guick, cHic;",,! and fnendl),.' 
• 'The ,,'[yk,- is ~IwJ)'s with a :;mit,. 







'I'h" word 'laid hack' wa. u"ed hy 48.2"/. of respondenr.. to de,cribe the ambience (W.l), of life) m Cape 
Tow," wh~e 2~.9"i;' said thar. the amhience "'" vihran r. The amh,ence '" detinitdy one of exCHemetH (\,1. I ~/") 
~nd 1_~.3·/o of respondent' de;;cribed th e atmosphere as being reLLxed ami 11.7'/. as tl1emUy. Other words 
u,<,d to descrihe the ambience were: youthful, awe,ome, traditional, cmmopoliwn, cliquey, hospitahle, hlley, 
p'"h, chilled, calm, pul,;n& cool, hvdy, light, eJ,ygoitl& sle<'py, ,low, h""rt)" unwmfortable, carefree, fun, 
COlollrflll, wphisricated, and plfty-tDwn. Cap" Town cerr:ainly evoke, feelings 01' excitement, flln and 











Having sili all these, ,t em be concluded that moSt of the destmation fIUl[ elements have p0S111,e 
connotations m the mmds of v!siton; with the exception of publi~ trmsport, One of the strength ofbrnnd 
Cape Town is defimtely the quilliry and vanery of accommodations available. Such a strength can only 
henefit the destination if it is emphas,sed conslStently overtime through all mackermg channels. (".reahng 
favour-able hr.llld assoClations such as excitement, tim. good service and good mfrnsrrucrure can only 
enhance the "'use of the brand prior to international travellers' \~sit. The reahty of soch claims will 
determine the strength of the associations md oyerall brand amrude. Brand loyalry is one of the many 
a<h'antages of creal:1ng a positive brand image but repeat visit is not an indkation of such loyalty. Brmd 
loyalty should he the ulumate ;um for brand Cape Town but loyalty only develops if th.,..e is fitst of all, 
sufflcient awru-eness of the brand internationally and a strong positive attituoc towards the br-md thlt resull5 
from a unique positioning in visitots' minds. But the key to ensunng visitors' loyalty is exceeding thelr 
expc"ution, c",:h and C\'Ct)' time they visit. 
3.2.9 ATTRIBUTES THAT DIFFERENTIATE CAPE TOWN 
Objective 8: To identif}' the ma.~t imporunt Mtrilmtt:8 th:lt difft:rt:nti:!te Cape Town 
from ather calI/peting de.~timltian.~. 
1l1e attributes that differentiate Cape Town from other destinations ace potential filctors that ~an be used to 
unkf1cly lX'sition the brand. Not all filctorn that differentiate a brand C1Ifl sustain competitive advantage. The 
strength and uniqueness of a filcror that differentiates a brand derennme whether it will sustain competitive 
adYantage. Therefore the facrors that make Cape Town umque must be mterpreted in light of how these 
factors compace to other destinations. Respondenl5 were asked about their favourite destinations to identify 
the factocs/artributes that make those destinations special. Cap" Town and South Africa are clem;y the 
favourite desnnariom of respondent,; as shown m Figure 25. Howe"er. such a finding must be carefully 
mrerpt"eted as respondenl5 might have been biased to say that Cape Town or South Afric .. are their 
favourite destinations given that they were hemg intcrv1cwed at the destination. In essence, it justifies to 
them why they have chosen the destination for holiday purposes. Australia, Prance, Spain, Thailand and the 
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Fi6,,-ue 25: Favounte De.snnatlOll1l of Visitor.; to Cape Town 
When respondents wcre asked what makes these destinations special, responses indicated the foli{)V.o,ng. 
vibrant atmosphere and ambience (18.80/0), friendhness of people (30.6"/,), narural beauty (29.4"10), unique 
culture (24.7"/,), and good weather (17.6%) amongst others il< can be seen in Figure 26. This implies that 
destination chOIce to a large exttnt 1S mfluenced by Those factors. Ho,,;ever, these results must be 
mtecpreted with cauuon S'''cn the inherent b'as of respondents towards Cape Town. It is ~asier for a 
respondent to mention the strengths of a destination that they are ClllTently VISIting than to mcnnon 
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Factors Making A Deslinalioll Special 
~ • 
Facrors 
Fig-lIr" 26: I'actors that Make a De8tination Special 
-"!~",,rthdess, Cape Town compares favourahly to competitors On .n of the factoni mentioned wove. To 
ascertain meh a statement re~pondents were asked 'how does Cape Town compare to other destitutions 
they have been fa" ThiS question led to some interesting anSwen! that arc as follows: 
• 10.5'1. of re~pondcntll s;ud that the destmation is among the u.est m the world. 
• 14.1'/. said that it could nor k compared to my other destination. 
• 11.7% said that the de~tlnation is just different from any om.", place they have heen. 
• 10.5% said it is on par with other mternational destinations. 
• 8.2"/. sa,d it,~ as good a. anywhere else. 
• 5.9"/. said that the destination offen; an aver.w exr<'=nce. 
• 3.6"'. said It offen! a beklw averoge e"penence. 
Other responses included the followmg: 
• It" i""t like any other European city that is modem and =,rem"ed 
• It has a far sIDIpler hfestyle than America or Europe. 
• There" no other country 1hat they have VIsited where there is 8uch a huge contrast Uetwecn the rich 












• It IS less safe than mmy other countries they have 'Is,ted. 
• It offers a v~ umque product. 
• It is more exciting than anywhe,." else. 
In general, the results aboIT show th;!t C:lpC Town compares favourably or i>l ~"\"Cn better than other 
destination, that have been ruited by respondents. Ilowever, these criticisms cannot be ignored even 
though mentioned by few R'1lpondents. Safety ,eems to be one of the i,,;ues that is ,...used frequently but is 
mentioned hy few respo<!dems. ThIS has potentialIy a lot to do with the ncgan.e media reporn and negative 
word-of-mouth from South African, hvmg O,erseas about Cape Town that make potennal visitors and 
VIsitors aw~e of how unsafe Cape Town can be. 
Respondenrn were furrher probed OIl the fa""rrahle quahnes of Cape Town as a desnnanon. By fur the 
vanety of thing.; to sec and do (12.9%) and scenic beauty (12.9%) were the most favourable qu..Jitics of 
Cape TO,,"T1 followed by the fnendllncs, of locals (11.8%), valuc fur money (9.4'1,) and good scrrice (3.5%). 
Other response, included dtl'ecsity of culture, good food, vibrant city life, unique atmo'phere, charmmg and 
relaxmg cit} and good accommodanon. To conf1IDl thaI these f""rors are mdeed Hrengrhs, respondents 
",ere a,ked aoout their mO"t et1)Oyahle expenence m Cape Town. Al; can be 'een 10 Figure 27, scenIc 
beauty (8.2"/,) and hO'plt~hty of people (11.8%) feature promlOently as strengrhs of the brand. Table 
Mountain and the beaches arc part of the scenic beauty of the country and are unique to the destmatJon. By 
fur the ride up Table Mountain wa' the most enjoyable expenence of mtcrnational tourist>;, Other 
mterestmg experience. mentioned by rcspondmt>; mduded: meeting hlack people, the coastime dri,"e, 
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$1l5t1.1tt,lhle cnmpctJtlTe adv:mhlge can only he achu~nd thr.--ough facton that ~ it1'<:ngth' but um,!oc to ;L 
dr,tin~tiun. RC$pondents were ""hd about wh~1 n1.IkCl Cap<' Town umque 35 a d~stination. The 5ccnic 
beauty (21.5'.). Tabie MOllfltam (22.4~'.). and friendly people (16.50/0) were 31nvnl!o the mo,t common 
answ.n fTICTlrioncd hy =pondents as sho\>"n in l:;gurc: 28. It IS th.ufore ekU' th~t th~ Ihree abovc---
mcrUlOned f.ICtol'S must be wed 10 market tilt: dotu .. tion. TIllS has been the calC," the p.-.'\ hut 11 seems 
th:It mMiu::I,"1!o CMnp'.ltgns have bnn tln<~sful m pul'l1ioning the dcsllll.1Mn effecu<'dy. It Ii nor 10 
m...;h about "hId. &':t,--,.,. tu use but 1I'I(lt(' :W'WI h ........ Ih""c: IIror.; Mt." ust'd tu bnng 00." the UllIqucnCSS or 
the d",rUllrion. Thn>: should b., 5UIllC synergy be~ th~ lActon rb~lllrt: m:.d.ctc:d and the ch.lllnd, of 
CommunlC\loon nut must con<,~y a cons',r.:n r ItlCSiS<lgC o<'rrtU"", to remf<.>fC(" ClUInng £,<>,;o,·c hr.md 
3s:;<,oCr.ltion,. CulturJ.! diT~rs.ity. ¥.!lllety of Ihtllgs to sec iUld 00, location.lt tip of Africa.1.I't: an p.",t1yC brand 
;\;;"<.>,;i.1tions th~t ne~d to be mari<cted cffccti~cly to cr,,~re the dc'Jred br.md kn<.>wl.,Jg.:. 
If one ~on",U"rl the number of ruffert;n\ res?On"", that wcrc mentioned by respondent.l ~bour the 
Uruqucncsl o f Cape fo .... .." i t COy~ th~ <-'I\t'''' Ip<'Cf1'\Im of str=gth. that oth"r deson~n(.on,.m: pcrc"",,ed to 
ha\'e -";0..1 all ,,( thac facto", ClII "" lOied thoug.. wtlllt can be done is 10 "Ie e.<ch "Illquo' fdCtor for a 
rufft:~t IafSC' mmet. For o:ampl ... rne& ",,.'01'$ coming to C...;If>" T ......... for oUldovr acti<'lties nwd «> bt: 
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attractJot1s available at the de,tination. However, there must be a common denomma1Qr that bmds all these 
factors together to create one con."lent image of the de,tination, 
15 , 
• 
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Figure 28: Umqueness of(,,.a~ Town 
3.2.10 BRAND PERSONAliTY OF THE DESTINATION 
23 ., , , 
Objecdve 9: To describe :my differences in brand personality of Cape TOIl1J and 
South .Africa. 
The brand personality of" de,rination is moulded by past marketing camp .. gns, word-of-mouth from other 
vi,itors, and information gathered from the media and other .ou~ces. The most influential fa<--tor, however, 
i, how the dc!itination supra-brand IS positioned internationally. The brand personality of Cape Town will be 
mfluenced to a large extent by how South Africa is poSItioned. Brand Cape Town will reflect some of the 
attributes of brnnd South Afri<:a. To Identify the br-~nd per!lonality ofC"pe Town. respondentll had to vision 
them.ehe, as being at a party where South Africa and Cape Town =re invited a,; ~""" "Ihey were then 
asked to describe how these two person. are .1ITIil~ or different in terms of their gender. the way they look, 
what they are wearing, the 1mage they ~ trying to project, their activille.jinterests, the car they drive, their 
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responses were varied but dear brand personalities emerged depending on whether they viewed South 
Africa as being young or old, black or white, and male or female. Cape Town has a much younger image 
than South Africa as can be seen from the comments that follow. 
3.2.10.1 SOUTH AFRICA BRAND PERSONALITY 
OLDER BLACK MALE 
37.1% of respondents described SA as being male. Of those who assigned a male gender to SA, 74.1% said 
that he was black with 5.9% describing him as Mr. Nelson Mandela. None of the respondents described SA 
as being a young white or coloured male. 76.9% of respondents thought that he is in his late forties or early 
fifties. He is wearing a traditional Zulu or Xhosa dress with some sort of leopard skin motif or an old suit. 
He is confident about his future because this is 'new' South Africa and he has hopes and dreams that will be 
realised now but could not be realised in the past. He is very patriotic and more connected to his land than 
his Cape Town counterpart. He lives in a village or some rural area. He enjoys good home-made food and 
leads a simple life. He is sort of a charismatic person. He stays on a farm owned by a white. 
How Does He Look? 
He looks a bit stern and is very serious and responsible. He has a very positive outlook on the future and 
tries to portray a far simpler image than his Cape Town counterpart. 
His Activities/Interests? 
Gardening, farming, enjoys walking, singing and dancing, helping others. 
His Car? 
No car or a Mazda/Datsun. 
His Occupation? 
Farm worker, gardener. 
Number of Children? 
Many, he is a family man. 
His Income? 
Low income - he is struggling 
OLDER WHITE MALE 
25.9% of respondents described South Mrica as an old white male. He is in his late forties. 
How Does He Look? 
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His Activities/Interests? 
He likes hanging out with friends at local pubs, enjoys drinking beer and watching rugby. 
His Car? 
He drives an old bakkie or 4X4. 
His Occupation? 
He owns a farm and employs black workers or he works for a mining company. 
Number of Children? 
He has either two or three children. 
His Income? 
Middle to high income. 
YOUNGER BLACK MALE 
Of those who said that South Africa as a person is black, 23.1% said that he is young. He is also good 
looking and wears a soccer or rugby T-shirt and shorts but can be quite fashionable on occasions, he is 
more likely to die of AIDS and is aware of past injustices but trying to move on. He is looking for new 
opportunities in life to be successful. 
How Does He Look? 
Trendy, friendly and eager to please others, he has a keeping up with the 'Jones' attitude, tries to portray a 
wealthy image and is confident about his future. 
His Activities/Interests? 
Golf, eating out, dubbing, entertaining outdoors, sports, movies, enjoys drinking and gym. 
His Car? 
Audi, Polo Player, Golf, Toyota, BMW or Mercedes. 
His Occupation? 
Business man, banker, financial advisor, engineer, involved in IT, soccer player. 
Number of children? 
None or one young child. 
His Income? 
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OLDER BLACK FEMALE 
23.7% of respondents assigned a female gender to South Africa with 22.8% of sample assigning both gender 
to South Mrica. The remainder of respondents said that they could not assign a gender to SA because of its 
diversity. None of the respondents described SA as a young white female. Of those who assigned a female 
gender to SA, 75.1% said that she was black. She is in her late forties or early fifties as described by 74.7% 
of respondents. 
How Does She Look? 
She is a strong woman with character and is wearing a traditional Xhosa or Zulu dress and usually dresses 
conservatively. She is motherly and wears a head wrap and an apron. She is proud of who she is and is in 
touch with her land and nature. 
Her Activities/Interests? 
Gardening, sewing, politics, cooking, looking after the children, going to church, socialising, dancing, 
watching soap operas and is intensely involved in church activities. She sings at the church. 
Her Car? 
No car - she usually takes the train or bus 
Her Occupation? 
She works on a farm, housewife, teacher, domestic worker, she works at a laundrette and her husband could 
be a taxi-driver. 
Number of Children? 
Many 
Her Income? 
Low - earns just enough money to make both ends meet 
OLDER WHITE FEMALE 
Of respondents, 24.9% assigned a female gender to South Africa described her as being white. She spends 
lavishly and has achieved the goals that she set up for herself earlier in her life. 
How Does She Look? 
She is in her late thirties or early forties and is wearing a long low cut dress. She is trying to look younger 
than she is. She always carries a handbag. 
Her Activities/Interests? 
She enjoys reading and is wealthy. She enjoys shopping and often visits casinos. She enjoys being with 
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Her Car? 
She drives a BMW or Mercedes or Audi. 
Her Occupation? 
She is a tour operator or housewife or PR officer. 
Number of Children? 
She has one or two children. 
Her Income? 
She earns a middle income or relies exclusively on the husband pay cheque. 
YOUNGER BLACK FEMALE 
She is in her mid twenties (25.3% of respondents) and has braided hair. She is chubby. 
How Does She Look? 
She looks confidant and smart. She is wearing a long floral skirt and dresses better than her means. She is 
successful and tries to portray an uncomplicated image. 
Her Activities/Interests? 
Cooking, reading, socialising with friends. 
Her car? 
Golf, Toyota Tazz 
Her Occupation? 
Waitress, social worker, works for the government, advertising company 
Number of Children? 
No children or one or two very young ones 
Her Income? 
Middle income or unemployed 
3.2.10.2 SOUtH AFRICA BRAND PERSONALITY ANALYSIS AND POSITIONING 
IMPUCATIONS 
The brand personality of South Africa is very stereotypical and contains a significant number of cliches 
influenced to a large extent by what international tourists see and hear from the media. Racial differences are 
still perceived as being the predetermining factor of the position (occupation, income, and 
activities/interests) that someone occupies in society. The <Whites' having the white-collar jobs and the 
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with hope - they are going to be successful and fulfil their dreams. New South Africa is going to make it. 
There is also a perception that SA as a person is older when compared to Cape Town. The charisma of the 
former president, Mr. Nelson Mandela is a significant component of brand South Mrica. Negative media 
coverage about AIDS and apartheid in the past still dominates international visitors' perceptions of the 
destination. Respondents were also asked to describe the party Mr/Mrs/Miss South Mrica is attending to 
contextualise how the brand is perceived in a social setting that has implications on how the brand is 
positioned currently and more importantly, on how it should be positioned. The party they are attending is 
either a braai or cocktail party with friends and family. There is a variety of food with a homely atmosphere. 
The party is quite simple with people talking and laughing, feeling comfortable with each other. They usually 
have such a party quite often. The music that is being played could be Jazz and they are relaxed and happy. 
The social setting that was described for South Africa suggests that the brand have a 'feel-home' aura, 
connection to one's roots, and a family type of destination. Perhaps these should be reflected in the brand 
positioning statement via brand associations. 
However, it must be noted that given the small sample size, and the sampling method used, it cannot be 
ascertained that the above findings are representative of international tourists visiting South Africa. 
Nevertheless, suggestions can be made on how South Mrica could be positioned in the future. As a brand 
South Mrica could be positioned using 'tradition' as a background where traditional values and culture are 
emphasised. The brand must convey feelings of 'comfortable and homely country' where there is a contrast 
between the past and the future. The past emphasising where South Africans came from (hardships faced 
during apartheid regime) and the courage of this nation to forget and forgive to move forward. The future is 
bright, hopeful, and full of opportunities. In fact, the past is epitomised for example by a region such as 
Northern Cape (underdeveloped, high unemployment, and poverty) and the future by Cape Town (modem 
and vibrant city, good life, and cosmopolitan). The simple way of life, friendliness of people, traditional arts 
and crafts are some of the brand associations that could be emphasised when positioning South Mrica. The 
charisma of the former president, Mr. Nelson Mandela, should feature prominently in the positioning of the 
brand. 
3.2.10.3 CAPE TOWN BRAND PERSONALITY 
Cape Town as a brand is perceived to be younger than South Africa and racial differences still account for 
how international tourists' perceive the brand personality. None of the respondents described Cape Town 
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YOUNG WHITE MALE 
None of the respondents described Cape Town as a young coloured or black male but 41.2% of 
respondents said that the gender of the brand is male and white. He is in his late twenties or early thirties. 
How Does He Look? 
He looks quite casual- board shorts and T-shirts but definitely wears the trendiest brand and latest fashion. 
Hairstyle is the 'messy look'. He has his sunglasses permanently on his head. He might be a smoker. He can 
be condescending, over-confident, selfish, snobbish, arrogant and enjoys money. He is well spoken and 
educated. He is good looking, dynamic, adventurous, sporty, thin, tanned, independent, smart, and 
confident. He is laid-back and cooL He can be what the UK tourists call a 'DINKIE'. He is stuck in old 
South Africa and mayor may not be married. 
His Activities/Interests? 
Golf, yatching, sundowners on the beach, cooking, loves wine and beer, hanging out with friends, eating 
out, sports - rugby and cricket, fishing, dubbing and travelling. 
His Car? 
Mercedes, BMW, Audi, Ferrari, Porsche 
His Occupation? 
Graphic designer, works for an advertising agency, owns his own business, architect, marketer, businessman, 
insurance broker. 




YOUNG WHITE OR COLOURED FEMALE 
Of those who assigned a female gender (58.8%) to Cape Town, 70.2% said that she was white while the rest 
said that she was coloured. She is in her late twenties or early thirties. If she is white, she is definitely blond. 
If she is coloured, she has long dark hair and brown skin. She wears a summer dress, flip-flops and 
sunglasses or a colourful sarong. 
How Does She Look? 
She is sexy, elegant, smart, trendy, fun, polite, hospitable, modem, tanned, attractive, materialist, 
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European image of herself. She is fashion and label conscious and wears anything from overseas. She could 
be a beauty queen and enjoys being the centre of attraction. 
Her Activities/Interests? 
Partying, talking to others, clubbing, hiking, going to the beach, shopping, modelling, enjoys wine, reading. 
dining out, movies 
Her Car? 
Toyota Tazz, Golf, Audi, Volkswagen, BMW, Mercedes 
Her Occupation? 
Works in the tourism industry, PR officer, consultant, chartered accountant, model or even Woolworth's 
tener, secretary, lawyer, sales person. 
Number of Children? 
No children 
Her Income? 
Middle to high income. She earns more than her South African counterpart. 
3.2.10.4 CAPE TOWN BRAND PERSONAUIT ANALYSIS AND POSITIONING IMPUCATIONS 
Again, the positioning of Cape Town as a brand must be different to that of South Africa. South Africa as a 
brand can be anchored in tradition, cultural values: birth-place of humanity, and African roots. Cape Town 
as a brand epitomises youth, excitement, adventure, lavish lifestyle, wealth, and achievement. These are two 
completely opposite destination experience that reflects the two different images that tourists hold in their 
minds. The marketing of the two brands must convey the essence of this difference, where Cape Town is an 
up-market destination that has an exclusivity aura whereas South Africa is more of a cultural experience than 
anything else. This does not mean that the cultural experience of Cape Town should be downplayed but 
rather it should be emphasised as being the synergy between the two brands. Cape Town should be a sub-
brand of South Africa but the reality is that there is a higher awareness of Cape Town as a destination as 
opposed to South Africa among international travellers. The brand is almost like any other European city 
brand with a major difference being its location at the Southern tip of Africa 
To further contextualise how Cape Town is perceived as a person, respondents were asked to describe the 
type of party Mr or Ms Cape Town is attending. The party is described as being well organised, high status 
with people in tuxedos, smoking cigars at an exclusive club / pub. There is grilled food or braai with a variety 
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pretentious, posh and stylish. There are even a few celebrities and everyone knows each other. They are all 
relaxing and enjoying the good life. These findings reinforces that Cape Town is an exclusive destination for 
glamorous people. They distinct way of life should be emphasised in marketing campaigns overseas where 
'getting away from the stress of everyday life' could be a significant brand association. All the above are 
merely suggestions, further research needs to be carried out to confirm the findings using a more rigorous 
sampling technique and a larger sample. 
3.2.11 PERCEIVED WEAKNESSES OF CAPE TOWN 
Objective 10: To identify the perceived weaknesses of Cape Town as a holiday 
destination. 
Earlier findings indicate that crime and safety are perceived to be threats while visiting the destination. 
Safety was mentioned by 8.2% of respondents as being a factor that influe ces destination choice. A 
negative image is a deterrent in destination choice and could be a possible reason for the low tourism 
growth in the Western Cape. Respondents were asked about whether they were warned about any negative 
aspects of the destination and by whom. The results show that 61.1% of respondents were warned about 
negative aspects of the destination compared to 38.9% that were not. By far crime is the one factor that 
respondents were warned about before coming to Cape Town. The safety of tourists at night is another 
major concern. Of those who were warned about negative aspects, 23.4% said that it came from friends, 
4.7% from locals, 2.3% from hotel staff, 7.1% from travel agents, 3.5% from family, 11.7% from media. 
5.9% from SA overseas, 5.9% from other travellers. Other negative aspects that were mentioned to visitors 
before their arrival include the following: 
.. Stay away from townships 
.. Don't use ATMs at night 
.. Beware of pickpockets 
.. Don't forget the high incidence of AIDS 
.. Don't stop at red robots at night 
.. Bad service 
Four respondents had been mugged while visiting Cape Town while another two had their car broken into, 
one had her flat broken into and one was harassed by street kids. Despite these incidents, these tourists said 
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though. Respondents were then probed on why did they come anyway despite having negative perceptions 
about the destination. The following were said: 
• 14.11 % mentioned that every city has crime and one need to be cautious like anywhere else. I did not 
believe the negative aspects and was curious to see whether it was true. 
• The destination offers something different and is cheap. 
• I tend to experience things for myself rather than believing other people. 
• I wanted to visit family and friends. 
• The natural beauty of the country fascinated me. 
.. I don't think that the situation is as bad as it seems to be. 
To confirm negative factors affecting brand Cape Town, respondents were asked to describe their least 
enjoyable experience. By far the poor public transport (12.9%) of Cape Town was the least enjoyable 
experience of tourists followed by the unpredictable weather (11.7%), and feelings of unsafety at night 
(7.1%). Other negative experiences mentioned by tourists include the following: 
Many street children 
Being mugged 
Seeing somebody else getting mugged 
Homeless people on the street 
Huge disparity between rich and poor 
Long queue at immigration at Cape Town International 
The way white people talk about others 
Car/accommodation broken into 
Poor road signs 
So many townships 
Traffic congestion 
Long flight to Cape Town 
Bad service at restaurants 
Moreover, respondents associated the following unfavourable qualities with Cape Town: poor 
transport/infrastructure (11.76%), crime (5.9%) and many poor people (4.7%). Other unfavourable qualities 
include: 
• The city is too cosmopolitan. 
• The city lacks an African touch. 
• There are too many beggars and street children. 
• The city has less historical interests such as museums and art galleries when compared to Europe. 
• Poor service standards. 












• Poor sense of punctuality amongpcoplc. 
• The", IS a feeling of unsafcty looming over the city. 
Thus OOe can conclude that the malor weakne53e, of brand Cape Tovm M~ irs infrastructure, especially 
pubhc transport, high number of beggars ;md street chil,m,n, safety and perhaps poor servic~ in some 
Instances. 'Th~ issue of safety was probed to find out how saf~ touns!s felt In Cape T(N,"I1. Tourult!; felt 
rather s~f~ but they we", cooremed about their safety at night. One m~t realis~ that th~ perception of 
safety 1S relati"" to factor, such a.. cnme level in one's own home country. safety perceptions in other 
countnes one has VISIted, ocmrrcnce of &"Iy mcidcnt at the destination, and policmg in the country amongst 
othen;. 'Ine findings showed in Figure 29 ~low should ~ interpreted carefully m light of th~ facton; 
mentioned above. A toum;t from Israd will f~d safer ill Cape Town than a tourist from Europe because 
safety perceptions in hIS/her home country is worse than that Ifl Cape Town. The threshold of what is 
consid<=d a safe pbce is different for every person. 
Tourists' Safely I'erceplio"~ 
!'oot No 







the Day /!'oo 
at ~ight 
2~.2% 
Figure 29: Safety Perceptions ill Cape Town 
TI=e weaknesses arc not always casily corrected as th~y InVolv~ lhe co-operation of many stakeholders In 
the industry. Warning vis,tors about .atety and security hefo", their visit, for example, may insuIJ a sense of 
feM among them hut they cannot be lett Ifl the dark as well. Th" illustrates One of the JThIJ"\y Jjlemma.. that 
touosm authorities arc E.c~J WIth In thIs counlry. However, until tourism is given Its due recognition as an 
engme of growth in the South African economy, these weaknesses will remam as they are. International 
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hen:, They might be dissatisfied with the d"gtmation experience and thus it is a lost opporrUll1ty 10 spread 
positive word-of-mouth and induce repeat yj.,ts. 
3.2.12 AW'ARENESS AND PERCEPTIONS OF LOGOS USED TO 
MARKET CAPE TOWN 
Objt:ctivt> 11., To determine awarene88 and pereeptio11s of rile various logos lIsed to 
marker ,"-'apt> Tuwn as a holiday des tination. 
Respondents were shown three logos - C"-pe Metropolit.m Toumm, Cape Town Tourism and Western 
Cape Tourism - and were asked to commenT on the dcs!gn and feelmgs about the logos. Theywere not told 
which logo belongs to wh,,:h destination m.u:kettng organisation. 
3.2 .12.1 CAPE METROPOLITAN TOURISM LOGO 
..... 
-: ' 
Only 4.7'10 of respondents had seen the logo before Theil: amval to Caf'<' Town and 5.9"/. had seen ;t during 
their trip. 
PositiY£ comments about the logo 
• lney like it 
• IT!" the most representative of Cape Town ""' it symbofucs the product offering. 
• It remmd, them of the sun, sea, mOllfltain, f),,,,,,,,,,/fynbo., and vmeyard,. 
• It evokes a sense of Africa and nature;n general. 
• It is colourful and deplCts the ,cenery of Cape "fown. 
• The tcrracotta colollr& give 1T an African fed. 
• It is catchy without being an eyesore. 
Nrgruh·e commenls about !he logo 












• IllS not very obvious whal cach thmg stands for. 
• "is 100 simple. 
• It Joob jjke a stamp. 
• It;~ too 'cgn:gale<l ;llld il docs not flow. 
3.2.12.2 CAl'E TO'i';'N TOlJRIS.\1 LOGO 
Only 5.9% of respondents had seen the Cape Town tnmwm logo before Vl, iting the de.rination while 
pre(Y.lring their Inp and 3.5% of re'pondent' had seen the logo dunng!helr trip. 
Positive couunents ahout the logo 
• lhey like It. 
• It rcmmds them of the _co., clouds, waves Mld beaches . 
• It is somple. 
• It IS somethmg harmoll!c Mld complerewith mce coloucs. 
• It represents the globe and Cape Town manne life. 
• It looks lil:ce a whale. 
Negalive commem~ ahout the logo 
• Don't likc it. 
• It,, too plain. 
• They ='r ,ee how ir relares to Cape Town. 
• It looks like a sloppy motif On a T-Shirt. 












3.2.12.3 Till: CAPE LOGO 
fne 0'1,~'.' ~II. ot tn. 
Western C,ope 
Tourllm Bo~rd 
3.5'1. of respondents had seen the logo prior to theIr tnp to Cape fov;n ""h1le 16.5" . had seen the logo 
dunng their trip. 
l'osirh..- com~t8 about the loeo 
• It represents the colout"S of the SA flag, nature. Tabk Mounmin and diversity. 
• It symbolisCli national pride. 
• It depicts the sea. 'lllI, m(J'.lIltalll. bead, and fun. 
• It" very colourful and catchy. 
• It captures the heart of Cape Town. 
• They preter it to the other logos. 
Negative comment, .!!&ulthU9go 
• It docs not capture the bea .. ty of Cape Town. 
• It i, too ohvious and overdone j" a way. 
• It;. abstract and looks like a house. 
• It is atrracri"e hut not emotll;e. 
• It is too commercial and has a 'cheap' feel. 
Overall there seems to be a general preterence for the Cape logo but it need, some improvement to better 
represent the di"et"Sity of product offering. It can be something more abstract that capture, the beauty of 
the provmce ""hile leaying an 'AfriL-an' feel that i. emoti,e of the uniqoc experience that the destinatioll 












dements such .. , 1)g()s wert" ~mpha,ised in th~ hterJture re",,,,,, and de"rly th~ above logo, contribute 
tnllllmaily to a favourable lffiage of the destillJtion. 
3.2.13 AlTITUDE OF TOURISTS TOWARD BRAND CAPE TOWN 
Objective 12: To understand tourists' attirudc toward brand Cape Town. 
A positiye attitud~ t""'-lrd, a de.tinatiun gu", " long wa)' tow"rt.b that d"stin"ttun being considered as a 
holiday gemway. The more positi'l'e th~ image and expecmtions, the greater the lik~hhO(xl that the 
desi11lal1(Jll " ,elected a, th~ next huliday destinatiun. Howey~r, exp~ct~tion, must be matched hy 
exp"[Jence in order for the V,"ltur tu dissem111Jte positive word-ot-muuth, recumm~nd the destination to 
oth~rs and pbn finure viSlts. The uverdll attitude Wwlrd a destination br"nd \\~ll 111l1uence the ahove 
mentioned t..ctors, that i" the more t"vour"ble th" m'Crall attitude toward the bernd, the f,r~ater the 
h\;ehh(}()d uf positive word ut mouth being dis""miflJtni, the ,btinatiun being r.-cummended tu others and 
the ""itor reVIsiting the de;tination. 
\'0;1,011 te'rondents were a,ked ahout th~ir ovcr.ill attimdc towMd, hrand Cape Town, 1t seemed that the), 
held a ro,itive attitude. Re'pondents said that th.,.· will defi11ltely recommend the destination to othets hut 
more importamly, they wiil tdl other, the loliowlllg. scenic beauty (31.8"1.) of Cape To\m, fnendliness of 
local, (20'}'o), the variety ot things to ,",,' ,ond du (15.3~/") "nd th" guod value tor money (11.8"/0) JS ,hown 1[1 
Figure 30. Other ncspon,e. indud,,: Wltllt:li divn-siry, am'LY.ing anno"pl,,,,,,,, d,ft"tnlt lifeMylc good 
";"ath,,t, go<:xl nlterljinment, wonderful nigl,llife, tl1gh ,erVlCe stand"rds, excellent teMautants, g'Jod "'lrl<', 
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Figure .'W: Pos,tive Factors that International Tourists will /l,lention to Others 
\'\'hen probed for positive or negative statements that they will make to others, the following mterestmg 
am'wen; came up: 
Posirive commenls 
• Cape Town is not like the rest of Afrie ... 
• It offer:; enough to keep anyone occup1ed and m~rested for a long time. 
• It i~ the ultima~ holiday experience. 
• The city is not third world at all. 
• It" not as unsafe a. people think it is. 
• ThIS is a poce that <'Veryone must visit. 
• Garden route is God's coa.<t and Cape Town is th~ gateway to it. 
• The city is a world-hidden Ireasure/beauty. 
• There is a strong sense of community that will help rebuild SA. 
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Negative comments 
• You must be careful when you go out. 
• You must hire a car to get around because lack of public infrastructure. 
• People can be pretentious. 
• The level of prostitution, begging, poverty and number of street children are disturbing. 
• I never really felt safe because there is a constant thought of crime. 
• I will tell other people about the negative things as it makes for more sensational stories. 
• Do not expect great service. 
• There is lingering racism in the city. 
• The weather can be very unpredictable. 
As can be seen these comments dearly reflect the identified strengths and weaknesses of the brand. These 
comments merely reconfum earlier findings. Nevertheless, 83.1 % of respondents said they would like to 
corne back to Cape Town. Those that would not revisit said the main reasons were that there are many 
other places to visit in the world, the flight is too long to get here, and that they do not feel completely safe 
3.2.14 CAPE TOWN VIS-A-VIS OTHER SOUTH AFRICAN CITIES 
Objective 13: To determine perceptions of Cape Town vis-a-vis other cities in South 
Africa. 
Of respondents 63.5% had travelled to other cities/areas in South Africa. While 31.4% had travelled to 
Johannesburg, 22.2% had travelled to Durban, and 20.3% to the Garden Route. Other areas visited 
included: Northern Province, Eastern Cape, Transkei, Mpumalanga, West Coast, Drakensberg, Kruger Park, 
Pretoria, Port Elizabeth and Pieterrnaritzburg. Respondents more or less thought that Cape Town is very 
different from any other regions in South Mrica. The only similarity was in terms of perceptions of poverty. 
Respondents thought that poverty and begging can be seen anywhere in South Mrica. More interestingly 
though was respondents comments on how Cape Town is different from other places in South Africa. 
Positive comments 
• Cape Town is one of the safest cities in South Africa. 
• Cape Town is more modem compared to the rest of the country. 
• There is more cultural diversity in Cape Town. 
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• Cape Town is more cosmopolitan than Durban. 
• Cape Town has a much more diverse product offering. 
• Cape Town is slightly wealthier than the rest of the country. Stellenbosch and Franschoek are seen as 
being extremely wealthy. 
• Cape Town is far more laid back than anywhere else. 
• Cape Town has much more interesting natural and man-made attractions. 
• Cape Town is more 'touristy' compared to Johannesburg which is very 'bussiny'. 
• Cape Town has the best scenic beauty. 
• Cape Town has much more vibrant atmosphere. 
• It is easier to get around Cape Town. 
Negative comments 
• Durban has a much better atmosphere than Cape Town. 
• Communities live very separately in Cape Town. 
• Drivers are 'wilder' in Cape Town. 
e People are cliquey, insular and individualistic in Cape Town. 
The above comments show that Cape Town compares favourably to other cities and areas in South Africa. 
By far positive comments outweigh negative. ones. Clearly, Cape Town offers a much better experience than 
anywhere else in South Africa. The positioning of brand Cape Town must nevertheless have something in 
common with other brands such as Durban or Johannesburg to create a positive and memorable link with 
overall brand South Africa. The essence of having a supra-brand and sub-brands is that there must be a 
meaningful link between all the brands. Despite Cape Town being the most recognised brand among 
international travellers, the lack of meaningful positive associations thereof with brand South Africa is likely 
to hurt brand Cape Town in the long-term through conflicting image and message projection. As such, 
brands such as Cape Town, Johannesburg" Durban and Garden Route should be sub-brands of South 
Africa with each region or city positioned in such a way that they are complementary to each other rather 













3.2.15 CONSTRUCTS FOR LOGO DESIGN AND BRAND 
POSITIONING 
Objective 14: To identify constructs that can be used for designing a logo and 
positioning of brand Cape Town. 
Destination marketing organisations can draw on three tools to implement an effective image of a place 
namely, slogans/positioning themes, visual symbols/logo and events. While a catchy slogan or visual symbol 
might capture attention, it cannot do the whole job of marketing a destination. The image of a destination 
must be valid and communicated in many ways through several channels if it is to succeed and take root. In 
fact, a good slogan and logo provide a platform from which the image of a destination can be further 
amplified. Destination marketing organisations typically find it difficult to choose a slogan, logo or 
positioning theme because most destinations are multidimensional. The most effective 
logo/slogan/positioning themes are versatile and flexible, yet grounded in reality. 
Respondents were asked to pick one thing that they would use to market Cape Town to their friends, 
colleagues and relatives to identify the most memorable moments of their holiday that could be used in 
positioning Cape Town. Table Mountain (32.3%) was by far the one thing that international tourists would 
use to market Cape Town. While 18.4% of respondents said they would market the scenic beauty, 15.4% 
would market the beaches along with 10.8% of respondents marketing the combo of 
mountain/beach/wildlife. The variety of things to see and do would be marketed by 9.2% of respondents 
and 7.7% would market the atmosphere. The cultural diversity (7.7%), the way of life (7.7%), the good 
weather (6.2%), friendliness of people (6.2%), and the good value for money (4.6%) would also be 
marketed. Other responses included: Cape Point, township tours, historical value, nightlife, wine routes, its 
location at the tip of Africa. Clearly, there is no consensus among visitors on the single most appealing 
benefit/characteristic of brand Cape Town. 
Since Table Mountain was the most common answer, respondents were asked if Table Mountain embodied 
what the destination had to offer. While 85.8% of respondents had visited Table Mountain only 57.7% 
thought that it does embody what Cape Town has to offer. Further probing revealed the following views 
expressed by respondents: 
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• There is so much more to Cape Town than Table Mountain, it is after an just a mountain. 
• Table Mountain is scenically beautiful and a big monument in the city, it has the strongest association 
with Cape Town. 
• The city is so diverse and Table Mountain certainly does not embody the friendliness of local people. 
• The people and culture is a better representation of the city than Table Mountain. 
• Table Mountain is an oddity in Cape Town. 
• Table Mountain provides a sense of how the people perceive themselves and the mountain embodies 
the laid back atmosphere of the city. 
• It represents Cape Town as from up there, you can see both the beauty of the city but also the 
townships (poverty). 
Thus, Table Mountain is an integral part of Cape Town's offering and should be used as one of the 
attributes to differentiate Cape Town from the rest of the world but it should not be the sole image that is 
projected of the destination. The culture, scenic beauty and friendliness of the locals are as important to the 
brand. The difficulty lies in projecting constructs such as friendliness, vibrant atmosphere and culture to 
international travellers to create a memorable image of the destination. 
Also respondents were asked to comment on the culture of Cape Town, 72.9% said that Cape Town has a 
unique culture, 23.5% believed that the culture is not unique while the rest of respondents had no opinion. 
The following insightful comments on culture emerged: 
Positive comments 
• It is a melting pot of English, African and Malay flavours - all brought together in a 'vibey', laid-back 
atmosphere. 
• It is a true definition of a rainbow nation. 
• It is cosmopolitan and has a blend of variety. 
• It is very relaxed and assorted with respect to individual cultures. 
• It is an eclectic mixture of so many races and nationalities. 
• The coloured community adds a lot of distinctiveness to Cape Town's culture - they are friendly, warm 
and loving. 
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e I t is a blend of ambition, wealth and youth, a city that is still exploring the possibilities of becoming a 
first-class city while still remaining in touch with its African culture. 
• The people have very little money but they still seem to be so happy- they have a lust for life. 
e People don't get upset easily and have a great sense of humour. 
• Everybody is so different but somehow they are uniquely Capetonian. 
• They 'braai' all the time. 
Negative comments 
• There is hectic racism in Cape Town. 
• People seem to be so obsessed about having a unique culture but spend a lot of time imitating others 
rather than creating their own identity. 
• It is very European and has very little 'Africaness' in it. 
• People don't like to talk - it seems to be a cultural thing. 
• The culture of Whites, Blacks, Coloureds and Indians are too diluted to say that the culture is unique. 
• People are conservative and seem to be stuck in the past. 
Once more, positive comments far outweigh negative ones. The culture of Cape Town can be considered to 
be unique and thus is an appropriate construct to be used in positioning the destination. The difficulty lies in 
capturing the essence of that culture and projecting it through visual images, words and themes that are 
simple to communicate and remember. 
Furthermore, a projective technique was used to identify the feelings that brand Cape Town evokes among 
respondents. The projective technique consisted of respondents having to visualise that they are walking 
down a corridor with doors on the left and right hand side. On the doors names of regions/countries and 
cities are written for example, Australia on the left door and Sydney on the right. Similarly, they come across 
South Africa on the left and Cape Town on the right. They were then asked to open the Cape Town door 
and describe what they see, feel, hear, smell and taste. They were then asked to describe the colours they 
could see and what about the destination they associated with those colours. Finally, they were asked to 
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WHAT RESPONDENTS SAW? 
Nice scenery (3.6%) 
Table Mountain (52.7%) 
Big houses/buildings (3.6%) 
Harbour (3.6%) 
Many People (12.7%) 
Artefacts (3.6%) 
Sun (7.3%) 
Black people (3.6%) 
Green market square (5.5%) 
Mountains (18.1%) 
City surrounded by sea, mountains and beach (9%) 
V&A Waterfront (5.5%) 
People of different colours (7.2%) 
Culture (3.6%) 
Food and fruits (3.6%) 
White beaches (23.6%) 
Blue sky (5.5%) 
The following were mentioned by one respondent only: Cape Point, Smog, Townships, Winelands, Street 
Hawkers, Rain, Robben Island, Wildlife and Clock Tower. Thus respondents can recall popular tourist 
attractions and Table Mountain being again the most dominant image in the tourist mind. 














The fonowing were mentioned by one respondent only: Chilled out, Comfortable, Cool, Sea breeze, Fun, 
Nice, Enthusiastic, Apprehensive, Scared, Hopeful, Indifferent, Cautious, and Intrigued. Some of these 
words such as relaxed, happy, excited and warm need to be translated into positioning themes that convey 
these feelings that eventually become word associations with Cape Town. The challenge remains to translate 
these feelings into a slogan/logo or visual images that reinforce the uniqueness of brand Cape Town. 
WHAT RESPONDENTS HEARD? 
Variety of music (20%) 
Noise made by animals /birds (7%) 
Nothing (5%) 
Wind blowing (14.5%) 
Sea waves/Ocean (36.3%) 












Sea gulls (5%) Traffic (12.7%) 
Different languages (6%) 
The following were mentioned by one respondent only: Stillness, Rain drops, Street noises, Laughter of 
children, Harbour hom and Street hawkers selling things. These responses indicate the type of ambience 
that prevails at the destination. It is a lively atmosphere with sea waves being the most prominent noise that 
respondents could recalled. 
WHAT RESPONDENTS SMELLED? 
Fresh air (16.3%) 
Salty ocean (27.2%) 
Seaweed/kelp (5.5%) 
Sea breeze (25.4%) 
Good food (5.5%) 
Sweat (5.4%) 
The following were mentioned by one respondent only: Fruits, Wine, Seafood, Curry, Spicy, Borewors, 
Barbecue, Braai, Rooibos tea, Fresh bread, Jasmine, Nothing, Fresh flowers, Rain, and Dust. These words 
add character to the destination brand and help to create a unique experience for the visitor who wants to 
know how Capetonians live on a daily basis. The sea is featured prominently once more in terms of what 
visitors can smell at the destination. 
WHAT RESPONDENTS TASTED? 
Biltong (9%) 
Nothing (14.5%) 




Good food (9%) 
Salty air (18%) 
Other responses include: Curry, Ostrich steaks, Traditional food, Ice cream, Cocktails and Buns. The variety 
of local food available is not wen marketed. Respondents struggled to answer the question. The obvious 
response being wine as Cape Town is renowned world wide for its good quality wines. The local cuisine 
must be emphasised more in future marketing campaigns to promote the destination. 'Braai' and 'biltong' 
are typically South African and it seems that respondents are aware of that. They should be used to position 
the destination as tourists associate those words with Cape Town. 
WHAT COLOURS RESPONDENTS SAW? 
Respondents saw the following colours and associated the following words with the colours mentioned. 












Yellow (sun, warm weather and people) - 29% 
Green (nature and flora) - 78.1% 
Grey (weather and city centre) - 7% 
Red (war, past history and nightlife) - 20% 
White/Beige (beaches and people) - 32.7% 
Black (the past and people) - 12.7% 
Brown Oand) - 14.5% 
Rainbow colours - 16.3% 
Orange (sunsets and fruits) - 14.5% 
Previous findings showed that respondents had a preference for the Western Cape Tourism Board logo that 
incorporated most of the colours that respondents associated with Cape Town. The new logo for Cape 
Town must be designed to reflect colours such as blue, yellow, green, red, white and black. It is then the 
responsibility of destination marketing organisations, through their marketing campaigns, to associate the 
desired words with those colours. Words such as excitement and relaxation can be conveyed through 
colours such as red for the former and blue for the latter. The colour of a logo influences the attitude of a 
potential visitor towards a destination. A colourful logo, for example, can evoke images of fun, diversity, 
excitement, and happiness. These are words that win strengthen a destination brand. Colours are significant 
in determining the emotional aspects that a brand conjures in the mind of a potential visitor. Thus colours 
used for Cape Town logo must be in line with feelings and emotions that the destination is trying to covey 
to potential visitors. 
Finally respondents were asked to describe how they fit in the room. Of respondents 5% said that they were 
only a few steps in the room and observing what was happening around them. Another 52.7% mentioned 
that they were in the middle of the room and feeling very much involved within the environment they were 
surrounded by. These might be the visitors who were very satisfied with the destination experience. Yet 
5.5% of respondents said they were watching from outside the door and not really in touch with what was 
happening around them. These might be visitors who did not have their expectations met and therefore 
could be dissatisfied visitors. A further 29% were standing at the door still thinking of what was happening 
in the room. These might be visitors who were unsure of what the destination had to offer which again 
points to ineffective marketing campaigns overseas. Other responses included walking in the room and 
feeling out of place but welcomed. Of respondents 34.5% mentioned that they were impressed by the 
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experience as compared to 9% who said that the experience was fake. It can thus be concluded that the 
destination does offer an authentic experience but visitors are not always sure of what to expect. On the 
whole although people found the experience authentic and pleasing, some of them still had a sense of 
apprehension toward becoming too intrigued or involved with their stay in Cape Town. This could be 
attributed to the attitude of some 'locals' towards international tourists who felt that an insular and cliquey 
vibe surrounded the people of the city. 
This concludes the section on the findings of the in-depth interviews that were conducted in Cape Town 
among international tourists. These findings together with the ones from the literature review will now set 
the tone for the empirical research that was conducted among 585 international tourists. But before that, the 
conclusions formulated from the above findings are reported. 
3.3 PRIMARY QUALITATIVE RESEARCH CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions are drawn from findings of the in-depth interviews. 
3.3.1 FACTORS INFLUENCING DESTINATION CHOICE 
,. International tourists attach considerable importance to good climate/weather (32.9%) when selecting a 
destination for holiday purposes. This is because Europeans plan their holidays to avoid the difficult 
winter in Europe. On the other hand, weather in Cape Town can be quite unpredictable especially in 
winter. Thus weather is an element that is outside the control of a destination and not much can be 
done to control it. 
,. Value for money is an important consideration in destination choice as mentioned by 25.9% of 
international tourists. This is a factor that underlies the competitiveness of Cape Town as a holiday 
destination. It is an attribute that must be consistently marketed to establish it as a brand association 
with South Africa and Cape Town. 
,. Culture (22.4%) is another important factor affecting destination choice. This factor is a strength of 
Cape Town as it offers a unique cultural experience. This attribute must be emphasised in marketing 
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., Surprisingly in-depth (8.2%) interviewees seem to assign less importance to safety and security as being a 
factor influencing destination choice. Yet there seems to be major contradictions in tenns of how 
international tourists perceive safety levels in Cape Town. Perceptions of safety seem to improve once 
they get to the destination. This indicates the existence of a potential gap between expectations and 
perceptions of safety among international tourists . 
., 17.6% of international tourists considered scenic beauty to influence destination choice. This attribute is 
not only a strength of the destination but also one that differentiates it. Nevertheless, what is considered 
scenically beautiful differs from one tourist to another. Therefore emphasising the right attributes to 
each segment of the tourism market is critical for success of a destination . 
., Demographic and psychographic characteristics of tourists influence the factors that they consider 
important when selecting a destination. 
3.3.2 IMPORTANCE OF DESTINATION IMAGE 
., In ternational tourists underrate the importance of destination image in destination selection, as only 
29.4% of them said that image was very important. This is perhaps due to the fact that their perceptions 
of what constitutes the image of a destination are limited to the visual image of the place only. They 
have limited understanding of the various components contributing to the overall image of a 
destination. Nonetheless, it is one factor that influences destination choice as only 24.7% of tourists said 
image has no or minimal importance in destination selection. 
3.3.3 SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
., Family and friends are the most important source of infonnation that potential travellers consult in their 
decision-making process. These sources significantly influence expectations and perceptions of Cape 
Town. Thus both positive and negative word-of-mouth are likely to be conveyed to the potential 
traveller. Ensuring high satisfaction levels with destination experience is therefore key to create a 
positive impression of Cape Town . 
., Family (17.6%) and friends (44.7%) are also the most important source of recommendation for Cape 
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destination. A negative experience will deter potential travellers to visit as their source of 
recommendation will view the destination in a negative way and discourage them from visiting. 
• Marketing activities through the use of above-the-line media to attract first time visitors seem to be 
ineffective since only a few respondents heard of Cape Town from travel magazines (10%), TV (10%), 
newspapers (7%) and guidebooks (6%). Marketing intermediaries such as travel agents are also not 
pushing the destination to customers as only 4.7% of them said that the destination was recommended 
by their travel agent. Perhaps better incentives will encourage them to push the destination as a holiday 
base. Further research is needed to ascertain these findings. 
3.3.4 TOURISTS' EXPECTATIONS OF CAPE TOWN 
• International tourists' expect to see a city that offers scenic beauty (17.6%) and safety to be a concern 
(14.1%). Yet 11.8% found the city safer than expected. On the whole international tourists have a fairly 
good opinion of what to expect in terms of attractions. But of more importance is whether these 
expectations are matched by reality. There seems to be a good correlation between what visitors 
expected to see and why they chose Cape Town as a holiday destination. 
• Table Mountain (35.3%), beach (22.4%) and wine farms (22.4%) are also what tourists expect to see 
since these are the attractions that sources of recommendation emphasise to potential visitors. Yet, a 
significant number (12.9%) of international visitors said that nothing was emphasised to them by 
sources of recommendation prior to their visit. Thus, the unique attributes of Cape Town need to be 
communicated more vigorously. 
3.3.5 TOURISTS' PERCEPTIONS OF CAPE TOWN 
• Perceptions are not always matched with expectations as 68.2% of respondents mentioned that their 
perceptions had changed while visiting the destination. They mentioned safety (18.8%), scenic beauty 
(10.6%), friendliness oflocals (5.9%) and the extent of 'westernisation' of the city (7.1%) as the primary 
factors that contributed to this change in perception. These factors should be marketed more 
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• Negative aspects of the destination that influenced perceptions were poverty (4.7%), poor weather 
(10.6%), high number of street children (3.5%), poor infrastructure (4.7%), and poor perceptions of 
safety at night (3.5%). Thus wrong expectations are created with regards to those factors. Marketing 
communications must acknowledge that those factors are weaknesses of the destination but that the 
strengths far outweigh those weaknesses to avoid customer dissatisfaction. 
3.3.6 IMAGES USED TO CONSTRUCT CAPE TOWN AS A HOLIDAY 
DESTINATION 
.. 41.2% of international tourists mentioned that Table Mountain is the image that the destination is most 
associated with. Yet 22.4% of them said that they could not recall of any images that are used to market 
the destination in their home country. This ties in with respondents that mentioned they had no 
expectations prior to their visit. This is of serious concern as a destination with no image or confusing 
images is most likely to be rejected as a potential holiday destination at the earliest stages of the decision 
making process. 
.. Images of scenic beauty (16.5%) and the beach (30.5%) are the other images that in-depth interviewees 
associate with Cape Town. Brand associations of international tourists with South Africa revealed 
similar findings but there is a more prominent association of the brand with wildlife (25.8%) and 
safaris/game parks (14.1%). Of concern is the fact that 14.1% of respondents associate the supra-brand 
(South Africa) with crime. This negative brand association is likely to influence perceptions of Cape 
Town as well. 
.. The diversity of opinions on which images to use to market the country suggest that the Joint Marketing 
Initiative is far from reaching consensus among industry stakeholders on images to use. The images that 
international tourists can identify the most with should guide this choice process. The image should be 
simple and differentiated to avoid customer confusion with other destinations. 
• Negative brand associations with Cape Town include crime, unsafe and many street children. In contrast 
to brand associations with South Africa crime is associated more with South Africa (14.1%) than with 
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as a brand association with South Mrica. The former defines the latter to some extent and perhaps 
should be the one brand that is marketed consistently on the international scene. 
3.3.7 ATTRACTIONS ARE VIEWED POSITIVELY 
.. The attractions of Cape Town are viewed positively by international tourists. While 34.7% of 
international tourists rated attractions as being good, 94.1 % of respondents agreed that the appeal of 
Cape Town is enhanced by attractions such as Table Mountain, Cape point and Kirstenbosch. 
3.3.8 ACCESSIBILITY OF THE DESTINATION IS GOOD 
• 61.2% of international tourists found Cape Town to be easily accessible but concerns were expressed in 
terms of airfare that was perceived to be expensive and the long flight hours. It needs to be highlighted 
that this survey was carried out off-peak season where accessibility should not be a problem as revealed 
by the above findings. Yet the empirical research will confirm whether Cape Town is accessible during 
peak season. 
3.3.9 INFRASTRUCTURE IS PERCEIVED TO BE RELATIVELY 
GOOD BUT PUBLIC TRANSPORT IS VIEWED NEGATIVELY 
• Of international tourists, 52.9% rated infrastructure in general as good but 45.8% said that public 
transport needs desperate improvement. This is an area that needs immediate attention to improve the 
image of the destination and experience thereof. 
3.3.10 ACCOMMODATION IS PERCEIVED TO BE GOOD 
• None of the international tourists surveyed had any negative comments about their accommodation. 
They rated their accommodation as being either excellent (23.5%) or very good (30.6%) or good 
(42.4%). Respondents particularly liked the value for money, service, cleanliness, and friendliness of staff 
at their place of accommodation. 
3.3.11 SERVICE STANDARDS ARE PERCEIVED TO BE GOOD 
International visitors (24.7%) perceived the service standards to be good in general. This is an attribute of 
the destination that must be communicated to the various target markets more vigorously. Positioning a 
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for any destination to emulate one that is positioned in international travellers' minds as offering 
outstanding service because such a perception is formed through many critical factors being performed 
consistently well overtime. 
3.3.12 AMBIENCE OF CAPE TOWN IS LAID BACK 
• Of international visitors, 48.2% described the way of life in Cape Town be laid back. Yet the city also 
evokes feelings of excitement, fun and relaxation that should feature prominently in future marketing 
campatgns. 
3.3.13 CAPETONIANS ARE PERCEIVED TO BE HOSPITABLE 
• Only 8.2% of international visitors said that they were surprised by the friendliness of locals. Therefore 
international visitors expect the city to be friendly as 11.8% of them described their most enjoyable 
experience as being the hospitality of locals, and 16.5% mentioned that friendliness of locals make Cape 
Town unique as a destination. 
3.3.14 FACTORS THAT DIFFERENTIATE CAPE TOWN 
• Of international tourists, 29.4% described natural beauty as a factor that makes a destination special. 
While 8.2% maintained their most enjoyable experience of Cape Town to be the scenic beauty, 23.5% 
mentioned the same factor as being unique to Cape Town. Therefore this factor can be used to position 
the destination as it has immense potential to sustain competitive advantage. 
• Table Mountain is the strongest factor that differentiates Cape Town as mentioned by 22.4% of 
international tourists. This attribute is one that 44.7% of international visitors associate with brand Cape 
Town while 20% described it to be their most enjoyable experience. This is one image that has been 
used successfully to position Cape Town and will continue to do so in the future. 
• A unique culture makes a destination special as mentioned by 24.7% of international visitors. Cape 
Town has a unique culture as mentioned by 10.6% of in-depth interviewees. This is an attribute that has 
not been used properly to position the destination. Future marketing campaigns should emphasise the 
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.. Friendliness of locals (16.5%), variety of things to do (12.9%), and the beach (10.6%) differentiate the 
destination as well. These attributes were thought to be unique to the destination by in-depth 
interviewees. For some (16.5%) the combination of mountain and sea close to each other is unique to 
the destination. 
3.3.15 BRAND CAPE TOWN AS A PERSON 
.. When compared to brand South Mrica as a person, brand Cape Town is younger and predominantly 
white, better educated, earn more money, live a lavish lifestyle and has no children. Brand South Africa 
on the other hand, is perceived to be older than Cape Town, black, earning a lower income than his/her 
Cape Town counterpart and having many children while being employed in a blue-collar job. Race, age 
and what the media portrays about the country largely influenced these brand personalities. They tend to 
be stereotypical of the image that one would have in his/her mind during the apartheid era. As a result, 
this shows that respondents cannot be expected to know much about the destination and perhaps the 
rich history of the country along with the major transformation that has occurred should be emphasised 
more in marketing communication campaigns. 
.. Brand Cape Town cannot be positioned in the same way as brand South Africa. There needs to be some 
synergy between the two but clearly the brand personalities are distinct. Cape Town is perceived to be 
an 'exclusive' destination for the rich by international visitors. It has nothing to do with wildlife because 
of its cosmopolitan feel and therefore cannot be promoted along the lines of the 'big five'. The one 
attribute that both brands have in common is scenic beauty and could potentially be used to link the two 
brands in visitors' minds. 
3.3.16 VARIOUS LOGOS ARE INEFFECTIVE 
.. The logos used by the various destination marketing organisations are not well understood by visitors. 
They are not always associated with what the organisations want them to represent. The difficulty 
international visitors had in coming up with ideas and images that the logos conjure up in their minds 
indicate that the logos visual impact and value as branding tools are minimal. The low awareness 
indicates the ineffectiveness of the logos to communicate something meaningful about the destination. 
However, respondents had a slight preference for the Western Cape Tourism Board logo as they 
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logo is attractive but not very emotive. Tourists were also confused about Cape Town and the Cape, 
which seem to suggest that Cape Town tourism industry is still not speaking with one voice. There are 
too many messages contradicting each other leading to international tourist being confused about 
whether 'The Cape' is another name for Cape Town or whether it is an entirely new destination. 
3.3.17 ATTITUDE OF TOURISTS TOWARDS BRAND CAPE TOWN 
• International tourists had an overall positive attitude towards brand Cape Town. Their high intentions 
of revisit (83.1%) and willingness to recommend the destination to others suggest that they view the 
brand in a positive light. They will tell family, friends and colleagues about the variety of things to see 
and do (15.3%), friendliness oflocals (20%) and value for money of the product offering (11.8%). 
3.3.18 CAPE TOWN RATES FAVOURABLY AGAINST OTHER 
CITIES IN SOUTH AFRICA 
• Cape Town is considered to offer a better experience than any other cities in South Africa. Positive 
comments about Cape Town's experience far-outweighed negative ones. However, there should be 
some consistency between how Cape Town and all other provinces or cities are marketed. Each brand 
must be unique in its own way but they should all have a South African 'flavour' to create strong links in 
the mind of the visitor and potential visitors. Johannesburg is perceived to be less safe than Cape Town 
and respondents would hesitate to go there for holiday purposes. 
3.3.19 CONSTRUCTS FOR A LOGO OR SLOGAN 
• International tourists (42.3%) said that Table Mountain is a landmark of Cape Town but it should not be 
used as the only logo or image of the city. The diversity of products and experiences on offer cannot be 
captured through Table Mountain only. Culture and friendliness oflocals should be incorporated in any 
logo or slogan used to market the city. Yet it is more difficult to capture culture and friendliness as 
constructs in a logo than Table Mountain. Industry stakeholders were of the same opinion since only 
43% agreed that Table Mountain should be the logo for Cape Town. The essence of the city is diversity 
of experiences in a beautiful environment surrounded by warmth and hospitality of people that display a 
sense of pride for their country. A different way of life in a relaxing atmosphere surrounded by vast 
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3.3.20 CAPE TOWN'S BRAND FINGERPRINT 
SIGHTS SOUNDS 
• Table Mountain • Variety of music 
• White beaches • Wind blowing 
• Diversity of people • Sea waves 
• Sun • People chatting 
• Mountains • Traffic 
FEEUNGS SMEUS 
• Relaxed • Fresh air 
• Happy • Salty ocean 




• Fresh fruits • Blue (sea, sky) 
• Wine • Yellow (sun, warmth, people) 
• Biltong • Green (nature, flora) 
• Beer • Red (war, past history, nightlife) 
• Seafood • White (beach, people) 
• Salty air • Black (people, past history) 
It can be concluded that Cape Town is a well-defined destination in the minds of international tourists 
during their visit but not necessarily prior to their visit. Future marketing campaigns should communicate 
images of Table Mountain, warmth of people, feelings of relaxation and excitement, winelands, blend of 
different cultures, good weather and beautiful scenery. A logo should incorporate colours such as blue, 
yellow, green, red, white and black as embodied by the South Africa national flag. 
The city still needs to find a unique concept such as the 'Big Apple' for New York city around which it can 
market itself and build the brand. Successful destinations are using not only their generic attractions but 
combining them with the ambience and way of life of local people to market themselves and these are 
having unprecedented effects. The marketed image at present is too restrictive since Table Mountain and 
beaches are the strongest associations with the brand and many unique selling points such as culture, 
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The conclusions drawn from the in-depth interview findings are by no means representative of opinions of 
international tourists visiting Cape Town. They serve merely as a guideline for understanding the research 
problems in more depth. These findings can only be validated through the empirical research that must 
confirm the opinions stated above through a rigorous sampling method. Nevertheless, these findings 
combined with the literature review fmdings provide a sound base for formulating research hypotheses. 
Consequently the following research hypotheses are proposed. 
3.4 RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 
Based on the fmdings from the literature review and in-depth interviews, the following hypotheses are 
suggested for the quantitative study. The hypotheses are presented in null format so that the relevant 
statistical analyses will lead to the rejection of the nun. 
3.4.1 FACTORS INFLUENCING DESTINATION CHOICE 
Main Hypothesis: There is more than one factor that influences destination choice. 
Sub Hypotheses: 
HI: Good climate/weather is not considered to be an important factor influencing destination choice. 
Hz: Value for money is not an important consideration influencing destination choice. 
H3: Scenic beauty is not an important consideration influencing destination choice. 
H 4: Personal safety is not considered to be an important factor influencing destination choice. 
H5: Culture is not an important factor influencing destination choice. 
H,: Destination image is the single most important factor influencing destination choice. 
H,: There are no significant differences in mean importance rating of factors influencing destination 
choice based on international tourists' demographic characteristics. 
HI\: There are no significant differences in mean importance rating of factors influencing destination 
choice based on international tourists' travelling characteristics. 
3.4.2 SOURCES OF INFORMATION INFLUENCING THE CHOICE 
OF CAPE TOWN AS A DESTINATION 
Main Hypothesis: Word-of-mouth has the most influence on the choice of Cape Town as a destination. 
Sub Hypotheses: 
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HIO: There are no significant differences in international tourists' perceptions of the most influential 
sources of information based on demographic characteristics. 
H 11: There are no significant differences in international tourists' perceptions of the most influential 
sources of information based on travelling characteristics. 
3.4.3 INTERNATIONAL TOURISTS' EXPECTATIONS OF CT 
Main Hypothesis: International tourists have the wrong expectations. 
Sub Hypotheses: 
H 12: International tourists do not expect a city that is developed. 
H13: International tourists do not expect a city that offers a unique experience. 
H 14: International tourists do not expect to see crime. 
H15: International tourists do not expect to see poverty. 
3.4.4 INTERNATIONAL TOURISTS' PERCEPTIONS OF CT 
Main Hypothesis: International tourists have better perceptions than expectations. 
Sub Hypotheses: 
H 16: International tourists do not perceive the city to be friendly. 
H 17: International tourists do not perceive the city to be beautiful. 
H 1II: International tourists perceive the city to offer very little of an 'Mrican' experience. 
H 19: Cape Town does not rate favourably on safety. 
H2O: Cape Town does not rate favourably on value for money. 
H 21: Cape Town does not rate favourably on destination image. 
H 22: Cape Town does not rate favourably on attractions. 
H23: Cape Town does not rate favourably on accessibility. 
H 24: Cape Town does not rate favourably on infrastructure. 
H 25: Cape Town does not rate favourably on ambience. 
H26: There are no significant differences in international tourists' mean ratings of attributes that influence 
the choice of Cape Town as a destination based on demographic characteristics. 
H 27: There are no significant differences in international tourists' mean ratings of attributes that influence 












3.4.5 CAPE TOWN BRAND IMAGE 
Main Hypothesis: Cape Town has no appealing brand image. 
Sub Hypotheses: 
H23: Cape Town has no distinct image according to international tourists. 
H29: Scenic beauty is not the most important attribute that differentiates Cape Town. 
HlO: Cape Town has an overall negative image as a destination. 
H 31: Cape Town has an image worse than any other cities in South Africa. 
3.4.6 ATTITUDE OF INTERNATIONAL TOURISTS TOWARDS 
BRAND CAPE TOWN 
Main Hypothesis: International tourists have a positive attitude towards brand Cape Town. 
Sub Hypotheses: 
H 32: International tourists are not likely to revisit. 
H:u: International tourists are not likely to recommend the destination to others. 

























This chapter begins with an overview of how the questionnaire for the quantitative research was designed. 
The sample design section is then introduced to highlight the reasons behind international tourists being 
chosen as respondents for this survey. 
4.1 QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN 
The literature review and in-depth interview findings were the backbone of the various attributes that were 
included in each sections of the questionnaire. The hypotheses for this study along with the funnel approach 
that was suggested by Churchill (1995) were also used to design the questionnaire. The funnel approach is 
an approach to question sequencing that gets its name from its shape, starting with broad questions and 
progressively narrowing the scope. The questionnaire was structured and undisguised aiming at measuring 
international visitors' perceptions of brand Cape Town. The author made use mostly of close-ended 
questions but open-ended ones were particularly necessary for the word-association technique that was used 
to measure brand associations with Cape Town. 
The questionnaire designed to capture international visitors perceptions of brand Cape Town can be seen in 
Appendix C. Nominal, ordinal and interval scales were used to design the questionnaire. Predominantly 
likert-type scales were employed to capture visitors' perceptions and attitudes. The questionnaire comprised 
of five sections. The first section covered respondents' travelling characteristics followed by factors 
influencing the choice of a destination in general and factors that influenced the choice of Cape Town as a 
holiday destination. The influence that sources of information have on destination choice was also 
measured. These sections were designed in order to prove hypotheses one to eleven and hypotheses 
nineteen to twenty-seven. 
As fieldworkers were being used to administer the questionnaire, the opening line on the questionnaire had 
to be standardised to avoid fieldworker bias in getting co-operation from the sought target respondents. 
Screening questions were used to identify international tourists. The frrst screening question was "Are you to 
an international tourist?" to identify the desired respondents. The second screening question "Have you 
spent more than 4 days in Cape Town" was necessary to ensure that the respondents knew enough about 
the destination to complete the questionnaire successfully. A similar question was used by George (2003) to 
ensure that respondents had sufficient exposure of the various destination mix elements for his survey about 
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Using the funnel approach suggested by Churchill (1995), the questionnaire was designed starting with 
broad questions. Question 1 was aimed at eliciting the various destinations that international tourists had 
visited in the last four years. Their perceptions of the quality experience provided by Cape Town would be 
relative to the quality of experience enjoyed at other destinations that they had recently visited. Therefore it 
was necessary to identify the other destinations that the respondents had visited recently. Question 2 and 
Question 3 were included to identify whether travelling characteristics were a significant discriminator of 
expectations and perceptions of respondents. 
The in-depth interviews showed that 40% of respondents travelled with friends and 34.1% travelled with 
family. Family and friends together were the most important source of recommendation about Cape Town. 
Consequently to validate these findings it was necessary to find out if international visitors usually travelled 
alone or with family and friends leading to the inclusion of Question 4- in the questionnaire. The Cape 
Metropolitan Tourism visitor research for 2001 showed that on average the size of travelling party of 
intentional tourists was 2.6 persons, which pinpoints to visitors not travelling alone. A similar question was 
used by Vaughan and Edwards (1999) in their study to identify the size of travelling party to Algarve and 
Cyprus. Question 5 is a word association technique used to identify top of mind awareness of attributes of 
a destination. These attributes are usually the ones that differentiate a destination from its competitors 
(Keller, 1998). The qualitative research has already shown that words such as Table Mountain (44.7%), 
beaches/sea (30.5%) and scenic beauty (16.5%) tend to be strongly associated with the brand. 
Question 6 was designed to measure the attributes that international tourists considered important when 
selecting a destination as a potential holiday base. The literature review showed that factors such as climate 
and scenery are universally important in destination selection while the importance of attributes such as local 
cuisine, value for money are dependent on the destination under consideration (fIu and Ritchie, 1993). 
Heung et al. (2001) found that safety, cultural diversity, variety of things to see and do, amenities, friendly 
people influenced travellers' choice of Hong Kong as a destination. Andreu et al. (2000) used similar 
attributes to determine the factors that were important to tourists' when selecting Spain as a holiday 
destination. A number of other studies such as Baloglu (1997), Lubbe (1998), Vaughan and Edwards (1999), 
Murphy (1999), Chen and Hsu (2000), Chaudhary (2000), Joppe et al. (2001) were used as references to 
build the list of attributes used in Question 6. These attributes were further researched through the in-depth 
interviews that showed good climate and weather (32.9%) as being the most important factor when selecting 
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(17.6%) and many things to see and do (15.3%) were also of importance to international tourists when 
selecting a destination. Hence these attributes were included in the questionnaire. 
Question 7 was included to specifically identify why Cape Town was chosen as a holiday destination. The 
question was designed in an open-ended question format. Question 8 was designed to reinforce findings 
from the in-depth interviews that family and friends were the most influential source of information about 
the destination. Vaughan and Edwards (1999) and Murphy (1999) used a similar approach to identify to 
identify the most influential sources of information when international travellers are considering a number 
of destinations for holiday purposes. In-depth interview fmdings showed that 61 % of respondents heard 
about Cape Town from word-of-mouth. Of respondents, 44.7% and 17.6% mentioned that friends and 
family recommended Cape Town respectively. 
Echtner and Ritchie (1993) concluded that destination image is captured through functional and 
psychological characteristics. Most destination image studies have used a list of attributes to measure image 
(pearce, 1982; Urn and Crompton, 1992; Echtner and Ritchie, 1993; Walmsley and Young, 1998; Baloglu 
and McCleary, 1999; Murphy, 1999; Andreu et al., 2000; Heung et al., 2001), this study is no different. 
Consequently, the brand image of Cape Town was measured through the use of a list of attributes. The 
attributes themselves were derived from the literature review and in-depth interview fmdings. 
The above-mentioned authors were used as references to build the list of attributes to be used in Question 
9 and Question 10. These attributes were further refined using in-depth interview findings. Keller (1998) is 
of the opinion that brand image when elicited through a list of attributes leads to a more holistic picture of 
the brand. However, such a list does not indicate the strength of association of these attributes to the brand. 
Consequently, Question 11 was designed to measure the strength of association of the attributes used in 
question ten with brand Cape Town. 
Differentiation of brands lies at the heart of marketing (Winkler, 1999). Brand Cape Town should be 
differentiated from other local and international brands for it to be successful. Such differentiation should 
be based on attributes that are meaningful to consumers and highlights the uniqueness of a destination 
(Bordas, 1994). In-depth interview fmdings showed that friendly people (30.6%), natural beauty (29.4%), 
and culture (24.7%) were among the factors that make a destination special to visitors. With specific 
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people (16.5%), combo of sea and mountain (16.5%) were unique to the destination. Consequently, these 
attributes were factored in Question 12 to identify attributes that differentiated Cape Town from other 
international destinations. Question 19 was aimed at identifying attributes that differentiated Cape Town 
from other local brands such as Durban, Pretoria, and Johannesburg. 
Section three of the questionnaire also aimed at quantifying visitors' expectations and perceptions of Cape 
Town. This was done through the use a battery of nineteen statements (Question 13). These statements 
were derived from the in-depth interviews and would help to prove or disprove hypotheses twelve to 
fifteen, sixteen to eighteen and twenty-four. The fourth section was designed to measure international 
tourists overall attitude toward brand Cape Town based on hypotheses thirty-two to thirty-four. Overall 
attitude of consumers towards a brand is the foundation for the actions and behaviours that consumers take 
with the brand (Keller, 1998). A favourable attitude contributes to positive word-of-mouth, brand loyalty 
and is a significant source of positive recommendation about a brand (Klenosky et al., 1998). 
Consequently Question 14, Question 15, Question 16 and Question 17 sought to capture visitors' overall 
attitude towards brand Cape Town. These questions were intended to prove or disprove hypotheses thirty-
two to thirty-four. The fifth section measured how the city rates vis-a.-vis other South African cities based 
on hypothesis thirty-one while the final section measured respondents' demographic characteristics. 
4.2 SAMPLE DESIGN 
The respondents for this survey were chosen based on a probability sampling procedure to obtain results 
that were validated and reliable. The questionnaire was pilot tested to identify errors, omissions and 
ambiguities relating to the various questions and projective techniques used. The survey instrument was 
pilot tested among 20 international tourists at Camps Bay beach on a random basis. No major problems 
occurred except for some international tourists who complained that the questionnaire was too lengthy. No 
changes were brought to the survey instrument as the author felt that for all objectives to be met and all 
hypotheses to be proved or disproved all questions in the survey instrument were relevant. The sample 
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4.2.1 SAMPLE POPULATION 
The sample population was defined as all international tourists visiting the eight major attractions of Cape 
Town during the months of October, November, December 2001 and January 2002. These attractions were 
visited by the following number of international tourists - V&A Waterfront (83.3%), Table Mountain 
(52.6%), Cape Point (60.2%), Kirstenbosch Gardens (31.5%), Robben Island (20.7%), Hout Bay Harbour 
(25.1%), Wine Route (42.6%) and Two Oceans Aquarium (23.5%) (CMT visitor research, 2001). The 
sampling frame was defined as the attractions and they were also the chosen sampling points for this survey. 
However, due to the following limitations, some of the attractions were not sampled. Table Mountain was 
left out due to their lack of co-operation in allowing fieldworkers to carry out the survey on their premises. 
Due to time and budget constraints, the wine route was left out but replaced by Cape Town International 
Airport departure lounge as a sampling point because it was thought to be an ideal location to get tourists' 
perceptions of the brand once they have 'consumed' their holiday. Hout Bay proved to be very limiting in 
terms of the number of tourists visiting the place daily. Consequently, international tourists were interviewed 
at the following beaches: Hout Bay, Camps Bay, Blaauwberg and Clifton. George (2003) used a similar 
methodology to measure tourists' fear of crime while on holiday in Cape Town. The locations chosen for 
his study as sampling points are more or less similar to the ones chosen for this study. These locations as 
suggested by George (2003) provide a reasonable representation of the target population bearing in mind 
the constraints of randomly surveying dynamic and mobile tourists as respondents. 
As mentioned before probability sampling was chosen as the sampling procedure but within probability 
sampling, a systematic sampling procedure was used. This is not to say that a probability sample is more 
representative than a non-probability sample but rather a probability sample allows for the explicit 
measurement of the sampling error likely to occur. A systematic sample offers one of the easiest ways of 
sampling the population of interest as it involves selecting every nth sampling element after a random start. A 
systematic sample can often be made more representative than a simple random sample (Churchill, 1995: 
614). In this case every Td person that was an international tourist was interviewed. Chen and Hsu (2000) 
used systematic sampling in their study on perceived images of overseas destination by Korean tourists. 












Given that a probability sampling procedure was chosen, it was essential to ensure that respondents were 
systematically surveyed. The fact that no list of tourists visiting each sampling point was available to do a 
proper systematic sampling, the method used by Vaughan and Edwards (1999: 360) was applied. They 
suggested that sample selection should be based on interviewers drawing an imaginary line through which 
people will walk, setting a start time for the first interview and that time stopping ever second person that 
crossed that line. This method was particularly useful to exercise control at Hout Bay, Camps Bay, 
Blaauwberg and Clifton beaches. 
The screenmg question "Are you an international tourist?" helped to identify the target population. 
Sampling points used at the V&A Waterfront included the Two Oceans Aquarium entrance, the Robben 
Island Ferry entrance, and the VAT office. It was easy to control that every second person that was an 
international tourist was interviewed because the screening question was asked to every person going 
through the entrances of the above-mentioned attractions. The same procedure was applied at Cape Point 
and Kirstenbosch Gardens. The target population was interviewed after they had visited those attractions. 
Cape Town International Airport departure lounge proved to be the most efficient setting and sampling 
source. All international tourists sitting in the lounge had completed their holiday and the physical setting of 
the lounge provided a very good sampling list. The interviewers systematically sampled every second 
international tourist. 
To ensure that responses obtained were not biased towards any particular gender, a quota of 50% female 
was imposed. There was no quota in terms of age and country of origin of respondents. This helped 
fieldworkers to complete their task within the given time frame. Furthermore, in an attempt to get a 
representative cross-section of visitors, the surveys were completed at different times and days during the 
period November 2001 to January 2002. 
The choice of a sample size is dependent on a number of issues that has to be weighed one against the other 
to determine the optimal sample size given budget and time considerations. Methods of determining sample 
size also rest on considerations such as type of sample and homogeneity of population. George (2003) used 
a sample size of 438 to investigate tourists' perceptions of safety and crime in Cape Town while Vaughan 
and Edwards (1999) used a similar sample size to measure perceptions of Algarve and Cyprus as tourist 
destinations. However, Baloglu (1997: 224) and Murphy (1999: 29) rightly suggest that more surveys have to 












response rate of approximately 700 fully useable questionnaires. Thus there is a divergence of opinions on 
how to determine samplg size in a situation wh€n~ thg targgt population is dynamic and mobile. 
International tourists are very difficult to sample as they constantly move around and are pressed for time as 
Cape Town offers a lot of attractions. Cape Metropolitan Tourism uses a sample size of approximately 250 
for their annual international tourists' survey. Over the years they found that such a sample size generates a 
margin of error of approximately 6% (CMT visitor research, 2001). Consequently a sample size of 500, twice 
that of Cape Metropolitan Tourism, was chosen for this particular survey. Yet following Baloglu (1997) and 
Murphy's (1999) suggestion that more surveys needs to be completed to end up with 500 useable 
questionnaires and given the likelihood of high refusals from international tourists to participate, the sample 
size was increased to 650. 
At this point the choice of a data collection method was critical. The choice is dependent on a number of 
factors such as type of population, question form, question content, response rate, costs, available facilities, 
and duration of data collection. Data collection spanned over seven weeks and three fieldworkers were 
employed. Face-to-face (personal) interviews were considered to be the most appropriate method of data 
collection as it gives the respondent an opportunity to clarify questions and concepts. A response rate of 
90% (585/650) can be computed given that 585. international tourists completed the survey properly. The 
break down in terms of the number of questionnaires that were filled in at each attraction is as follows: 
• Cape Point - 28.1 % 
• Beaches (Camps Bay, Hout Bay, Blaauwberg and Clifton) - 25.2% 
• V&A Waterfront (Two Oceans Aquarium, Robben Island, VAT Office) - 20.3% 
• Cape Town International Airport -17.3% 
• Kirstenbosch - 9.1% 
4.2.1.1 SURVEY ERRORS 
Given that the questionnaire was pre-tested, survey errors were minimised. The only problems encountered 
were communication difficulties between respondent and interviewer, unwillingness to complete the 
questionnaire, lack of understanding of how to rank attributes and bad weather conditions that affected data 












4.3 DATA PREPARATION 
The raw data obtained from the questionnaires went through preliminary preparation before it can be 
analysed using Statistica. The quality of results obtained from performing statistical analyses is dependent on 
how well the data was prepared and converted into a suitable fonnat for analysis. The field edit was 
undertaken to identify omissions, ambiguities and errors in the responses. The field edit was foHowed by a 
'central office' edit, which involves identifying inconsistencies and further scrutiny of the questionnaires to 
ensure that the data is 'dean' enough to proceed to data coding. 
4.4 DATA CODING AND CAPTURING 
All open-ended questions were coded while dose-ended questionnaires were already pre-coded on the 
questionnaire. The monthly income of international tourists was converted from their home currency to 
dollars. The raw data was captured in Statistica and checked for data entry errors. 
4.5 DATA TABULATION AND ANALYSIS METHODS USED 
The first step before using any multi-variate technique involves analysing each question or measure by itself. 
This was done by tabulation of the data. Tabulation involves counting the number of cases falling into the 
various categories (frequency counts and distributions), and generating descriptive statistics namely means 
or percentages to locate outliers or mistakes in data capturing. Also, it involved representing the data in a 
visual fonnat through the use of bar charts, histograms and pie charts. 
Cross tabulations were used to identify relationships between pairs of variables. The Pearson Chi-square 
value showed whether there was a significant relationship between two categorical variables at a 5% level of 
significance. The null hypothesis of no association between two variables was rejected if the p-Ievel was less 
than 0.05. 
Factor analysis examines the associations among a large set of original measures and aims at reducing them 
to a smaller subset of explanatory factors for easier interpretations. It is used to identify underlying 
constructs or dimensions within a large set of observable measures. This technique was used to identify 












Cluster analysis like discriminant analysis is a classification technique. However unlike discriminant analysis 
wh€t€ th€ group classifications ar€ known in advance, clust€r analysis ass~s unknown group 
memberships of obiects and proceeds to separate the objects into distinct groupings, each with its own 
identity. This method allowed international visitors to be classified in different groups according to their 
image expectations and perceptions. 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) for example, was used to test equality of means across image attributes 
between first time and repeat visitors. On the other hand, correspondence analysis is a perceptual 
mapping technique. It looks for associations between objects and the attributes, which describe the objects. 
Perceptual map showing associations between cities of South Africa and attributes such as level of service, 





























Thi, d1J.ptff reports the findings of the empirical research comlucred among mternational VIsitors. A total 
of 5S5 questionnaires were uscd for data analysis. The re.ult. arc displayed according to the specific 
hypothes.,. developed <-arller. The diSCllSSlon of th ~ findings will bo:gin with ptofiling of rc~p<>ndcnts in 
tt,"m, of gender, ag~, country of ongm and income. Then the travelling charactenstiCS of mternational 
visitors are displayed. Thereafter all hypothes"" are proved or disproved. 
5.1 DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF SAMPLE 
The pwtile of the ,ample m Icrms of g=der sho= that the survey polled almost equal number of males 
(49"/.) and females (51 ~/.). This was poSSible because of the quota impo,ed within the syslemanc sampling 
method u,~d to colla't the data. The age distribution (Figure 3L) shows thAt 21.5% of respondents were 
betw~ the ages of 3(1 to 35 y= old while 1.5'10 of the .ample refuscd to disclosc their age. 'Ihe avel"1lge 
age of r""pomlents for this survey was 4() yean old, which indicates that the destination atll'acrn a slightly 
older ffirgl't market. In contrast, the qualitativ~ res~ch polled younger respondents with an average age of 
27 yean; old. Howev",". it must be ",ah,~d lhal usually elder traYlcllers are the ones with the disposable 
Income '1f1<.! tim~ t<;> sp~nd on travel iilld \t:i""n; ""tivities. The annual Cape Metropolitan T=m 
mtemational visitor ",."arch for 2001 sh"""od that 61.4% of internatIOnal tourists surv(')'ed ""ere between 
the "gt'S of 26 to 50 years old. Most respondents (71.7%) fOI" this sun"]' are between the ages of 24 to 53 
years old. 
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.fu with the qualitatiye re~earch that showed 5L8% of ",spondenrn were ii-om the CK, this sun-ey also 
polled a signi&ant number of UK re~pondClltll (44.3%). This can he attribured to the intemi", marketing 
campaign by SA Tounsm rhat was carried out recently in this parti~l)lar target market. The ~ampalgn wms 
to have been succesdu! m attracting more UK tourists to Capt Town given that the cr..rr mtcrnational 
VIS!tor =~ for 2001 showed that only 28.30/. of visitors were from UK comp=d to 44.3% for this 
sur,.ey. A sigruficant dec",ilSe in the number of AmeriCiIIl respondents that visited the destination can l>e 
noted. The qualitative re.earch polled 16.50/0 of Americans in contrast to 5.5% for this survey. This can be 
attriooted largely to the September II terrorist attacks on 1f>" US that hilS significantly affected the number 
arrivals from that destination. Findings from C.J,-fT international Y;Sltor ",search for 2001 showed that 
2--1.3% of VIsitors stlrvcyed wcre from Germany. N~hcrlrulc!< (6%) and Hl.8% from other countries. This 
study supports these fll1dings giTen that visitors surveyed were from Germany (20.2"1.) and Netherland, 
(9.4-%) ilS shown in Figure 32. It can be said that most mternational-mitots to Cart' Town ate from 
European countrie, but the diversity of vi,itors from other countries (12%) c.nnot l>e ignored. 
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rigure 32' Country ofOrigm of Respondent.. 
f-!inil!y respondent:. were asked about their monthly income in US $. Respondents in general had a monthly 
meo"'"' oi approximatdy betw~e)l $3500--64~ lIS shown in Fig1m' 33. Thcse figures mu..t be interpreted as 












theIr income and this make, it difficult to mterpret ""j'thing meanmgful from such estimates. This confirms 
fuIoglu and McCleary (1999} vi"w that sun-eying toumts IS vcry difficult partkulariy when personal 
questions such a.o; income have to be an5Wered hy the respondents. 
Monthly Income in US $ 
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Figure JJ: Monthly income of Respondents 
5.2 TRAVELLING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE 
Regarding the travelling charactetlStic1 of re~pondenls, 77.1% ~tated holiday :1-' thelr mam purpose of 
""iting Cape Town while 8.5% were ""iting friends and relative, and 7.5% wC1"e on a business tnp (Figure 
34). TIus is not surprising given that the survey was condu"1~1 primarily at leisure atmlcnons. 1 lowever, 11\ 
comparison to the qualitative research findings, which showed that nearly 95% of respondents were eid= 
on holidays oc VPR, there are fewer respondents viSttmg family ""d friends (8.5%) for this survey. This can 
be atrrihuted ro seasonality. T e summer se;,",on at=cts mote rourists that visit for a much wider variety of 
























Figure 34: /l.hm Purpose of Visit 
Tht ~,·tT"gc !engrh of SfdY 111 Capt To\).'1l w"~ 10.9 days compared to 16.9 day' for South ,>'frin" ,>, 
'ignificant number of rt'SF,.,,,cknt, (]3..l'i.) stlyed 111 Cap~ Town Lwtw,",," 6 and 10 d~y,~, shown 111 Table 
4 
Table 4: KumLwt or I)~y' Respondents Stayed m CaFt' 1'0"'1 
Simil~rly, a ,igniticant numLwr of intetnati01ul ""ilOr. (27.8~'o) ,t.y~d in South .'\friC' octwcen 11 and 15 
days ~s sh,,,vn 1!\ Tahle 5:11,e eMT mtem~tional .. i~itot ,..,gC;lrch for 2001 _,howed that the ~verJge length 
of st.y i" C"pe Tow" was 9.1 days compared to 17 days in Sourh ·\fuca. This ,urvey show, a slight '''en'ase 
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NO. OF DAYS COUNT 0/0 
1-5 DAYS 13 2.2 
6-10 DAYS 101 17.4 
11-1SDAYS 161 27.8 
16-20 DAYS 63 10.9 
21-25 DAYS 115 19.8 
26<WDAYS 49 8.4 
>30 DAYS 78 13.4 
Not Answered 5 0.9 
TOTAL 585 100 
.. 
Table 5: Number of Days Respondents Stayed in South Africa 
It is interesting to note that 65.5% of respondents were on their first visit to Cape Town. Of the 345% 
that were repeat visitorst 45.5% were on their second visit,. 20.5% on their third visitl 7.2% on their 
fourth visit, 8.8% on their fifth visit while the rest had visited Cape Town more than five times before. In 
contrast, the CMT international visitor research for 2001 reported a slightly higher number (71.7%) of first 
time visitors to Cape Town. This study tends to confirm that the destination offers a product that is 
conducive to repeat visits as shown by a lower percentage of first time visitors. International visitors to Cape 
Town usually travel with family and friends mostly. 
As can be seen in Table 6, 32.8% of respondents usually travel with friends while 28% travel with their 
family. Only 5.8% of respondents travel as part of an organised tour. This seems to suggest that most 
respondents do not rely on tour operators to plan their holidays and thus other sources of information are 
critical in creating the right expectations. On the other hand, the qualitative research fmdings showed that 
40% of respondents travel with friends when on holidays and 28.2% travel alone. It must noted that age of 
respondents determine to a large extent who they travel with. The younger sample for the qualitative 
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TRAVEL %OF %OF 
RESPONDENTS RESPONSES 
Family 28.0 20.7 
Friends 32.8 24.2 
Wife 8,4 6.2 
Husband 11.5 8.5 
Organised Tour 5.8 4.3 
Girlfriend 4.3 3.2 
Boyfriend 6.3 4.7 
Partner 14.9 11.0 
Alone 20.2 14.9 
Business 2.4 1.8 
Other 0.9 0.6 
VaJidN 585 792 
Table 6: Respondents Travel Characteristics 
5.3 FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE DESTINATION CHOICE 
In order to prove or disprove the main hypothesis, all secondary hypotheses have to be proved or disproved 
first. This section will begin with relevant analyses to prove or disprove the secondary hypotheses. 
Secondmy Hypotheses: 
HI: Good climate/weather is not considered to be an important factor influencing destination choice. 
Hz: Value for money is not an important consideration influencing destination choice. 
H]: Scenic beauty is not an important consideration influencing destination choice. 
H 4: Personal safety is not considered to be an important factor influencing destination choice. 
Hs: Culture is not an important factor influencing destination choice. 
The qualitative research showed that climate/weather (32.9%) and value for money (25.9%) were the most 
important factors to international visitors when choosing a destination. The quantitative study confirms that 
good climate is critical since 46% of respondents rated it as being very important. Similarly, value for money 
is an important (51.2%) consideration when choosing a destination. However, the most important factor 
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is another very important factor as mentioned by 46.3% of respondents. Culture is also of importance since 
52.1% of int~ational visitors ratro this factor as important while 24.7% ratro it as very important. In 
addition, Table 7 below shows factors such as 'interesting and friendly people' and 'unpolluted and 
unspoiled environment' are considered very important in influencing destination choice with a mean value 
of 1.91 and 1.86 respectively. Thus all the stated null hypotheses above are rejected. 
Similar studies on destination image showed that scenery and climate were the most important attributes 
defining the attractiveness of a destination while culture was among attributes with the least importance (Hu 
and Richie, 1993: 29). Andreu, Bigne and Cooper (2000: 58) found that the choice of a holiday destination 
was significantly influenced by the following factors that were rated as very important (value for money -
61%, natural beauty - 59.2%, safety - 38.1% and culture - 27.7%). In the same light, Vaughan and Edwards 
(1999: 363) found that weather was a very important factor in the choice of Algarve and Cyprus as holiday 
destinations. Therefore, this study confirms that weather, value for money, scenic beauty and safety are 
important factors that influence the choice of a holiday destination. 
All other factors in Table 7 are considered as being important when choosing a destination with the 
exception of <Engli.sh speaking country - mean value of 3.31' and 'Good nightlife and entertainment - mean 
value of 3.05' that:were rated as being neutral. However, it: must: be realised that: the sample c-onsists of more 
older respondents than younger ones on average. The results might have been otherwise for factor 'Good 
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~ ~ r.1l Z ~ .. S~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ z :s Z~ - -
Never been to 20.32 39.58 19.61 15.41 5.08 2.45 571 
destination before 
Value for money 23.43 51.22 18.53 6.12 0.70 2.09 572 
Destination image 15.41 43.96 21.02 14.89 4.73 2.49 571 
Beautiful scenery and 43.88 47.55 7.52 1.05 0.00 1.65 572 
natural attractions .. 
Good climate 45.98 38.99 10.49 4.02 0.52 1.74 572 
Interesting cultural 24.65 52.10 18.53 4.20 0.52 2.04 572 
and historical 
attractions 
Suitable 23.60 48.25 20.98 5.94 1.22 2.13 572 
accommodations 
Plenty of 19.93 45.80 26.22 7.34 0.70 2.23 572 
infonnation available 
on the destination 
Great beaches and 
~ .. -------------- 3,(50· .. . . ...... - .. _----. 571 18.91 25.74 17.86 2.98 2.51 
water sports 
Quality transport and 13.81 44.76 29.20 11.54 0.70 2.41 572 
infrastructure 
Personal Safety 46.33 43.01 8.39 1.75 0.52 1.67 572 
English speaking 4.90 18.88 29.31 36.01 10.84 3.31 512 
country 
Good nightlife and 7.87 22.03 35.14 27.10 7.87 3.05 572 
entertainment 
Interesting and 23.60 64.16 9.97 1.92 0.35 1.91 572 
fueo.Qly people 
Good service 18.18 57.69 20.63 3.32 0.17 2.09 572 
Plenty of activities to 13.81 52.91 24.48 7.87 0.87 2.29 572 
do 
Appealing local 21.50 47.55 21.85 8.04 1.05 2.19 572 .. 
CUlsme .. 
Good shopping 16.78 26.05 27.27 21.85 8.04 2.78 572 
facilities 
Easily accessible 9.27 42.48 27.10 16.96 4.20 2.64 572 
Unpolluted and 30.18 33.61 11.93 1.93 0.35 1.86 570 
unspoiled 
environment 
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Secondary Hypothesis 
H,: Destination image is th€c sing1€c most important factor influ€cncing destination choice. 
Based on the findings in Table 7, destination image is considered important when choosing a destination, as 
its mean importance rating value is 2.49. The qualitative research indeed showed that this factor influenced 
destination choice given that 56.5% of respondents mentioned that it was either important or very 
important. Destination image was particularly important to respondents from UK, Germany and 
Netherlands when choosing a destination (p= 0.0045). In fact 44.1% of British, 40.4% of Germans and 50% 
of respondents from Netherlands rated this factor as being important. It is interesting to note that there was 
no significant relationship between mean importance rating of destination image and age of respondents. 
The qualitative research seemed to suggest a relationship between these two variables where younger 
respondents attached less importance to this factor because they wanted to experience the destination for 
themselves as opposed to relying on its image to form an opinion of it. Nevertheless such a relationship 
cannot be ignored because the sample for the quantitative survey is much older on average than the one for 
the qualitative research. 
Consequently, the null hypothesis that destination image is the single most important factor influencing 
destination choice is rejected at the 5%) level of significance. It must be realised that it is difficult for 
respondents to think of destination image in a holistic way. Most probably their interpretation, of destination 
image is limited to visual images, which leads to the above conclusion. Nevertheless destination image is a 
critical component in destination selection (Baloglu, 1997; Hu and Ritchie, 1993). Scenic beauty and natural 
attractions are the most important factors given their lowest mean importance score of 1.65. This is in line 
with other research (Baloglu a d McCleary, 1999; Murphy, 1999, Chen and Hsu, 2000) on destination image 
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Secondary Hypotheses 
"7: Thgre arg DO significant diffgrgncgs in mgan importancg rating of factors inflooncing destination 
choice based 01;1 il;1ternati,ol;1al tourists' demographic characteristics. 
"II: There are no significant differences in mean importance rating of factors influencing destination 
choice based on international tourists' travelling characteristics. 
No significant relationship could be established between either age or gender of respondents, and the mean 
importance rating for good climate and weather. This is because most respondents considered this factor to 
be either important or very important in choosing a destination. Similarly there were no significant 
differences in mean importance rating of good climate and weather based on tourists travelling 
characteristics. Howeveri the age of respondents influenced how value for money was rated. Analysis of 
variance revealed that the mean importance rating of value for money was significantly different 
(p=0.01029) to those of other attributes. Yet, post-hoc comparison of means using Scheffes method of 
multiple comparisons revealed no significant differences. Nevertheless, analysis of variance revealed that 
there was a significant difference (p= 0.001394) in mean rating of this variable with respect to first time visit 
or not at a 5% level of significance. Scheffes post hoc comparison revealed that flt'St-time visitors attached 
more importance to value for money than repeat visitors. Of course respondents who were on holidays in 
Cape Town attached more importance to value for money as opposed to those visitors that were on a 
busil;1ess trip Or visiting family and friends (p =0.,044). This is largely due to the sample having 
predominantly respondents that were on holidays in Cape Town. Also, it is interesting to note that 52.2% of 
respondents who rated value for money as being very important were from UK while 34.3% of those that 
rated the factor as being not important were from Germany. This tends to suggest that despite the pound 
being strong on financial markets, British visitors are still concerned about value for money. 
No significant differences in mean importance rating of scenic beauty with respect to either demographic or 
travelling characteristics could be established at a 5% level of significance. However, analysis of variance on 
personal safety revealed the existence of a significant difference (p=O.007856) in mean importance rating 
with respect to gender. Scheffes method revealed that females attached more importance to personal safety 
than males when choosing a destination. This is not surprising, as there is empirical evidence (George, 2003) 
that women possess higher levels of fear when travelling in Cape Town. Age and travelling characteristics 
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rating of interesting cultural attractions was attributed to first time visit or not. First-time visitors attached 
more importance to a destination having interesting cultural and historical attractions as opposed to repeat 
visitors. Further analysis of significant differences in mean importance rating of destination choice attributes 















Good nightlife and 
entertainment 
Good shopping facilities 
Information availability on the 
destination 




Plenty of activities to do 
Accommodation 
First-timevlsit infonnicionava11ihlHij on the 
destination 
First-time visit Friendly people 
First-time visit Plenty of activities to do 
First-time visit Local cuisine 











Explanation of difference in mean 
importance rating 
Males attached more importance to good 
nightlife and entertainment than females. 
Females attached more importance to good 
shopping facilities than males 
Older respondents attached more importance to 
availability of information than youngsters. 
Young respondents attached more importance 
to a destination offering great beaches and 
~!ltersports as opposed to older respondents. 
Young respondents attached more importance 
to a destination having good nightlife and 
entertainment as opposed to older respondents. 
Older respondents attached more importance to 
good service than younger respondents. 
Young respondents attached more importance 
to a destirlation offering plenty of activities to 
do as opposed to older respondents. 
British tourists attached more importance to 
suitable accommodations in their choice of a 
destination than German tourists. 
0:026705 ~ .. Ftrst"::1:imeVisitors attached more importance to 
availability of information on a destination than 
repeat visitors. 
0.027358 Repeat visitors attached more importance to a 
destination having interesting and friendly 
Ipeople than first-time visitors. 
0.014111 First-time visitors attached more importance to 
a destination offering plenty of activities to do 
than repeat visitors. 
0.019486 First-time visitors attached more importance to 
a destination offering an appealing local cuisine 
than repeat visitors. 
0.033852 Repeat visitors attached more importance to a 
destination offering good shopping facilities 
than first-time visitors. 
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Based on the above analyses, it can be concluded that demographic characteristics do have some influence 
on ratings of attribut€s bas€d on importanC€ in th€ d€Stination choic€ proc€ss. Th€ SaI"rlG appli€S to 
travelling characteristics. Consequently both null hypotheses ate reiected at a 5% level of significance. 
Main Hypothesis: There is more than one factor that influences destination choice. 
Except for attributes 'English speaking country' and 'good nightlife and entertainment' in Table 7 that were 
rated as neutral on average, all other attributes were rated either as very important or important. Beautiful 
scenery received the highest mean importance rating followed by personal safety, good climate, unpolluted 
and unspoiled environment, and interesting and friendly people. All secondary hypotheses were rejected. 
Demographic and travelling characteristics of respondents do influence the mean importance rating of 
factors that influence the choice of a destination. Age, gender, first-time visit or repeat visits, and country of 
origin have a significant influence on the choice process to some extent. Consequently, the null hypothesis 
of the existence of more than one factor that influences destination choice is accepted. 
5.4 FACTORS AND SOURCES OF INFORMATION THAT 
MOST INFLUENCED THE CHOICE OF CAPE TOWN 
Secondary Hypotheses: 
H9: Word-of-mouth is not the most influential source of information on Cape Town. 
H 10: There are no significant differences in international tourists' perceptions of the most influential 
sources of information based on demographic characteristics. 
H 11: There are no significant differences in international tourists' perceptions of the most influential 
sources of information based on travelling characteristics. 
The qualitative research showed that 38.8% of respondents relied on word-of-mouth to plan their holiday. 
Most respondents (61%) heard about Cape Town from family and friends while the same sources also 
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sources of infonnation in tenns of how strongly they influenced their decision to visit Cape Town. As can 
be se.en in Table 9, word-of-mouth was the most influential source of infonnation about the destination 
with 45% of respondents ranking it on average as first. There were two second most influential source of 
infonnation namely travel guidebooks and the Internet. The third most influential was travel guidebooks 
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Travel Agent 25.81 6.8 4.6 5.5 8.9 
Tour Operator 8.38 1.2 4.6 0.9 1.7 
lWord-of-Mouth 74.70 45 14 9.6 6.2 
Intemet 55.21 14.2 23.2 9.4 8.4 
Travel Guide Books 64.10 10.4 24.6 23.2 5.8 
Brochures /Pamphlets 25.64 1.5 4.3 9.6 10.3 
Advertising/Promotion 11.11 0.3 2.2 4.3 4.3 
Previous Visit to Cape Town 28.38 12.3 7.4 6.3 2.4 
Information Centres 13.50 1.4 1.2 5.5 5.5 
Work 2.91 1.9 0.5 0.3 0.2 
Other 5.13 1.9 1 1 1.2 
Table 9: Most Influential Sources of Infonnation 
Thus the power of word-of-mouth should not be underestimated. Respondents tend to seek advice from 
family and friends when they are unsure of what to expect from the destination. In fact, 14.7% of 
respondents mentioned this factor as one that had a significant influence on their decision to choose Cape 
Town as a holiday base. Murphy (1999) reached a similar conclusion in her study on Australia's image as a 
holiday destination. She found that 89.5% of the 305 respondents surveyed indicated that the most 
important source of information was people who had travelled to the destination before. Travel guidebooks 
was used by 70.6% of her respondents while 67% used their own previous visits as a source of infonnation. 
Therefore both positive and negative word-of-mouth disseminated by family and friends are likely to have 
the most influence on destination choice. Particularly negative comments are more likely to stick in the 
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Respondents were further asked whether there is enough infonnation available on the destination in their 
homg country. Of respondents, 51.9% agrood that thgrg was sufficignt infonnation. Consequgntly, thg null 
hypothesis that word-of-mouth is not the most influential source of information is rejected. Gender has a 
significant influence (p= 0.032611) on how international tourists ranked their most influential sources of 
infonnation on average. Scheffes post-hoc comparison of means revealed that males on average are most 
influenced by word-of-mouth and Internet. Females are most influenced by travel guidebooks and 
infonnation centres. This leads to the rejection of the null hypothesis for hypothesis ten. Also, one travelling 
characteristic namely whether the tourist was a first-time or repeat visitor had a significant influence (p= 
0.000) on how they ranked sources of infonnation on average. Of course repeat visitors were mostly 
influenced by their previous visit. Obviously travel agents, word-of-mouth, Internet and travel guidebooks 
were most influential on average to fu:st-time visitors than repeat visitors. Consequently the null hypothesis 
for hypothesis eleven is rejected at a 5% level of significance. 
Main Hypothesis: Word-of-mouth has the most influence on the choice of Cape Town as a destination. 
It has already been proved that word-of-mouth is the most influential source of infonnation influencing the 
choice of Cape Town as a destination. The qualitative research showed that word-of-mouth comes mostly 
from family and friends. Yet the final choice is usually influenced by a combination of factors such as word-
of-mouth, attr-actions, ac~essibility, climate and so on. Respondents were asked to mention the four main 
factors that influenced their choice of Cape Town as a destination. The first word mentioned is usually the 
one that influenced visitors the most. In this case, visiting family and friends was the most common 
response (19.3%) for factor one, weather/climate was the most common response for factor two (22.2%) 
and three (15.5%), and scenery (15.3%) for factor four. Table 10 shows that 38.3% of respondents chose 
Cape Town because it offers a consistently good climate/weather, which reinforces previous findings, that 
climate/weather is an important factor when choosing a destination. Visiting family and friends (26.8%) 
influences this choice to a large extent. Scenery (18.1%), value for money (18.3%) and word-of-mouth 
(14.7%) do affect to some extent the choice of Cape Town as a destination. Other interesting factors 
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towards the destination. The fact that 14.2% of respondents chose Cape Town on the basis of it being a 
'new' destination s€€m to sugge-st that onc~ th~ nov~lty factor is gon~, r~~at visits might decrease. 
FACTORS %OF %OF 
RESPONSES RESPONDENTS 
(1215) (585) 
Previous Visit 4.08 8.89 
Beach 2.12 4.62 
Attractions in Cape Town 4.71 10.26 
Local Cuisine 1.57 3.42 
VFR 12.31 26.84 
Weather/Climate 11,51 38.29 
Interest/Like Cape Town 4.39 9.57 
Work/Business Purposes 4.86 10.60 
Holiday 5.10 11.11 
Value for Money 8.39 18.29 
New Destination 6.51 14.19 
Its Location 0.71 1.54 
Scenery 8.31 18.12 
Easy Accessibility 1.49 3.25 
lVariety of Activities 3.29 7.18 
Culture/Friendliness . ~ ~ . _. . - 3.53 7.69 
Gateway to Other Places 0.71 1.54 
Word-of-mouth 6.75 14.70 
History of Country 1.65 3.59 
part of a Tour Group 0.94 2.05 
-.-.~ .~.----'---.. -.... 
Safari/Wildlife 0.71 1.54 
Political Stability 0.24 0.51 
Shopping 0.08 0.17 
TOTAL 100 
Table 10: Main Factors Influencing Choice of Cape Town as a Destination 
Respondents that were mostly influenced by attractions, weather, interest in Cape Town, holiday, word-of-
mouth and scenery were first-time visitors. Previous visits and value for money mostly influenced repeat 
visitors. Of course all respondents that were influenced by Cape Town being a 'new' destination were fIrst-
time visitors. Therefore word-of-mouth is not the factor with the most influence on destination choice 
though it is the most influential source of information for potential visitors. Consequently the null 
hypothesis above is rejected. Visiting family and friends, good climate, scenery as well as word-of-mouth 
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5.5 INTERNATIONAL TOURISTS' EXPECTATIONS 
Secondary Hypotheses: 
H 12: International tourists do not expect a city that is developed. 
Hu: International tourists do not expect a city that offers a unique experience. 
H 14: International tourists do not expect to see crime. 
H15: International tourists do not expect to see poverty. 
A likert scale was used to measure what international visitors expect from Cape Town prior to their visit. 
They were asked to rate statements that pertained to some of the qualitative research findings using an 
agreement/disagreement scale. Ten out of nineteen statements provide information on visitors' expectations 
and are highlighted in grey in Table 11. Of respondents, 52.4% knew what to expect prior to their visit to 
Cape Town. Their expectations are that the city is modem and developed as shown by the high level of 
disagreement (64.3%) with the statement 'I expected Cape Town to be more wild and underdeveloped'. 
They expect Cape Town to offer a unique experience in terms of variety of things to see and do as shown 
by the high level of agreement (58%) with statement four in Table 11. Indeed tourists are warned about 
crime before their visit to Cape Town (strongly agree - 27.5% and agree - 44.8%) that confirms similar 
findings from the qualitative research. Furthermore, international visitors expect to see poverty as shown by 
the high level of disagreement (41.6%) with statement eleven. They also expect their trip to be informative 
and a unique cultural experience (agree - 57.1%). Of respondents, 28.4% were expecting a third world 
country but found first world facilities and amenities. 
Analysis of variance revealed a significant difference (p= 0.000514) in mean level of agr;eement with 
statement one based on whether international tourists were visiting for their first-time or not. First-time 
visitors disagreed more with that statement than repeat visitors. A significant difference (p= 0.000049) was 
also found between statement ten and first-time visit or not. First-time visitors agreed more to the statement 
than repeat visitors. Similarly first-time visitors agreed more to statement twelve than repeat visitors did (p= 
0.043739). Factor analysis revealed the existence of only two factors. The first factor was made up of two 
statements - I expected Cape Town to be wild and underdeveloped, and 1 was expecting a 3M world country 












rC'f>CcFtvdy. l1lCrctorc ,hi, berM can be named .s 'dep,ree of we,temi,atlOn of Cape T o'W"Il.' Th,,, C,ewr 
explained R7'i. of \·:rnancc '" the data set. 11", second tactorwill be. dealt with at a br"r gog". 
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Furthermore, anah·"s of ,ammee. showed a ,jgnit.eont difference between gender ,md statement one., 
Female., on avorage rend ro disagree more th,m male, on that stlrement. This is pemaps because males rend 
to lISe 'llore diffetent and multiple sources of information than f~males to form expeemtions. n",ed on the 
iindin~ abo,'c. hypothesiS nve/ve IS rei~cted gIVen rh~t on avera);" (35) r~spondenffi disagreed with 
statement ten. !lyporhe,i, thirteen is also reiecred i',IVen that on a,'erage (2.1) respondent' ~gr<'ed with 
statement fOllL SimiIMly, on a\'eroge respondents wcrc e.ithet ncutral Ot dis'lgrced with the statement that 
they did not expect to sCe high p(werty levds. Consequently hypothesis tiftecn is rejected. However, 
hypothc'is fourtcen 1S accepted given that on ""er3£e (2-2) ""'pondents "greed th"t they were warned "bom 
rhe Lnme s1tuation 111 Cape Town. Th",.· expen to see cnme. 
Main Hwothesis: Intemarionil rour~<ffi have the wrong e~:pecrar1om . 
. \ s1gniiicanr number (15.7'1. ) of ""ilDl~ were un=~ of whar to expect g.,'en that they disagreed with 
surcm~nt on~, Intemationil "sitors do not ilwa~~ ha~~ the nght cxpectations as shown by 17.Z'/, of them 
expccting thc city to [,., wild and underdeveloped, 44-.1°/. heing surprised by fncndliness of locJs; 42.5"/0 
tin ding the city more ocautiful than expected, 53_5~/. finding the amlOsphere more la1d-bad, than ~1X'cred. 
Therefore future marketing campalgns should ann at creaill1g the right expectations especi.!ly with regards 
to destination attributes such"" >cenic oc""t)' ,md friendliness of locals that are considered =portanr m the 
choice of a de,tinau0fl. Cluster analy'is was performed on all nmeteen smtemenffi ro identify any particolar 
groupmgs of ,tatement>; or respondent>; based on level of 'dgreem~nt or dis~greemenr. There Wete no 
"gnificanr fmdings when ,ratemenrn weIe clusrered. 
I io,\'C\'Ct, thrcc distinct cillstCt!< c'llcr-gcd as sbown 111 Figure 35 wbcn te~pondcnt, were. clustere.d usmg the 
K-meam method. ClllstCt one containcd IN tcspon,knts while cillStet l\VO ,md three contained 270 ,md 
HI re'pondents rcspectively. RC'f>O,Kietm from clmrcr on~ and rom agr<'cd ro statement OnC while 
respondent. from dllSter three were more neurr.! than agreeing. Respondents from dmter one and r,,,o 
agre~d to 'taten-lent eight compared to respondents from duster three thar were eith~r neutml or dis~greed 
to the ,tatement. Re.spondents from cluster two illld three were neutral to st.ltement nme. while respondents 













diff~r among respondent!; and are not in line with reality. C/us",r one agreed rhar rhey"''''''' cxpectmg a third 
world country but fc..lnd first ",odd facilities and amenities. Rcspondcm" from cluster two and throo were 
either neutral Of' disagreed. Similarly respond",nts from duster one and three "Weed to smtemmt sevenreen 
while respondents from cluster two were neutral 
, 
Plot 01 Means for Each Cluster 
, , 
• . CILJSter 
No.1 
.... Cluster 
1'-__ .. ____ .. __ ~~~~ .. ~~~~~~~~~~ .. ----.. ----JNO.2 - Cluster 
CRNEAS WARNED CTEXWILD AFRIEXP LAIDATMP 
VARTHING AVAINFOR UNICULEX CTNTPROP 
No.3 
Variabll'-s 
T'iK''''' 35: Plot of Means for each Clust~r 
Ba'ied on rhe ~bo~ lindings, re~pondcnts from duster rhre~ h~~ slighrly more wrong ""?"cmUons than 
tbose from chJ;;ter one and two. Comequent\y, the null hypothes1s is accepred md ir can be concluded (hat 












5.6 INTERNATIONAL TOURISTS' PERCEPTIONS 
Secondary .llyp.olheses: 
H ,.: In~m"tional touriSts do not perceive the Lity to h~ fn~ndJy. 
H ,,: In~m"tional tourists do no! pcrcei,·c the city 10 ~ r,.,auttfuL 
I I,,: Internarional tourin" perceive the city to offer vcry lurk of an 'Afncan' experience. 
- .... ~~~~~~~~~~~-
B",ed on the findings in Table 11, 1(>.4°'~ of respondent' di':.greed wlrh the statement rhat the), were 
mrpriscd by the fri endliness of locals. Thi~ m~n' that the), expeLted rhe city to be friendly_ Sirrularly, 12.4% 
of respondent> were not ,;urpmcd that the ciry )S beautiful. Respondent:; were fLlrther asked to rate Cape 
Town on a list of annhute. rhat reflected .orne of the f""tol'J that usually intluence destination choice. Th;" 
helped to establish wherher Cape Town is favourably rated on tnendlme" and scemc beauTy. As can be , em 
from F igure 36. Cape Town is rated good on f,;"ndlmcss and ~xccl"'nt on sC~'l(;ry and natural attractions. 
The,e two attributes on averogc had a tll(;;ln mung of 4.31 and 4.69 respeC!tvcly crable 12). Consequently, 
hypotheses ,""teen and ,eventeen are rejccted. lntemational tourists perceive the city to be froendly ""d 
be"utiful. Yet ·1(,'/. of respondent> agreed that Cape Town otfers very little of"" African expenenL~. 
Finding.; from th ~ Car~ M~tropoJiTan Tourism international tourist re, earch 2001. show~d thar only .~4.1 '/0 
of respondcnts sur;'~y~d ogrc~d that AfrICan culture is repr~'ffi red in Cape Town. Therefore. rhe desrinarion 
IS perhap, losing out on vis-ito'" t1l<1t ar~ looking for an authcntic Af-rican cxpencncc. AnalySIS of variance On 
this part!mlar statement revealed a ,ignilicant difference (p= O-f)O(J.1-37) with respect to [,rst-tlme v"it or 
not. I'irst-titnc "!SltO,", agreed more to rh" staTemen r than r~p"at VtsUors. A. a remlt, hypothesIS eightc~n is 
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"i&_ff 36 PereeplUal Map of Auributa; orcapc To .... n and their Ratings 
:u."'\.InpaQ' t l)"pothcso 
H .. : Cape TO\\Tl doe, Dot r-~te f~"our.lbly on ufcty. 
I I ... : Cape"J"vwn doe. Dot rate f~"out"Jbly on value for money. 
H,,: C:op" Town dot-. nOi r.1C favourJbly on de.<nnlnon 1mage. 
H,,; upe T""," docs. .. ot rate &\'"ourJbly on "Oftr.u.,tions. 
Hu: C~pe Town ~ nO'l nllC rlv<"IUl".ilily <111 :Kc<,·u.bihty_ 
II,.: Capt T('\'WtI doc!I "0'1 Glle fuVO.JI'".m!y 00 mtr.utnll."tUre. 













As a nl!c of lhllfnh, no rdotl(lmh1p can be ~st .. bh.h~d betwe~n 3ttrlbut~. and ratmgs f<lllmg betv,.-~en +0.2 
Jmj -0.2 in Figure 36. Sinct: dimcm1()n one ""pi""" m".t of th~ variances m the data set (74.5""0), the 
foilowmg "naly;i, F,=, "n iJ1t~rpr~.t,\ti.ons from dnnens;on 01'" only. It can k .",,:]1 rhat ,eenery, Vall": for 
money, ami weathcr/climJt~ hav ~ been rated M el1cellt:nt while entertainmt:nl/nighrlife . .,afdy d'\C1n)'; th,· 
dol', architecture/buildings, inuge of destination, and inlr:l$trltCturc ha,-c Left r~ $pondent; fecling ncutraL 
Safety ar "'ght was rared nClltcal (In avemge but a s1gnifICant number of respondent> ukd it j, p,,,,r. To 
confirm th,.,c fmdings, the mean val"" for each of th~ above attrIbutes wa> computed. Th~ re,uin; are 
di,played in Table 12. 












~:arli~r f,ndmgf ~how~d that vi,iron' said), mfluenc~ to a large ~xtent their ChOlC~ of ,1 lknin'ltion. 
ll~'Spond~nto '''ted r:apc Town neutral to good on averag<' (3.81) for saf~ty duting the day while satc'ty at 
night """" m«,d from n~"tral to poor on ,we,",);" (3.00). Com"Gllffirly, hyporhesis ninde~n is acc~pred. 
Value fot money ",-as mted On ,l\'er"gc (4.54) good to "'<cdlenr, which l~ad, ro th~ r~i~",ion 0t hypotlw", 
tw~nty, The im.tgC of Cal'<" Town in r~,pondents' h0= country w,1S mted ><s neutral to good On avemgc 
(Viii). Con<e'luenrly hyporh~si, tw~nty-on~ can neith~,· be acc~pred nor "'leered. At1r.!criuns on the oth~r 
h'lnd, w""e "'lt~d on avemge good to "",ceU~nt (4.69). This attribute along with scentry had rhe high~sr m~an 
t~ting Yalue. 'j'h~1'~f0re hYp0the,is rw~nl)'-Iwo" r~i~cted. 1111< finding ~onfinm qualiuliY~ rc<e~r"h find'ng 
that the appeil of r:ape '1'own is pnmarily b,l,~d on iT' sc~nic beaul)' and atlracrion,. \V"ik the qualit~tive 
rcwarch ,"0wed th~! a;::~~"ibilil)' w~, probl~mari~ dunng peak-,~a.'on, re.'ronden" f0r rhi, St1 .... ·~r m!~d 
accessibility on avce.g~ (4_00) w l", gr)()d. Thus, hypothe,is twent},··thre~ IS rejected_ lnft"d$tru~ture and 
trJOSpurt wer~ t""t~d on av~ragc (32'J) n~"tral to po0r. which I~ads to the acceptJn~e of h ypotk,is twenty-
four. Huw~yet, amb,,"nce w"" t""t~d on av~rage (4.34) good to exc~llent, which lead, to thoo r~iection of 
hypoth~"., r,<enly-fi,,.,,. 
An ovccall pictllt~ 0f r:ape Town ,1S ,1 destin~tion bas~d 0n Ih~ abov~ findltlgs ,how th~! scen~r)" go0d 
dimate/weathet, ,~\Iue for monn, and friendliness 0f l()Cal, w~r~ mted fav0,m1bl), >lS ,1Itrihute$ of the 
destination_ But 'nor~ itnp0rt>lntly though, th~,~ f""tot" 'ignific-,lntly inflllmce rhe chOll,e of ;l.lly de<hn~tion 
ltl !';"n~rd!. The factoTh on which Cape Town was rated mo.t favour"bly mu,t he ~ornmuni(awd mOte 
vlgumu.,ly, Th~re is no ,kmbt that tire lkstin~,ion is ""d0wed with ~ttributes that are so"ght after by 
ltlrernational tr"d'>clk" b"t heny th~'S~ attribute, ar~ m~rk~t~d 'nak~ all th~ dltfer~nc~ !-",Iween why a travelier 
will or will no! Vlsil. It must l>C noted that saf~'ty is of COnC~rll to touri$t!i ~spcc"lllr given that th~y do not 
r~re Cap" Town favourably on ,af~ty ~t night. 
Taking this analy,is further, a K ... \k"ns cl"st"'· analysis w""'< al r~mp!ed to i<knt.ify any p"rticul~r gr0"pings of 
individual:; b""ed on th~ir p"rc",,'~d "nar,~ of Cap~ Town. II. th"eefold groupmg wa, found to !-", m0sr 
usd'ul, clmt~r one C0ntained 231 r~sponlknts, clusr~r two mnta111~d HI r~_'pond""ffi while du,t~r thn~ 
w""'< m,,<k up of 203 r~'pon<knt'. The only 'ignificant difference., m rating. wett for infrastruclure and 
rran'port, safely dunng th~ day and safet)' at n'ght_ CJU$t~t tlrrc~ is th~ gwup "'~th tl,," most p0Sitiv~ 
perc"1'ri0n, on all amibutc" ll.'; far as dmt~r t>NO " concerned, the rcsp0nlknts had tire rno,t negatiy~ 
p"rceptions of infrastructure and ,~f~'t}, _ (Juster 0n~ is chamct~t1sed by r~'p0ndent~ th,lt "'lt~d ,111 annbutes 













revealed the existence of only one construcT 111 the dara. This COllSrrucr can be named 'safety' gwen that two 
amibutci safety day and safl'ty night had h~ factor loadings on it. ThClr respective factor loadings were 
0.7%550 and O.8]4()S6. This COn8t1U(t explained 22.7% of ~anance in the data SeT. 
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H,.: 'I 'here arc no "r,nific:l1lt diff",",occs in m(crnatlOnal toun,ts ' mean ratio!,,, of attrlb<, tes that mflu~nc", 
the choice of Call( 'I 'own as a d~STitlati()n based on d(:mographtc char,lCtensItC!. 
I I,,: Then; an.: no ,ignific.u" difF"'cllcrs in intcrnat;o"al I oun't.' mNfl ratings of all;t'ihutc~ that Influence-
the choice of Capo:.: Town as a d",tinatiun b",,,d on tr"dvelling characrrnstic,. 
With hypothe,i, tIJ.-enty-six in mind, drl analysis of variance wa>: fX'Cformnl on 'lllenion nme in the 
international toun,rs' ,urvey lIlstrulllC!lt mmg demographic variabks:lS gtOllping YM1able, and attribute. '" 
dCpC11dult vanabl~,. 'Ihi! anal),s,. revealed ,he "-'<1"enc~ of a "p,nificm11 differcnc~ (p- 1I.(){)(H9) in mean 
(,,,ting of ardlitrcturc/building.; of Cap~ Town hased on age. POST hoc comr~l1son of mean. rnc,kd a 
,ignificant difrerc11ce (p-" (1,1)047) between re'pondcnr, rhat were older rh:ill iifty-n1!le )'ears old and those 
that they "'er,, b"tw,,"ll that ag'" of thirty to thirty-fi",,- 'j 'h" form~r rated on average' this attribute~ a~ dther 
g<:Kxl or ,,-,",cellent whilt th" latter ratnl it 0" a""rag:.' ',\$ n"utral_ 'In;s "oggc,~t~ that the archit"c'tur" is not 
appNling to younger V1SJtO"" a, they pHhap, do not appreciat" the 'colonial' architecrurt of rhe L~t:y. 
Similarl)', th~re w,,,, a _"r,niiicMlt d;ff~rence (1,'= 0.00182) ill ffit".ill rating of entectTIinm~flI, Rospondent~ 
lxtween th~ age~ of Tw~nty-four To twenty-nill~ rmed thi" attribuT~ ,ir,n;ficilltly different (1,'= O,OZ6_,4) fr(~n 
re'pondenr; thar were older than fifty-nint y"ars. 'TIK lattn rat"d th;, attrib"", a,: 'nl'Uttal' on Her-age whilt 
the fonner mfed it '''' 'good' on aver .. gt. Thi, re,,,lt i, to be expected • ." y<>ungcr visitors tend to be mort 
adventuroll' and take part ill nightlife entertainlll.Ol! than older visitors. Respondent, !.>et\vee1l. the ages of 
thirt), to thirty-five m,ed _'ervic~ on average 'ignificMltiy different (p= 0.0285) from those he'we~n the age, 
of oighTe~n ro twenty-three, TIle fonner had better perceptions of """ict than the latter. C()fl'~'lu~nEly, 
hypothe,,, twenty-,ix L< rei~crcd aE a 5°/. levd of _,ignificanct. l~ge _'Jgniticantly 1!lflUN1Ce, mean rating.; of 
attribute, of Cape T "",-n. 
Travelling characteristics had the most influence on llKan rattng of attnbutn, R"spondm Is' kngth of stay in 
.. ape T("'~l "gllIf;c-antly influenced how th,,)' rated infra<truclur~ (p~ 1I,IIOOZI9), st:1nd~r(b of ~ervice (1'= 
0_0000) and loal eu";",, (1'= II.(H~)I~). On averdge the longer ""'ponde,,," >Eayed in Cap~ Town, th~ poorer 
w"re their p"rception~ of th" inf",lStnJctur~, th~ lxtrer wer~ ,heir pcrcep rlOm of _,el'v;ce standard, and local 
c<usm". 'I'he longer respondenr, ,rayed ill Soud, Afnca, the better were their perception.< Df ""rvice 
,tandards and local ttli,me. C:ountty of Of!)',tn had a ,igniiicant mflu~nce (p= (I.O!H~)) on percepTion, of 












money of Capc Town than re'pond~nlS from any other counme,_ Re'pondent, cias,itied .,; 'from other 
C0untne,' had On average more unfuvour~ble p"rceptions of fri~ndliness of local, than rcspr)!!dcnr.; from 
the L'I(. PmT time Ylsitor.; on average had a f>'X!ITr perception of accessibility than rq:x;at visitors did. 
Com~guently, hypothe", twenty-,,,,-en is rejened at thc 5'/. level of signiiicancc- TI'"vclling chal'dcteristic, 
of respondent' do have some significall\ influence on tll(;lr raHngs of atTribures of Cap<' Town. 
MillD Hypoth~sis: International tourists have Letter perceptions than expectations. 
QlJalitative research findings ~ho""ed that internallonal ,~,;iTors do not always ha,·c the right e:<fx;ctations. 
Finding.> from Table 11 shO'l'- that a sjgniiic~nt nllffibn of respondent' (17.2"/.; c~p""t the city to be wild 
and underdevelop<'d, 44.1 % are ,urpa,ed Ly fri""dline» of loci! people, and 42.1'." are ,urpt1l'ed by scenic 
l-",auty. On the other hand, 51.1",. of re'pondent, agreed that the erin'e simation " nOT as bad a' the\' 
I holl£i'J T it would be. The 'co'mopoliTan' naT\Jr~ of The ciry qnnOI J:><, denied with 64_9'/0 of visitors agreeing 
thaI Cape Town 'S w~sTerll!'ed and 46'.'" agreemg thaI it offers vcr)' lottie of an A,friCJn experience_ The Cape 
lI.-!etropoliWI '['ounsm "isitor re,earch rewlt; for 2001 showed ,;rnilar fLnding.> wilh 81.3'/. of Inrernational 
y"itors agreeing that Cape '1 'o""n is a cosrnopojilan city but only 5\19"/, agreeing that r:ape Town " anNh~r 
European ~~ty_ AddIng tv thi" T able 12 show, that 18 out of the 19 attributes definUl?, Cape Town as a 
destination, were mted positively \~~th the exception of ,af"ty at night Vi!ue for mr"'~y, scen~ry/nalllral 
attraction" and w~atller l",d climate wer~ rat~d ~s 'excdlenl'. r:Juster analySIS pcrfonncd 011 the data usi"g 
the jOining tree method (Figu,"".38) 'howed two diSimcl clu'Ter~ of attribules if the wI-off point i, 'el at 
21.5. ClUSTer allaly~i, group aTtribute, rhaT wer~ rdT~d "imilarly \Jnder one duster "!ld try To achieve 
heTerogeneity of dllSlers bur homogeneity of attributes within one du,rer. The attribute; miling up the first 
dllSler are ,~d!ue for money, ,cenery, accommodation, ambience, beaches, fnendline" of lrx;ais, '~r\~C~ 
<landard, weather/climate, local CUlSme, information ",,,,.lIability on the destinatiOll and shopping. Th~,~ 
represent a combination of both !",""gible and inNngibk demenTS of a destlnation_ 'flJe ,,,,,ond cluster IS 
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Based on the abu,e findings, the main hypothesis is accepted. International tourists ha,e better perceptions 
than expectations. 
5.7 BRAND IMAGE OF CAPE TOWN 
Secondwy HWOthess 
H,,: Cape Town has no distmct lmage accordmg to lntcrna.t10'''.tl toUrISts. 
H2O: Sank b«auty is nOI the most Important attrihute that differe!l1tatelt Cap~ Town. 
H ,.: Cape Town has an overall negative ltnagc as a dC!tinarion_ 












Unb-ersity ofC'<ljJt' Town/Clpt' Afctropolit:m TourL.,m 
A positive brand image is created by marketing programs that link favourable and unique associations to the 
brand in the memory of the potential visitor. Brand associations are reinforced through dir€Ct experience 
with the destination product. The brand associations that potential visitors have of a destination are largely 
influenced by marketing campaigns, media and word-of-mouth from those that have been to the 
destination. Therefore, respondents were asked to state their level of agreement or disagreement with the 
statement - 'Cape Town is not marketed properly in my home country'. Respondents from this survey had 
mixed feelings, only 2.7% strongly disagreed compared to 32.6% who disagreed and 38% who agreed with 
the statement. Analysis of variance revealed that gender had a significant influence (p= 0.0019) on how 
respondents rated this statement. Females on average tend to disagree more than males. This is perhaps 
because male travellers' information searching behaviour is different to that of female travellers. Male 
travellers tend to use the Internet more than female travellers while the latter relies more on travel agents 
and word-of-mouth. Also, male travellers tend to be more adventurous and venture beyond the 'usual' 
tourist attractions and therefore they spend more time searching for information on a destination. This 
explains why they tend to agree to the statement. The same analysis also revealed that a significant 
difference (p= 0.0384) between length of stay and the above statement. The longer respondents stayed in 
Cape Town, the higher was their level of agreement. This is because they have the opportunity to visit other 
places besides the ones emphasised by marketing campaigns such as Table Mountain, V&A Waterftont, and 
Cape Point-. 
Respondents from Netherlands (53.7%) and Germany (46.9%) seemed to express stronger feelings of 
disagreement with this statement compared to UK respondents who seemed to strongly agree (16.8%) and 
agree (41 %). This is surprising as South Africa had an intensive marketing campaign in the UK last year and 
one would expect British respondents to disagree or strongly disagree with the statement above. On average 
respondents seemed to agree with Cape Town not being properly marketed in their home country (mean-
value =277). This suggests that the image they hold of Cape Town in their memory prior to their visit may 
not be one that particularly stands out from the images projected by competing destinations. Yet the 
qualitative research findings showed that the image used to market Cape Town in their home country is 
Table Mountain as recalled by 41.2% of respondents. 
Moreover, respondents were asked whether Cape Town had a distinct image in their mind. Indeed 62.6% of 
respondents agreed that the image (post-arrival) they hold of Cape Town is distinct. Analysis of variance 












Unin.'rsity o{Cape Town/Cape iUetropuHt:l11 TouriSl11 
statement. Of course repeat visitors had a dearer picture of the destination in their minds than first-time 
visitors since they agrood more to the statement than the latter. Of respondents that agre€d with the 
statement, a significant difference (p= 0.0431) could be established between how German and British 
respondents rated the statement. Visitors from UK had stronger feelings of agreement than German visitors 
did. Also, a significant difference (p= 0.00126) could be established between main purpose of visit and the 
statement being discussed. In fact, respondents that were on holiday expressed stronger feelings of 
agreement than respondents that visited Cape Town for any other purposes. On average respondents had 
the same feeling of agreement as indicated by a mean value of 2. Consequently hypothesis twenty-eight is 
rejected at the 5% level of significance. Thus, it seems that the problem is with the image used to market the 
destination prior to arrival of visitors. However, this contradicts earlier fm<lings that showed on average 
(mean value of 3.8) respondents were either neutral to the image of Cape Town in their home country or 
rated it as good. 
However, the image that respondents hold of Cape Town in their minds needs to be clarified. They were 
asked to mention the first five words that came to their minds when they think of Cape Town. In its 
simplest form, this is a measure of brand associations but it also provides an indication of the relative 
strength, favourability and uniqueness of these associations based on the order of elicitation. Associations 
that CQme up ftrSt are usually the most powerful ones that respondents hold in memory about the 
destination. In essence these words describe how Cape Town is positioned as a destination in their mind. As 
can be seen in Table 13, Table Mountain is the word that was most often mentioned as a response (13.4%) 
out of all words elicited by respondents followed by the sea/beach (9.5%) and sun (8.4%). This confums the 
qualitative research findings that showed Table Mountain (44.7%) to be the most strongly associated word 
with Cape Town followed by beaches/sea (30.5%) and scenic beauty (16.5%). Similarly, 47% of respondents 
from this survey mentioned Table Mountain as the strongest word they associate with Cape Town. 
However, 25.5% of respondents disagreed that Table Mountain symbolises what Cape Town has to offer 
compared to 38.1 % that agreed. 
Unfavourable associations include 'unsafe/crime' mentioned by 4.1% of respondents followed by poverty. 
Nevertheless, the range of favourable words used to describe the destination is proof of the unique 
experience that the destination offers. Words such as 'beautiful/lovely', 'inexpensive', 'friendly people' and 
'exciting' should be communicated consistently to position the destination favourably in major target 












Unircn:;ity Ofe'pe Townlelpe .UetropoHt;l11 Tourism 
Cape Town followed by sea/beach (11.5%) as the second word, sea/beach (7.6~/() and sun (7.52%) as the 
third words, dining/food (6.3%) as the fourth word and im~xpensive (2.7%) and dining/food (2.7%) as the 
fifth words. This confirms the findings of the qualitative research that showed the same words as above to 
be associated with Cape Town. 
The words above were elicited on a spontaneous basis and may not cover the entire range of attributes that 
international visitors associate with Cape Town. Consequently, they were asked to choose from a list of 
words the ones they associate with Cape Town. Words with both positive and negative connotations were 
included in the list to get a more comprehensive picture of the strengths and weaknesses of the destination. 
Table 14 shows that 70.1% of respondents associate 'inexpensive' with Cape Town. The value for money 
offered by the destination cannot be compared to other places and is indeed a strength that needs to be 
marketed more vigorously. The hospitality of Capetonians is another strength as it was chosen by 67.5% of 
respondents as a word they associate with the destination. Beautiful scenery (74%), relaxed atmosphere 
(63.8%) and the good service standards (40.7%) are strengths too. These confirm findings from the 
qualitative research that showed the favourable qualities of Cape Town to be its friendliness oflocals, scenic 
beauty, value for money and good service. 
As Rehmer and Ritchie (1993) found out in their~ research, respondents tend to recall more of the cognitive 
components of brand image than affective components. The fIndings for this research are no different. In 
fact, a number of different researches on destination image (Ahmed, 1991; Murphy, 1999; Joppe et al., 
2001; Heung et al., 2001) came to the same conclusion that respondents tend to emphasise more on 
cognitive attributes such as scenic beauty, value for money, and friendly people when describing a 
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Moreover, Tahir 14 ,,1m shows that 16.2'}, ."d 1').7~,~ of r"-'pond~nT' assocjar~d utlSJf~ and cnmc 
r~'pedi"dy ",~th Cape Town, Po,'crty (48_6~·'·") is J major w~a.k"~8_' r"llo"'ui by many street ~hjklrc" 
(26.7~';'), as th~y were sl.f',niflCmll WOrd-:l5'Ociations v,.ith tI,e d~stindtion_ These ar~ pulenti,,! ,ources of 
"~gativc word-of-muulh. \X'ord, _,uch a, 'fa.<cmating culmre', 'vast/spxiom bndsupc', 'cosmopuhtm city', 
'vatict;· of Je"twltU;$' and \·ihranr. alnlOspb~re should fe.<Ulre proITll1lently lS conc~pts in rumre mark~ting 
and advertising c<unp";gn,_ 
-w 












On th~ whole, there arc morc !"'SlIWC words than n~gari,~ one; a"ocJated widl Cape TDwn a, a 
de;timtion. The variety of wor,h prov,dc a s'gnificant oppornmity for d~,tination mark"ting orgmisahons 
to lJrJnd ,he dcsrinuoon us",),; cone~prs that eVDke d,e,e ",-ord, in thc !T1ost p<:rwcnui wa)' _ Y ct llnf,\Vounlblc 
word ~"<x,~tion" cmnOI b" 'gnDred, as they are potential sOOJrcc, of ncgatlvc word-of-!T1outh. Thc 
!",,,rioning of Cap~ Town ,houkl be ba,ed on facton; that arc strengths such,," value for monc)" scen,c 
L>eauty, friendliness ofloQ]s and rdolXcd atmmph~re dlr(mgh prolected ir,,"3'" of Table Mountain, beautiful 
scenery, lovely beach", and sunny w~a(h~r. Howey~, the;e attrihute, should only be med to the extent that 
Ih~y diff~r~nriate the d",tination from competing dcmnations. Anribut~~ d,at ar~ stc~ngrh, to a d~stinariDn 
ar~ 'lOt n~c~ssanly rhDse dut ,,~II enUcC tx>tcnnal I".<;ton; to tnnshtt IIlCrr in rercst in th~ d~stmation into an 
ncnJaI vIsit. 'J'he;~ amilmt~s will Dnly arousC thc intcw<t of thc potcntial vi!iwr to find out morc ahout th~ 
destimtion_ "J1lC tin.,l Ch01C~ Df ~ d~stlmnon will ""~ntually depend On how attril:oJte, that are ,trength, rate 
agMmt othcr dcstin~tions and wh~th~r lh~,~ atTribut~s are unique to a de,tinatiDn. Thm, Cape Town 
should bc positioncd llSing attribure, lh~t a"" first and foremm t ,trengths but more ""portantly, they ,hDukl 
l-", uruque in term, of cliffcrcntiating the dcstination_ 
Respon,knffi w~~ a,led to rank four wouis ftorn thc li,t of probed rcsponsc" that they a:s~oci~tc Ihc most 
with Cape Town. 'J'he flrsnmrd is rhe one thcy most strongly a,soci~lc with C~p~ 'J'own, ncxt onc h~ltlg thc 
,econd mo.<t strongly assocmt~d word with rh~ d~stinatiDn, so Dn and w forth. 'Inexpens1ve' " the word 
that \\".1' the mOllt oticn mentioned as a responsc (12..)"/,) trom th~ Ii'l. A 'ignifocanr numl-",r of r~'pondenffi 
(4_'i.6~"o) associated d,e same word with Cape Town. Ihs~d on src~ngth of ~"oC1ation, on dV~Ug" 
""'pondent; {""Jnked 'Inexpcns;ye' as thc word rh~)' most strongly ~",oeur" (22.9"/0) w,th Cap" Town 
follow~d by 'hmpmlhl~ people' (13.3""') a, the sccond most strongly assoc~lttd word, rankcd third was 
'rdax~d atmo'phere' (lL3'io) and r;mkcd fourth ",-as 'brcathMkmg sccnery" (1().6"~) as shown in Tabk 15. 
' lh~r~fD"", th~se atTributes arC dctin;tc-ly strengths of thc ,ksnmtion but th~ mlJ!;l ,rill Il<' ~yalum~d ag;l1llSI 
other de,tinations in tcrm:; of th~rr uniqu~n~". Word, such as fa,emating culturc" Yast/'pacious landscape, 
CO!l,,~)polit;U\ city, llJ!;h/ gr~~n ~vrronm~l and v,riety of anivitie, :are ai,o ,tren,,'!h, that could [Xltcntialiy 
lJ~ u"",,1 in r"arkctmg the dcsnnm.ion lml Ih~ focus ,houkl l-", On word, dut wer" most ,trongly &;sociakd 
with nIp" 'fown. ;-';on~ of th~ wonh that could be ue,;cribcd as weaknesses of thc desnnarion came up 













Table 15, Strength of Word A,.ociation. with Cape Town 
The next ,;cetion deals with analy""es to pruve or d,spro"e hypothesis twenty-nine. Previous fmdings shO\'<' 
that value for moo"}', friendhncs, of people, armo"phere and scenic beauty are ~ttributel) that are most 
strongly associated with Cape Town. These attributes were evaluated wiThout taking into wmKlerntion how 












th(~jght differentiated Cape Town J$ a destinat.ion wh"" corllpatcd to other counrrics they h..ci ""ited The 
respon${;8 below",,, 'pontlneom OnCS ,,~thout any prohing. 
RESPONSES 
J , J 
Ii 
Table 16: Spontaneous Responses for Attributc$ thai Differentiate Cape Town 
.\, Gin he seen ftOrn Tab1" 16. scemc heam)' (35.4%), fnendliness of local, (26.'i%), ,".uu. for money 
(19.3%), bcaches/tnounmins (11,.2':'0), n.llture (10.6%) ;)nd "!nely of dung' to see 'lnd do (10.4~") are 
attrihute, that significanrly differentiate ~'e destination, They can I~ used w bllild the sustainable 
cornpetitive ~dvantage of the de,tination. The ~miuules that lliff"renrialL Cape 'l'own arc those that oland 
out as being u11lque to thL destination whcn comp.",.d 10 other de,tinations. iiowevcr, ;1 need, to he 
clarificd wluch other de,tinat1ons have r"'pondenn; VIsited. Figu«: 39 show< Ihal LTS/. (35.2'%), Spain 
(24,3%), fnlnce (25.1%), and Ilal)' (19,5%) are thL countries thai h~ve been yteired by a slgnltiGlnt nurnbcr 
of responMnts In the last four y"ar.;, 'lh.,r "'~lluation of Cape Town on ~·artOUS ~~rnbut.e, :rnd what 












~~IO\4I}, \'19110'" "",d ro ... 5e"'< a dc<I1o)non's offenng b...OO on how well" r.ues ~" omet 
dcs",,~I\Ofl •. C-O<13a!ur:ntly, the omnoorcs thaI Joff<'J'erlh.w: C.If'" Tmo-~. can be ...-cd (0 p<»ltJOn the CIty 
~Sl countnt:> :lUl:h as Us.\, Fr.rntt, hAy ;ind $r.un :IS thc...: altribur.,. an: rhouy,h ' 10 b~ UhM",,,, 
'" . 
Cou .. tti". 
Figure 19: Countn<':S \'i""ffl by Ihl~m~t1onA Touruto In me 1.lS1 "OIlf YC'I<'I 
furt/lo:nr><)rt mlf'Ondenrs ... "nt: probed on mnbtHd tlul Jofl"en:.uure Ypt' TO\\-Tl_ Tabk 17 shows .hal 
Iable Mountun (.Im<: up as the mosl frcq.Imr n:spon!<: (26.9"1(,) followed by CU1t1,rll d,,-e",'Y (18.40 .. ) and 
se!'flie heaut)" (16.4".'0). Cultural drvenu,), h:u l IIgrllfoc.mtly !own !ponranOOll! re'p0n5e r.lte nun probed 
one. The...::fo...:: thIS attribute i, <:I"",r not !Tllrkerc.! enough or it does nOI ncnlSMily 5r:l!1d!i 01.11 as bemg 
un"IlJ(;. T •• hle l\!ovntatn, on the other h.Uld, I.>.:lIIg a n.ltur.u attraction i. cons,den:d p:ll'1 (If s"rlllc beauty. 
Scenic bcaury h ..... both a high 'pontan!'Qw; .. nd probed fC'spon"" rJl~s. Thi, L. an ~ttri\'U1C th;\t .tand, out", 
heing ""'''1\10,; anti 1:1 al th~ forefrom of =pondcnt!' toouW>ts when a,ked .. boUI C~I)f' TlJII.ll. Th,. 1:1 the 














Table 17: Pr,)hed Re'ron,~;; for .\ttributes that niff~r~ntiaR' Cape 'fown 
'Il,ese Itndmg. confmn the one, from the ql1ahtati,-e re'~"Mdl that ,h""ied ,cenlC beauty (23.5' __ 0)', Table 
MC'"tlr,lin (22.4' /0) "nd friendly f""opk (165%) were a1'lrih\lte~ that differentiated r:ape Town. There must 
be c,)nsdency ~cro" the ,ariOll' channel, lI,nl t,) eOffiffiUlllcMe th~", ~ttrihlltes to ensure that potenti.u 
'I'1,itc'n have a clear lmage of wh"t the destination has to offer ,md how it s~lisfie, theIr n~~do j",rr"r than 
an)' oth~r competing destinations_ Tn essence, th~<e JX,,,riV~ hund a,,,x:iatiom must be reinforced each 
llme potential vLSiton c,)tn<' aero« the d~,tillation hrand to create the desired bnlnd krll'wkdg<.'. 
COllseq..>entll' hypothesiS t'",ent)' -nine" re;eCl.ed, scemc heauty" the amibuR' that diffcrentiaR':s Cape Tov..~ 
the most hum comp<,ting des"n,,"on<. 
Adding tc' the alXl\'e, the overall image of a destination is made lip of rhe totilirv 01- lmap:es th"t e"ch and 
n~ry c,)mponenr of the destination e~peti~nce he it :nnhience, atmo'phere, ameniti"" and attracti,)ns 
pmicct t,) the 'ISltOr. TIle overall imag<.' of ~ deslUlation = either he positiw or negative. Re'pondents 













one. l'igurc 40 i, proof uf the f&.:t that the ,ksti":.ttiun experience i, unique :.tS It le:we, responden!>; with 
only .1 pmiti,c iwage uf the d",tinatiull. In f~ct. 45.6"/" of respondenll; whu said tlut th~ 1mage of Car'" 
Town in their home cmmrry" [x)or had:1 .ery pmiti,e image of rh ~ d~,ti1U.li{!tl. Also of those rcsp::mdcnts 
who agr""d that C:ll'" Town 11:18 :1 disnnct 1mage 111 their 1TImd, 68.8% had a very [>O~tn,e u .. emll 'ma);C of 
rhe deSTmat~m. Of th()8 ~ that did al',r~~ with th ~ ,utement that elre Town tg nOl n",rketcd prop:-rl)' in their 
hurne countr)., 67.3'\'. had" VC') positi..c im~ of the dcsnnmiun. Thi, ,uggests that the righr ","p ~ClC1llOn' 
ar" nut funned JXi'x to r""pondent,' visit tu Cap" Town. The'" do not ~N.'<Il" hwe a d;,tinct and positi,O(; 
1mag<' of the de,tin~ti'~l ~fore the,r ",sit but leaye with a very po,;itlve imaW'_ 















Figure 40: lnternatioml Vi.itor,' Pe:rceptlun uf Over<u! lmc<ge of Cap" Town 
'\lorcov~r, the more positive were r~'pondent" ImC1ge of C1P~ TO\J,m, the more they "greed to the fKt thC1t 
the emne ,iruation IS not '" had a, they thought it "'Duld be" the city offers a U!l1'1-'~ expcrtenc~ ;to terrn, of 
vanety Df thinS' to sCe and do, the city" m'xe heautiful than they expected, they exrecred rh~11" rrip to be 
infotTnatiyc' dnd ~ unique cultllral experience, and thc)' ha>t a di,tinct image of Cape Town in thetr 1TI11lcis. 
However, the WOre p",itivc werc rC'p'~"dcnt" imJgC of Cap<' TDwn, the mu,e they eXp"Cled to "'" high 
po..crt}' lewis and the ffiDrc the)' cithn agreed ur weI"(; n""tr,ll on the city olTering ..cr)' little of an '},&ie.n' 
e>:[>"rJence. The overall po;;itive image rh:1t respondents have of C1[>" Town conTribUl~' "gnifio.ntly 
1O",iOrd, ro.itive word-of-mouth, greater likelihood of recD1umendation and futu:r~ v1sits. Of thosc 
res[>oncientl that had a very !X"itivc image Df the destin:.ttion, 53.1'/0 strungiy agre~d that rhey would 












recommend the destinatton to others, 8].5% were very satisfied with the destination experience,:md 44.6"/. 
wcre vcry likely to ~,t Based on the findings above, hypothesis thirty is rejected and it can be concluded 
that Cape Town has an overall positive image as a destination. 
The followlllg analyses will pto,e or disprove hypothesIs thirty-one. R.espondenlll were asked firstly about 
the d!ffer.::nt cities they had VIsited withlil South Mnca. A sJgnificant number (63.6%) of them had not 
visIted :my other cities. This .uggesrn that cross scUmg of cities by destination fll.11"keting organisaoon5 have 
heen meffu;tive so far. Respondents were further asked..., a pcrception statement whether Cape Town is 
d,fferent from the rest of South Africa. On average respondcnlll agreed (mean value 2.35). Analysts of 
vanance revealed a slgtlificant difference (p= 0.00009) iii mean rating of this statement based on first or 
repeat Vlsirs. First·time visitors were more neutral than repeat visiton who mostly agreed. This is because 
repeat VIsitors h",'e had more opportunities to .ee other place, in South Africa than first-tlme vi,jtor"i!. Of 
course the 10llga responocnlll 'tlytd in South Africa, the higher w:;,s therr level of agr{:ement with the 
statement. Now that it h ... , been e'tab~shed that Cape Town i. different from South Africa, it i. crucial to 
idennfy what makes C..ape Town different. Of all respondenlll, only 26% and ]4.2"',;' had VISited 
Johannes~ and Durban respectively ... , shown in Figure 41. Thus the following findings should be 
interpreted with caution given that only 36.4";. of respondents had vistted other Cltie. in South Africa. 
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Similarly, there i< a weak.,.. 3,"oci;nion between the followmg attributes Oohanne~burg mfrw;trllcture, 
Johannesburg culture and Durban friendliness) and better than Cape Town. The other significant 
il.HSOClabOn is the one between similar to C"P" Town and the following attributes (PE friendliness, Pretoria 
friendliness, Johannesburg accommodation, Pretoria accommodation, Durb-an accommodation and PE 
accommodation). ThUll It can be deduced that accommodation ltl galer-..J is perceryed to be Similar 10 Cape 
Town while attractions, variety of activities and safety of other cine. are considered wo",e than Cape TO\\-TI. 
The qualitative research showed more or less the same finding that Cape Town offers a better experience 
than other cities in South Africa. Consequently hypothesis thirty-one is rejected.. Cape Town ha.< a better 
lffiage than any orher C1~s in South Afnca. 
Main.Hypothesis: Cape Town has no appealing br-and image. 
Word a.<SOCIatIon. Wlth Cape Town revealed that 'fable MountBin. heaches/sea and SCenIC beauty defme the 
destinatIon. Probing of responocnts revealed that 70.1% a,"ociate 'mexpenslve' while 67.5% ""sociate 
'hospItable with the destination. Rda:<ed atmosphere (63.8"/0) and good "etv1c~ standards (40.7"/0) were also 
strongly a.,"OClated WIth the destination. Scenic heauty wa.' mennoned by 3.5.4';, of respondents a, the 
attribute that illfferentiates the destination the most followed by fuendly people, yJ.!ue for money and 
beache •. Attnbutes "uch as Table Mountain and diversIty of culrure further define the Image of th~ CIty. 
Negative unagl's are prunarily in.ide up of attributes such as unsafe (16.2'/0), crune (19.6'/,), many stred 
children (26.7'10), and poverty (48.5~.). Yet the range of pClSltWe attrihutes menuoned by respondents on a 
sponl"afleou. hasiS far OUtweIghS the ncgati.e one. and respondents focused on the negauve aspect5 mostly 
when probed This "uggeSt5 that negative aspocts of the destination are not of a major concem_ They affect 
de.tinabOn choice and expectation. hut pe.rcep1:J.ons are very positive. In faLi, of respondent5, 63.5% rated 
the destination as having a ,'ery positive overall image. The city is perceived \0 offer a better experience than 
many other cities in South Africa. Consequently, the main hypothesis ahove is rejected, Cape Town ha.< an 
appealing brand rrnage. The qualitative study show~d that the bmnd personality of Cap" Town;s defined by 
word. such as young, :unhitiOUll, =Cltement, fun, wealthy, and dassy amongst others. The brand fmgerpnnt 
show~d that the image of the destinanon is one of scenic beauty, mountains, and sea evoking feehngs of 













5.8 ATTITUDE OF TOURISTS TOWARDS BRAND CAPE 
TOWN 
Second",,>, J-bpQtheses: 
H ,,: International tourism ate not hl<eIy to revisit. 
H ,,: International tourism are not hkely to recommend the de,tination to others. 
H ,,: Inlernational tourists are not .ausfied with the destination aperience. 
Research by Kozak and Rimmington (2000) <howed a signifICant rehtlOnshlp among tourist satisfaction, 
mtention to return and positive word-of-mouth communication. Thi~ means that favourable tounst 
pen:eptions and attitudes ace potentially an important source of competitive advantage. Of all respondents, 
54.8"/0 ate very likely to w.-i.it Cape Town as shown in Figu·", 43. In fact, repeat visitors (69.8°;.) more than 
fin;t-time w;itors (.u..8"/.) are very likely to revisit. ·there is aIro a significant relationship between number of 
day, stayed in Cape Town and hkdiness of revi,it (p'" 0.(0). The longer respondenn; stayed, the more likely 
they were to revisit Of respondents who 'hlyed between one-to-frve days, for example, only 32.4% were 
very likely In reVISIt comp=d to BO.4'\". of those who stayed for more than thirty days In Cape Town. 
Slffiilarly, There was a significant relationship (p= 0.024) between length of stay III South Africa and likdiness 
of re'~Slting Cape Town. ·the longer respondents stayed 10 South Africa., the higherwos their likelihC>O<i of 
commg back to Cape Town. Of tho~e who were likely and ,"cry hkdy to tn1sit Cape Town, a significant 
number of them were between the ag<:s of twenty-four to thirty-five. The younger re'pondenlll were, The 
more likely they were to revisit (p = 0.0012). Thus, hypothesis thuty-two is rejected at the 5% level of 
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Figure.u: InIC'l'llJUc.".~ \ liitllr'S' J .,kdiness If> N.~' '''H 
i\[o",ovV. ",,,Sf rt'sp<mdents 'tmngl)' agr~~d (5'!.! ·,) and agreed (38,3"") that th~)' ",11 ddinild~ say 
\w ",u\"e thmliS Ab oul rh~ city '" fnend,. r~bti~cs and c('Ilkaguc', Thi, " mu<;h - n~cded po~jti ,·c word-of-
mnu,h ~hnut Ih~ ,k s t1!l,It1"n. O f Ih",;,: ,h.lf ~tt on~y .gn-c<l Ihey w"clId ' pread r (j~II!\"e """rd of mooth . 
66.6',;' "c~ ,err ~hl.y to ",\"i" t c..pe I'""n. '<c\'crthd ..... , 6 ').4','. of 1'(,"" o,,,kOl' ,"'ere 'co") ~\..d)' fO 
rb;omtroCnd 1he """Dn:uton tu otlo.cT$ :l~ shmo-'R on figu .... 44 Rcpe.O! visl1()r'S W~1"C mn", bkcly t" 
reumuno:nd tho. ,\arm.1Unn ttun 11rs •. ~ ~'S1t!'l"'p 0.0031.0 The long<r I't:Sp ...... <knt. sra,~d no Cipc 
T own, Ih ... m<.>n: hl cly they \" '''''' to n~, ... mmCl,,1 1t to oth..r.- {p-"""'" =0.01·6 ) Tht )'()Un~r n -.poo.>ndents 
WC«, the mur~ likdy tlw:y w= t, > rt"Cnmmo:n,1 th~ ,lc5 t,n.ltoon (p --' 0.0--11 ), O f ( Col'ne Ih""" r""ron.len!') t haI 
"ere cxtro:mo:ly 'AtI>flnl w!lh the d ,-",l m,Ulnn t:lIpc:f1<; n~~ ,," c rt' the on~s mos t likely to recommend (90.6~'.) 
The <.k~unJtX1Il r" other'S. Siffilll1-ty, 70.4% "r r('$J")tl,kn" who were \"cry hk.:ly 10 rc~"mmrn<l the 
d~lunJriotl to OThe.." we", also ,ery likel)' I() r~"~ll . C"nw quently h~pothcsi, thitty-I hrl'(; is r~",~,.,d aT The 















Int.,rllat;on,,1 Visitors likeliness to Itccomm~nd 
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F;gur~ 44: International V,,;lorg' Likehne" to R~c0mm~nd Cape Tmvn 
In term, of ,,,tisfaction levels with the dcstitutiml cxperi(>n~e, most re'p ndenT' were e1Th.,r very "nisiied 
(61.1 '/,) N extremely satt,lied (3_l2"i') a, shmm in Figure 45_ 
International Vi>;;tors OveraD SAtisfaction With Destination 
Experience 
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In contnd!ction to previoos findings, there was a ~!gnificmlt relatlOrulhip (p= 0.0072) between length of m.y 
In Cape Town and overull ~at1SfolCtion with the de,tination experience_ The IOflgtr respondents stayed Ul 
Cape Town, the lower were their satisfaction levels with the destlnation experience. ThIS IS perhaps because 
the risk of hemg exposed to the negative aspectJ; of the destination such as cnme, street-children and 
poverty becomes higher_ Of respondent!; that were either extremely ~atisfied Or very ~atisfied with the 
destinatiOll experience. the majonty were from UK. Furthermore, of those respondents that were extremely 
Mti~fied with the destination experience, 79.7~. will spread pmHlve word-of-mouth, 78.7% are very likely to 
reviSlt and 71.5% have an extremely positive image of the destination. Consequently, hypothesi, thirty-four 
is rejected at the 5% level of significance. Internanonal vi,itor. axe extremely sarnf!ed and very satisfied WIth 
the de~tl1lation experience. 
Mai1J. tlypQlnesi.l;: lnternatlon,,] tourists have a positlve attitude towards brand Cape Town. 
A positi.-e overall brand attitude stems from favourable brand associations that axe created by cotlvincing 
consumers that the brand has relevmt attributes and benefits that ~atlSfy their needs and wants. Pervious 
fmdmgs ,howed that some of the most powerful brand association~ with Cape Town were scenic beauty, 
friendline~s of local, and vallle for money. Brand attitude~ are nnportant becau,e they often fonn the basts 
for aetions (repeat ptJrchase and brand choo:e) and behaVlour (po~mve word-of-mouth, brand preference. 
and willingness to recommend) that consumers take WIth the brand. The findings alx»e suggest that 
re'pondents have a very favourable attitude toward~ brand Cape Town. Their future beha.;:iour (word-of-
mouth, revisit, and likeliness to recommend) Indicates their very positive attitude towards the brand. The 
qualitative report ilio ,howed similar fmdings that VlSltOn< have a very posinve attitude towards the brand. 
In ~ome instance~ the brand exceed, expe<:tation~ while In other. it fall~ ~hort. Consequently, the tnaJn 
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£ 
6. CONCL SI S 
Based on the findings from the qualitative and quantitative research components of this investigation, the 
following conclusions can be drawn. 
6.1 DESTINATION MARKETING CONCLUSIONS 
Cape Town lacks consistency in marketing 
.. Marketing of Cape Town for tourism purposes has been done on an ad-hoc basis so far with no dear 
idea of what is being marketed and how it must be marketed to promote economic growth within the 
province. The destination can only succeed through cooperation between the private and public sector 
where roles and responsibilities of each are dearly defined. 
A flexible framework is needed 
• Focused strategies that addressed the needs of both customers and stakeholders can only de developed 
through a flexible framework that allows constant evaluation and feedback from all parties concerned. 
Regular marketing research activities will allow the needs of customers to be addressed while various 
tourism boards Qocal and regional) should address the needs of stakeholders. 
Cape Town needs a co-ordinated strategy 
• The importance of strategy co-ordination across all sectors affecting the tourism industry is critical for 
the success of the brand. The existence of various logos and slogans are examples of lack of co-
ordination. This creates confusion among potential visitors with regards to Cape Town and Western 
Cape as destinations. International visitors surveyed had mixed feelings about whether Cape Town is 
marketed properly in their home country. Of respondents, 38% agreed that the city is not well marketed 
in their home country while 32.6% disagreed. The longer respondents stayed in Cape Town, the higher 
was their level of agreement. This suggests there is more to the destination than what is emphasised in 
marketing campaigns in visitors' home country. The longer they stayed, the better was their opportunity 
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a 
Cape Town's distinctive advantages are not reaDy known 
• Given that many facets of the destination surprised international visitors, suggest that the right 
expectations were not created. The distinctive advantages of the place need to be communicated more 
vigorously. Tourists win choose places that offer the fullest realisation of their expectations (Goodall 
and Ashworth, 1988). Therefore the various institutions marketing the brand currently need to be 
combined to create one holistic body striving for a single goal. In this way problems and opportunities 
can be dealt with a larger proportion of the budget. The JMI will hopefully reduce the perceived 
fragmentation of the industry and the restructuring process will improve competitiveness. 
~wareness of Brand Cape Town is low in some very profitable markets 
• Different countries have different mindsets and thus advertising messages need to be tailored to appeal 
to each different country that is targeted. There is agreement that the budget allocated to tourism is 
insufficient to market the destination properly. Therefore correcting existing negative perceptions about 
the destination is often sacrificed for brand awareness. This is why South Africa needs to be established 
as the dominant brand that makes people think positively about the country. Then Cape Town can 
position itself as the sub-brand that offers excitement, adventure, and relaxation. Until such a 
positioning is achieved, the impact of marketing campaigns in profitable markets such as USA, Australia 
and Western Europe will be minimal. The propensity of confusing potential visitors will increase if Cape 
Town and South Africa are not correctly positioned. 
The product offered is world-class and the destination caD be positioned as ideal for different types 
of activities 
• A holistic approach to destination management must be adopted to improve offering to tourists, attract 
more visitors and generally help the industry to grow profitably and move in the right direction. The 
variety of factors that influenced international visitors to holiday in Cape Town suggests that the brand 
has diverse appeal. Knowing how to leverage each of these 'appeal' to different target markets will 
undoubtedly improve competitiveness of the destination. Emphasising the right mix of tangible and 
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Cape Town and South Mrlca as brands need fine-tuning 
• 17.6% of international tourists interviewed for the qualitative research mentioned Cape Town as a word 
association with South Africa while none mentioned South Africa as a word association with Cape 
Town. The latter was confirmed through the empirical research as well. Therefore South Africa is not 
established as a destination supra brand. It makes sense to market Cape Town as the main brand and 
South Africa as a sub-brand in the short term to create awareness of the latter. However there must be 
no attempt to tum Cape Town into South Africa or Africa as the product is distinct and different and 
needs no changing but mere fme-tuning. 
• In the long term, South Africa needs to be established as the supra brand. Cape Town, which is 
currently marketed as a separate entity from the rest of South Africa and the region needs to be 
marketed as the sub-brand. Linkages between the two brands need to be improved once negative 
connotations with South Africa are addressed. Cape Town's link as the gateway to Africa perhaps needs 
to be emphasised more in future marketing campaigns. 
Cape Town has a distinct image post arrival 
• Has Cape Town got a clearly defined image? The city still needs to fmd a unique concept such as the 
'Big Apple' for New York city around which it can market itself and build the brand. Successful 
destinations are using not only their generic attractions but combining them with the ambience and way 
of life of local people to market themselves and these are having unprecedented effects. The marketed 
image at present is too restrictive since Table Mountain and beaches are the strongest associations with 
the brand and many unique selling points such as culture, diversity of experiences, warmth of people 
have to date been overlooked. International visitors (62.6%) agreed that the image (post-arrival) they 
hold of Cape Town is distinct. Yet they do not always have a positive image of the destination prior to 
their visit. Thus the image of Cape Town among international visitors is more positive after their visit. 
, 
This is dearly an issue that needs to be resolved as there is a gap between primary image and actual 
image of the destination as suggested by Lubbe (1998) and Chon (1990, 1992). Communication 
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Image of Cape Town through the media is not always positive 
.. There is the need for a very strong media campaign aimed at different sectors of the media, positioning 
the strengths of this country. Potential first time visitors are most affected as they are unaware of the 
reality of the situation. Their concern in terms of safety and security must be more vigorously addressed 
though proper communication and dissemination of information. Uncoordinated marketing of the 
brand and negative word of mouth can even cause more damage. The media cannot be controlled but 
achieving a balance between positive and negative reporting of news is critical to change the perceptions 
of the international community towards the country in the firSt place. This will contribute toward 
tourism brands being viewed more positively among international travellers. 
Crime has tamished brand image of Cape Town 
.. From the qualitative research findings, international tourists associate crime more with South Africa 
(14.1%) than Cape Town (2.4%). This does not suggest that negative perceptions about crime or safety 
do not exist with regards to Cape Town. Only 4.1% of international visitors mentioned crime as a 
spontaneous word association with Cape Town while 19.6% associated the same word with the 
destination when probed. Tourists still needs to be informed that they have to treat Cape Town much 
like any other cities in the world. The crime element is always present but tighter control needs to be 
exercised on tourist safety. This should be done to prevent further negative word-of-mouth spreading 
from current visitors to potential visitors. 
6.2 INFORMATION SEARCH BEHAVIOUR CONCLUSIONS 
Word-of-mouth is the most important informal source of information and recommendation about 
the destination 
.. Consumers tend to rely more on informal sources of information in the final stages of their decision 
making process to reinforce what was found through formal sources at the beginning of their search for 
a holiday destination (Urn and Crompton, 1992). The qualitative study showed that international visitors 
(38.8%) relied on word-of-mouth to plan their holidays. Most (61%) of them heard about Cape Town 
from family and friends. Family (17.6%) and friends (44.7%) were also the most important source of 
recommendation. Therefore, word-of-mouth is an important source of information about Cape Town. 
However, word-of-mouth is not the only factor that influences destination choice. Unfulfilled 
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destination not even being considered for a holiday. The converse is also true, positive word-of-mouth 
can influence potential visitors to choose Cape Town for holiday purposes. The quantitative survey 
confirmed that word-of-mouth is the most influential source of information about the destination with 
45% of respondents ranking it on average as first. There were two second most influential source of 
information namely travel guidebooks and the Internet. The third most influential was travel guidebooks 
again followed by brochures/pamphlets in the fourth place 
.. Equally important is the fact that 15.3% of visitors surveyed for the qualitative research did not rely on 
recommendations from anybody to visit Cape Town. Intermediaries such as travel agents and tour 
operators do not influence these respondents either. Therefore marketing to these independent 
travellers requires an understanding of sources of information they use. They are more likely to make 
use of the Internet, guidebooks and information centres. Thus these mediums of information 
dissemination must be comprehensive and paint a positive picture of the destination without ignoring its 
weaknesses. However, it must not be assumed that travel intermediaries have no influence on 
destination choice. Those that plan their holidays on their own (25.8%) will still make use of travel to 
book for air tickets and accommodation. These intermediaries can therefore influence brand image and 
brand expectations. Their advice can affect whether the visitor has a positive or negative mindset 
towards the destination prior to their visit. 
Overseas information availability on the destination is neither rich nor poor 
.. Information availability and quality influence consumers' perceptions of a destination (Mansfeld, 1992). 
These perceptions in tum affect destination choice. The qualitative research showed that above the line 
media seemed to be ineffect ve in attracting first time visitors. Marketing intermediaries such as travel 
agents were perceived as not encouraging potential travellers to choose the destination either. Yet the 
quantitative research found that 25.8% of respondents made use of travel agents while 64.1% used 
travel guidebooks. The Internet was used by 55.2% of respondents. Also, 51.9% of international visitors 
agreed that there was sufficient information available on the destination in their home country. 
Therefore there is no conclusive evidence that information availability on the destination overseas is 
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Media qptions to be used when marketing the destination 
• The empirical research showed that 74.1% of respondents made use of word-mouth at some point in 
their decision to visit Cape Town. However, the impact of word-of-mouth is not measurable and that is 
why industry stakeholders must strive to give tourists the best experience possible. Respondents also 
used brochures/pamphlets (25.6%), travel guidebooks (64.1%) and the Internet (55.2%). The Internet is 
thought to be critical for the success of a destination but on-line branding tactics must be integrated 
with above the line and below the line marketing strategies. Thus multi-media options must be used to 
effectively communicate to international travellers. These media must be co-ordinated to consistently 
project the same image and message. 
6.3 FACTORS INFLUENCING DESTINATION CHOICE 
Climate, value for money, culture, scenic beauty and personal safety influence destination choice 
• Factors such as climate, personal safety and quality of accommodation affect the choice of any 
destination (Hu Ritchie, 1993; Heung et al., 2000; Andreu et al., 2000). Th qualitative component of this 
particular study shows that international tourists consider factors such as climate/weather (32.9%) and 
value for money (25.9%) to be the most important when choosing a destination. Culture is a major draw 
card if one considers that 21.2% of respondents mentioned their main activity at a destination to be 
experiencing the local culture and 22.4% mentioned it as a factor influencing their choice of a 
destination. Given that a significant number of respondents have visited countries such as France 
(38.8%), Italy (20%), and Spain (28.2%) that are renowned for their distinct culture, tend to confirm the 
proposition above. 
Friendly people and unspoiled environment influence destination choice 
• The quantitative survey among international visitors confinns that good climate significantly influences 
destination choice given that 46% of respondents rated it as being very important. Value for money is 
important (51.2%) too. Yet the most important factor is beautiful scenery and natural attractions with a 
mean of 1.65 Personal safety is another very important factor as mentioned by 46.3% of respondents. 
Females attached more importance to personal safety than males when choosing a destination. 
Therefore more emphasis must be placed on destination safety in marketing and communication 
campaigns depending on the target market. Culture is also of importance since 52.1% of international 
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people' and 'unpolluted and unspoiled environment' are considered very important too. Therefore 
choice of a destination is influenced by a myriad of factors. This is further complicated by potential 
visitors having a different set of factors for each destination considered (Urn and Crompton, 1992). 
Visiting family and friends influence the choice of Cape Town as a holiday base 
• Destination choice is dependent on the positiveness or negativeness of perceptions of potential visitors 
towards a destination (Seddighi et al., 2001). The qualitative research showed that the main reason why 
tourists visited Cape Town was scenic beauty (31.1%), good weather, product diversity and mere 
curiosity. The quantitative study found that visiting family and friends (26.8%) influences this choice to a 
large extent Scenery (18.1%), value for money (18.3%) and word-of-mouth (14.7%) affect to some 
extent the choice of Cape Town as a destination. Of respondents, 38.3% chose Cape Town because it 
offers a consistently good climate/weather. There is good synergy between factors influencing 
destination choice and factors that led to the choice of Cape Town. 
International visitors are concerned about safety of the destination 
• Surprisingly in-depth (8.2%) interviewees seem to assign less importance to safety and security as being a 
factor influencing destination choice in the qualitative study. Yet only 11.8% of international tourists 
mentioned that the city is safer than expected. This indicates the existence of a potential gap between 
expectations and perceptions of safety among international tourists. On the other hand, the empirical 
research showed contradictory findings given that on average respondents rated personal safety as being 
very important to important in destination choice. On average international visitors also agreed to 
strongly agreed that the crime situation is not as bad as they thought it would be. Therefore there seems 
to be a concern for safety prior to their visit but once in Cape Town, they perceived the city to be much 
safer. 
• The threat of political instability, crime and violence are major deterrents to even consider a destination 
as a potential holiday base because they influence safety perceptions (Goodrich, 1978). Cape Town rates 
neutral on average for safety during day and night This will influence what visitors say to others on 
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Ultimate choice of a destination is influenced by a complex set of factors 
.. Nevertheless, the fundamentals of destination choice rest in satisfaction of needs for tourists such as a 
need for relaxation or excitement or novelty. Social agreement, which refers to, what social groups think 
of the destination influence destination choice as shown by 14.7% of international visitors stating that 
word-of-mouth was the main factor influencing their choice of Cape Town. Yet travelability factors 
such as time. income and health determine whether the consumer can actually traveL All these 
influences on destination choice make it difficult to pinpoint the most important factor when choosing a 
destination. Repeat visitors, for example, have a different set of factors than first-time visitors when 
choosing a destination. Repeat visitors have first hand experience with the destination product and 
therefore have dear expectations. However, first time visitors are unsure of what to expect and they rely 
predominantly on image and word-of-mouth to make their choice. In terms of consumer behaviour. 
destination choice is the result of a congruity between three factors namely destination attributes. 
destination image and self-image. The potential visitor evaluates and compares the destination attributes 
and image with his or her self-image. The greater the congruity. the greater the likelihood that the 
destination is chosen for holiday purposes (Ashworth and Goodall. 1990; Sirgy and Su, 2000). 
6.4 DESTINATION IMAGE INFLUENCES DESTINATION 
CHOICE 
Destinations with positive images are more likely to be considered as a holiday base than those 
with negative im.q:es 
.. Image has been defmed and interpreted by various authors in different ways. Destination image affects 
destination choice (Gunn. 1972; Gartner. 1993; Baloglu. 1997). Consumers tend to evaluate destinations 
on their projected images. Destinations with positive images are more likely to be considered for holiday 
purposes than those with negative ones. First, a destination has no chance of being selected for holiday 
purposes unless it figures amongst a potential visitor's current set of mental images. Second, where the 
destination does figure in the current set of images held by the potential tourist, this image must be a 
positive one in order to be selected in preference to an alternative. Third. where the tourist is 
successfully enticed to a destination it is equally important that the satisfaction derived from the 
destination experience at least matches expectations created by the image. Otherwise the tourist is 
unlikely to revisit or recommend the destination to others. Indeed the dissatisfied tourist may contribute 
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influenced, manipulated and even created to position a destination favourably in consumers' minds 
(Goodall and Ashworth, 1988: 10). 
Destination image affects destination choice 
• The qualitative study showed that destination image is considered important by 27.1% of international 
visitors while 24.7% considered it to be unimportant. Those that considered image to be very important 
said that they would not choose a destination if the image was not appealing. Those that considered 
image to be unimportant said that image is not usually a true reflection of reality. A negative image is a 
deterrent to even consider a destination as a possible holiday destination. The destination not having a 
distinct image is a major source of concern. The lack of a dear image therefore does not help in 
positioning the destination in the potential visitor's mind. Perception of a place is more important than 
reality. Yet image is subjective to experience levels, first time visitors are more influenced by image than 
repeat visitors. Image is also dependent on the target market and the type of holiday/activities being 
marketed. A business tourist assigns virtually no importance to image while holidaymakers are 
influenced to a large extent by image. The quantitative study confirmed qualitative research findings 
given that destination image was rated as important on average in choosing a destination. Destination 
image was particularly important to respondents from UK, Germany and Netherlands. 
Visual imagery fOnDS a significant part of the image of a destination 
• The city of London has been particularly good at creating a rich visual imagery of the place. A 
combination of attractions that have historical appeal such as London Bridge, Buckingham Palace, Big 
Ben and Victoria Station have been marketed simultaneously with new attractions such as the 
Millennium Dome. A similar approach can be used to market Cape Town where historical assets such as 
Robben Island and Bo-Kaap must be marketed in conjunction with the new convention centre and 
Canal Walk. These create a rich imagery of the destination that offers a diversity of experiences. Though 
attractions contribute greatly to attractiveness of Cape Town, there is scope to promote other aspects 
such as ambience, culture, atmosphere, festivals, events and amenities to improve brand image further. 
Cape Town rates favourably on cognitive and affective components of destination image 
,. Destination image has both cognitive and affective components (Gartner, 1993; Baloglu and Brinberg. 
1997; Baloglu and McCleary, 1999). The cognitive components are usually the beliefs or knowledge 
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information such as symbolic stimuli (promotional effort of a destination) and social stimuli (word of 
mouth) (Baloglu and McCleary, 1999: 148). Destinations have been traditionally marketed in terms of 
their specific tourist attributes (MacKay and Fesenmaier, 1997). The affective components refer to 
emotions conveyed by those attributes. Thus destination image affects behaviour and attitude. The 
cognitive and affective components of Cape Town's image that were rated favourably by international 
visitors are shown below. 
Cognitive Components 
.. Good value for money 
.. Scenery/Natural attractions 
.. ~eather/climate 
.. Accommodations/Restaurants 
.. Friendliness of locals 
.. Shopping facilities 
.. Service 
.. Local cuisine 










.. Destination image promotion should begin with an understanding of the push or pull orientation of 
potential tourists. Push orientation of tourists referring to the attractiveness of a destination based 
largely on its projected images. These images are subject to various interpretations by potential visitors. 
The pull orientation referring to the basic needs and motivations of potential visitors to travel (Chon, 
1990; Lubbe, 1998). International visitors did not choose Cape Town solely on its projected image even 
though scenic beauty is a major pull factor of the destination. A significant number of visitors chose 
Cape Town because they wanted to visit family and friends. This is dearly a push factor. Thus the 
destination offering a diversity of experiences cannot be marketed along the lines of push or pull 
orientation of potential visitors. The same visitor might be influenced to visit through a combination of 
push and pull factors. This does not mean that the market cannot be segmented along push and pull 
orientations of customers. This will require an in-depth understanding of the needs and motivations of 
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6.5 DEMOGRAPHIC & TRAVELLING ClIARACTE:R.ISTICS 
INFLUENCE DESTINATION CHOICE 
.. Sodo-demographic and travelling characteristics of travellers have a significant impact on image 
perceptions and travel experience perceptions. The more positive the perceptions of both, the more 
positive are purchase decisions and the more preferred the destination will tend to be. Repeat visitors 
have the most positive travel experience perceptions while first-time visitors rely to a greater extent on 
image for destination choice. 
Targeting tirst time-visitors need a dift'erent strategy from repeat visitors 
411 There is a need for distinct strategies aimed at first-time and repeat visitors. The quantitative research 
showed that first-time visitors attached more importance to value for money than repeat visitors. 
Communication campaigns must therefore emphasise value-for-money to potential visitors. Equally 
important is the fact that, first-time visitors attached more importance to a destination having interesting 
cultural and historical attractions as opposed to repeat visitors. First-time visitors attached more 
importance to availability of information, a destination offering plenty of activities to do and appealing 
local cuisine than repeat visitors. Thus clearly first-time visitors attach more importance to some 
attributes when choosing a destination, these need to be marketed better to potential visitors. 
411 Repeat visitors attached more importance to a destination having interesting and friendly people and 
offering good shopping facilities than first-time visitors did. Repeat visitors have experienced the 
destination and therefore know exactly what to expect. They are not influenced by some of the 
attributes that influence first-time visitors such as value for money. Thus, communication campaigns 
must emphasise a different set of attributes to repeat visitors. In the same way visitors and non-visitors 
have different brand images of the same destination. It is therefore important to develop separate image 
and positioning strategies for these two distinct groups to communicate and position the destination 
favourably. 
Country-of-origin influences importance given to factors affecting destination choice 
411 Country-of-origin of visitors have some influence on their perceptions and expectations as wen as 
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importance to value for money than German visitors. British tourists attached more importance to 
suitable accommodations in their choice of a destination than German tourists. Thus, marketing and 
communication campaigns must be fme-tuned according to the various countries targeted. 
Gender has some influence on importance given to factors affecting destination choice 
• Gender has some influence on destination choice. Males for example, attached more importance to 
good nightlife and entertainment than females. Females attached more importance to good shopping 
facilities than males. Males were on average most influenced by word-of-mouth and Internet. Females 
were most influenced by travel guidebooks and information centres. Thus marketing and 
communication campaigns must be fme-tuned according to gender. 
Age bas some influence on importmce giyen to factors affecting destination choice 
• Similarly age influence destination choice. Young respondents attached more importance to a 
destination offering great beaches and watersports and having good nightlife and entertainment 
compared to older respondents. Young respondents also attached more importance to a destination 
offering plenty of activities to do that their older counterparts. Older respondents attached more 
importance to good service than younger respondents. Architecture is not appealing to younger visitors 
while older respondents were neutral on average to nightlife and entertainment. Thus the type of 
marketing and communication campaigns developed for the brand should reflect the age of the target 
market. 
Length of stay affect perceptions of the destination 
• On average the longer respondents stayed in Cape Town, the poorer were their perceptions of the 
infrastructure, the better were their perceptions of service standards and local cuisine. The longer 
respondents stayed in South Africa, the better were their perceptions of service standards and local 
cuisine. Therefore the current destination experience should guide areas of current improvement and 
future areas of tourism development. 
Intermediaries influence image perceptions of international visitors 
• It is not only tourists that hold different images of a tourist destination but intermediaries such as travel 
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influence potential visitors in a positive or negative way cannot be disregarded. They are a major source 
of image dissemination. They influence brand expectations and perceptions. 
6.6 INTERNATIONAL TOURISTS' EXPECTATIONS 
International tourists have the right expectations in terms of cogpitive attributes of the destination 
• Discrepancies between organic and projected images can arise from unrealistic naIve images held by 
tourists or from a failure on the part of the destination to meet expectations. The qualitative research 
showed that tourists expect Cape Town to have beautiful scenery (17.6%) and expect safety (14.1%) to 
be an issue. The empirical research showed that 52.4% of international visitors knew what to expect 
prior to their visit. Their expectations were that the city is modem and developed. They expected Cape 
Town to offer a unique experience in terms of variety of things to see and do. Indeed tourists were 
warned about crime before their visit. They also expected their trip to be informative and a unique 
cultural experience. International visitors did expect to see poverty and 28.4% of them were expecting a 
third world country but found first world facilities and amenities. 
International tourists have wrong expectations on mostly affective attributes of the destination 
• However, tourists also have the wrong expectations as shown by 17.2% of them expecting the city to be 
wild and underdeveloped, 44.1 % being surprised by friendliness of locals, 42.5% fmding the city more 
beautiful than expected, 53.5% finding the atmosphere more laid-back than expected. Therefore future 
marketing campaigns should aim at creating the right expectations especially with regards to destination 
attributes such as scenic beauty and friendliness of locals that are considered important in the choice of 
a destination. 
Gaps between expectations and reality must be closed to provide a satisfying holiday experience 
• The existence of dichotomies in expectations of tourists must be actively addressed by destination 
marketing activities. This is important to achieve brand synergy across all tourism sectors. All potential 
visitors must know exactly what the destination has to offer and the weaknesses of the destination. 
These set the scene for expectations to be in line with reality. A combination of proactive and reactive 
communication campaigns must be used to address such dichotomies. Proactive campaigns must be 
aimed at setting the right expectations in terms of destination experience while reactive campaigns for 
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6.7 PERCEPTIONS OF INTERNATIONAL TOURISTS 
Perceptions of international tourists change for the better during visit 
• The qualitative research showed that 68.2% of international visitors mentioned that their perceptions 
had changed while visiting Cape Town. Interestingly, 18.8% of them said that they found the city much 
safer than they expected, 10.6% said that the city is more beautiful than they expected, 5.9% said that 
the locals are friendlier than expected while 7.1% found the city more westernised/ cosmopolitan than 
they thought it would be. The empirical research confinned those perceptions as international visitors 
rated Cape Town good on friendliness and excellent on scenery and natural attractions. Value for 
money, and weather/climate were rated as excellent while entertainment/nightlife, image of destination, 
architecture/buildings, and infrastructure left respondents feeling neutraL Thus scenic beauty, value for 
money and friendliness oflocals are attributes that must become brand associations of Cape Town. The 
positioning of the brand must reflect these attributes. 
Cape Town offers little of an Mrican experience 
• In terms of negative perceptions, 46% of international visitors agreed that the destination offers very 
little of an African experience. Definitely, those customers that expect to be on a safari/wildlife trip to 
Cape Town are either misinformed or have the wrong expectations. The 'cosmopolitan' nature of the 
city cannot be denied with 64.9% of visitors agreeing that Cape Town is westernised and thus the 
offering is different to the rest of South Mrica. Nevertheless, in aggregate international tourists have 
better perceptions than expectations. The one attribute where this is more evident is personal safety. 
Even though tourists expect safety to be a problem, 51.1 % of them agreed that the crime situation is not 
as bad as they thought it would be. This needs to be communicated more consistently and with more 
vigour to the international community. 
Attractions of Cape Town enhance the appeal of the destination 
• Despite some negative comments on the attractions, most international visitors (94.1 %) surveyed for the 
qualitative research agreed that Cape Town's attractions enhance the city's appeal as a destination. They 
said that the attractions enhance the city's uniqueness and individuality. The empirical research 
con finned this finding since attractions were rated as good to excellent on average. However, caution 
must be exercised when interpreting the word 'attractions'. For international visitors, attractions can be 
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branding lies in conveying unique emotional benefits. Therefore further research needs to be undertaken 
to qualify what 'attractions' mean for international visitors. But in aggregate, no additional attractions are 
needed in Cape Town, current ones need to be packaged and marketed better. 
International visitors perceive Cape Town to be accessible 
1/ The qualitative research indicated that 61.2% of international visitors found Cape Town easily accessible 
in terms of flight and visa requirements. The same attribute was rated good on average for the empirical 
survey. First time visitors on average had a poorer perception of accessibility than repeat visitors did. 
This needs to be addressed either through marketing campaigns or intermediaries such as travel agents 
and tour operators. 
Infrastructure and particularly ttanspon is a major wealmess of the destination 
1/ Infrastructure is another weakness of the destination as 45.8% of in-depth interviewees agreed that the 
quality of transport needs desperate improvement. This finding confirmed by the empirical research 
given that this attribute was rated neutral to poor on average. 
Accommodation is a significant strength of the destination 
1/ None of the qualitative interviewees had any negative comments about their accommodation. Similarly 
international visitors rated accommodation as good to excellent on average for the empirical research. 
Consequently, this is one attribute that exceeds expectations of tourists and rates most favourably 
against competitors. It needs to be established as a significant brand association of Cape Town. 
International visitors perceive ambience of Cape Town to be both laid-back and vibrant 
1/ The qualitative research indicated that 48.2% of international visitors associate the word 'laid back' with 
the ambience (way of life) in Cape Town while 25.9% said that the ambience was vibrant. This fmding 
was confirmed by the empirical research given that ambience was rated as good to excellent on average. 
1/ On the whole for destination marketing to be a success, a fusion of marketing mix and destination mix 
elements is required. However, often this is not the case because marketing mix elements fall under the 
control of individual suppliers that may not necessarily agree with destination marketing agencies on 
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rather than power driven decisions can ensure image and message consistency (Homer and Swarbrooke, 
1996; Alford, 1998). 
Service levels are neither good nor bad 
• The qualitative research showed that international visitors had mixed feelings about the service level in 
Cape Town. While 24.7% described the service level as good, 17.6% described it as better than 
elsewhere and 15.3% described it as below average. The empirical research however showed that on 
average international visitors perceived that the service standard to be good. In fact, 95.4% of 
respondents did not associate the word sub-standard service with Cape Town. Nevertheless, there seems 
to be a gap in perception that must be addressed to ensure consistency in service delivery. 
6.8 ATTRIBUTES DIFFERENtIATING CAPE TOWN 
Cape Town has a combination ofmngible and intangible assets that differentiate it as a destination 
• The extent to which a destination is associated with distinctive or unique characteristics can provide a 
useful basis for developing competitive positioning and promotion campaigns. The more unique the 
attributes, the more strength they have in sustaining competitive advantage because it is difficult for 
competitors to emulate those characteristics (Hu and Ritchie, 1993; Echtner and Ritchie, 1993). By far 
the variety of things to see and do (12.9%) and scenic beauty (12.9%) were the most favourable qualities 
of Cape Town followed by the friendliness of locals (11.8%), value for money (9.4%) and good service 
(3.5%). These were the findings from the qualitative research. International visitors were asked what 
makes Cape Town unique as a destination. The scenic beauty (23.5%), Table Mountain (22.4%), and 
friendly people (16.5%) were among the most common responses. Culture is another attribute that 
differentiates Cape Town given that 72.9% of international visitors described the culture as being 
unique. The empirical research reported similar findings on the basis that scenic beauty (35.4%), 
friendliness of locals (26.5%), value for money (19.3%), beaches/mountains (16.2%), culture (10.6%) 
and variety of things to see and do (10.4%) were reported as being attributes that significantly 
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Table Mountaint scenic beauty and cultural diversity are strongest differentiators of the brand 
.. Spontaneous word associations with Cape Town revealed that Table Mountain (47%) followed by sun 
(29.6%), sea/beach (33.3%), beautiful/lovely (29.9%) were the most common attributes of the 
destination. Attributes that differentiated the destination were scenery (35.4%), culture (10.6%), friendly 
people (26.5%) and value for money (19.3%). These were the findings from the empirical research that 
supported qualitative research findings. The destination has the assets to be successful but not the 
infrastructure to support those assets. The ongoing fragmentation in the industry is undermining the 
establishment of clear differentiators of the brand. This leads to the positioning of the brand being 
unclear and confusing for both international travellers and stakeholders. 
There is no consensus among stakeholders with regards to visual images to be used to market the 
destination 
.. At each stage of his visit, the potential tourist may hold different images of a destination, images that are 
constructed by the amount, source and objectivity of the available information. This range of imagery 
has been described as a hierarchy of place images, ranging from initial perceptions based on organic 
sources, to a modified or re-evaluated image upon visiting the destination. This modification results in a 
much more realistic, objective, differentiated, and complex image (Selby and Morgan, 1996: 288). The 
diversity of opinions on which images to use to market the country suggest that the Joint Marketing 
Initiative is far from reaching consensus among industry stakeholders on images to use. The images that 
international tourists can identify the most with should guide this choice process. The image should be 
simple and differentiated to avoid customer confusion with other destinations. 
Echtner and Ritchie's framework of destination image measurement 
.. Using Echtner and Ritchie (1993) framework of destination image measurement where the image of a 
destination must be measured along three continuums namely attribute-holistic, functional-psychological 
and common-unique. On the attribute side are the numerous perceptions of the individual 
characteristics of the destination, ranging from functional to psychological. It can be seen from the 
figure below that Cape Town is perceived to be associated with many functional characteristics and to a 
lesser extent with psychological characteristics. On the holistic side, the functional impressions of Cape 
Town consist of imagery of the physical characteristics of the destination, while the psychological 
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valuable tool to differentiate a destination. A destination can be branded on the particular type of mood 














6.Good local cuisine 
8.Clean/hygienic facilities 
to.Poverty 










17.Variety of things 
18.Value for money 
19.Vast/spacious 
20.Lush/ green 
21.Closeness of attractions 
HOUSTIC 
(Imagery) 
26.Pleasant/ peaceful! calm 
27.Beautiful/lovely 
28.Fascinating/Vibrant 
29.0utdoor / adventurous 
30. Unspoiled 
• The common-unique continuum shown below highlights the idea that images of a destination can range 







































































52. Cultural diversity 
53.Variety of things 
54.Value for money 
55. Vast/ spacious 
Holistic (Imagery) 
(8 On one extreme of the continuum, the image of Cape Town is composed of many characteristics that 
are common (attributes 1 to 6) to other destinations such as sun/sea, good beaches, good weather and 
accommodation etc. The destination is also rated favourably on commonly considered psychological 
characteristics (attributes 15 to 20) such as atmosphere and ambience. In this case Cape Town has a very 
common atmosphere of laid-back and relaxation. It has a common outdoor-adventurous feel. Also, the 
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cultural diversity and attractions such as Cape Point and Table Mountain. Psychological characteristics 
that are unique to the destination (attributes 12 to 23) include friendly people, vibrant atmosphere and 
unspoiled environment. These are important when developing communication campaigns. These 
characteristics must be used to position the destination. They provide a dear direction in terms of 
developing visual images and messages of the destination. The fact that respondents were surveyed in 
Cape Town meant that these characteristics are detailed and accurate. 
• On the other end of the continuum, a destination is also made up of common attributes and holistic 
elements together with unique attributes and holistic elements. The common attributes are more or less 
the same as the common characteristics of the destination. The common holistic elements of the image 
of Cape Town include lush/green environment, cosmopolitan vibe and a pleasant ambience amongst 
others. Of more interest are the unique attributes and holistic elements. Of course attractions such as 
Cape point, Table Mountain and Robben Island feature prominently as being unique to the destination. 
The unique holistic elements such as cultural diversity, variety of things to see and do, closeness of 
attractions must be communicated to potential visitors. 
6.9 BRAND ASSOCIATIONS OF CAPE TOWN 
Positive brand associations 
8) The qualitative research showed that positive brand associations with Cape Town include Table 
Mountain (44.7%) followed by beaches/sea (30.5%), scenic beauty (16.5%) and wine (14.1%). The 
empirical research on the other hand showed that 'inexpensive' (70.1%) was the most strongly 
associated word with Cape Town. The hospitality of Capetonians is another, as it was chosen by 67.5% 
of respondents as being a word they associated with the destination. Beautiful scenery (74%), relaxed 
atmosphere (63.8%) and the good service standards (40.7%) were word associations too. These are 
strengths of the destination that needs to be constantly reinforced to existing target markets and 
communicated to potential target markets. Yet not all these attributes will sustain competitive advantage, 
as other destinations might be strongly associated with those words as well. Nevertheless, scenic beauty 
is the one attribute that differentiates this destination from competitors as it was described as being 
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Negative brand associations 
• The qualitative research findings showed that 61.1% of respondents were warned about negative aspects 
of the destination compared to 38.9% that were not. Of those who were warned about negative aspects, 
23.4% said that it came from friends, 4.7% from locals, 2.3% from hotel staff, 7.1% from travel agents, 
3.5% from family, 11.7% from media, 5.9% from SA overseas, 5.9% from other travellers. By far crime 
is the one factor that respondents were warned about before coming to Cape Town. The safety of 
tourists at night is another major concern. In-depth interviewees associated the following unfavourable 
qualities with Cape Town namely, poor transport/infrastructure (11.76%), crime (5.9%) and many poor 
people (4.7%). The quantitative study confirmed these attributes as being weaknesses of the destination. 
Of international visitors, 16.2% and 19.7% of them associated unsafe and crime respectively with Cape 
ToVl'll. Poverty (48.6%) is another major weakness followed by many street children (26.7%), as they 
were significant word-associations with the brand. 
• The existence of such a dichotomy in image perceptions of a destination must be actively addressed by 
destination marketing activities. On the one hand the brand is viewed positively with many unique 
attributes while on the other crime, poverty and safety create a negative image of the destination. This 
dichotomy must be eliminated to achieve brand synergy across all tourism sectors. A combination of 
tangible and intangible assets of the city must be used to address such a dichotomy. 
Overall image of the destination is positive 
,. Of international visitors, 63.5% felt that the overall image of the destination is positive. The overall 
positive image that respondents have of Cape Town contributes significantly towards positive word-of-
mouth, greater likelihood of recommendation and future visits. However, prior to their visit, 
international visitors do not always have a positive image of many of the attributes of the destination. 
There must be a coexistence of multiple images to covey an impression of a destination providing a rich 
experience but not all images should be used at the same time or with the same message. Each niche 
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6.10 LOGO FOR CAPE TOWN 
Current logos are ineffective at communicating something meaningful and powerful about the 
1H3.rul 
• The logos used by the various destination-marketing organisations are not well understood by visitors. 
They are not always associated with what the organisations want them to represent. The difficulty 
international visitors had in coming up with ideas and images that the logos conjure up in their minds 
indicate that the logos visual impact and value as branding tools are minimal. The low awareness 
indicates the ineffectiveness of the logos to communicate something meaningful about the destination. 
International visitors seem to have a general preference for the Cape logo but it needs some 
improvement to better represent the diversity of the product offering. There is however no conclusive 
evidence to suggest whether the logo is appealing or not. 
Logo must capture diversity of experiences in a unique natural and cultural environment 
• The logo can be something abstract or well defined that captures the beauty of the province while 
leaving an 'African' feel that is emotive of the unique experience that the destination offers. A good 
slogan and logo provide a platform from which the image of a destination can be further amplified. For 
Cape Town, the essence of the logo must be diversity of experiences in a beautiful environment 
surrounded by warmth and hospitality of people that display a sense of pride for their country. A 
different way of life in a relaxing atmosphere surrounded by vast open landscapes that have a unique 
flora and fauna must also be portrayed in the logo or slogan. It is rather difficult to portray all these 
attributes and elements in a logo but that is why the use of colours, textures, forms and shapes must be 
chosen carefully to represent the above. Table Mountain should be an integral part of that logo given 
that it is considered to be unique to the destination. A poorly designed logo and slogan will weakened 
both expectations and perceptions of the brand. 
Table MQuntain must be used as an icon 
• Of international visitors, 35.3% mentioned that Table Mountain was by far the attraction that was most 
emphasised to them by sources of information prior to their visit, followed by the beach (22.4%) and 
wine farms (22.4%). The qualitative research also showed that Table Mountain was the image that 
41.2% of international visitors could recall of Cape Town. Yet it is important to realise that 22.4% of 
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winelands, blend of different cultures, good weather and beautiful scenery. A logo should incorporate 
colours such as blue, yellow, green, red, white and black as embodied by the South Africa national flag. 
6.12 BRAND PERSONALITY OF CAPE TOWN 
Cape Town has a different brand personality from South Mrica 
• When compared to brand South Africa as a person, brand Cape Town is younger and predominantly 
white, better educated, earn more money, live a lavish lifestyle and has no children. Brand South Mrica 
on the other hand, is perceived to be older than Cape Town, black, earning a lower income than his/her 
Cape Town counterpart and having many children while being employed in a blue-collar job. Race, age 
and what the media portrays about the country largely influenced these brand personalities. They tend to 
be stereotypical of the image that one would have in his /her mind during the apartheid era. As a result, 
this shows that respondents cannot be expected to know much about the destination and perhaps the 
rich history of the country along with the major transformation that has occurred should be emphasised 
more in communication campaigns. 
Cape Town must be positioned differently from South Mrica 
.. The brand personality analysis and brand fingerprint clearly showed that the positioning of Cape Town 
must be different to that of South Africa. South Mrica as a brand can be anchored in tradition, cultural 
values, birth-place of humanity, and Mrican roots. Cape Town as a brand epitomises youth, excitement, 
adventure, lavish lifestyle, wealth, and achievement. These are two completely different destination 
experiences that reflect the two different images that tourists hold in their minds. The marketing of the 
two brands must convey the essence of this difference. However, there needs to be some synergy 
between the two. Cape Town is perceived to be an 'exclusive' destination for the rich by international 
visitors. It has nothing to do with wildlife because of its cosmopolitan feel and therefore cannot be 
promoted along the lines of the 'big five'. The one attribute that both brands have in common is scenic 
beauty and could potentially be used to link the two brands in visitors' minds. 
• International visitors provided a positive description of the brand personality. Thus the brand 
personality needs minor adjustments and mostly fine-tuning to reinforce the positioning of the brand. 
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potential visitors better than competitor brands. It should involve developing and communicating key 
product and service attributes that are consistent with the brand image. 
Leveraging secondary associations with brand South Mrica will strengthen brand Cape Town 
.. Secondary brand associations are particularly important for destination brands. This is because a 
destination exists within a local, national and international context. Both positive and negative brand 
associations with a supra-brand are likely to be transferred to the sub-brands. Therefore the sub-brands 
can only be as successful as the supra-brand. The desired brand associations with South Africa will 
influence how brand Cape Town is perceived. Favourable brand associations with South Africa such as 
wildlife and safaris/game parks must not create expectations that Cape Town offers a similar product. 
Therefore it is critical that communication campaigns emphasise this difference. Yet brand Cape Town 
can benefit from brand associations with South Africa such as Nelson Mandela, history I apartheid, and 
cultural diversity. 
6.13 CAPE TOWN VS. OTHER CITIES IN SOUTH AFRICA 
Cape Town offers a better tourism experience than any other cities in South Mrica 
.. The qualitative research found that international visitors more or less thought that Cape Town is very 
different from any other regions in South Africa. The only similarity was in terms of perceptions of 
poverty. The empirical research showed that accommodation in Cape Town is perceived to be similar to 
other places, while attractions, variety of activities and safety of other cities are considered worse than 
Cape Town. Despite Cape Town being the most recognised brand among international travellers, the 
lack of meaningful positive associations thereof with brand South Africa is likely to hurt brand Cape 
Town in the long-term through conflicting image and message projection. 
6 .. 14 ATTITUDE OF TOURISTS TOWARDS BRAND CT 
International tourists have a positive attitude and display positive future behaviour toward the 
J:mm.d 
.. Of international visitors surveyed for the qualitative research, 83.1% said they would like to come back 
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Cape Town. The longer respondents stayed, the more likely they were to revisit. The longer respondents 
stayed in South Mrica, the higher was their likelihood of coming back to Cape Town. 
(III International visitors strongly agreed (59.1%) to agreed (38.3%) that they would definitely say positive 
things about the city to friends, relatives and colleagues. This is much-needed positive word-of-mouth 
about the destination. Repeat visitors were more likely to recommend the destination than first-time 
visitors. The longer respondents stayed in Cape Town, the more likely they were to recommend it to 
others. In terms of satisfaction levels with the destination experience, most respondents were either very 
satisfied (61.1 %) or extremely satisfied (33.2% ). These findings confirmed that international visitors 
have a very favourable attitude towards brand Cape Town. 
6.15 POSITIONING CAPE TOWN USING THE BULLSEYE 
MODEL 
(III The most important aspect of a brand is its single-mindedness. Therefore there must be branding 
synergy between the destination brand and individual suppliers' brands to create a powerful image of the 
destination. The first stage in building a destination brand is to establish the brand's core values that 
should be durable, relevant, communicable, and hold saliency for potential tourists. Once these core 
values have been established, they should underpin and imbue all subsequent marketing activity so that 
the brand values are cohesively communicated. The brand values should also be reinforced by brand 
elements, which ensure consistency of message and approach (Morgan and Pritchard, 2000: 281). 
• The future of Cape Town is perceived to be optimistic but it is up to marketers of the city to convince 
international tourists that the city offers an experience on par or better than competitors. This can only 
be done through aggressive marketing and promotion campaigns in each targeted country to put the 
destination on the world map and positioning the destination correctly for each segment of the market. 
The product offering rates favourably against those of Sydney, Thailand, San Francisco, and Paris. The 
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BRAND VALVES 
Beliefs and guiding principles 
.. Brand can be positioned to be perceived as the premier leisure tourism destination in Africa. 
.. The city offers an exceptional variety of unique, world·class natural tourist attractions and a spectrum of high 
quality cultural and man made ones. 
.. The product rates among the best-known leisure tourism destination in Southern Africa. 
.. Cape Town offers good value for money compared to other destinations. 
.. Major opportunities exist for expansion and growth in existing markets and new markets. 
.. Brand Cape Town is different from other sub-brands and brand South Africa. 
.. Customers are very satisfied with the destination experience and have a favorable attitude towards the brand 
.. Perceptions of the brand are very positive in most cases. 
Benefits 
Em()ti()nal/ juncti()nal benifits? 
.. Relaxation 
.. Friendly people 
.. Adventure/ Outdoor feel 
.. Excitement 
• Different culture .. Vibrant ambience 
.. Good attractions 
.. Good value for money 
.. Variety of accommodation 
.. Good service levels 
.. Gooddimate .. Good local cuisine 
Pre>pQ!i.ition 
What it is and kry reason for 
b1fJing? 
New destination with unspoiled 
environment and breathtaking 
scenery at an affordable price 
Essence of Cape TQwn 





Reasons t() believe the 
proposition? 
• Low exchange rate 
against major currencies 
.. Well developed 
accommodation sector 
.. Fusion of different 
cultures and cuisine 
.. Variety of things to see 
and do 
• Unique natural 
attractions/scenery .. Ooseness of attractions 
• Cosmopolitan .. Laid-back atmosphere 
BRAND PERSONAUTY 
Human characteristics - setting tone & feel of the brand 
• Young Dynamic Ambitious Sophisticated .. Trendy Adventurous Open-minded Modem .. Well educated Independent Care-free Sexy 












The diagram above is an application of the brand positioning Bullseye model to Cape Town 
., The model shows that the timeless essence of the brand is at the core of brand positioning. Brand 
benefits, propositions and substantiators support the brand essence. These determine the brand values 
afld personality. The brand essence of Cape Town is the diversity of experiences provided within a 
scenically beautiful and unspoiled environment. The brand offers significant emotional and functional 
benefits. The most significant of which are feeling of relaxation and good value for money supported by 
a laid-back atmosphere and low exchange rate against major currencies respectively. The benefits, 
propositions and substantiators determine the brand values, the most important for Cape Town being 
the opportunity to uniquely position this city as a premier Mrican tourism and leisure destination. The 
brand personality clearly shows that the brand is still young and the way it is positioned now will 
influence how it is perceived in the next few years. The correct positioning now win increase the brand's 
appeal and attractiveness that can lead to future positive behaviour toward the brand. 
6.16 AUTHOR'S PROPOSED MODEL OF DESTINATION 
IMAGE FORMATION AND CHOICE 
., The author's proposed model of destination image formation and choice showed that pun and push 
factors, organic images and projected images affect the formation of the primary image of a destination 
such as Cape Town. The pull factors as described by Chon (1990) are the attractiveness of a region and 
its various elements. These elements fall into three basic categories namely: static factors, dynamic 
factors and current decision factors. Static factors include the natural and cultivated landscape, the 
climate, means of travel to the region and in the region, and historical and local cultural attractions. 
Dynamic factors include accommodation, catering, personal attention and service, entertainment and 
sport, access to the market, political, conditions and trends in tourism. Current decision factors include 
the marketing of the region and prices in the region of destination as well as in the country of origin 
(Lubbe, 1998: 24). The empirical research showed that Cape Town rates favourably on static factors 
except for infrastructure and accessibility that influence means of travel to and within the region. 
Dynamic factors rate favourably in general with accommodation being viewed in a very positive light. 
The marketing of the region, which is a current decision factor, is not at its best but the destination 












41) The push factors on the other hand, are the needs and motives of consumers for travelling. Push factors 
are considered as socio-psychological variables that predispose an individual to travel in general, and the 
intangible or intrinsic desires of the individual (Baloglu and Uysal, 1996; Lubbe, 1998). Among these 
factors, the literature emphasises motivation, preferences, objectives and perception. Chon (1990) 
suggests that Maslow's hierarchy of needs is the foundation for travel motivations. Visiting family and 
friends-the need to be among loved ones-is an important push factor for Cape Town. The need to 
experience something new and different is another push factor. The organic image of Cape Town is not 
always positive given that a significant number of international visitors have the wrong expectations and 
media do not always paint a positive picture of the destination. These might lead to the rejection of the 
destination as a potential holiday base in the earliest stage of the consumer destination choice process. 
Thus there is an urgent need to improve the organic image of Cape Town among international 
travellers. 
41) For those visitors that were surveyed for both the qualitative and quantitative research, their primary 
image of the destination is positive. There is congruity between the primary image and the tourist's self-
image, which leads to Cape Town being chosen as a holiday base. Cape Town satisfies the need for 
novelty, as it is a relatively 'new' destination, it satisfies the need for challenge as it offers adventure and 
outdoor activities, it satisfies the need for relaxation through its laid-back atmosphere and calm/peaceful 
surrounding and scenic beauty. Finally it satisfies the need for learning as the destination has a rich 
history and a diverse culture. Cape Town rates rather favourably on ttavelability factors as it offers value 
for money but some discomfort is felt with regards to the lengthy travelling time to get to the 
destination. The destination primarily attracts visitors that rely on social group opinions given that a 
significant number of international visitors mentioned that word-of-mouth from family and friends 
influenced their choice of Cape Town as a holiday destination. Thus the model shows that Cape Town 
rates favourably on most factors influencing destination choice. The high likeness of revisit and 
recommendation to others, positive word-of-mouth dissemination, and high satisfaction levels show 
that the actual image matches the primary image of the destination in most cases, which leads to the 
formation of the complex image of Cape Town. International visitors therefore have a favourable 
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7. RECOMMEND TI NS 
Based on the above conclusions, the following recommendations are made to Cape Metropolitan Tourism 
and other destination marketing organisations. 
7 .. 1 DESTINATION MARKETING 
Practice tourism segmentation and target market management 
• Achieving consistency in marketing requires an understanding of the target market. Destination 
marketing organisations such as Western Cape Tourism Board and Cape Metropolitan Tourism must 
practice tourism segmentation and target market management. They must use both demographics and 
psychographics to profile market segments. They must distinguish between 'maintenance markets' and 
'growth markets'. Segmentation of target markets on the basis of demographic/travelling characteristics 
is necessary because factors such as age, gender, country of origin, length of stay and purpose of visit 
influence destination choice, expectations and perceptions. 
• Visitors can also be segmented on the basis of needs or the importance they attach to particular factors 
that influence their choice of a destination. This will improve the effectiveness of marketing activities 
and ensure that the right features of a destination are being emphasised to the right segments of the 
market. For example, international visitors can be segmented along nature-based activities that require a 
different set of strategies as opposed to visitors that are attending a conference. 
Develop profiles of visitors to fine-tine marketing and communication campaigns 
.. Commission tourism market research and visitor satisfaction studies on a regular basis. Develop profiles 
of destination vacationers of certain type salient to the province and city. Use visitor infonnation centre 
records and data from the accommodation industry to get a better understanding of demographic and 
psychographic profiles of visitors. These will help fine-tune future marketing and communication 
campaigns. It will also facilitate the use of direct marketing. 
Brand awareness must be created 
.. It is high time to market the city more aggressively and to market the diversity of offerings. The industry 
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what we have'. In essence creating the necessary brand awareness and brand recognition. There are 
tremendous opportunities that can be tapped into with the brand but not necessarily achievable in the 
short term due to notable weaknesses such as infrastructure development, crime problem etc. There is 
no point in repositioning the brand if such problems are not addressed as visitors will get here and 
realise that their expectations are not met. This will affect repeat visits and spread bad word-of-mouth 
about the destination. 
• Brand awareness can also be created through the use of the supply chain, that is tour operators and 
travel agents. Providing the right incentives to these critical partners win ensure that the brand has the 
desired exposure. However, incentives by themselves are insufficient. They need to be supported with a 
product offering that is uniquely packaged, competitive airfares, good pricing strategies that take into 
account currency fluctuations, and good information provision from local and regional tourism boards. 
• An institutional or umbrella marketing program is needed at the provincial or country level that provides 
a framework within which the individual Oocal) destinations and attractions can feature their own brand. 
The overall goal being consistency in message and image projection. South Mrica needs to be 
established in the long-term as the supra-brand while provincial and city brands must feature as sub-
brands. 
Transform Cape Town into a power brand 
• Transforming Cape Town into a power brand requires frrst of all co-operation between the private and 
public sector to support government tourism policies, procedures and practices, with government 
playing a leadership role. Tourism planning is critical for the success of Cape Town. Clearly co-ordinated 
and focused strategies on each target market will ensure that needs of potential visitors are understood. 
These can then translate into future tourism policies and developments in the destination. Integrating 
quality of life objectives with tourism development is a winning formula for any destination. 
• Accountability is key to make tourism planning easier and to establish a dear image of the destination. 
The supra-brand and sub-brands must be dearly defined while organisations marketing the former and 
latter must be accountable for their actions. All stakeholders must pool resources together for a 
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flexible framework that guides tourism development and allows for constant information dissemination 
about the process and feedback on achievements needs to be implemented 
• Distinguish between 'mature' and 'growth' local destinations and between primary and secondary zones 
of tourism development. This will maximise revenue earned from tourism facilities/amenities and 
channel expenditure on tourism development in a more efficient way. Do not force a branding system 
on individual players. Such a top-down approach will be seen as restrictive and bureaucratic. Instead it is 
important to offer data to support the positive effects of branding, and provide guidelines and resources 
instead of rules and regulations. 
Marketing plMS must be constantly re-evaluated 
• Develop and follow two-to-four year rolling marketing plans~ supplemented by short-term plans with 
specific measurable goals, objectives, strategies, and supported by a good information system. Set 
measurable objectives and develop and use performance standards of effectiveness at all levels of the 
marketing plan and subsidiary programs. Do not make changes to marketing programs too quickly. It 
takes years to establish a brand image, brand name recognition and develop strong awareness of the 
destination or product. Continually evaluate, monitor and adjust campaigns to reflect changing market 
tastes and focus on monitoring changes in expectations and perceptions. 
• Continually monitor changes in factors influencing destination choice. Adjust marketing programs to 
emphasise factors that are particularly important to international travellers at a specific point in time. In 
winter, for example, markets such as Europe and US attach more importance to a destination offering 
good climate/weather. Consequently image and message dissemination must emphasise on such a 
factor. 
Brand South Africa must be repositioned 
• Brand South Africa must become a platform of which other sub-brands can be superimposed to create a 
unique city or province identity while still retaining a degree of individuality. Each other province or city 
then becomes a regional or city brand ensuring consistency with the umbrella brand. Each regional or 
city brand having its own positioning, image, target markets, competitive strengths, marketing mix, 
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• In the short-tenn brand Cape Town should be the supra-brand as it has the most positive connotations 
in the minds of international travellers. It has a higher level of awareness than brand South Africa. Brand 
South Africa can draw on this awareness to build itself a reputation. Synergy can be achieved through 
the lise of scenic beauty and culture as the link between the two brands. 
Educate residents and stakeholdem on the importance of tourism 
• Expand/improve programs designed to educate local residents about the visitor industry and develop an 
understanding of the industry'S positive impact on the province. Stress employment opportunities. 
Locally stakeholders must be educated on the purpose of the existence of brand Cape Town and brand 
'The Cape'. There needs to be more clarity with regards to the functions of each brand and how they 
will improve the competitiveness of the province. 
• Educational outreach seminars need to be established in order to augment the marketing and customer 
relation skills of small players and previously disadvantaged players. This will create the much-needed 
consistency in marketing and communication. An annual or biannual tourism conference must be 
promoted to encourage networking and infonnation/ technical assistance exchange for industry 
members: Promulgate a city tourism-oriented newspaper or newsletter targeted at stakeholders in the 
industry as an information exchange vehicle. 
7.2 IMPROVING INFORMATION AVAILABILITY 
Information search behaviour can be used as a segmentation tool 
• Infonnation search behaviour can be used as a segmentation tool. Consumers place varied level of 
importance on sources of infonnation that are more likely to influence their decision to visit a particular 
place. Therefore communication strategies must be focused on the sources most frequently used by the 
targeted consumers. 
A differentiated Internet presence is critical for the success of the brand 
• A web presence is not enough to entice consumers to choose a destination as a potential holiday base. 
Synergy is required between both on-line and off-line infonnation sources to project a consistent 
message and image. A web presence provides a unique opportunity to tailor infonnation to customer 
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potential source of differentiation for a destination as it makes it easier for potential visitors to look for 
information. Almost like word-of-mouth, the Internet provides the power of one-on-one 
communication, but through a mass medium. Internet communication is more credible as it is deeply 
personal, in that the Internet user 'pulls' information at his/her own discretion. 
• Develop interactive video displays for tourist information centres and major airports. Develop a multi-
agency brochure to inform travellers of the specific functions of each tourism/traveller related agency to 
enable the tourist to contact the proper needed agency. Also a sense of place and product are best 
communicated by using pictures and few words. Greater use must be made of available digital satellite 
and internet technology to distribute quality images into the computers of picture editors, input editors 
and news editors in travel/tourism related publications and online newsrooms throughout the world. 
This, coupled with the placement of expertly written editorials by well-respected individuals, will supply 
hungry tourism-oriented publications with material that will communicate the destination's unique sense 
of place and associated product to a global audience. 
411 Improve media exposure- electronic and print media must be monitored to assess the extent to which 
positive and negative articles about the city are being printed and have a media leverage strategy to 
emphasise the positive articles to the international community while addressing the negative ones. Build 
up database of complaints and compliments on the brand. This can be used as part of an advertising or 
public relations campaign to create a positive image of the brand. 
7.3 BUILDING THE BRAND EQUITY OF CAPE TOWN 
Reduce confusion about the brand among stakeholders and visitors 
• The basic premise of brand equity is that the power of a brand lies in the minds of consumers and what 
they have experienced and learned about the brand overtime (Keller, 1998: 594). At present Cape Town 
can probably best be described as a confusing tourism destination as it does not appear to have a single 
focused image or reputation as to what its primary attraction is to both the domestic and foreign tourist 
markets. This can probably be attributed to the transitionary phase that it finds itself emerging from and 
is therefore not suggested as being the fault of any institution, but rather as a result of its circumstances. 
At present it appears to be marketing itself as offering everything to everyone, which is resulting in other 
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• It is recommended that Cape Town needs to consider spatial sub-groupings of mini-destinations that 
link certain hotel groupings with exclusive beach areas, which can then develop their own market image, 
which can then be marketed to targeted tourist-source markets. An example in this regard, duster the 
hotels along the Sea paiflf drive. Allocate the beach, or a part of, for the use of hotel guests and other 
visitors willing to pay for the use of the facilities. 
SQurces of brand equity 
Brand equity occurs when the consumer has a high level of awareness and familiarity with the brand and 
holds some strong, favourable and unique brand associations in memory. Currently brand Cape Town has 
low to high awareness depending on the target market. New markets must be tapped into to promote brand 
growth. 
Brand Awareness of Cape Town 
• Currently low to high depending on the target market 
Depth of brand awareness is determined by the ease of brand recognition and recall - cannot 
be measured in the case of brand Cape Town. This requires a study among international 
travellers that are still at the early stages of the destination choice process 
Breadth of brand awareness is determined by the number of purchase situations from which 
the brand comes to mind. This cannot be ascertained from this research. It requires presenting 
international travellers with different purchase decisions and measure whether they associate 
brand Cape Town with adventure, culture, eco-tourism etc. However, the possibility exists that 
the brand can be linked with different purchase situations given the diversity of products offered. 
Also this research revealed that words such as adventure and culture are associated with the 
brand. 
Strong Brand Associations 
Marketing programs that convey relevant information to consumers in a consistent fashion at any 
one point in time as well as overtime, create strong brand associations. Despite Cape Town lacking 
consistency in marketing associations such as value for money, scenic beauty, variety of things to 
see and do, cultural diversity have become strong brand associations. Therefore the equity of the 
brand lies in the image of the destination being associated with scenic beauty, variety of products, 
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Favourable Brand Associations 
Favourable brand associations are created when marketing programs effectively deliver tangible 
and emotional benefits that are desired by consumers. Brand Cape Town offers many tangible 
benefits such as diversity of experiences. value for money. suitable accommodation and emotional 
benefits such as relaxation, peaceful environment, and vibrant atmosphere. These benefits 
constitute part of the brand equity of Cape Town. They must be managed efficiently overtime to 
maintain the competitiveness of the destination. 
Unique Brand Associations 
Unique brand associations that are also strong and favourable create points of difference that 
distinguish the brand from other brands. Scenic beauty and culture differentiates the brand. Brand 
associations that are not unique, however, can create valuable points of parity to neutralise 
competitive points of difference. Brand Cape Town offers value for money. suitable 
accommodation, and good climate that can help in establishing points of parity with other 
competing destinations. 
Outcomes of Brand Equity 
.. Greater loyalty towards the brand 
.. Less vulnerability to competitive marketing actions 
.. Less vulnerability to marketing crises 
.. Greater intermediary cooperation and support 
.. Increased marketing communication effectiveness 
• Additional brand extension opportunities (Keller, 1998) 
7.4 BUILDING BRAND IMAGE OF CAPE TOWN 
Use visual imagery and emotional branding tools to enrich the brand image 
.. The JMI must work closely with all key government agencies to market and manage brand Cape Town's 
image and philosophy to its audiences. Brand Cape Town can be integrated into projects with a broad 












welcome signage at city entry points, and brand Cape Town 'welcome statements' on the rear 
windscreens of taxi cabs. These will reinforce the image of the destination in tourists' minds and create 
the desired awareness of the new logo/slogan for Cape Town. Similarly, a brand Cape Town 
merchandise range incorporating clothing and souvenirs can be marketed to reinforce the brand and 
create awareness of the brand. Have city logo label pins available for tourists free of charge. 
• Destination marketers for Cape Town must be in the business of delivering impact experiences, not 
merely constructing a clever brand identity on paper with slick slogans and brand logos. Brand winners 
are those places rich in emotional meaning, which have great conversational value and high anticipation 
for tourists. The destination's identified strengths are the starting point to build the brand. Tourism 
boards must find ways to integrate the well known with newer concepts. In Cape Town's case for 
example, weaving culture and friendliness into the familiar image of the city's natural beauty. If the 
city/province is not perceived as providing a particular type of activity (adventure based, water-based 
etc.) but in fact has substantial resources of this kind, develop a special promotional campaign to 
increase awareness and change image/perception. 
Overtime the brand needs to be visually and emotionally complex 
• As consumers become more familiar with brand Cape Town, they will seek more detailed knowledge. 
As the brand develops a presence and positi n in its target markets, it therefore needs to continually 
extend itself to build on its core personalit . Consequently it needs to become more complex and multi-
layered to maintain its consumer appeal. This can be achieved through rich visual imagery and making 
use of emotional branding tools. Cape Town must at all costs avoid presenting visitors with a 'shopping 
list' of attributes. The brand must be built on emotional values. 
• Emotional and physical values must convey a sense of place to visitors. A picture of Table Mountain for 
example evokes a certain response but is not enough to get potential travellers to choose the destination. 
The same pictures coupled with hiking trails, cosy hotels nestling in the foothills, vibrant nightlife, and 
smiling children create a 'sense of place'. This sense of place is bound in with the product and creates an 
emotional attachment thereby clarifying the image of the destination in the visitors' mind. This is the 
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Reinforcing image using brand elements 
• Brand elements are an integral part of building a destination brand. The new logo for Cape Town must 
be designed to reflect colours such as blue, yellow, green, red, white and black. It is then the 
responsibility of destination marketing organisations, through their marketing campaigns, to associate 
the desired words with those colours. Words such as excitement and relaxation can be conveyed 
through colours such as red for the former and blue for the latter. The colour of a logo influences the 
attitude of a potential visitor towards a destination. A colourful logo, for example, can evoke images of 
fun, diversity, excitement, and happiness. These are words that will strengthen a destination brand. 
Colours are significant in determining the emotional aspects that a brand conjures in the mind of a 
potential visitor. Thus colours used for Cape Town logo must be in line with feelings and emotions that 
the destination is trying to covey to potential visitors. 
• Slogans are useful in conveying both the physical and emotional aspects of the destination. Slogans 
coupled with specially developed music and lyrics to use in promotional jingle to portray the experience 
awaiting the tourist in Cape Town, can be a winning formula. Whatever proposition is used it must also 
have the potential to last, to grow and to evolve in a long-term branding campaign, so it is essential to 
get it right. Some suggestions for slogans are as follows: 
Land of plenty, city of beauty-Cape Town 
Treat your soul-Cape Town 
Escape to the Cape-City of diversity 
The Cape of pleasure and leisure 
Maximise on cross-selling opportunities 
lit Create and promote unique destination products to offer to the tourism market. Build or package 
facilities and features, for example combine Garden Route with other tours outside of the city. 
Aggressively promote cross selling of one region of the province with another for example the West 
Coast with the Garden Route and vice-versa. Encourage different co-operating attractions such as Table 
Mountain and Kirstenbosch Gardens to offer discounts for subsequent attendance at another attractions 
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Brand personality must be developed 
• A brand ownership campaign must be launched where approved licensees are able to use the visual 
elements of brand Cape Town in their own marketing and promotional efforts, thus supporting the 
brand identity. Stakeholders can then mix and match brand elements -logo/slogan- by choosing which 
different brand elements will achieve different objectives but ensuring brand elements are mutually 
reinforcing as possible so as not to dilute brand image and personality. 
• Developing a brand personality for Cape Town will require more than superficially constructing traits 
such as 'friendly', 'cultural', and 'scenic'. These are popular descriptors for too many destination brands. 
A brand personality has both a head and a heart- its head referring to the logical brand features, while 
the heart referring to its emotional benefits. For Cape Town, the brand personality could reflect traits 
such as youthful, refreshing, vibrant, stylish, adventurous, diverse, optimistic and fun. It should 
encapsulate the spirit of the brand. 
• The new logo for the brand must use colours such as blue to depict the sea, yellow to depict year-round 
sunshine, green to depict the scenery, red to reflect the history of the country and so on. These colours 
will communicate the brand architecture making the brand look bold, exciting, energetic, sophisticated 
and yet fun. However brand architecture goes beyond brand personality, it includes also the positioning 
of the brand, its rational and emotional benefits along with brand differentiators. It is the blue print that 
should guide brand building, development and marketing. 
• Leverage secondary associations to compensate for other wise missing dimensions of the marketing 
program by linking the brand to other entities that reinforce and augment the brand image. For example, 
the Garden Route and Cango Caves are part of the 'Cape' brand as opposed to the Cape Town brand. 
Thus leveraging those attributes along with the attractions of Cape Town will create a better sense of 













7.5 MEDIA/COMMUNICATION STRATEGY 
Media management iii! crucial for brand success 
• Essentially it comes down to managing the county's reputation through the media to ensure a positive 
portrayal of the city brand and the country as a whole. Reputation management is an emerging discipline 
whose central tenet is that strong reputations result from initiatives and messages that are in tune with 
the distinctive values and personalities of a country. In today's world, where ideas are increasingly 
displacing the physical in the production of economic value, competition for reputation becomes a 
significant driving force, propelling an economy forward. Cape Town has a reputation, which has 
suffered at the hands of a variety of largely uncontrollable internal and external factors, like crime, grime, 
violence, HIV / Aids, and tardy infrastructure. This reputation needs to be clarified and changed 
positively wherever possible. This can be done by: 
Distinctiveness: a strong reputation will result when Cape Town owns a distinctive position/image in 
the minds of its public. 
Focus: a strong reputation will result when tourism stakeholders focus their attention and 
communication around a single core theme. 
Consistency: a strong reputation will result when destination-marketing agencies are consistent in their 
marketing activities and communications to all their public. 
Identity. a strong reputation will result when the various tourism boards and partners act in ways that 
are consistent with established principles of identity. 
Transparency: strong reputations are built when organisations are transparent in the way they conduct 
their affairs. 
• Mix marketing communications options by choosing a broad set of communication options based on 
their differential ability to impact on brand awareness and create, maintain, or strengthen favourable and 
unique brand associations. Match marketing communication options ensuring consistency and directly 
reinforcing some communication options with other communications options. Utilise a reach media 
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Use events as a platform to build awareness and recognition of the brand 
II Develop and promote a unique holiday festival/event of Cape Town worthy for national media 
coverage. Do its promotion in major internationai cities. Promote city and province as a location for 
filming movie and television projects/series. Specifically address the foreign travel writer market. 
Produce documentary films designed to highlight specific elements of the city/province's heritage, 
museum, community etc. These win create a positive perception of the brand. 
Use below the line advertising, as they are less costly 
II Publish general brochures about Cape Town in the major relevant foreign languages. Use billboards 
both within the province and outside the province to encourage travel in the province. Use both 
broadcast and print media to reinforce each other in key feeder markets such as UK, Germany and 
Netherlands to create and maintain awareness of the destination. Align outdoor materials with 
audiovisual materials, audiotapes, souvenirs and promotional gift-items. Target high visibility 'leader' 
market segments such as celebrities and sports figures, which may positively affect 'emulator segments' 
and often attract free media coverage. Have separate media campaigns for international visitors, 
domestic visitors and travel agents/tour operators. 
II Develop media campaigns to address negative brand associations such as lack of safety and crime. 
Disseminate facts and figures on crime levels and stress on positive experience of visitors. International 
community needs to be cautioned on safety but do not overemphasise on negative aspects of the 
destination Communicate visitor research results that shows that crime and safety are not as bad as 
'people' tend to think it is. However, communication campaigns to overcome negative perceptions of 
crime and violence could also be counter-productive by alerting audiences to potential dangers that they 
did not know about previously. 
7.6 MANAGING BRAND CAPE TOWN OVERTIME 
Managing brand Cape Town overtime requires the use of a brand assessment tool such as the one below to 
fine-tune marketing and communication campaigns. This tool will help destination marketing organisations 
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Brand Assessment Tool 
1. Clearly define the position you want the brand to occupy 
• Develop a brand positioning statement - explain what you want visitors to think when they think of 
your brand. Destination marketing organisations must be able to clearly define this position, otherwise it 
is unlikely that the targeted visitor will consistently understand the brand's strengths. 
• The brand positioning statement is critical because it focuses promotional and marketing efforts. It 
becomes the consistent message that is communicated over and over to the target markets. It is an 
internal benchmark against which all communications to the targeted audiences are measured. 
• Is the brand position simple and understandable to consumers? 
2. Is the brand differentiated in the marketplace? 
• Do consumers place value on the differentiation? Is it important and relevant to consumers? The 
differentiation gives the brand an advantage only if it is valued. 
3. Is the brand position defensible? 
• If the position can be easily and credibly duplicated, it is not defensible. The value of the differentiation 
will be short-lived. 
4. Has enough resources been allocated to support the brand and brand-building activities? 
• Have the resources been efficiently used? 
S. Does the brand reflect the destination's strengths? 
• How can the brand sustain its competitive advantage? 
6. Have marketing and promotional messages been consistent over the last few years? 
• Are the messages we communicate consistent with the desired brand position? 
7. How do we measure the effectiveness of marketing, promotion, public relations and other brand-
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• What kind of performance standards and evaluations must be set in place? 
7.7 AREAS OF FUTURE RESEARCH 
This study focused on the perceptions of brand Cape Town among international tourists visiting the 
destination. International tourists are not the only target markets for such a brand. Similar studies must be 
carried to measure perceptions of domestic tourists and stakeholders. Looking at brand Cape Town from a 
360 degrees angle requires an understanding of how domestic tourists and stakeholders perceive the brand 
as well. Though the positioning of the brand will be different for the domestic market, consistency in image 
and message communication is still necessary to avoid consumer confusion. 
It is also necessary to conduct research among international and domestic travellers that are not considering 
Cape Town as a potential holiday base. This will help to identify negative organic images that exist among 
the international community about the destination. The opinions of those that are not buying into the brand 
experience are critical to formulate growth strategies for any brand. The findings for this particular research 
cannot be used to extrapolate that crime and safety are not affecting the image of the brand. Obviously 
those respondents that were surveyed at the destination have a different view on safety and crime levels 
compared to international travellers that are not even considering the destinations as a holiday option. 
The perceptions of intermediaries are even more critical for the success of a brand. Brand awareness and 
brand image influence strategies of distribution channel management, particularly push and pull strategies 
within the channel. Consequently, it is necessary to conduct research to find out perceptions of the brand 
among local and international channel members (tour operators/travel agencies). Intermediaries to a large 
extent influence brand choice and brand expectations. Therefore if they hold a negative image of the 
destination, they will be most unlikely to recommend the destination to their customers. 
Moreover, integration of on-line and off-line branding tactics is necessary to achieve consistency in image 
and message projection. Given that brand Cape Town is adopting an on-line marketing strategy requires 
research to be undertaken among domestic and international tourists alike to measure whether how "the 
brand is perceived off-line is the same as it is perceived on-line. Any discrepancies must be addressed to 
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IN .. DEPTH INTERVIEWDISCUSSUION GUIDE 
INTRODUCfION AND WARM UP 
• Greetings and introduction. 
• Explanation of the research being conducted and general topic of the interview. 
• Inform the respondent of the confidentiality of the information and that it will be used 
for the pwpose of this research only. 
• Inform the respondent that the interview will be taped to allow for further analysis of 
the information provided. 
• Encourage the respondent to be free in his/her answers and comfortable in expressing 
his/her opinions and feelings about the different topics. 
• Are there any questions? 
GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE TOURIST ITRAVEL ACfMTIES 
• How often do you travel overseas annually? 
• Which foreign countries other than your own have you travelled to? 
• Do you plan your holiday through travel agencies, tour operators, word-af-mouth etc? 
• Do you usually travel alone, with your spouse or with your family? 
• Tell me about your main activities and interests when you are on vacation? 
DESTINATION CHOICE AND IMAGE 
• 'What are the most important factors when you choose a destination? 
• How important is a destination's image when making the decision to travel somewhere? 
• 'What, if any, are your favourite destinations? 
• 'What makes these destinations so special? 
SOUTH AFRICA 
Projective Technique: Verbal Map 
When I say South Africa, what are the first few words to come to your mind? 
CAPETOWN 
Projective Technique: Verbal Map 











• I want you to imagine you were back home, 'What will you tell your friends, family, 
colleagues or anybody you come into contact with about Cape Town? Probe for both 
positive and negative statements 
• Have you been to Table Mountain? Do you think it really embodies 'What Cape Town 
has to offer to you? 
• Will you revisit the country? If No, why not? 
PROJECTIVE TECHNIQUE 
Ask respondent to close their eyes and think about walking down a corridor. There are 
rooms to the left and to the right of the corridor. As you walk you notice that the doors are 
labelled with the names of regions, countries and cities ... you are walking quite quickly ... you 
see France on the left ... Paris on the right ... Australia on the left ... Sydney on the 
right ... Switzerland on the left ... Geneva on the right ... etc etc ... suddenly you slow down 
and see South Africa on the left .... Cape Town on the right. 
You stop outside the Cape Town room .... open the door ... 
'What do you see? No probing 
'What do you feel? No probing 
'What do you hear? No probing 
'What do you smell? No probing 
'What do you taste? No probing 
'What are the colours you can ee? Probe blue, green, yellow, red and what specific 
things about the destination they associate with these colours. 
Ask respondents where do they fit in the room? (at the door - standing outside; looking 
from a distance at 'What is happening in the room; are intensively involved in 'What is 
happening in the room; are they impressed! unimpressed; do they feel the experience is 
authentic orfake) 
THANK RESPONDENT FOR THEIR TIME AND INPUT. 
Name of Interviewer: 
Date of Interview: :M:ain Reason for Visiting Cape Town: 
























CAPE METROPOLITAN TOURISM - CAPE TOWN BRANDING SURVEY 2001 
Questionnaire No. 
Hello, my name is .................... As part of enhancing the experience of tourists in Cape Town, .. Cape Metropolitan Tourism is 
conducting research into the branding of Cape Town. 
Are you an international tourist? YES----~~. CONT~ 
NO ~ THANK RESPONDENT (Terminate Interview) 
Have you spent more than 4 days in Cape Town? YES ~ CONT~ 
NO ~ THANK RESPONDENT (Terminate Interview) 
We value your opinion highly and would appreciate 15 minutes of your time to fill in this questionnaire. Thank You. 
I. Which countries other than South Africa have you been on holiday to in the last 4 years? 
2. Is this your first visit to Cape Town? 
2.1 Yes o (If Yes go to Q4) 2.2 No 0 
3. How many times have you been to Cape Town before? _______ _ 
4. Who do you usually travel with? (Tick as many as they mention) 
4.1 Family 4.6 Girlfriend 
4.2 Friends 4.7 Boyfriend 
4.3 Wife 4.8 Partner 
4.4 Husband 4.9 Alone 
4.5 Organised Tour 4.l0 Other (please specify) 
5. When I say the word 'Cape Town', what are the first 5 words that come to your mind? -------------
DESTINATION CHOICE 
6. Using the first scale on this card (Hand respondent the Show Card and point out to him/her the scale to be used) please tell 
me how important do you consider each of the following factors when choosing a destination to visit? 
(1 =very important, 2=important, 3=neutral, 4=not important, 5=not at all important) 
1. Never been to the destination before l1.Personal safety 
2. Value for money 12. English SnP"lnna country 
3. Destination Image 13. Good. nightlife and entertainment 
4. Beautiful scenery and natural attractions 14. Interesting and friendly people 
5. Good climate 15. Good service 
6. Interesting cultural and historical attractions 16. Plenty of activities to do 
7. Suitable accommodations 17. Appealing local cuisine 
8. Plenty of information available on the destination 18. Good shopping facilities 
9. Great beaches and watersports 19. Easily accessible 
10. Quality transport and infrastructure 20. Unpolluted and unspoiled environment 
21. Other (please specify) 











8. From this list (Show respondent the list on the Show Card), please rank the 4 most influential sources ofinformation in terms 
of how strongly they influenced your decision to visit Cape Town? (l==the most influential, 2==tbe second most influential, 
3==tbe third most Influential, 4==tbe fourth most influential). 
"RWk 
1 Travel agent 
2 Tour operator 
3 Word of mouth from family/friends 
4 Information from the Internet 
5 Travel guidebooks 
6 Brochures/pamphlets 
7 Advertising/Promotion in your home-country 
8 Previous travel to Cape ToVln 
9 Information centres 
10 Other (please specify} ... '" ..... , '" ............ 
9. Please indicate the level of performance of Cape Town on the list of attributes that I am going to read to you. Please use this 
scale to indicate your opinion (Show respondent the scale to use on the Show Card). 
(l=uDacceptable, 2=poor, 3=neutral, 4=good, 5=excellent) 
1. Value for money. 





7. Friendliness/receptiveness of locals 
8. Entertainment and nightlife 
9. Safety during the day 
10. Historical and cultural attractions 
11.Shoppingf~ties 
12. Availability of information on things to see and do 
13. Safety at night 
14. The s~dard of service in general 
15. Accessibility of the destination from -your home-country 
16. The image of the destination in your home-country 
17.l.ocal cuisine 
18. Ambience of the destination 
19. Beaches and tourist attractions 
DESTINATION IMAGE 
10. Which of the following words (Show respondent list a/words) would you use to describe Cape Town as a destination? 












15. Relaxed atmos here 
16. World-class facilities 
17. Lush! en environment 
18.Gime 
19. E ensive 
20. Outdoor! Adventurous feel 
;----+----~~~~--~~~~----------r_--r___4 
11. From the list of words that you associate with Cape Town, tell me 4 words that you most strongly associate with Cape Town. 
The first word being the one that you most strongly associate with CT, the next word being the second most strongly 
associated word with CT etc. (Gwe respondent the questionnaire so that he can see which words he/she has chosen) 




13. Using this scale on the card (Show respondent the scale), please tell me the degree to which you agree or disagree with the 
following statements that I am going to read to you. 
(l=strongly agree, 2"'agree, 3==neutral, 4==disagree, S"'strongly disagree) 
1 cr is ve much what I e cted it would be. 
2 The crime situation is not as bad as I tho t it would be. 
3 I was s rued b the friendliness of the local eo leo 














14. On the basis of your experience in Cape Town, how likely are you to revisit the city using this scale. (Show respondent the 
scale to use on the Show Card) 
I. Not at all likely 0 2. Not Likely 0 3. Neutral 0 4. Likely 0 5. Very Likely 0 
15. How likely are you to recommend the city to friends/family/colleagues? 
1. Not at all likely 0 2. Not Likely 0 3. Neutral 0 4. Likely 0 5. Very Likely 0 
16. What is your overall image of the destination using this scale. (Show respondent the scale to use) 
1. Extremely Neg. 0 2. Somewhat Neg. 0 3. Neither Positive nor Neg. 0 4. Very Positive 0 5. Extremely Positive 0 
17. What is your overall satisfaction with the destination experience using this scale? (Show respondent the scale to use) 
1. Not at all Satis. 0 2. Somewhat Dissatis. 0 3. Neither Satis. nor Dissatis. 0 4. Very Satis. 0 5. Extremely Satis. 0 
CAPE TOWN COMPETITORS 
18. What other cities have you visited in South Africa? 
19. How would you rate these cities on the following attributes when compared to Cape To n using this scale. (Show respondent 
the scale to use on the Show Card) 






6 Tourist attractions and scene 
7 G.Uture 
DEMOGRAPHICS 
20. Gender Male 0 Female 0 
21. Where are you from (Country of Origin)? 
22. What is your main purpose for visiting Cape Town? 
1. Holiday 0 2. Business 0 3. VFR 0 4. Other 
23. Your Length of Stay in Cape Town? 
24. Your Length of Stay in South Africa? 
25. Your Age? 
26. What is approximately your monthly income in your home currency or US $? 
1. <500 0 2.500 - 34990 3.3500 - 64990 4.6500 - 94990 5.9500 - 12499 0 6. 12500 - 154990 
7.15500-1849908.18500-214990 9.21500-244990 10.24500-274990 11.~27500 
THANK RESPONDENT FOR THEIR TIME AND WISH THEM A PLEASANT STAY IN cr 
4 
.. 
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